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ABSTRACT
JOHN STEINBECK, HERMAN MELVILLE, AND ANN PETRY: CHILD LABORERS
ENACT HUMANITARIANISM
Linda Ciritovic

John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry explicate the dignity and
responsibility of child laborers in American society. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry
present in their literature child laborers who enact humanitarianism. Child laborers are
humanitarians due to the work they have produced for and contributed to American
society’s economic success, especially while working and not receiving necessary laws to
protect their wellbeing. The authors differ, though, in their literary works regarding how
the child laborer’s viewpoint receives response from an adult. Steinbeck honors the child
laborer by writing of the child laborer whose voice encompasses grand immersion with
life. Steinbeck presents the child laborer who participates in society with heedful
response from an adult while also experiencing joyful independence. Melville presents
the adult who respectfully consults the child laborer’s viewpoint yet does not heed the
child laborer’s insight. Therefore, Melville denounces an adult’s stagnancy when
consulting the child laborer’s wise viewpoint or insight. Petry presents the loyalty and
determination of the child laborer, especially the child laborer as academic laborer, who
encounters suppression and duplicity from adults. Petry advocates for the adult’s
responsibility to loyally advance the child laborer’s voice and aspirations.
Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry give voice to child laborers. Ruthie Joad and
Winfield Joad from Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, Pip from Melville’s Moby-Dick or,

The Whale, and Bub Johnson from Petry’s The Street are four child laborers whose lives
the three authors cogently relate in their respective novels.
Furthermore, The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The Street can be aligned
with the Child Labor Amendment of 1924. American society can directly acknowledge
child laborers’ work in society by a declaration in the Constitution via ratification of the
Child Labor Amendment. Through ratification, the United States can affirm honor and
respect toward child laborers, past, present, and future, and this recognition can become a
symbolic declaration of unity, peace, and respect in the Country.
Recognizing and remembering the massive amounts of labor produced by child
laborers is society’s obligation. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry do so. Each author
presents a specific approach in advocacy of the child laborer’s voice.
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1
Introduction: Child Laborers Voice Their Humanitarianism
The following is the poem “My Heart Leaps Up” by William Wordsworth:
My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky:
So was it when my life began;
So is it now I am a man;
So be it when I shall grow old,
Or let me die!
The Child is father of the Man;
And I could wish my days to be
Bound each to each by natural piety. (1426-27)
The following is from “The Paradise of Bachelors and the Tartarus of Maids” by
Herman Melville:
“Halloa! the heat of the room is too much for you,” cried Cupid, staring at
me.
“No – I am rather chill, if any thing.”
“Come out, Sir – out – out," and, with the protecting air of a careful father,
the precocious lad hurried me outside. (331)
John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry explicate the dignity and
responsibility of child laborers in American society. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry
present in their literature child laborers who enact humanitarianism. Child laborers are
humanitarians due to the work they have produced for and contributed to American
society’s economic success, especially while working and not receiving necessary laws to
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protect their wellbeing. The authors differ, though, in their literary works regarding how
the child laborer’s viewpoint receives response from an adult. Steinbeck honors the child
laborer by writing of the child laborer whose voice encompasses grand immersion with
life. Steinbeck presents the child laborer who participates in society with heedful
response from an adult while also experiencing joyful independence. Melville presents
the adult who respectfully consults the child laborer’s viewpoint yet does not heed the
child laborer’s insight. Therefore, Melville denounces an adult’s stagnancy when
consulting the child laborer’s wise viewpoint or insight. Petry presents the loyalty and
determination of the child laborer, especially the child laborer as academic laborer, who
encounters suppression and duplicity from adults. Petry advocates for the adult’s
responsibility to loyally advance the child laborer’s voice and aspirations.
Recognizing and remembering the massive amounts of labor produced by child
laborers is society’s obligation. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry are three authors who
indeed recognize and remember child laborers in their literary works. Child laborers are
humanitarians for having endured safety risks in their work and having endured
inhumane treatment while working. To understand child laborers as humanitarians in
American Literature and in American history is to directly and ethically acknowledge and
confront the contributions of child laborers. By identifying child laborers as
humanitarians, this gives retrospective assessment of the abundance of work children
have given to American society. American society can directly and in good faith
acknowledge child laborers’ work in society by a declaration in the Constitution via
ratification of the Child Labor Amendment.
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Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath (1939), Melville’s Moby-Dick or, The Whale
(1851), and Petry’s The Street (1946) assert and regard the contributions of child
laborers. The three authors give vital voice to their child characters. Specifically, Ruthie
Joad and Winfield Joad from Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, Pip from Melville’s
Moby-Dick, and Bub Johnson from Petry’s The Street are four child laborers whose lives
the three authors cogently relate in their respective novels. Regarding these three
American literary texts, Pip is a child laborer of the mid-nineteenth century whereas
Ruthie Joad, Winfield Joad, and Bub Johnson are mid-twentieth century child laborers.
Furthermore, Pip works as a whaler aboard the Pequod; siblings Ruthie and Winfield
work as migrant laborers in California; and Bub is a laborer near his home in New York
City. Therefore, comparing The Grapes of Wrath and The Street, child laborers work at
opposite ends of the United States in comparison to Pip of Moby-Dick whose workplaces
are oceans. Of the four characters, only Bub Johnson attends school and therefore is both
an academic laborer and a socioeconomic laborer. Therefore, these child laborers vary in
their time, place, and type of employment, and the four child laborers are alike because
they assert fortitude as they labor.
Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry present their aforementioned characters as
steadfast; each of the child characters is confrontational and purposeful in their labor and
in their relations with adults, and they contribute earnestly to their societies. Yet there are
distinctions among the three authors’ texts: The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The
Street. When comparing Ruthie Joad, Pip, and Bub Johnson, Ruthie Joad’s voice is
unhindered. Ruthie experiences life’s roadblocks, but she is not mentally obstructed by
others in her immediate world as she proceeds. Steinbeck presents Ruthie Joad as a child
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laborer who experiences life full gusto without anyone impeding her movement. No one
can obstruct Ruthie’s energetic joy for life. In all, no one suppresses Ruthie Joad. Pip also
has gusto, a gusto toward sharing his wisdom and wanting to work. Pip is indeed
consulted, but a stagnancy results regarding Pip’s wisdom because Captain Ahab does
not heed Pip’s voice. The stagnancy then leads to destruction, specifically the loss of
lives and the destroyed Pequod whaling ship. Bub Johnson asserts full gusto like Ruthie
and Pip, yet Bub is consistently hindered and obstructed by people who enact ill will, i.e.
inhumanity, toward him. Bub Johnson exudes steadfast loyalty and determination as an
academic laborer and as a socioeconomic laborer, but individuals’ duplicity affects Bub,
severely obstructing Bub’s procedure through life. Therefore, of the three characters, Bub
Johnson’s voice, therefore life, is viciously stifled. While Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry
share the same credo in their works - the dignity of the child laborer’s voice and action each author presents the specific manner in which an adult character reacts to the child
laborer’s voice. All three authors share hope for the child laborer’s voice to endure. In
each of the three novels, Ruthie, Pip, and Bub strive in good faith as laborers.
As a visual counterpart, The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The Street can be
placed on a line spectrum, placing first to the left end The Grapes of Wrath, at the
midpoint Moby-Dick, and to the right end The Street. Of the three novels, Steinbeck’s
text presents a child laborer’s complete freedom of voice and exploration, which is
encouraged. Melville’s text reveals a child laborer whose voice is free and encouraged
yet not heeded. Petry’s text poignantly states a child laborer’s earnest voice challenged or
stifled, thereby not ethically encouraged. The Grapes of Wrath and The Street are at the
severe opposite ends of the spectrum. Therefore, the following order of author chapters -
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Steinbeck, Melville, Petry – of the dissertation are arranged regarding a child laborer’s
voice according to this line spectrum: first, unhindered by society with full freedom to
proceed; next, consulted and acknowledged yet unheeded; and finally, determined and
loyal but undergoing challenge and suppression.
Therefore, while Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry promote the dignified voice and
work of the child laborer, each author does so with a unique approach in their respective
novels The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The Street. John Steinbeck advocates for
child laborers and promotes their voices in The Grapes of Wrath, The Harvest Gypsies,
and The Red Pony as unhindered and unstoppable. In Chapter One of my dissertation, I
argue that John Steinbeck honors and advocates for the child laborer’s dignified voice
and action. Specifically, I focus on Ruthie Joad’s voice in The Grapes of Wrath, in which
Ruthie aspires toward the wonder to be found in life. In Chapter Two, I analyze in
Herman Melville’s works adults who respect child laborers and consult their viewpoint to
gain important information but then do not act on the new information learned. I claim
that Melville indirectly denounces an adult’s stagnancy when consulting a child laborer’s
wise viewpoint. I analyze adult/child relationships in Moby-Dick, “Bartleby, The
Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street,” and “The Tartarus of Maids.” I focus on Pip’s wise
voice and viewpoint in Moby-Dick sought by Captain Ahab in consultation. Melville, like
Steinbeck, honors the wisdom of the child laborer, yet in contrast to Steinbeck, Melville’s
child laborer does not proceed with unhindered gusto; the child laborer remains in a
status quo. In Chapter Three, I argue that Ann Petry prioritizes an adult’s responsibility to
loyally advance a child laborer’s voice and life journey, especially a child’s academic life
in which academia is salvation. I analyze Bub Johnson’s determination and loyalty as an
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academic and socioeconomic child laborer in The Street. Petry also subtly presents in The
Street the message to readers that an adult has an obligation to be loyal and determined in
guiding children as they explore life rather than obstructing a child’s journey. In my
concluding section, I compare and align Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and Petry’s works while
also stating current American legislation which protects child laborers. Steinbeck,
Melville, and Petry voice equitable regulation for child laborers in their works. Also in
the dissertation, I include commentary which promotes ratification of the Child Labor
Amendment.
Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry value children’s voices, i.e. their viewpoints, in
response to child labor. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry include child characters as vital
participants in their communities. The three authors present their adult characters and
their child characters to the realities of life. Yet Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry do present
scenes where adult characters protect child characters from experiencing harsh realities of
life. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry present scenes in their works in which an adult
character expresses concern, protection, and advice to a child character. Steinbeck,
Melville, and Petry earnestly state children’s voices in their works, and the three authors
acknowledge child laborers by respectfully writing of children’s vital contributions to
society.
Regarding The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The Street, Steinbeck, Melville,
and Petry include writing about water which is symbolic corollary to the child laborer’s
voice in their respective novels. Specifically, the three authors write about the physical
force of water at the conclusion of their novels. First, in the concluding chapter, Chapter
30, of The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck writes of rain and flooding as the Joad family
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leaves the camp for safe ground (450-53). Yet in the midst of the family’s search for safe
ground, Ruthie fearlessly explores her surroundings and grasps assuredly for a red
geranium. The force of nature’s water does not subdue Ruthie’s invigoration. In the last
chapter of Moby-Dick before the “Epilogue,” which is Chapter 135 “The Chase – Third
Day,” Melville writes of the Pequod’s sinking which creates a “vortex,” causing those
nearby to drown (623-24). Melville concludes the chapter with the following: “then all
collapsed, and the great shroud of the sea rolled on as it rolled five thousand years ago”
(Moby 624). Melville’s writing indicates silence and erasure analogous to Pip’s voice that
becomes silenced since Captain Ahab does not heed Pip’s voice to proceed on a new,
responsible course of action. In chapter 18 of The Street, Petry writes of Lutie’s escape
from New York by train (434-36). Petry writes, “The train was on the track. People
flowed and spilled through the gates like water running over a dam. She walked in the
middle of the crowd” (434). Petry uses a simile to compare the force of people’s
movement to the force of water; the travelers symbolically find their way passed any
blockage or impediment. Lutie participates in this force and is not suppressed. Yet Bub is
denied an association with this force. Lutie visits Bub in the Children’s Shelter (Petry,
Street 408-10). And Bub expresses his agony in having to stay in the shelter, stating,
“‘Can we go home now?’” (Petry, Street 410). Bub experiences duplicitous suppression
at the conclusion of The Street. Bub, like Pip, has become silenced. Bub’s predicament,
though, is left unresolved. In spite of Bub’s impediments, Petry gives hope and belief in
Bub’s future voice to become unhindered. Lutie reasons why she leaves her son Bub,
“That way he may have some kind of chance” (Petry, Street 435). Lutie’s determination
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for her son’s future voice to have gusto conveys supreme parental love and respect for
one’s child.
Steinbeck’s twentieth-century texts provide a rebuttal to Melville’s Moby-Dick.
Specifically, Steinbeck’s The Harvest Gypsies and The Grapes of Wrath serve to disavow
the commentary made by Captain Ahab in Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick. Near the
conclusion of Melville’s novel in Chapter 132 “The Symphony,” Ahab reminisces upon
his life as a whaler and the wisdom he has gained (589-93). Ahab realizes the following:
“‘and how for forty years I have fed upon dry salted fare – fit emblem of the dry
nourishment of my soul! – when the poorest landsman has had fresh fruit to his daily
hand, and broken the world’s fresh bread, to my mouldy crusts’” (Melville, Moby 591).
Steinbeck’s two texts – one nonfiction and one fiction – present individuals of the 1930s
in the United States who did not daily have fresh fruit; Steinbeck examines how people
did not even have enough food or any food at all daily. Herman Melville presents his
character Captain Ahab, who is narrow-minded in his pursuit to seek revenge against
Moby Dick, disregarding the peril he places upon his Pequod crew. By juxtaposing
Melville’s nineteenth-century novel Moby-Dick with Steinbeck’s twentieth-century
literature of American starvation, Captain Ahab loses even more credibility of
temperament. Captain Ahab does not realize his nourishment at sea may still indeed be
gluttonous when compared to those living on land. Ahab does not consider his skewed
viewpoint until confronted with his imminent death. Steinbeck’s literature serves as
provocative and justified response, and even retaliation, against Captain Ahab’s lack of
responsibly understanding those who live and work with him.
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As momentary salvation, Ruthie Joad, Winfield Joad, and Bub Johnson live as
children in their respective texts because they get opportunities to play. Pip never gets to
be a child aboard the Pequod. In the entirety of Moby-Dick, Pip is a child who must live
as an adult due to his employment as a whaler. Pip does not have an opportunity to play
with other children as Steinbeck and Petry give their child characters. In The Grapes of
Wrath, for example, Steinbeck writes about Ruthie’s anticipation and Winfield’s
anticipation for the dance at the Weedpatch camp (335). Steinbeck writes the following
about Ruthie and Winfield: “They dodged around the back of the building and bolted for
the platform, to stand among the children, close-packed about the band” (Grapes 335).
Steinbeck conveys that Ruthie and Winfield want to be in a community with other
children. In The Street, Petry writes the following one-sentence paragraph: “Thus, Bub
Johnson got out of school early and was able to beat all the other kids to the candy store
across the street from the school” (335). Petry’s writing conveys a community of
children, congregating in a place of happiness – a candy store. In Moby-Dick, Melville
does not include writing about Pip’s interactions with any other children aboard the
Pequod. Pip’s only concept of play is playing the tambourine for his colleagues as
Melville explicates in Chapter 40 of Moby-Dick, entitled “Midnight, Forecastle” (18793). In Kids at Work: Lewis Hine and the Crusade against Child Labor, Russell
Freedman cites the “Declaration of Dependence By the Children of America in Mines
and Factories and Workshops Assembled,” in which “National Child Labor Committee,
1913” is stated after the text of the “Declaration” (91). In the “Declaration of
Dependence,” the Children of America write, “That childhood is endowed with certain
inherent and inalienable rights” (qtd. in Freedman 91). The Children of America include
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their “right to play and to dream” (qtd. in Freedman 91). Pip’s alienation from other
children and from carefree play and peaceful exploration as a child creates even more
poignancy regarding his predicament as a Pequod laborer.
Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry do not consume their respective texts The Grapes
of Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The Street with child labor, yet the authors’ brief presentations
are symbolic and analytical while also educational for readers. The authors reveal and
acknowledge child labor in their works; this writerly act, therefore, promotes the authors
as advocates of child laborers’ welfare. The authors’ acknowledgement then of child
labor serves to compare and contrast with the Child Labor Amendment. The Grapes of
Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The Street then can be aligned with the Child Labor Amendment
of 1924 which has not been ratified by the United States.
In the Handbook on the Federal Child Labor Amendment (1935), the National
Child Labor Committee cites the Child Labor Amendment (12). Additionally, in the
article “The Child Labor Amendment-I,” dated December 1924, Grace Abbott, “Chief of
Children’s Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor,” cites the Child Labor Amendment (223).1
Abbott begins the article with the following:
Congress has submitted to the States a joint resolution adopted by more
than the requisite two-thirds majority, proposing a twentieth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States. The text of the proposed Amendment is as
follows:

1

In Child Labor in America: The Epic Legal Struggle to Protect Children, John A. Fliter cites from Lela B.
Costin’s biography Two Sisters for Social Justice: A Biography of Grace and Edith Abbott with the following:
“According to her biographer, Abbott’s expertise on the issue of child labor was ‘unsurpassed,’ and she
was influential in drafting the amendment and providing congressional testimony” (139, 271).
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Section 1. The Congress shall have power to limit, regulate, and prohibit
the labor of persons under eighteen years of age.
Section 2. The power of the several States is unimpaired by this article
except that the operation of the State laws shall be suspended to the extent
necessary to give effect to legislation enacted by the Congress. (223)2
Abbott then states in the article, “The proposed Amendment has a long history behind it”
(224). Abbott’s commentary is documented exactly fifteen years before Steinbeck’s
publication of The Grapes of Wrath. Therefore, many child labor experiences and
historical events regarding child labor occurred in the intervening years between Abbott’s
commentary and Steinbeck’s book. The proposed Child Labor Amendment defines a
child as under the age of eighteen. The clear delineation of age can thus be understood by
employers as they structure their workplaces to respectfully and lawfully protect child
laborers. Abbott’s 1924 article refers to the proposed Child Labor Amendment as the
twentieth Amendment.3 In the Handbook on the Federal Child Labor Amendment, dated
November 1935, the National Child Labor Committee authors clarify by stating “an
Amendment, not setting up federal child labor standards, but merely giving Congress the
indisputable power to legislate on the subject” (12). Also in the very next paragraph, the
National Child Labor Committee authors state, “It is this Amendment, merely an
enabling act, which is now before the states for ratification” (Handbook 12). In both these
explanations, the authors use merely, stressing a concise and direct responsibility of

2

In Child Labor in America, regarding the Child Labor Amendment, Fliter states that Senator George
Wharton Pepper (Pennsylvania, Republican) and Senator Thomas J. Walsh (Montana, Democrat) “were
primarily responsible for the final language. Each word was carefully considered” (141).
3
As clarification regarding the numbered Amendments, the twentieth Amendment, ratified in 1933 Amendment XX - includes Section 1 which states the ending terms of the U.S. President and Vice
President on January 20th at noon (qtd. in Maddex 558-59).
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Congress regarding child labor in the United States. In addition, the National Child Labor
Committee’s phrase “enabling act” (Handbook 12) invokes cohesion and equity in the
United States pertaining to child labor.
The Fair Labor Standards Act is a respectful law in the United States which
includes regard for children’s welfare and for children’s lives as laborers. The website
U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) explicates the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).
Specifically, in the U.S. Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division website is the
page entitled “Wages and the Fair Labor Standards Act,” and the section “Child Labor” is
stated with the following: “These provisions are designed to protect the educational
opportunities of minors and prohibit their employment in jobs and under conditions
detrimental to their health or well-being” (“Wages”). Within the “Child Labor” section
are eleven sections, one of which is entitled “Overview,” and the following is stated in
the “Overview” of “Child Labor”:
The federal child labor provisions, authorized by the Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA) of 1938, also known as the child labor laws, were enacted to ensure that
when young people work, the work is safe and does not jeopardize their health,
well-being or educational opportunities. These provisions also provide limited
exemptions. (“Child Labor”)
Therefore, the website U.S. Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division provides
detailed explanation of the Fair Labor Standards Act pertaining to child labor.
In addition, in the book Consuming Work: Youth Labor in America (2014),
Yasemin Besen-Cassino provides concise summary of the Fair Labor Standards Act of
1938 pertaining to child laborers. Besen-Cassino writes the following:
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The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 establishes the minimum age of child labor
for nonagricultural employment as sixteen. According to U.S. Federal Law on
youth employment, sixteen- and seventeen-year-olds can technically be
employed, but they are banned from working in certain industries that the
secretary of labor finds detrimental for this age group. Fourteen- and fifteen-yearolds, on the other hand, are banned from almost every industry, although they are
allowed to work in retail and food services and gasoline services. There are also
restrictions on the total number of hours they are allowed to work per day and per
week and on the time of day the work is performed. (4)
Also, in the book Upon the Altar of Work: Child Labor and the Rise of a New American
Sectionalism (2020), author Betsy Wood cites the Fair Labor Standards Act which
“exempted ‘children under 16 employed in agriculture’” (151, 211). Wood then cites
Walter I. Trattner’s commentary about the FLSA: “The FLSA was a ‘mines and
factories’ bill21” (151, 210-11). Following this statement, Wood cites the following from
“Time to Ratify” of the “Edith and Grace Abbott Papers” about the FLSA: “Agricultural
child labor – the largest category of child labor – remained largely unregulated22” (151,
210-11). The Fair Labor Standards Act became valid in 1938, which is eighty-seven
years after the publication of Melville’s Moby-Dick. Had the FLSA been enacted in 1838
instead of 1938, Moby-Dick’s Pip would have been legally prohibited from his
employment aboard the Pequod not only due to his age but also due to the dangerous
work conditions. In The Grapes of Wrath (1939), Ruthie Joad is twelve years old, and
Winfield Joad is ten years old (Steinbeck 95). The stipulations of Fair Labor Standards
Act of 1938 removed the Act from any force upon Ruthie Joad’s life and Winfield Joad’s
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life due to their occupations in agriculture. While Steinbeck and Petry do not write about
specific child labor legislation in their respective novels The Grapes of Wrath and The
Street, the authors indirectly reveal in their realistic fiction that needed legislation to
protect children is void; Steinbeck and Petry write about their child laborers who
experience socioeconomic exploitation. Steinbeck includes commentary in The Grapes of
Wrath about child laborers who do not attend school, and Petry writes in The Street about
Bub Johnson’s exploitation as an academic laborer in that Bub does not receive a fair
learning experience. Petry reveals how Bub’s academic wellbeing in his school is not
enforced or protected.
Therefore, the Child Labor Amendment of 1924 needs to be ratified by the United
States. The passage of the Fair Labor Standards Act may give individuals the view of
completeness regarding legislation to protect child laborers. This view of completeness
may then cause individuals to feel indifferent toward the Child Labor Amendment. The
ratification of the Child Labor Amendment can lead to the end of existent child labor
exploitation. The following is a reiteration of Section 1 of the Child Labor Amendment:
“The Congress shall have power to limit, regulate, and prohibit the labor of persons under
eighteen years of age” (qtd. in Abbott 223). Therefore, Congress will decide how to
consider a situation of child labor. The statement of Section 1 allows for child labor and
stipulates that Congress decides how to respond to child labor endeavors. The passage of
the Child Labor Amendment gives Congress the right to regulate child labor, thereby
creating uniformity and cohesion in the United States regarding child labor. The
statement of Section 1 also affirms that child labor is acceptable in the United States
when regulated. The statement of Section 1 conveys that the United States Government
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proclaims the positivity of child labor when regulated. Ratification of the Child Labor
Amendment would symbolize respect toward child laborers’ contributions to American
society and even worldwide society.
Associate Justice Stephen Breyer’s4 retirement announcement from the United
States Supreme Court can be consulted as reasoning to ratify the Child Labor
Amendment. Specifically, on January 27, 2022 at the White House, Justice Breyer spoke
about various topics, including the U.S. Constitution, past U.S. Presidents’ viewpoints of
the purpose and endurance of the United States, and then Breyer’s own viewpoint of the
history and endurance of the United States (“Remarks”). After President Biden’s
introductory speech, Breyer explained the following about the concept of the United
States: “But I’ll tell you what Lincoln thought, what Washington thought, and what
people today still think: It’s an experiment. It’s an experiment. That’s what they said”
(“Remarks”). Breyer then adds his own analysis, “It’s us, but it’s you. It’s that next
generation, and the one after that – my grandchildren and their children. They’ll
determine whether the experiment still works. And, of course, I am an optimist. And I’m
pretty sure it will” (“Remarks”). The ratification of the Child Labor Amendment can be
part of the experiment and hence the endurance of the United States. People may argue
that the ratification of the Child Labor Amendment is not pragmatic, i.e. not necessary.
Yet the United States’s structure is democracy, striving for fairness. Part of the United
States’s strength is recognition of all individuals’ lives and participation. The United
States partakes in and honors respectful rites and rituals, such as the President and Vice

4

The following is stated on the website of the Supreme Court of the United States about Associate Justice
Stephen G. Breyer: “President Clinton nominated him as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, and
he took his seat August 3, 1994” (“Current Members”).
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President beginning their terms in Office on January 20 every four years according to the
Constitution’s Section 1 of Amendment XX (The Constitution 60-61); having a national
anthem, “The Star-Spangled Banner”5; and observing national holidays, for example Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday, Presidents’ Day, and Independence Day on July 4th.
These rituals promote unity and respect for the United States and people who live in the
U.S.A. By ratifying the Child Labor Amendment, the United States can affirm honor and
respect toward child laborers, past, present, and future, and this recognition can become a
symbolic declaration of unity, peace, and respect in the United States. Steinbeck’s,
Melville’s, and Petry’s literary works about child labor are also literary experiments
which are the authors’ respectful gifts to American and worldwide society. Breyer’s
retirement announcement can serve as justification why the Child Labor Amendment
should be passed.
The ratification of the Child Labor Amendment would be respectful
acknowledgement of child laborers; child laborers would be noted and included in the
U.S. Constitution, the foremost governmental document explaining the United States as
an entity. In Child Labor in America: The Epic Legal Struggle to Protect Children, John
A. Fliter6 succinctly explains the following:
Because Congress set no time limit, the Child Labor Amendment is still,
technically, pending ratification. Currently, twenty-eight states have ratified the
amendment, but that falls short of the three-fourths or thirty-eight now needed for

5

The following is stated on the Library of Congress’s website: “On March 2, 1931, “The Star-Spangled
Banner” was designated as the national anthem of the United States by congressional resolution” (“The
Star-Spangled Banner”). Also, stated on the Library of Congress’s website, the national anthem’s author
Francis Scott Key gave the song the title ‘Defence of Fort McHenry’” (“The Star-Spangled Banner”).
6
The following is stated about John A. Fliter on the webpage “Department of Political Science John A.
Fliter”: “Dr. Fliter is an associate professor of political science at Kansas State University” (“Department”).
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ratification. Ultimately, the amendment was not necessary because in 1941, the
Supreme Court upheld the fourth federal child labor law, the Fair Labor Standards
Act, thus achieving by legislation what could not be obtained by constitutional
amendment. (190)
Hence, Fliter explains pragmatically why ratification can be halted. But there is a
necessity in ratification in that the work of child laborers can be honored and affirmed in
the Constitution. Plus, by once again giving dedication to a review of the Child Labor
Amendment, a crucial discussion about child laborers in agriculture can happen. As Fliter
states, “Unlike other occupations, in agriculture children can work on any farm at age
twelve and at any age on a small farm” (230). With ratification of the Child Labor
Amendment, a snowball effect can occur, and much more can be achieved in guiding and
protecting children in their socioeconomic work and in guiding and advancing children in
their academic lives.
Thus, the proposed Child Labor Amendment has been in limbo or disregard for
ninety-eight years. Some states ratified the Child Labor Amendment while others states
have rejected or have not responded to the Amendment (Fliter 247-48). In the book Child
Labor in America, Fliter states, “Between 1924 and 1937, fifteen states rejected the
amendment” (248). Fliter also states, “Of the forty-eight states in the Union in 1924, five
have taken no action of record on the amendment” (248). Fliter writes, “Alaska and
Hawaii, which became states in 1959, also have taken no action” (248). Therefore, the
seven states which have not responded to the Child Labor Amendment are the following:
Alabama, Mississippi, Nebraska, New York, Rhode Island, Alaska, and Hawaii (Fliter
248). Therefore, because seven states are limbo with no response/action, American
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society has not fully acknowledged or considered the contributions of child laborers
whereas Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry - authors in the Humanities - have given credence
and remembrance of child laborers. A dichotomous relationship exists: literary
acknowledgement of child labor versus the unresolved legislation of 1924 pertaining to
child labor and child welfare.
Furthermore, Fliter presents commentary about child labor that aligns with
commentary by Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry. Fliter begins the first chapter of Child
Labor in America with the following succinct sentences: “Anyone who studies child
labor acknowledges that throughout history, in every region of the world, children have
labored. The history of the United States offers no exception” (12). Fliter begins his book
focusing on what children have accomplished – what they have done - rather than what
has been done to children. Therefore, Fliter places children’s labor at an apex. Fliter
asserts respect to child laborers, and the author regards child laborers’ dignity.
Furthermore, other legislation regarding child labor relates as complementary
texts to Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and Petry’s writings about child laborers. Consideration
and analysis of laws, legislation, and pending legislation are highly relevant when
analyzing the three authors’ works, specifically the laws in effect or void during the
authors’ creation of their literary works. The analytical juxtaposition of child labor
legislation with Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and Petry’s literary works is a crucial study. John
Steinbeck’s, Herman Melville’s, and Ann Petry’s texts are realistic literary documents
which should be consulted by legislators and society when promoting the ratification of
the Child Labor Amendment. Fliter even states the following in Child Labor in America
regarding the concept of informing society about child labor: “Congress decided to send
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the proposed Child Labor Amendment to state legislatures, rather than ratifying
conventions, which are less permanent, and it placed no time limit on ratification because
it realized that politicians and citizens alike may need to be educated on the issue” (187).
Child laborers in United States history have greatly impacted the country’s economic
stance and success today in spite of being denied a declaration of protection in the
Constitution since the ratification of the Child Labor Amendment is in limbo.
Ratifying the Child Labor Amendment would affect change in child laborers’
lives. The addition of the Child Labor Amendment to the United States Constitution
would declare in its text respectful treatment of child laborers. The Preamble of the
Constitution is the following: “We the People of the United States, in Order to form a
more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the
common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States
of America” (qtd. in Maddex 99). The Preamble regards justice, welfare, tranquility, and
liberty. By ratifying the Child Labor Amendment, the U.S. Constitution would declare
and commit justice, welfare, tranquility, and liberty toward children. The ratification of
the Child Labor Amendment would be a highly symbolic proclamation, and the
ratification of the Child Labor Amendment would also be highly beneficial for U.S.
society. Again, the U.S. Constitution begins with “We the People of the United States, in
Order to form a more perfect Union” (The Constitution 17). Therefore, the ratification of
the Child Labor Amendment would declare the unity, the cohesion, of the Country in
response to child labor, hence the unity stated in the Country’s proper noun: United
States. In Article I., Section. 8. of the U.S. Constitution, the authors state that “Duties,
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Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States” (qtd. in Maddex 550)
and that Congress is required “To establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization, and
uniform Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies throughout the United States” (qtd. in
Maddex 551). The U.S. Constitution, therefore, is promoting uniformity throughout the
country regarding these issues. The ratification of the Child Labor Amendment would
enact cohesive and uniform implementation to protect child laborers thereby eliminating
not only varying state laws but also eliminating discordant and even corrupt workplace
attempts by employers which disrespect or brutalize child laborers.
In addition to legislation, social organizations have been founded to protect
children’s welfare. The New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
published the booklet NYSPCC Professionals’ Handbook Identifying and Reporting
Child Abuse and Neglect (1990 – 1999). According to the first paragraph of the
Introduction, the following is stated:
Children have been considered the property of their parents and other caretakers
throughout history. And throughout history, violence toward children has been a
serious social problem. In the United States in 1874 the plight of one child, Mary
Ellen, a child abused by her parents, was brought to the attention of the American
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA). Through its efforts,
the child was rescued; and in April 1875 The New York Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children was founded. The founding of this agency – the
first of its kind in the world – was the inspiration for the child protective services
movement. (8)
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An agency to protect children, therefore, was established after the ASPCA was
established. In relation to John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry, Melville’s
Moby-Dick was published prior to the founding of NYSPCC. Specifically, Moby-Dick
was published twenty-four years before the creation of the NYSPCC. Yet within the
novel, Melville presents the adult character Captain Ahab, who in spite of his aggression
toward subordinates aboard the Pequod and even whalers aboard other ships, gives his
protective service and words of comfort, love, and respect to the child character Pip,
especially in Chapter 129 “The Cabin” (580-81), one of the concluding chapters of the
novel. Melville gives recognition to the preciousness of children and asserts their voices
and livelihoods in his literary works. Melville’s recognition - or decree - occurs years
before American associations or societies declare and enact protection and honorable
regard toward children.
In addition to John Steinbeck’s, Herman Melville’s, and Ann Petry’s works
explicating child labor, Lewis Hine’s photographs of child laborers are visual documents
which succinctly announce child labor exploitation. Hine’s visual documentation of child
laborers during the early to mid-twentieth century serves as complement to the written
documentation of child labor by Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry. Per Britannica
Academic’s online biography of Lewis Hine, “Hine’s photographs helped draw public
attention to the problem of child labour in the United States and ultimately assisted in
ushering in federal regulations on workplace conditions” (“Lewis Hine”). Britannica
Academic provides powerful analysis of Hine’s photography with the following: “Hine
traveled throughout the eastern half of the United States, gathering appalling pictures of
exploited children and the slums in which they lived” (“Lewis Hine”). In the Preface of
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the biography Lewis Hine: Photographer and American Progressive, published in 2018,
Timothy J. Duerden provides his reasons in writing the biography about Hine (4-5).
Duerden writes, “First, then, it is important simply that the name Lewis Hine be attached
to the wider public’s perceptions of those who were influential in both the social reform
and the professional photography worlds of 80, 90 and 100 years ago” (4). Duerden also
writes, “Hine’s oeuvre, focusing on subaltern groups in America of a century ago, so
clearly forms a fascinating body of historic reference material” (4). Duerden also states
the following about Lewis Hine: “I would point out that his photographs serve as tangible
and visual reminders of the sometimes painful and protracted birth of the United States as
a 20th-century world superpower” (5). Duerden uses the term subaltern regarding
individuals Hine photographed. Yet Hine, Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry, do not leave
the individuals they comment upon via photographs or written texts with this signifier.
The four authors present individuals who proceed with dignity and determination. The
four authors do not enact blandness by strictly presenting subjugation; instead, the
authors proclaim how their individuals/characters aspire and elevate themselves passed
the subjugation they endure. In Lewis Hine’s photographs, child laborers are dignified
and composed. John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, Ann Petry, and Lewis Hine do not
present or convey the individuals of their works as subaltern but rather present their
individuals in their works with equity and respect.
Hine’s creation of visual/photographic documentation of child labor can be
compared and contrasted with the Child Labor Amendment and other child labor
legislation. In the article “Steinbeck’s Ecological Polemic: Human Sympathy and Visual
Documentary in the Intercalary Chapters of The Grapes of Wrath,” Peter Valenti writes
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that Hine’s photographs “affected early twentieth-century consciousness to the extent that
they helped in passing child labor legislation (Rothstein 1979, 29)” (99). Valenti also
asserts, “This tradition of visual human ecology perhaps originated with the work of
Lewis Hine during the first three decades of the century” (98). The following is stated in
the book Lewis Hine: Photographs of Child Labor in the New South, edited by John R.
Kemp:
From 1908 to 1916 Lewis Wickes Hine photographed children at work as part of
a national effort to document, expose, and eliminate child labor in the New South
and throughout the country. The photographs in this book tell the story of Hine’s
personal, often emotional, encounter with ignorance, poverty, brutality, and
human degradation. (qtd. in Hine, Lewis Hine 7)
While informing and educating people about child labor exploitation, Hine’s photographs
of child laborers convey the photographer’s humanitarianism and respect toward child
laborers.
Children are humanitarians in their acts of labor whether economically or
academically because of their endurance and responsibility to learn, contribute, and
succeed in economic and academic endeavors. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED)
includes the following definition of humanitarian: “A person concerned with human
welfare as a primary or pre-eminent good; esp. a person who seeks to promote human
welfare and advocates action on this basis rather than for pragmatic or strategic reasons; a
philanthropist” (“humanitarian”). Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry present in their literature
child laborers, exemplified by Ruthie Joad and Winfield Joad, Pip, and Bub Johnson,
who esteem human welfare.
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Exploitation of child labor is also presented by Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry in
their literary works. The authors of these fiction and nonfiction texts present children who
do not always realize, assert, affirm, or explain the exploitation they are enduring in their
socioeconomic and academic worlds of labor. In spite of their unfulfilled understanding
of their environments, they continually grasp to understand. Regarding both fiction and
nonfiction (historical) texts, children experience fulfillment in their lives and also
experience exploitation as laborers in their socioeconomic and academic worlds of labor.
Children have experienced the full spectrum of the workplace, from dedicated
responsibility to blatant exploitation, in American literature and American society.
Therefore, child labor exploitation needs to be acknowledged and eliminated, but also the
honorable work of child laborers needs to be acknowledged and respected.
Child labor exploitation affects a child’s life in vast and various ways. The
workplace can affect a child laborer’s life negatively, but the workplace can also affect a
child laborer’s life positively. In some instances, child labor can contribute beneficially to
a child’s life while society has provoked and promoted experiences of child labor that are
detrimental to a child’s life. Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and Petry’s texts include various
passages of child labor which impact a child positively and negatively.
Recognition is given to child laborers who oftentimes performed or perform their
labor in natural/nature settings. In John Steinbeck and Edward Ricketts’s The Log from
the Sea of Cortez and Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick or, The Whale, nature settings
pervade their works. Steinbeck includes the natural environment in The Grapes of Wrath,
exemplified by the Dust Bowl that obliterates farm labor and then California’s abundance
of food growth yet socioeconomic agony. Steinbeck and Ricketts explicate at length
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nature in their nonfiction text The Log from the Sea of Cortez, and the authors include the
ambitious contributions of children wanting to assist Steinbeck, Ricketts, and their
maritime colleagues of the Western Flyer. Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick contains a
preponderance of nature in which the author includes the interactions of Pip’s labor with
nature.
Regarding the dichotomy between Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and Petry’s literature
versus legislation pertaining to child labor, Oscar Wilde’s analysis in The Decay of
Lying: An Observation can be applied as astute wisdom. Specifically, Wilde writes, “Life
imitates Art far more than Art imitates Life” (769). Wilde’s commentary has cogent
applicability to Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and Petry’s realistic portrayals of child laborers
in their literary works. The authors, therefore, artfully write about real-life situations in
their works. The authors elevate their texts by promoting the dignity of the child laborer
which then asserts the authors’ respect for child laborers. The Child Labor Amendment
has not been passed, and it is a document asserting the dignity of child laborers. Ratifying
the Amendment would be official declaration of child laborers’ dignity in the
Constitution. The text of the Constitution then would duplicate the dignity of child
laborers expressed in the artistic works of Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry. Wilde’s
invention/argument regarding Art/Life imitation is applicable commentary when
juxtaposing child labor in society and child labor in literature.
John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick, and Ann
Petry’s The Street are novels of social realism. These three novels reveal the realities of
child labor in which children create their acts of labor in good faith while oftentimes
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enduring brutal and inhumane treatment. In the essay “The Novel as Social Criticism,”
Ann Petry writes how novels of social criticism affect change in society. Petry explains,
As I said, my first novel [The Street] was a novel of social criticism.
Having written it, I discovered that I was supposed to know the answer to many of
the questions that are asked about such novels. What good do they do is a
favorite. I think they do a lot of good. Social reforms have often received their
original impetus from novels which aroused the emotions of a large number of
readers. Earth and High Heaven, Focus, and Gentlemen’s Agreement undoubtedly
made many a person examine the logic of his own special brand of anti-Semitism.
The novels that deal with race relations have influenced the passage of the civil
rights bills which have become law in many states. (“The Novel” 782).
Petry expresses how literature can influence positive change in society so that society
enacts justice, equity, and ethics. Therefore, Steinbeck’s 1939 The Grapes of Wrath,
Melville’s 1851 Moby-Dick, and Petry’s 1946 The Street explicate the contributions of
child laborers during their eras. The passage of the Child Labor Amendment would mean
that the United States Federal Government recognizes at the national level the work and
wellbeing of child laborers today and in the future while also giving posthumous
recognition to child laborers whose work successfully advanced the United States’s
economy.
An American law giving respect and recognition recently passed. On June 18,
2021 President Biden proclaimed the United States federal holiday “Juneteenth Day of
Observance” (Biden, “Proclamation”). Juneteenth commemorates the date of June 19,
1865 when enslaved Americans were emancipated in Galveston, Texas (Biden,
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“Proclamation”). The United States has given respect and remembrance of Juneteenth
156 years after the historic day in Galveston, Texas with the legal and national
recognition of the date June 19, 1865. The passage of the Child Labor Amendment would
be a momentous and altering event in the United States. The ratification of the Child
Labor Amendment would be a symbol of retroactive respect given to child laborers who
helped build the United States as a powerful economic country. Petry analyzes in the
essay “The Novel as Social Criticism” how literature can truly promote change in society.
American legislators today have the opportunity to review not only Steinbeck’s,
Melville’s, and Petry’s literary works but other authors of American literature who
explicate child laborers who are conveyed as humanitarians.
John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry are three authors whose works
transfer from the realm of American literature to a sociological study of American life
and society. The three authors’ works can be juxtaposed with the United States Child
Labor Amendment of 1924. Lewis Hine’s early twentieth century photographs overtly
express child labor, yet the same can be assessed about Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and
Petry’s works. Child labor, while not preponderantly presented in The Grapes of Wrath,
Moby-Dick, and The Street, is still overt and striking like Hine’s photographs.
Historical facts about children’s responsibilities as laborers in addition to their
experiences as exploited laborers can serve as support why the U.S. Child Labor
Amendment should be ratified. One such example is stated in Fliter’s Child Labor in
America. Fliter writes the following, citing Grace Abbott’s text The Child and the State:
During the first few years of the Depression, adult unemployment was high and
many children were released from their jobs. A countertrend developed in 1932,
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however, when employers, anxious to maintain profit margins, took advantage of
cheap child labor rather than pay their parents adult wages.6 In some households,
children as young as thirteen or fourteen went off to work while parents spent idle
days at home. It was a deplorable situation, but families often had no choice. (159,
274)
To state that child laborers were the breadwinners for their families is an understatement;
children were responsible for their family’s survival. In this passage provided by Fliter, a
poignant beauty exists, though, in that children accomplished what they could for their
families. They fulfilled an obligation; they were responsible laborers. Their labor equates
to great care for their family. Here is an example of child laborers who enact
humanitarianism. Ratification of the Child Labor Amendment is to affirm in the U.S.
Constitution the commendable work of child laborers of the past and present who were
and are responsible for their family’s survival.
Evident in the three novels is the concept of brutal labor experiences, whether
through physical strain or mental strain. Yet also evident in the three novels is the
admirable, determined will to seek employment. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry present
laborers who decide to pursue work and seek the fulfillment that is achieved when
working. The determined will to achieve socioeconomic success underscores the three
novels. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry present their characters who believe in capitalism,
especially the ideals of capitalism. The three authors relate the corruption and brutality
involved in capitalism for their characters.
Child laborers oftentimes endure and experience exploitation and corruption and
yet continue to enact tenacity. Child laborers have contributed to the economic success
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and prosperity of the United States. Child laborers have contributed their labor often in
situations in which they did not and do not have laws to protect their utmost wellbeing.
Child laborers help society as laborers, and they are humanitarians because they
contribute positively to socioeconomic society in spite of the inhumane conditions and
treatment they may have experienced and endured, exemplified by Ruthie Joad and
Winfield Joad in The Grapes of Wrath, Pip in Moby-Dick, and Bub Johnson in The Street.
Child laborers are also humanitarians because they provide steadfast labor while living in
their society in which the Child Labor Amendment of 1924 has still not been ratified by
the United States. John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry: each author presents
a unique approach in advocacy of the child laborer and the adult’s responsibility to heed
the child laborer’s voice. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry differ in the adult character’s
response to the child laborer’s viewpoint. While the authors present differences regarding
the child/adult relationship, Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry assert that child laborers enact
humanitarianism.
Explanatory Notes:
1. I apply fluidity to the age of childhood in my dissertation in that I include even
young adults, such as the young women characters in Melville’s “The Paradise of
Bachelors and the Tartarus of Maids,” as I analyze child labor in texts. I include this
necessary explanation and analysis of the age demarcation, i.e. when adulthood or age of
majority commences. The following is the definition of age of majority stated in West’s
Encyclopedia of American Law: “The age at which a person, formerly a minor or an
infant, is recognized by law to be an adult, capable of managing his or her own affairs
and responsible for any legal obligations created by his or her actions” (“Age of
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Majority”). This definition from the 2005 publication of the encyclopedia recognizes
individuals as he or she, and now seventeen years later, individuals also acknowledge
themselves with the pronoun they. Furthermore, according to West’s Encyclopedia of
American Law, “In most states the age of majority is eighteen, but it may vary depending
upon the nature of the activity in which the person is engaged. In the same state the age
of majority for driving is sixteen while that for drinking alcoholic beverages is twentyone” (“Age of Majority”). As another example of the fluidity of childhood versus
adulthood, the U.S. Department of Labor states, “The Affordable Care Act requires plans
and issuers that offer dependent children coverage to make the coverage available until a
child reaches the age of 26” (“Young Adults”). Therefore, the concrete age to distinguish
childhood from adulthood is a quandary. In addition, Steinbeck also indirectly yet
joltingly demarcates adulthood at the age of twenty-one in the article “The Pursuit of
Happiness,” dated 1966 (America and Americans 371-72, 376). Steinbeck writes, “Little
or no effort has been made to teach children responsibility for their acts, for this is
supposed to come automatically on the stroke of twenty-one” (America and Americans
371-72). Hence, the Child Labor Amendment recognizes adulthood at the age of eighteen
while Steinbeck’s recognition is the age of twenty-one.
2. All the citations for Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick or, The Whale are from the
Penguin Books edition except as stated for the Barnes & Noble Classics edition.
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Chapter One: John Steinbeck Honors the Child Laborer’s Dignity
John Steinbeck expresses the child laborer’s viewpoint which is received as
necessary participation in society. The child laborer’s voice is acknowledged and
ascertained by adults with stern and respectful consideration. In The Grapes of Wrath,
Steinbeck gives immense responsibility to his character Ruthie Joad. Ruthie exudes a
dignified voice and proceeds with determination to understand life – her environment.
Steinbeck, therefore, gives great honor to Ruthie Joad. Ruthie Joad gives unhindered
beneficence to her family and society.
Steinbeck conveys that children immensely contribute to economic labor in the
United States. Child laborers have a crucial role in helping society as laborers. John
Steinbeck’s literary works present children whose labor is completed encompassing
maturity, responsibility, and acts of love toward family and society. Steinbeck presents
child laborers with dignified and analytical dialogue as they interact with adults. In The
Grapes of Wrath, The Harvest Gypsies, and The Red Pony, Steinbeck presents child
laborers who express themselves equitably with adults. Steinbeck’s child laborers have
freedom in their words and freedom to explore their world; child laborers are unhindered
in their communications with adults. The same occurs in Steinbeck and Edward
Ricketts’s Sea of Cortez in that the child laborers interact and experience respectful
communication with Steinbeck, Ricketts, and the other members of the Western Flyer
crew. A hierarchy of communicators of a child and adult does not exist. Similar to
Steinbeck, Lewis Wickes Hine asserts the dignity of child laborers. In his photographs,
Hine conveys respect for the dignified voice and action of the child laborer. In addition,
Steinbeck’s and Ricketts’s associations with children are also present in texts written by
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individuals who knew the authors, specifically by Thom Steinbeck, Nancy Ricketts, and
Ed Ricketts Jr. Even with the hardships the Joad family endures in The Grapes of Wrath,
Steinbeck continually presents the child laborer Ruthie Joad with immense strength and
humanitarianism, expressing her viewpoints and exploring her environment.
Many of The Grapes of Wrath’s symbolic meanings can be ascertained by
analyzing Ruthie Joad. In addition, Steinbeck acknowledges the necessity of education
through Winfield’s Joad’s dignified and wise voice. Therefore, Steinbeck gives the
novel’s plot, or job, about education to Winfield Joad. Furthermore, in The Harvest
Gypsies, a nonfiction text, Steinbeck provides commentary about the dignity of child
laborers. In Steinbeck’s The Red Pony, the voice, viewpoint, and life experiences of Jody
Tiflin pervade the novella. Steinbeck writes about both Jody’s socioeconomic labor and
academic labor. Jody’s preponderant presentation in The Red Pony serves as comparison
to The Grapes of Wrath and The Harvest Gypsies because children’s presentations do not
pervade the latter two texts. Steinbeck’s inclusion of child labor and childhood
experiences in The Grapes of Wrath and The Harvest Gypsies can be aligned with the
Child Labor Amendment of 1924 and other American legislation enacted and considered
during Steinbeck’s era of writing these two texts. Furthermore, Steinbeck’s The Grapes
of Wrath and The Harvest Gypsies are comparable to Lewis Hine’s photographs of child
laborers. Like Steinbeck, Lewis Hine acknowledges and respects the contributions of
child laborers.
John Steinbeck honors the voices, viewpoints, and work of child laborers.
Steinbeck’s fiction text The Grapes of Wrath corresponds to the author’s two nonfiction
texts The Harvest Gypsies and Sea of Cortez (coauthored with Ed Ricketts) because the
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author remembers and relays encounters with child laborers. Steinbeck writes about child
laborers who stoically endeavor to understand their socioeconomic environment and who
stoically contribute their work. Steinbeck’s child characters voice their concerns, and the
author gives credence to children’s concerns. Nowhere in The Grapes of Wrath does
Steinbeck relate the Child Labor Amendment of 1924. The Child Labor Amendment of
1924 contains the word regulate (qtd. in Abbott 223). Regarding The Grapes of Wrath,
The Harvest Gypsies, The Red Pony, and the 1938 essay “Starvation Under the Orange
Trees,” Steinbeck’s writing can be assessed as a form of regulation - literary regulation in that Steinbeck shows the experiences of child laborers and brings to the forefront child
labor in the United States. Steinbeck and Ricketts also assert literary regulation in Sea of
Cortez because they diligently detail child labor.
John Steinbeck’s nonfiction text The Harvest Gypsies: On the Road to the Grapes
of Wrath is a crucial historical text that is Steinbeck’s compassionate and prudent
journalistic work. In The Harvest Gypsies, John Steinbeck heralds factual information
with compassion and patient observation regarding the migrant farmers of California in
the 1930s. In the Introduction to The Grapes of Wrath, Robert DeMott provides the
following description of Steinbeck’s The Harvest Gypsies: “Written mostly in a measured
style to promote understanding and intelligent solutions, Steinbeck’s articles are full of
case studies, chilling factual statistics, and an unsettling catalogue of human woes
(illness, incapacitation, persecution, death) observed from close contact with field
workers he had met” (xxix). In the biography Mad at the World: A Life of John Steinbeck,
William Souder astutely assesses Steinbeck’s The Harvest Gypsies with the following:
“Steinbeck let the facts speak for themselves” (176). In the 1960 essay entitled “A Primer
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on the 30s,” Steinbeck in retrospect gives heartfelt commentary regarding his journalistic
experience with the migrant farmers: “With all the odds against them, their goodness and
strength survived. And it still does” (America and Americans 25). Regarding The Harvest
Gypsies, Souder also believes, “In the end, Steinbeck - displaying a newfound maturity
and a remarkably dispassionate judgment – argued that the best way to deal with the
migrant issue was to recognize that in some respects, it was nobody’s fault” (177). In the
Introduction of the nonfiction text The Harvest Gypsies, Charles Wollenberg explains the
following about Steinbeck’s work: “The San Francisco News hired the author to write the
series of articles gathered in this volume (originally published in the News, October 5-12,
1936)” (v). The back book cover contains the following statement: “Gathered in this
volume are seven newspaper articles on migrant farm workers that John Steinbeck wrote
in 1936, three years before The Grapes of Wrath” (Harvest Gypsies).
In The Harvest Gypsies, the first dialogue Steinbeck shares is from a child laborer
who explains how employers regard migrant farmers. Specifically, in the first article,
Steinbeck writes, “As one little boy in a squatters’ camp said, ‘When they need us they
call us migrants, and when we’ve picked their crop, we’re bums and we got to get out’”
(Harvest 23-24). Steinbeck, therefore, interviews/converses with a child laborer, seeking
a child’s viewpoint about life as a migrant farmer. Steinbeck’s decision to place a child’s
viewpoint first in his journalistic assignment promotes and truly declares the author’s
respect for children’s voices and viewpoints. The little boy’s direct answer conveys his
astute wisdom learned as a migrant farmer which then the journalist Steinbeck includes
as highly informative commentary in his article. Therefore, in Steinbeck’s The Harvest
Gypsies, the author’s initial dialogue is from a child laborer rather than an adult laborer, a
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farm owner, a city or state official, or a representative of a business. Steinbeck places first
the child laborer’s voice regarding migrant farmer.
In The Harvest Gypsies, Steinbeck educates his contemporary - 1930s - society on
the socioeconomic injustices experienced by migrant workers in California. Steinbeck
furthermore exposes the inhumane treatment endured by migrant farmers. Steinbeck’s
text is an act of humanitarianism because Steinbeck educates readers of the reality
regarding migrant workers’ lives. The Harvest Gypsies has relevance in this year 2022. In
his journalistic text, Steinbeck writes about a boy who “died of a burst appendix”
(Harvest 47). Steinbeck states the following profound, matter-of-fact sentences: “There
was no money. The county buried him free. The father sold the Dodge for $30 and
bought a $2 wreath for the funeral” (Harvest 47). In the fifth chapter of The Harvest
Gypsies, Steinbeck provides the background information advancing to these crucial
sentences: a migrant family’s father with a sprained ankle is unable to work and his
fifteen-year-old son is employed to help the family but dies of a burst appendix having
been denied medical care at a hospital (46-47). Steinbeck’s brief sentences can induce a
multitude of inferences. For example, when purchasing the wreath, the father may have
shared with the seller the purpose for the wreath. After purchasing the wreath, the father
arguably walked on sprained ankle the distance back “home” with the wreath since the
Dodge was sold. And yet in Chapter 13 of The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck presents the
Joad family assisting the Wilson family when the Wilsons’ car needs repair; Steinbeck
also presents the Wilson family reciprocating help to the Joads (123-49). At the end of
Chapter 13, Steinbeck writes, “Ma said, ‘You won’t be no burden. Each’ll help each, an’
we’ll all git to California. Sairy Wilson he’ped lay Grampa out,’ and she stopped. The
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relationship was plain” (Steinbeck, Grapes 148). Therefore as corollary, regarding The
Harvest Gypsies, the father whose son died could have received a courtesy ride from an
individual enacting humanitarianism in the midst of the father’s agony. The family of the
fifteen-year-old had to find a way to bear and cope with his death. Also as inference, the
family continually realized that the teenager’s death could have been prevented had he
received proper medical care. Lastly, Steinbeck’s story in The Harvest Gypsies gives
readers the realization that a fifteen-year-old left Earth with unfilled wishes for his life.
Casy’s wisdom from The Grapes of Wrath can be applied to the fifteen-year-old boy
from The Harvest Gypsies. Early in the novel, Chapter 6 specifically, Casy astutely
states, “‘They got to live before they can afford to die’” (Steinbeck, Grapes 52). Both
literally and humanistically, Casy’s poignant commentary is correlative to the young
boy’s life. Literally, the fifteen-year-old boy’s family did not have savings on hand for
his funeral. Humanistically, Casy’s wisdom avows that people need to experience a full
life before death, which the young boy did not have.
Steinbeck’s text of 1936 has relevance today. A fifteen-year-old boy died on
California’s soil but could have been saved if only a hospital did not reject him. Because
of inhumanity, the plight in Steinbeck’s 1936 text has corollary in 2022 of people being
rejected, i.e. people being denied humanity. Steinbeck’s The Harvest Gypsies documents
the poignant reality of child labor exploitation in 1930s California.
Steinbeck’s writing endeavor about migrant farming may arguably be catalogued
as a trilogy with the following texts: In Dubious Battle, The Harvest Gypsies, and The
Grapes of Wrath. Robert DeMott regards another trilogy; DeMott writes of Steinbeck’s
“consciously planned work project that produced his labor trilogy – In Dubious Battle, Of
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Mice and Men, and Grapes” (Grapes xliv). DeMott refers to this trilogy as “a trilogy of
desire and illusion” (Working 104). The Harvest Gypsies is Steinbeck’s nonfiction
equivalent of the novel The Grapes of Wrath. Steinbeck’s creation of The Grapes of
Wrath (1939) after The Harvest Gypsies (1936) contrasts with Oscar Wilde’s analysis:
“Life imitates Art far more than Art imitates Life” (769). In this instance, Steinbeck’s
creation of The Harvest Gypsies first and then The Grapes of Wrath exemplifies art
imitating life. DeMott provides the following analysis in the Introduction of The Grapes
of Wrath:
Steinbeck historicizes the Joad narrative by embedding his fiction in its
contemporary milieu; conversely, he demonstrates the fluidity of history by recreating it in fiction. History surrounds fiction; fiction embeds history. Text and
context are integrally related to each other in a kind of necessary
complementarity, ‘a unique ecological rhetoric,’ according to Peter Valenti,
whose totality cannot be separated, subdivided, or segregated without risking
distortion of its many layers of meaning. (xvii)
DeMott’s analysis and Valenti’s analysis correlate with Wilde’s argument. Whereas
Wilde’s assessment is concise and astute, in the passage above, DeMott, citing Valenti,
explicates further the relationship between fiction (art) and history (life). Interestingly,
Steinbeck does not provide commentary or analysis of the Child Labor Amendment in
The Harvest Gypsies or The Grapes of Wrath even though these texts were published the
decade following the 1924 introduction of the Child Labor Amendment.
Yet in Steinbeck’s 1951 essay “About Ed Ricketts,” the author does give an
intense opinion about the American law process. Steinbeck writes about creativity,
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collaboration, and individual work (America and Americans 202-3). Steinbeck then
writes, “Consider the blundering anarchic system of the United States, the stupidity of
some of its lawmakers, the violent reaction, the slowness of its ability to change”
(America and Americans 203). Twelve years after the publication of The Grapes of
Wrath, Steinbeck’s critique in this essay regarding lawmaking complements and explains
The Grapes of Wrath further. This passage from the essay reveals Steinbeck’s anger
concerning lawmakers who do not respond to pertinent societal concerns.
Arthur Miller writes with great reverence about John Steinbeck’s writing. In the
article “Steinbeck,” published in John Steinbeck: A Centennial Tribute, Miller writes the
following:
The Grapes of Wrath, as I recall, stopped a deaf Congress from babbling on about
very little and turned its attention to the masses of people being forced off their
native lands by the Depression, then to be turned into desperately ill-paid itinerant
farm labor, attacked and murdered by thugs employed by harvest contractors
intent on squelching protest of any kind. The Joads became more vividly alive
than one’s next-door neighbors, and their sufferings emblematic of an age.
Steinbeck’s picture of America’s humiliation of the poor was his high
achievement, which for a time challenged the iron American denial of reality. (56)
Miller’s passage conveys a multiplicity of information. First, Miller presents a concise
summary of the plot in Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath. Miller then provides analysis of
Steinbeck’s novel, using highly effective words, such as “desperately,” “thugs,”
“squelching,” “emblematic,” and “iron.” Miller’s passage also compliments the power
and effect of Steinbeck’s novel on American society; Miller therefore, asserts support of
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Steinbeck’s work. Miller’s passage also is attestation of Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath
affecting American society and American government. Miller attests to Steinbeck’s novel
affecting Congress to enact change. Finally, then, Miller’s passage is historical evidence
by Miller as witness of Steinbeck’s novel creating change in the United States
Government. Arthur Miller’s passage aligns with Oscar Wilde’s analysis that “Life
imitates Art” (769); Congress reacted to Steinbeck’s artistic work The Grapes of Wrath.
Steinbeck continually explicates the dignified and contributory actions of child
laborers. For example, in The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck presents the following
dialogue between Ma Joad and her son Winfield Joad:
“Soon’s we get set down, they’ll go to school,” said Ma. She trudged
away, and Ruthie and Winfield timidly followed her.
“We got to work ever’ day?” Winfield asked.
Ma stopped and waited. She took his hand and walked along holding it. “It
ain’t hard work,” she said. “Be good for you. An’ you’re helpin’ us. If we all
work, purty soon we’ll live in a nice house. We all got to help.”
“But I got so tar’d.”
“I know. I got tar’d too. Ever’body gets wore out. Got to think about other
stuff. Think about when you’ll go to school.” (373)
Ma Joad and Winfield Joad’s conversation pertains to both a child’s economic labor and
a child’s academic labor. This passage from The Grapes of Wrath is significant because
Steinbeck is advocating for children’s academic labor. Steinbeck is stressing to readers
the severe dilemma when a child’s academic labor receives less priority than his, her, or
their economic labor. In the passage, Steinbeck includes a parent’s hope for her child’s
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academic labor to take precedence. Steinbeck does not include any scenes in The Grapes
of Wrath about Winfield or Ruthie attending school. Instead, Steinbeck provides a scene
in The Grapes of Wrath of a conversation between Pa Joad and Black Hat discussing
school (338-39). Pa Joad states, “‘Kids could maybe go to school. Never seen sech
schools as out here’” (Steinbeck, Grapes 338). Black Hat responds that his son was
ridiculed in school (Steinbeck, Grapes 338-39). Black Hat includes in his response to Pa
Joad the following: “‘My boy went to school. Had a fight evr’ day’” (Steinbeck, Grapes
339). Steinbeck, therefore, includes commentary in both The Harvest Gypsies and The
Grapes of Wrath about a school environment and experience. As another angle about
schooling, Steinbeck’s scene between Ma Joad and Winfield Joad is aspiration and hope
for schooling. In all, Winfield’s conversation with his mother is left without a concrete
resolution at the conclusion of the novel.
Steinbeck gives Winfield Joad his voice to express the strain involved as a child
laborer. Winfield states to his mother, “‘But I got so tar’d’” (Grapes 373). Steinbeck
achieves cogency of the concept of child labor by describing in the novel not with a third
person narrator but by Winfield Joad’s first person dialogue. Steinbeck wants readers to
patiently understand a child’s voice/viewpoint with ‘I’ as a laborer helping American
socioeconomic society not only function but succeed. The Grapes of Wrath and
Steinbeck’s other literary works can be given the distinction as welfare checks on
American children. In addition, Herman Melville’s literary works and Ann Petry’s
literary works also provide welfare checks on American children.
Comparable to Winfield Joad and Ma Joad’s conversation in The Grapes of Wrath
is a section from Carey McWilliams’s book of 1939, Factories in the Field; The Story of
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Migratory Farm Labor in California. The author includes the chapter “The End of a
Cycle,” poignantly presenting nonfiction commentary of child labor, specifically children
employed as migrant farmers. McWilliams relates the story of a sleeping boy whose
“hands were moving ceaselessly” (322). McWilliams presents the mother’s explanation
that her son “‘thinks he is picking prunes’” (322). Yet McWilliams does not provide
readers with any further analysis or documentation regarding how the mother felt about
her child’s actions or how the child felt being a migrant farmer. In McWilliams’s
nonfiction work, readers learn the strain of child labor because the boy’s hands were still
at work even though the boy was away from work. Yet the child’s and mother’s feelings
about their labor would have given readers and society understanding of their powerful
viewpoints and experiences.
Steinbeck reveres school as exemplified in the aforementioned/cited scene
between Ma Joad and Winfield Joad. Steinbeck also documents the harsh realities
migrant children experience in not only trying to receive an education but in their painful
experiences when they do experience schooling. In the nonfiction article “Starvation
Under the Orange Trees,” Steinbeck documents, “I heard a man explain very shyly that
his little girl couldn’t go to school because she was too weak to walk to school and
besides the school lunches of the other children made her unhappy” (America and
Americans 86). In the article, Steinbeck asserts a feminist tone by considerately
documenting the hardship of a girl as academic laborer. The girl had been able to attend
school because she witnessed school lunches she was denied. Steinbeck gives honor to
the young girl’s attempt at schooling. In the article “‘It’s terrible and I’m not going to try
to tell you it isn’t’: Steinbeck’s Perspectives on Education,” Mary Adler argues the
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following: “By aligning school with food and stable housing, Steinbeck leverages
education as a basic human right and a community obligation” (62). Steinbeck’s essay is
from 1938 (America and Americans 87). In the essay, the anecdote about the girl
exemplifies that California society of 1938 did not honor a child’s right to education and
food. The father’s information about his child declares the lack of decency afforded a
child: a child did not have the strength or proper nourishment to be an academic laborer
in school.
Adler also writes the following about John Steinbeck: “In his experience and in
his fiction, Steinbeck engaged in a tug of war with education. On the one hand, he
expressed veneration for teachers as artists and as participants working in a noble
profession” (70). Adler then writes, “Yet Steinbeck was disappointed by the failure of
schools to rise to the promise” (70). Adler’s statement here is exemplified by Steinbeck’s
anecdote in “Starvation Under the Orange Trees” about the father’s explanation regarding
his child’s lack of schooling. Similar to John Steinbeck, Herman Melville and Ann Petry
also include in their respective works, Moby-Dick and The Street, ideas about education.
Also, in “Starvation Under the Orange Tress,” Steinbeck gives recognition to the
hardships girls endure as socioeconomic laborers. Steinbeck writes, “The men who
harvested the crops of California, the women and girls who stood all day and half the
night in the canneries, are starving” (America and Americans 83). John Steinbeck gives
respect to women and girls in his nonfiction and fiction texts by not only documenting
their hardships but also documenting their noble, admirable, and tenacious actions. In
addition, Steinbeck’s statement informs readers of starvation experienced by not only
migrant farmers but also by individuals employed at factories, such as a cannery.
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Nicholas Andrew Norman presents astute assessment about migrant labor in the
article “Subversive Mobility: Migrant Labor and the Visual Politics of Representation.”
Norman writes, “Steinbeck showed American audiences that the bucolic landscape of
California was fundamentally dependent upon a system of worker exploitation” (172).
Norman’s commentary is exemplified in the passage of Ma Joad and Winfield Joad
discussing school in The Grapes of Wrath. In this scene, worker exploitation focuses on
child labor exploitation that Steinbeck exposes to his contemporary American and world
society. Steinbeck’s diligence to recognize and document child laborers in both his
fiction and nonfiction serves as dichotomy to 1939 American society in which child labor
was not fully recognized via the protective legislation of the Child Labor Amendment
even though the Fair Labor Standards Act had been passed.
The aforementioned scene between Ma Joad and Winfield Joad occurs in Chapter
27 of The Grapes of Wrath in which the novel has thirty chapters. Therefore, this
conversation between parent and child regarding socioeconomic labor and academic
labor occurs near the conclusion of the novel. Steinbeck, though, recognizes child
laborers in the beginning of The Grapes of Wrath. In Chapter 8, Tom Joad is reunited
with his family (67-85). Specifically, after reuniting with some family members,
Steinbeck writes the following: “Tom asked, ‘Where’s Uncle John? Where’s Rosasharn?
Where’s Ruthie an’ Winfield? Nobody said nothin’ about them yet’” (Grapes 83). As
response, Steinbeck writes, “Pa said, ‘Nobody asked. John gone to Sallisaw with a load a
stuff to sell: pump, tools, chickens, an’ all the stuff we brung over. Took Ruthie an’
Winfield with ‘im. Went ‘fore daylight’” (Grapes 83). Steinbeck introduces readers to the
Joad children as they assist their uncle in his business transaction of selling items.
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Therefore, Steinbeck’s initial writing of the child characters Ruthie Joad and Winfield
Joad of The Grapes of Wrath pertains to their socioeconomic work. Readers learn
specifically about Ruthie and Winfield in the act of assisting their uncle at work. But
even before Tom Joad asks the whereabouts of Ruthie and Winfield in Chapter 8,
Steinbeck briefly mentions Ruthie and Winfield as child laborers in Chapter 6 of The
Grapes of Wrath. Muley Graves explains to Tom Joad the following about the Joad
family: “‘Well, they been choppin’ cotton, all of ‘em, even the kids an’ your grampa.
Gettin’ money together so they can shove on west’” (Steinbeck, Grapes 46). In Chapter
6, Steinbeck introduces readers to children who enact beneficial labor for their family.
In The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck gives a child character the voice to
proclaim the Joad family’s arrival in California. In Chapter 18 of the novel, Pa Joad
exclaims the beauty of the sights (Steinbeck, Grapes 227). Steinbeck writes the following
about Pa Joad: “”He called, ‘Ma – come look. We’re there!’” (Grapes 227). Yet
Steinbeck gives a child, Ruthie Joad, the authority to announce to readers the proof of the
family’s arrival by writing, “Ruthie and Winfield looked at it, and Ruthie whispered, ‘It’s
California’” (Grapes 227). Steinbeck chooses to give a child character the job of
announcing the state’s name to readers. Steinbeck’s writerly act is a subtle yet grand
proclamation of children’s vital contributions to family and to society. Steinbeck’s
writerly decision for Ruthie to directly state California is indicative of Steinbeck’s utmost
respect toward children. Furthermore, this literary passage is indicative of Steinbeck’s
acknowledgement of children’s vital voices and contributions to their families and their
society whereas in reality society oftentimes does not acknowledge or give credit to
children’s voices and contributions. In the nonfiction text Working Days: The Journals of
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The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck writes the following in “Entry #17 June 17 [1938] –
11:15 [Friday]” (29) about the Joad characters of the novel: “Begin the detailed
description of the family I am to live with for four months. Must take time in the
description, detail, detail [sic], looks, clothes, gestures. Ma very important. Uncle John
important. Pa very. In fact all of them are important” (29). Steinbeck’s commentary here
is indirect evidence of the author’s feelings about Ruthie and Winfield and their vital
placement in The Grapes of Wrath. In Mad at the World: A Life of John Steinbeck,
William Souder states the following about The Grapes of Wrath’s Joad family: “The
family is democratic. Everyone has their say, everyone takes their turn, but Ma is always
at the center” (211). Souder’s argument applies to Ruthie Joad because Steinbeck gives
Ruthie opportunities to express herself throughout the novel, yet the only character
Steinbeck does not give expression or does not give full participation in the novel is Noah
Joad. In conclusion, Steinbeck’s brief passage in the novel with Ruthie Joad’s
announcement of California to Winfield Joad asserts Steinbeck’s humanitarianism in that
the author regards children’s voices and views.
John Steinbeck also gives Ruthie Joad the recognition of the family’s upcoming
endeavor: moving to California for work and survival. In Chapter 10, Ruthie learns of her
family’s preparations in moving to California. Steinbeck writes, “Ruthie whispered
hoarsely to Winfield, ‘Killin’ pigs and goin’ to California. Killin’ pigs and goin’ – all the
same time’” (Grapes 103). Then in this same scene, Steinbeck declares that Ruthie
“knew the tremendousness of the time” (Grapes 103). Steinbeck could have given Ma
Joad, Tom Joad, and any adult character this attribute, yet Steinbeck chooses to give a
child character the responsibility to hold this philosophy for the family. Ruthie’s
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inclusions in The Grapes of Wrath are not lengthy as compared to other characters, yet
Steinbeck gives Ruthie responsibility at times to “explain” the novel. 1930s migrant
farmer labor is indeed a tremendous time in United States history, and Steinbeck
authorizes the child character Ruthie as declarer of this concept to readers.
John Steinbeck presents child characters in his literature who are predominantly
included by adult characters in understanding their life circumstances, inclusive of their
harsh life circumstances. In The Grapes of Wrath, Ruthie and Winfield are not denied by
their family members and neighbors the realities of life except in one facet. In Chapter
30, the last chapter of the novel, Steinbeck refrains from including Ruthie and Winfield in
learning of Rose of Sharon’s stillbirth. Instead, Steinbeck states how Ma Joad and Mrs.
Wainwright do not reveal the truth to Ruthie (445-46). Included in this brief scene,
Steinbeck writes the following:
Mrs. Wainwright picked up a sack and spread it over the apple box in the corner.
“Where’s the baby?” Ruthie demanded.
Ma wet her lips. “They ain’t no baby. They never was no baby. We was wrong.”
“Shucks!” Ruthie yawned. “I wisht it had a been a baby.” (Grapes 445-46).
Ma Joad and Mrs. Wainwright are synchronized in denying Ruthie the truth: Ma via her
dialogue to Ruthie and Mrs. Wainwright via her action by covering Rose of Sharon’s
deceased baby who is now in the coffin of an apple box. Ruthie’s use of “wisht” provides
further reasoning why both adults exclude a child from the truth. Readers may then infer
the truth most assuredly would have been crushing news to Ruthie and her brother. Ma
Joad and Mrs. Wainwright work to care for Rose of Sharon whiling also working
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discreetly in the boxcar, which has now become a funeral parlor. Both women will not
allow Ruthie to be a co-worker, i.e. child laborer, in the experience of death.
Later in the concluding chapter of The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck symbolically
presents Ruthie’s initiation toward adulthood. Steinbeck promotes Ruthie’s fierce and
heartfelt search for growth and independence which occurs when Ruthie finds the red
geranium in the midst of a flood. Steinbeck writes the following as the Joad family flees
the flood: “Ahead, beside the road, Ruthie saw a spot of red. She raced to it. A scraggly
geranium gone wild, and there was one rain-beaten blossom on it. She picked the flower”
(Grapes 452). As opposition to nature’s destructive flood, Steinbeck gives readers a
hopeful sign from nature in the form of a solitary, strong flower surviving in the flood
waters. When Winfield asks for a flower petal, Ruthie responds, “‘No, sir! It’s all mine. I
foun’ it.’ She stuck another red petal on her forehead, a little bright-red heart” (Steinbeck,
Grapes 452). When Ruthie is reprimanded for not sharing, she then forces a petal onto
Winfield’s forehead using derogatory dialogue (Steinbeck, Grapes 452). Ruthie’s
adamancy to keep the flower for herself is her search to become independent. Ruthie is
like the flower, strong-willed in the midst of a continual flood. Ruthie has endured many
symbolic floods throughout The Grapes of Wrath, and Steinbeck informs readers of
Ruthie’s ability to find hope and beauty in events that can overwhelm and possibly drown
joy from life. Ruthie’s inspirational demeanor at the conclusion of The Grapes of Wrath
is indicative of Peter Valenti’s argument of “Steinbeck’s emotional polemic against
forced misery and degradation” (93). Valenti’s viewpoint is stated in the article
“Steinbeck’s Ecological Polemic: Human Sympathy and Visual Documentary in the
Intercalary Chapters of The Grapes of Wrath.” Ruthie indeed is not miserable or defeated
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at the conclusion of the novel. Furthermore, Ruthie’s energized reaction and association
with the geranium serve as evidence of Valenti’s title excerpt “Steinbeck’s Ecological
Polemic” (92). Ruthie’s rough actions toward her brother indicate her need for her own
life – her own authority. For Steinbeck to state that Ruthie creates a heart on her own
forehead from the two petals, this act enforces Ruthie’s heartfelt aspiration toward the
good that she wants to have happen in life. In the last chapter of the novel, Steinbeck
subtly gives readers Ruthie’s transformation from childhood toward adulthood. In the
beginning of Chapter 30 of The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck writes, “Ruthie and Winfield
tried to play for a while, and then they too relapsed into sullen inactivity” (436). In the
concluding pages of the chapter, Steinbeck presents Ruthie’s demeanor because she could
not be solo with the red geranium. Steinbeck writes, “Ruthie felt how the fun was gone”
(Grapes 452). Ruthie, therefore, wants to experience adventures independent of her
brother. This is a major change from Ruthie’s previous adventures in The Grapes of
Wrath where Winfield is present with her.
Steinbeck’s description, “scraggly geranium gone wild” (Grapes 452), can be
applied as description of Ruthie herself. Steinbeck’s use of wild is complimentary
description of the geranium. The word wild is also complimentary of Ruthie who is
seeking and enjoying freedom. Steinbeck’s use of wild in Chapter 30 harkens back to
Steinbeck’s use of wild when describing Ruthie and Winfield in Chapter 10 of The
Grapes of Wrath. In Chapter 10, Steinbeck writes, “Standing in the truck bed, holding
onto the bars of the sides, rode the others, twelve-year-old Ruthie and ten-year-old
Winfield, grime-faced and wild, their eyes tired but excited, their fingers and the edges of
their mouths black and sticky from licorice whips” (Grapes 95). Steinbeck stresses joyful
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childhood due to their candy stains. At the conclusion of the novel, the wild geranium is
comparable to Ruthie who does not want to share with her brother the wildness of her
own independence she has found.
John Steinbeck gives Rose of Sharon and the unnamed starving man the last
paragraph of The Grapes of Wrath (455). Rose of Sharon’s life-giving gift concludes the
novel. Steinbeck, though gives Ma, Ruthie, and “the boy” the second-last paragraph of
the novel (Steinbeck, Grapes 454). The second-last paragraph is the following: “Ruthie
opened her mouth to speak. ‘Hush,’ Ma said. ‘Hush and git.’ She herded them through
the door, drew the boy with her; and she closed the squeaking door” (Steinbeck, Grapes
454). In this paragraph, Ruthie is without Winfield. Ruthie, though, is still with her
mother. Steinbeck gives Ruthie independence from her brother, but because Ruthie is
listening to her mother’s directive, readers can reason Ruthie’s status as a child. Ruthie’s
final commentary is denied to readers. Ruthie’s inclination to speak again conveys her
hope for growth and knowing. Ruthie’s lack of voice creates wonderment and mystery,
and yet Ruthie’s inclination to speak asserts her determination to know and understand
life situations. Here the academic child laborer is at work as she is academically working
when discovering the geranium. These two passages exemplify Mary Adler’s
commentary in the article “‘It’s terrible and I’m not going to try to tell you it isn’t’:
Steinbeck’s Perspectives on Education.” Adler reasons or infers Steinbeck’s academic
approach: “Rather, it might have reflected John Dewey’s progressive philosophy,
interdisciplinarity, driven by inquiry and curiosity, expanded by independent reading and
both physical and intellectual exploration” (60). Steinbeck indeed gives Ruthie
exploratory, educational experiences in The Grapes of Wrath. Ruthie’s vigor to speak
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conveys a supreme hope at the conclusion of The Grapes of Wrath in addition to Rose of
Sharon’s hopeful, life-saving gift of her breast milk to the stranger. In Steinbeck’s second
article, published in The Harvest Gypsies: On the Road to the Grapes of Wrath,
Steinbeck writes about a four-year-old boy who died due to starvation (Harvest 28).
Steinbeck writes, “With this death there came a change of mind in his family. The father
and mother now feel that paralyzed dullness with which the mind protects itself against
too much sorrow and too much pain” (Harvest 28). In contrast, Ruthie does not exude
paralysis at the conclusion of the novel. Ma Joad and Mrs. Wainwright’s act to deny
Ruthie the truth about the baby’s death keeps Ruthie energized and joyful. Wollenberg
states the following about The Harvest Gypsies and The Grapes of Wrath: “In both the
articles and The Grapes of Wrath, the camp experience is the one bright exception to an
otherwise gloomy account” (ix-x). But Steinbeck’s presentation of Ruthie’s energized
demeanor and Rose of Sharon’s life-giving gift concludes The Grapes of Wrath with
hope and serenity.
John Steinbeck analyzes the conclusion of The Grapes of Wrath in the article
“The Pursuit of Happiness.” Steinbeck’s article is dated with the year 1966 (America and
Americans 376). Therefore, Steinbeck’s commentary about the novel is revealed twentyseven years after the publication of The Grapes of Wrath. In the article, Steinbeck states,
“Some years ago I ended a novel with an ancient symbolic act” (America and Americans
375). Steinbeck then writes, “In my book I had my heroine, who had lost her baby, give
her breast to a starving man” (America 375). In this article, Steinbeck devotes one
paragraph to The Grapes of Wrath. Steinbeck explains the following about reader
response to the novel’s conclusion: “As a matter of shocked curiosity, I began
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questioning those people who had found my scene erotic” (America and Americans 375).
Interestingly, Steinbeck never reveals in the article the title of the novel to readers; rather
Steinbeck gives enough crucial information for readers to easily ascertain that the novel
is indeed The Grapes of Wrath. Steinbeck informs readers of his viewpoint regarding
Rose of Sharon. Steinbeck signifies Rose of Sharon as a heroine. Yet Steinbeck’s
assessment of 1966 has metamorphosed since his assessment of Rose of Sharon while
creating her and writing about her in The Grapes of Wrath. In Working Days: The
Journals of The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck writes the following in his journal entry of
July 8, 1938: “These people must be intensely alive the whole time. I was worried about
Rose of Sharon. She has to emerge if only as a silly pregnant girl now. She has to be a
person” (40). Steinbeck, therefore, gives the ultimate honor to Rose of Sharon who
humanistically saves the life of a starving stranger. In the nonfiction text The Log from
the Sea of Cortez, Steinbeck and Ricketts provide their wisdom which has applicability to
Rose of Sharon’s final act in The Grapes of Wrath. The authors write, “For it is through
struggle and sorrow that people are able to participate in one another – the heartlessness
of the healthy, well-fed, and unsorrowful person has in it infinite smugness” (Steinbeck
and Ricketts, Log 98). Steinbeck and Ricketts’ commentary from one text carries over as
explanation in Steinbeck’s novel. The authors’ wisdom is stated in chapter 12 “March
22”; the authors informs readers that the day is Good Friday (Steinbeck and Ricketts, Log
97). Therefore, the authors’ wisdom cited here connotes sacrifice which is indeed
descriptive of Rose of Sharon who makes a sacrificial gift. Rose of Sharon proceeds with
dignified care toward another even though her husband has left her and her child is
stillborn. Furthermore, the juxtaposition of Ruthie’s act in the second-last paragraph of
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The Grapes of Wrath, before Rose of Sharon’s last paragraph, gives the penultimate
honor to Ruthie, a heroine in the making.
Similar to Steinbeck and Ricketts’s passage from The Log from the Sea of Cortez,
Steinbeck provides the equivalent wisdom in Chapter 26 of The Grapes Wrath through
Ma Joad’s dialogue, “‘I’m learnin’ one thing good,’ she said. ‘Learnin’ it all a time, ever’
day. If you’re in trouble or hurt or need – go to poor people. They’re the only ones that’ll
help – the only ones’” (376). Ma Joad realizes the empathy of those who understand or
have experienced the same situation. Ma Joad believes benevolence only can come from
those who suffer poverty. And yet underlying Ma Joad’s message, Steinbeck does a
benevolent act in creating the novel The Grapes of Wrath which is a literary text and
sociological study and, therefore, a contribution to help humankind.
In the article “Steinbeck’s Women in The Grapes of Wrath: A New Perspective,”
Tetsumaro Hayashi regards Rose of Sharon’s stillborn child as a sacrifice (3-4). Hayashi
writes, “Through this sacrificial offering they will certainly know that those who
destroyed oranges, corn, potatoes, and pigs just to keep prices up must repent their sin,
because many children like this baby had to die without enough food” (3-4). In the
tragedy of losing her baby, Hayashi analyzes the baby’s death with hope in that Rose of
Sharon’s baby provides symbolic remembrance; per Hayashi’s analysis, Rose of Sharon’s
baby endures spiritually even though he does not live physically. Hayashi’s analysis then
equates Rose of Sharon’s baby as a humanitarian. As Steinbeck describes Rose of Sharon
as a heroine, Hayashi similarly esteems Rose of Sharon. Hayashi writes, “In the barn they
find, Rose finally becomes the symbol of salvation for all mankind as she accepts the
function of mother of all men by feeding the starving old man from her breast” (4).
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Hayashi’s critique of Rose of Sharon places her in the powerful role of humanitarian just
like her stillborn baby.
Winfield Joad enacts heroism at the conclusion of The Grapes of Wrath. In the
last chapter of the novel, Steinbeck gives his child character Winfield the dignified voice
and action to call attention to his family regarding the strangers in the barn. Winfield calls
out to his mother, and she responds, “‘What is it? What you want?’” (Steinbeck, Grapes
453). Winfield’s want is not personal but altruistic. Winfield responds, “‘Look! In the
corner’” (Steinbeck, Grapes 453). This is Winfield’s last dialogue of the novel. Steinbeck
gives Winfield the work to advance the novel’s storyline. Winfield’s dignified action to
look initiates the help the strangers receive.
Then, Steinbeck gives one of the strangers, a boy, the job in the novel to explain
their situation. The boy and man are together, and Steinbeck writes, “Suddenly the boy
cried, ‘He’s dyin’, I tell you! He’s starvin’ to death, I tell you’” (Grapes 454). The boy
too enacts dignified heroism in his plea regarding the man. The boy’s actions along with
Winfield’s actions are humanistic and determined. The adult characters do not recognize
the situation in the barn, and the adult characters do not explain the severity of the
situation in the barn. Steinbeck gives the authority to child characters who find and
explain. The concluding pages of The Grapes of Wrath permeate with the vital
contributions of children who proceed with humanitarianism.
In Chapter 26 of The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck presents what can be defined as
a job interview for child laborers. The Joad family enters a camp and gets hired picking
peaches (Steinbeck, Grapes 368-69). Steinbeck presents the following scene:
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The six cars stopped. Two bookkeepers moved from car to car. “Want to
work?”
Tom answered, “Sure, but what is this?”
“That’s not your affair. Want to work?”
“Sure we do.”
“Name?”
“Joad.”
“How many men?”
“Four.”
“Women?”
“Two.”
“Kids?”
“Two.”
“Can all of you work?”
“Why – I guess so.”
“O.K. Find house sixty-three. Wages five cents a box. No bruised fruit.
All right, move along now. Go to work right away.” (Grapes 368-69).
The Joad family, including their children, gets hired. This scene of the Joad family
entering a new camp exemplifies Robert DeMott’s argument stated in the Introduction of
The Grapes of Wrath: “The Joad family vehicle, a Hudson Super-Six modified from
passenger car to truck, becomes their ‘new hearth’ and home, and acts as the site of
matriarchal wisdom and the center of domestic relations during the migrant diaspora”
(xv). Two facts are not communicated in the Joads’ job interview: the bookkeeper never
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asks Ruthie’s age and Winfield’s age, and the Joad family is not informed immediately of
the specific fruit they will be picking. When the Joad family is unpacking their
belongings in their designated house, a clerk informs the family about peach picking
(Steinbeck, Grapes 370). The clerk’s introductory words to the Joad family are the
following: “‘I want to get you checked down,’ he said. ‘How many of you going to
work?’” (Steinbeck, Grapes 370). Therefore, the clerk does not offer any greeting upon
meeting the Joads just as the bookkeeper does not offer a greeting to the potential new
hires. The clerk and bookkeeper are methodical, strictly concerned about the work at
hand. The clerk and bookkeeper are void of humanity to the Joad family; they do not
offer even a quick yet respectful courtesy. The following conversation ensues between
Tom and the clerk:
Tom said, “They’s four men. Is this here hard work?”
“Picking peaches,” the clerk said, “Piece work. Give five cents a box.”
“Ain’t no reason why the little fellas can’t help?”
“Sure not, if they’re careful.”
Ma stood in the doorway. “Soon’s I get settled down I’ll come out an’ help. We
got nothin’ to eat, mister. Do we get paid right off?”
“Well, no, not money right off. But you can get credit at the store for what you
got coming.” (Steinbeck, Grapes 370)
Tom issues concern for Ruthie and Winfield as laborers by asking the clerk about the
actual job duties. Here, Steinbeck presents an older brother/adult seeking the wellbeing of
child laborers. The clerk responds with an informative answer that is also a vague answer.
Readers do not learn any further of the specific safety issues regarding the Joad family’s
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imminent peach picking. Upon learning of the clerk’s answer, Ma Joad responds that she
will work. Ma Joad’s inclusion as a laborer may be twofold. While Ma Joad informs the
clerk that the family needs to eat, readers may infer that Ma Joad especially wants to
work to supervise Ruthie and Winfield since she responds immediately after the clerk’s
information about worker safety.
John Steinbeck presents the atrocities that child laborers endure in The Grapes of
Wrath. As child laborers contribute their work to help their families, the children also
enact their loyal responsibilities in protecting and aiding their family. Interestingly,
Steinbeck does not write about Ruthie Joad or Winfield Joad enacting violence to protect
their family. Instead, Steinbeck writes about an unnamed boy who uses violence. In
Chapter 19, Steinbeck does not write specifically about the Joad family. The Joads are
removed from Chapter 19, and Steinbeck writes about migrant life without stating
someone’s exact name (Grapes 231-39). In this chapter, Steinbeck includes a brief
paragraph that is conspicuously spaced from the preceding and proceeding paragraphs.
Steinbeck’s paragraph is the following: “Quote: In Lawrenceville a deputy sheriff evicted
a squatter, and the squatter resisted, making it necessary for the officer to use force. The
eleven-year-old son of the squatter shot and killed the deputy with a .22 rifle” (Grapes
236). Steinbeck’s paragraph contains the tone and style of his journalistic writing in The
Harvest Gypsies. Steinbeck initiates the story with “Quote,” and this creates mystery for
readers. The narrator quotes, cites, or documents a story, yet the source is not revealed to
readers. The narrator does not share how the story was obtained of a young boy using a
weapon to kill a deputy. Here Steinbeck asserts confidentiality, protecting the boy, the
deputy sheriff, the father, and the boy’s family. Steinbeck’s paragraph is brief, and it
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contains only factual information, leaving readers with their interpretations of this
tragedy. Some readers may analyze the nadir of disrespect given to migrant farmers for
being evicted whereas readers may also analyze that the deputy sheriff may have
experienced a severe quandary in having to perform a job duty that was opposite one’s
heartfelt compassion toward others.
In The Harvest Gypsies: On the Road to the Grapes of Wraths, Steinbeck
analyzes the disrespect the migrant farmers endure. Steinbeck writes, “Here, as in the
squatters’ camps, the dignity of the men is attacked. No trust is accorded them. They are
surrounded as though it were suspected that they would break into revolt at any moment.
It would seem that a surer method of forcing them to revolt could not be devised”
(Harvest 36). Steinbeck’s commentary in his nonfiction text finds response in The
Grapes of Wrath in that a boy has retaliated, i.e. has enacted a revolt, against the force
used upon his father. Steinbeck includes gun violence and murder pertaining to the Joad
family in The Grapes of Wrath, but the author gives the violence to an adult character,
Tom Joad, and not a child character. Steinbeck acknowledges and documents the realities
of migrant farmers in 1930s United States in both The Harvest Gypsies and The Grapes
of Wrath, but Steinbeck concludes his realistic novel with immense hope, kindness, and
aspiration not only through Rose of Sharon’s humanity but also through Ruthie’s hope to
participate with humanity.
In Mad at the World: A Life of John Steinbeck, William Souder presents a brief
biography of Mel Thatcher who worked as a migrant laborer (214-16). Souder includes
an anecdote about Thatcher’s diary which conveys Thatcher’s dignity and self-respect.
Souder states that Mel Thatcher and John Steinbeck met in 1935 in the “migrant camp
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called Live Oak near San Jose” (214). Souder writes that Steinbeck asked for permission
to question Thatcher who agreed and who shared his diary with Steinbeck (214). Souder
writes, “Steinbeck spent an hour poring over the journal and then asked if he could
borrow it. Thatcher told him no – but he could come back the next day to read more and
ask anything he wanted to. And Steinbeck did come back. A few years later, when
Thatcher read The Grapes of Wrath, he recognized his own voice in places” (214).
Thatcher’s decision to decline Steinbeck’s request to borrow his diary attests to
Thatcher’s respect for his life. Thatcher kept his own life story – in written text – in his
possession. Letting go of his diary to Steinbeck, someone he has just met, would indicate
a triviality or carelessness toward his life by easily giving away his written life story
without a guarantee that the diary would be returned. Regarding the hardships Thatcher
endured, Thatcher remained steadfast in keeping his diary, i.e. his life, with him intact.
For Steinbeck to return the next day to meet with Thatcher, this conveys Steinbeck’s
respect toward Thatcher. Souder states, “He [Thatcher] was only twenty-three when
Steinbeck met him” (214) Souder also states that Thatcher “left home at the age of
seventeen” (214). Souder’s biographical information about Thatcher indicates that
Thatcher learned in his youth to protect, regard, and vigilantly watch and respect his life.
John Steinbeck’s letter to Elizabeth Otis, dated March 7, 1938, conveys his
concern, agony, humility, and empathetic humanity in his communication and
community with migrant workers. In Mad at the World: A Life of John Steinbeck,
William Souder describes Elizabeth Otis as “Steinbeck’s agent and confidante” (231).
Steinbeck’s letter contains seven paragraphs, the last two being very brief. Steinbeck
begins the second paragraph with the following: “I’m sorry but I simply can’t make
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money on these people. That applies to your query about an article for a national
magazine. The suffering is too great for me to cash in on it” (Steinbeck, A Life 161).
Steinbeck explains in his first paragraph his potential work relationship with Life and
Fortune that he rejects (A Life 161). Steinbeck is determinedly fixed in his decision not to
profit by exposing someone’s reality of agony. In the second paragraph of the letter,
Steinbeck focuses on children. Steinbeck concludes the paragraph with the following:
“And we found a boy in jail for a felony because he stole two old radiators because his
mother was starving to death and in stealing them he broke a little padlock on a shed.
We’ll either spring him or the district attorney will do the rest of his life explaining” (A
Life 161). Steinbeck’s information about the district attorney is brief yet speaks volumes.
The district attorney’s job is to explain the child’s intent: stealing for survival versus
stealing to make a profit or to have luxurious goods. The district attorney’s duty entails
explaining the act of stealing, which is strictly altruistic - a child who wants to help his
mother - versus stealing frivolously and greedily. Steinbeck writes, in the second-last
paragraph, “I am hectic and angry (A Life 162). Steinbeck’s anger in this letter
metamorphoses into constructive and productive response with the creation of The
Grapes of Wrath. Steinbeck’s text of fiction exposes the inhumanity toward migrant
workers while also protecting the privacy of actual people he met. William Souder,
therefore, has astutely entitled his 2020 biography of Steinbeck: Mad at the World: A Life
of John Steinbeck.
The history of child labor in the United States can be compared with child labor
worldwide. Child laborers as humanitarians are to be found worldwide. For example, in
the chapter “Sweatshops Must Be Recognized as a Human Rights Violation,” published
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in the book Child Labor and Sweatshops, Timothy Ryan writes about Iqbal Masih, a
Pakistani child laborer who was assassinated in 1995 after he contacted the Bonded
Labor Liberation Front (BLLF) (29-31). Ryan States, “Poverty is often the surface excuse
for a problem that has deeper roots. It’s a fallacy to see Iqbal’s death solely as the result
of brutal economics, rather than the outcome of broader, more pervasive violations of
fundamental human rights” (30). Furthermore, Ryan writes, “This insight reveals the
intrinsic link between ‘economic’ or ‘labor’ issues and pervasive problems of intolerance
and discrimination based on race, language, and ethnicity” (31). Ryan’s commentary of
1995 regarding international issues of child labor is applicable to Steinbeck’s writing of
the 1930s, specifically the texts The Grapes of Wrath and The Harvest Gypsies.
Steinbeck reveals the discrimination experienced by migrant laborers who moved to
California for work but oftentimes endured inhumane treatment by employers and other
California residents. Ryan’s exact wording – “pervasive violations of fundamental human
rights” (30) – can be applied as description to Steinbeck’s texts in that Steinbeck reveals
to readers the violations migrant farmers experienced and how their dignity was and
abused as they aspired with hope and dedication to find life-sustaining employment as
migrant farmers and also as students seeking an education in California.
As contrast to Timothy Ryan’s chapter, in the same book, Child Labor and
Sweatshops, Hannah Lapp writes of the attributes of child labor in the chapter entitled
“Child Labor is Beneficial” (36-37). Lapp states the fulfillment and positivity of child
labor. Lapp, a farmer, writes, “Hard work benefits children because it enables them to
experience joy through discovery and achievement” (36). Lapp also states, “That’s why
the term ‘child labor’ doesn’t automatically repulse me, except for the way modern usage
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has distorted it into a tool to deprive other youngsters of the treasures I myself found in
hard work” (36). Lapp acknowledges that not all child labor is a positive experience as
her experience. Lapp’s recognition of child deprivations is a keen statement in her
chapter because Steinbeck’s writing of child laborers of 1930s United States
encompasses the deprivations and joys children experienced in the work profession of
farming. Regarding The Grapes of Wrath, as Ma Joad encourages Winfield Joad to
understand the benefits of working, Ma Joad also indirectly and subtly acknowledges that
her child is deprived of his education. Lapp’s argument for the positives of child labor
along with her recognition of the negatives of child labor is also acknowledged and
articulated by John Steinbeck.
In Child Labor in America: The Epic Legal Struggle to Protect Children, Fliter
provides the chapter entitled “The Fair Labor Standards Act and Final Victory in United
States v. Darby Lumber” (191-220). In the chapter, Fliter explicates the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA), stating the “FLSA was historic legislation” (204), which passed
on May 24, 1938 (203). Fliter includes the following analysis which is supportive of
acknowledging child labor: “The child labor provisions of the FLSA received far less
attention from the press and public than the wage and hour provisions so it is worthwhile
to examine them in detail” (204). Also in Child Labor in America, Fliter states the
following in the chapter entitled “Contemporary Child Labor Issues” (221): “Seventeen
states exempt farmwork from child labor laws, and the age, hour, overtime, and minimum
wage provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act do not apply to agriculture” (230). Fliter
also states that “during the Obama administration the Department of Labor had to
withdraw a proposed rule in 2012 that attempted to protect child farmworkers under age
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sixteen from dangerous tasks” (230). In addition, Fliter provides the following
information: “The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that the fatality rate for young
agricultural workers is 4.4 times higher than the average for workers in the same age
group” (230). Per Fliter’s information, published in 2018, Steinbeck’s revelations from
the 1930s about child labor exploitation are still ongoing in the twenty-first century.
Child labor exploitation has not been resolved in the United States. By ratifying the Child
Labor Amendment, regulations on all farms can be implemented to safeguard child
laborers.
The Grapes of Wrath is realistic in that Steinbeck does not solely write about
children as wise, socioeconomic laborers. Steinbeck also includes children being
problematic children, presenting their immaturity via their dialogue and conduct. Near
the end of the novel, in Chapter 28, Ruthie has a verbal and physical conflict with a girl
regarding her stolen “Cracker Jack” in which Winfield informs their mother (Steinbeck,
Grapes 412-14). Winfield specifically informs Ma Joad that during the argument/fight
Ruthie has revealed that their brother Tom Joad is in hiding after killing someone
(Steinbeck, Grapes 413). Ma Joad does not discipline Ruthie in spite of reaction from Pa
Joad and Winfield Joad. Pa reacts by stating, “‘Why, the little bitch!’” (Steinbeck,
Grapes 413). And Winfield reacts by stating to Ma Joad, ‘Whyn’t ya whup her, Ma?’”
(Steinbeck, Grapes 414). Ma Joad does not react as her husband and son do because Ma
realizes that Ruthie’s remorse for her behavior is sufficient; Ruthie’s conscience is in full
force when she analyzes her disloyalty to her brother Tom. In the article “The Pursuit of
Happiness,” Steinbeck analyzes parents who do not discipline their children (America
and Americans 369-72). Steinbeck states, “Little or no effort has been made to teach
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children responsibility for their acts, for this is supposed to come automatically on the
stroke of twenty-one” (America and Americans 371-72). Steinbeck’s commentary has
relevance to The Grapes of Wrath because in the novel parents and adults do enact
dedicated responsibility when raising and disciplining their children. With the numerous
hardships, responsibilities, and priorities Ma Joad endures, she still cautiously and
stoically considers the appropriate discipline for Ruthie. Immediately Pa Joad and
Winfield Joad react with vehemence, but Ma Joad reacts with calm understanding. Ma
Joad does not suppress Ruthie’s voice. Regarding Steinbeck’s analysis of “little or no
effort” (America and Americans 371), Ma Joad has taken great effort in this new
dilemma within the family. In the introductory paragraph of “The Pursuit of Happiness,”
Steinbeck informs readers, “I have studied the children in many countries – Mexico,
France, England, Italy, and others – and I find nothing to approximate the American
sickness” (America and Americans 369). Steinbeck’s information to readers about his
study of children is justified in The Grapes of Wrath because the novel contains
meticulous depictions of parent/child interactions. Steinbeck’s study of children is
astutely and realistically presented in The Grapes of Wrath.
In the article “A Whole New Look at Another Human Being: John Steinbeck,”
dated 2019, Nancy Ricketts, daughter of Edward Ricketts writes her analysis of John
Steinbeck. In the article’s first sentence, Nancy Ricketts writes that John Steinbeck
“didn’t seem much interested in children” (51). Nancy Ricketts then shares her
“childhood feeling that John was uncomfortable with children” (53). But then Nancy
Ricketts commends Steinbeck. Specifically, Nancy Ricketts cites a letter that Steinbeck
wrote to his son’s school headmaster (56-57). Regarding Steinbeck’s letter, Nancy
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Ricketts writes, “I’m full of admiration for John and his ability to express himself” (57).
Ricketts’s commendation is brief regarding Steinbeck’s letter. In the letter, Steinbeck
asserts his compassion and respect for his son Thom’s future life path. Steinbeck writes
the following to Headmaster John Forman: “But I would no more interfere with his
choice than I would rob him of any other freedom so long, at least, as his choice is not
dictated by fear or ignorance, or social or economic gain. However, he must have the
tools of choice – knowledge, understanding, humility and contemplation” (qtd. in
Ricketts, Nancy 56). Steinbeck’s writing is at odds with Nancy Ricketts’s viewpoint
because Steinbeck indeed takes great interest in his son’s life. One can only truly like and
love a child to promote a child’s aspired and desired life path. Steinbeck encourages his
child Thom’s own path, his individuality, and his chosen joy. Steinbeck’s edict in this
letter aligns with Ruthie’s discovery of the geranium at the conclusion of The Grapes of
Wrath (Steinbeck 452). Steinbeck hopes for his child Thom and his fiction child Ruthie
to answer their calling in life. Therefore, Nancy Ricketts, while stating her negative
viewpoint about Steinbeck’s association with children, actually compliments Steinbeck’s
association with children by citing the novelist’s informative letter outlining his parental
edicts.
Thom Steinbeck writes about his father in the essay “My Father, John Steinbeck,”
published in the book John Steinbeck: A Centennial Tribute (2002). In the essay, Thom
Steinbeck includes his father’s relationship with children, writing the following: “And
children adored him. All the neighborhood kids would come over and ask Elaine [Thom
Steinbeck’s stepmother] if he could come out and play. Because he always spoke to them
like adults. He never talked down to them” (4). Thom Steinbeck’s description of his
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father severely contrasts Nancy Ricketts’s description. Thom Steinbeck’s description also
serves as a complement and compliment to John Steinbeck’s letter sent to Thom
Steinbeck’s headmaster. Thom Steinbeck as an adult gives a crucial viewpoint of his
father’s dealings with children. Since Thom Steinbeck states that John Steinbeck “spoke
to them like adults” (4) and “never talked down to them” (4), these views are significant
because in John Steinbeck’s literature the author does indeed regard children as adults,
treating them as equals rather than placing children in a subordinate position. John
Steinbeck’s adult characters do care for and protect their children, yet the child characters
live with the opportunity to explore and understand their surroundings just as adults must
do.
In “My Father, John Steinbeck,” Thom Steinbeck explains his father’s feelings
about the United States. Thom Steinbeck writes the following about John Steinbeck: “He
was a total American. There’s no question about it; Steinbeck loved America more than
anything else. He believed in America and what it did” (8). Thom Steinbeck’s
explanation aligns with John Steinbeck’s commentary in Working Days: The Journals of
The Grapes of Wrath. Steinbeck includes the following for “Entry #62 September 2
[1938] – 10:20 [Friday]”: “I think this last chapter has been weak in detail. Must get it
back. Got to get them out of Hooverville and into a federal camp for they must learn
something of democratic procedure” (64). In the journal entry, Steinbeck expresses a
need and even an urgency for the Joad family’s right to experience the ideals and
dignities of American life. In Chapter 22 of The Grapes of Wrath, the Joad family enters
the Weedpatch camp, and Steinbeck immediately writes about the dignified living
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conditions. The following conversation takes place when the Joad family enters the
Weedpatch camp with their vehicle:
The watchman stepped up on the running board. “Drive down the end of
that line an’ turn right. You’ll be in Number Four Sanitary Unit.”
What’s that?”
“Toilets and showers and wash tubs.”
Ma demanded, “You got wash tubs - running water?”
“Sure.”
“Oh! Praise God,” said Ma.
Tom drove down the long dark row of tents. In the sanitary building a low
light burned. “Pull in here,” the watchman said. “It’s a nice place. Folks that had
it just moved out.” (Steinbeck, Grapes 286)
The watchman’s respectful and kind conduct toward the Joad family in the Weedpatch
camp in Chapter 22 of the novel contrasts with the bookkeeper’s conduct and the clerk’s
conduct when the Joad family enters another camp to pick peaches, which occurs in
Chapter 26 of The Grapes of Wrath, as explicated previously. Furthermore, in Chapter
22, the watchman informs the Joads about the Central Committee, stating, “‘Central
Committee keeps order an’ makes rules. Then there’s the ladies. They’ll call on your ma.
They keep care of kids an’ look after the sanitary units’” (Steinbeck, Grapes 287).
Regarding these two passages from Chapter 22 of The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck indeed
conveys the democratic living conditions of the Weedpatch camp. The watchman’s
explanation includes respect and wellbeing toward children. In The Grapes of Wrath,
Steinbeck gives readers the descriptions of the camps where the Joads live, yet Steinbeck
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never explains to readers the distinctions, contrasts, or similarities among the various
camps. Steinbeck never explicitly states to readers that the Joads are experiencing a
“democratic procedure” as he writes with aspiration in Working Days (64). Steinbeck
thus gives readers the opportunity to assess each camp. Yet Steinbeck’s entry in Working
Days presents beneficial information to readers; readers learn Steinbeck’s motivation in
placing the Joads in the Weedpatch camp. From The Grapes of Wrath, readers receive
Steinbeck’s plot and the movement of the Joads to various places in California, but the
entry from Working Days: The Journals of The Grapes of Wrath adds refreshing clarity
of Steinbeck’s authorial decision, authorial motivation, and authorial feeling.
Similarly as Nancy Ricketts has written about John Steinbeck’s beliefs regarding
his son Thom’s education and future in the article “A Whole New Look at Another
Human Being: John Steinbeck,” Edward Ricketts Jr. has written about his interactions
with his father Edward Ricketts and his father’s educational method in the three-page
chapter “Living at the Lab with My Father,” published in the book Breaking Through:
Essays, Journals, and Travelogues of Edward F. Ricketts (333-35). In “Appendix: ‘About
Ed Ricketts,’” published in The Log from the Sea of Cortez, Steinbeck describes Edward
Rickett’s scientific work in his lab Pacific Biological Laboratories (237-41). And in
“Living at the Lab with My Father,” Ricketts Jr. includes information not stated in
Steinbeck’s “Appendix.” Specifically, like Steinbeck, Ricketts Jr. writes about his
father’s work of obtaining cats to be used by schools for scientific study/dissection and
paying twenty-five cents for each cat (334). In contrast to Steinbeck’s “Appendix,”
Ricketts Jr. includes description regarding the method used to exterminate a cat’s life via
the use of chloroform (334). Ricketts Jr. shares, “When I felt bad about the cats’ panic,
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Dad explained that cats and humans don’t have similar nervous systems” (334). This
statement speaks volumes regarding Edward Ricketts as moral scientist and as a
compassionate father. Ricketts Jr.’s sadness is eased by his father’s factual information;
Ricketts Jr.’s revelation asserts his father’s patience, directness, and care to explain a
hardship involved in scientific study.
Within this same paragraph about preparing the cats as scientific specimens,
Ricketts Jr. introduces readers to his life as a child laborer. Ricketts Jr. states the
following about living with his father in his lab: “There was always work downstairs.
Specimens had to be packed for shipment to schools. Turtles and frogs and sharks and
starfish were to be preserved. And cats. I liked helping as much as I could, and I helped a
lot. Except for the cats!” (334). In this paragraph, Ricketts Jr.’s gives detailed information
about working as a lab assistant for his father.
After this paragraph, the rest of Ricketts Jr.’s article “Living at the Lab with My
Father” is consumed with Ricketts Jr.’s hands-on education encouraged by his father.
Ricketts Jr.’s writing esteems and reveres his father’s teacherly ways. Ricketts Jr. states
that his father shared with him his analysis and ponderings regarding public education
(335). Ricketts Jr. also provides an anecdote about his father’s encouragement of his plan
to obtain pieces of railroad track from the beach (335). In these two examples, Ricketts
Jr. thus gives evidence of his father’s admirable and dedicated time with his child.
Ricketts Jr. reveres his father’s involvement with the following: “Dad had the very rare
ability to participate without ever seeming to advise” (335). Ricketts Jr.’s article, albeit
brief yet detailed, serves as a complement to Steinbeck’s “Appendix: ‘About Ed
Ricketts.’”
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Ricketts Jr. concludes “Living at the Lab with My Father” by citing Edward
Ricketts’s paper “Parenthood Problems – Ed Jr.’s Problems (Observations on the
Functions of Parents in Connection with Children Growing Up)” (335). Initially, just by
reading the paper’s title, a reader may infer that the paper is about discord between
parents and children and also the concerns associated with growing up to be independent
versus moments of immaturity. All this points to discipline and a parent’s criticism
toward one’s child. Yet astonishingly, Ricketts’s paper is conscientious criticism toward
himself as a father teaching his child. In the paper, Ricketts writes the following: “a
person could make an observation to the effect that a thing is difficult, in such a way as
either to discourage or implicitly to forbid a child. . . .” (qtd. in Ricketts Jr. 335). Ricketts
as father realizes that his actions regarding his son’s endeavors and discoveries need to be
toward encouragement. Edward Ricketts as father reasons that interfering with his
fatherly conclusions could severely alter and even destroy his child’s creative and
productive pursuits. Ricketts’s paper is a great gift to his son. Ricketts is disciplining
himself as a parent proceeding in his role as father rather than writing as a parent
disciplining his child. Ricketts as father confronts his battle between protecting his child
and respecting his child’s dignified voice and action. Ricketts values his child’s
humanity. Ricketts’s paper is altruistic, proving himself to be a truly giving, humanistic
father toward his child. Ed Ricketts Jr.’s article “Living at the Lab with My Father” is an
ode to his father and a text of gratefulness in which he shares his father’s credo regarding
teaching and encouraging his child as an academic laborer outside the confines of school,
as an interdisciplinary scholar in nature.
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Ed Ricketts Jr.’s “Living at the Lab with My Father,” albeit brief with three
pages, is a concise compendium because the author includes Ricketts’s ideas about
improving academia. As stated previously, Ricketts Jr.’s relates that his father shared
with him his ideas about education (335). Ricketts Jr. writes, “Dad thought that maybe
public education could be split into several tiers, depending on the individual abilities of
the students, each tier running at its own optimum speed” (335). Ricketts, therefore,
attempts to alter and improve academia. With the use of maybe, Ricketts Jr. clarifies that
his father was analyzing and suggesting, which infers his father’s humility by presenting
a hypothesis rather than automatically believing his idea is a proven theory. Ricketts Jr.’s
essay is dated September 2004 (335). And Edward Ricketts passed away in 1948
(Steinbeck, “Appendix” 225-27). Edward Ricketts’s pedagogical ponderings provoke
analysis regarding twenty-first century advanced placement classes and state
requirements of inclusive classrooms. Ricketts Jr.’s statement also asserts Ricketts’s
dedicated participation in the world of children’s academic labor regarding public school
education.
William Souder includes in Mad at the World: A Life of John Steinbeck
commentary about Steinbeck’s kind conduct toward a neighbor during his youth. In
chapter 1 of the biography, Souder writes that Steinbeck was friends with Glenn Graves,
“a shy boy who got picked on” (14). Souder further states, “John told a classmate that he
played with Glenn because ‘somebody has to take care of him.’ As an adult, John would
say that the one thing he could not bear was another human being oppressed, abused, or
taken advantage of by anyone more powerful, especially if the motive was greed” (14).
Souder presents Steinbeck in his youth encompassing empathy and concern for another.
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Therefore, Steinbeck’s conduct of humanitarianism started in his youth. Souder then
concludes chapter 1 writing, “Glenn Graves would sometimes wake up in the middle of
the night, notice a light on in John’s bedroom across the way, and figure he was reading
again” (24). Souder presents very brief commentary about Glenn Graves in Mad at the
World, yet Souder concludes the biography once again recalling readers to the anecdote
about Glenn Graves seeing a light on in John Steinbeck’s bedroom (368). In the very last
paragraph, specifically the last six sentences of the biography, Souder devotes to Glenn
Graves’s relationship with John Steinbeck, including the following: “A long time ago,
late at night in the town of Salinas, California, a boy named Glenn Graves stirred in his
sleep” (368). Souder’s concluding sentence of the biography is the following: “But he
[Glenn Graves] could see across the way, to a window in the upstairs bedroom of the big
house on the other side, and there was a light on in it” (368). Souder strikingly chooses to
conclude Steinbeck’s biography reinforcing Steinbeck’s youthful conduct. Souder leaves
readers to reflect on Steinbeck as a child rather than Steinbeck as an adult. Steinbeck in
his youth matched with Steinbeck at the conclusion of his life, symbolically asserting that
Steinbeck never wavered or changed in demeanor. For William Souder to conclude Mad
at the World with a youthful reminiscence of Steinbeck conveys the beauty and aura of
childhood friendship and conduct that holds immense and sustaining power through one’s
life. Interestingly, Glenn Graves’s last name appears as a character’s last name in The
Grapes of Wrath, specifically Muley Graves in Chapter 6 and Chapter 8 (Steinbeck 4560, 67-68).
In addition, in the YouTube video “William Souder Reading and Interview,
October 19, 2020,” Souder discusses Glenn Graves. Specifically, during the online
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interview, Elaine Graves thanks Souder for writing about her father (“William Souder”).
Interviewer Nicholas Taylor7 reads Elaine Graves’s commentary which is the following:
“Thanks so much for mentioning my father Glenn Graves. I’m Glenn Graves’s daughter
who has always been so proud of his childhood friendship with John Steinbeck. I have
not heard that story that he stood up for my father. Thank you” (“William Souder”).
Regarding “William Souder Reading and Interview, October 19, 2020,” Elaine Graves’s
commentary occurs at “44:47” of the YouTube video with duration “1:01:04” (“William
Souder”). As response to Elaine Graves’s commentary, Souder states the following about
Glenn Graves: “He’s a very important element in the story [Mad at the World]”
(“William Souder”). Souder’s care in acknowledging Graves’s presence in Steinbeck’s
life receives immense reciprocation when Elaine Graves states Steinbeck’s
presence/effect in her life. Elaine Graves’s commentary is a powerful addendum to
Souder’s biography Mad at the World. In addition, Elaine Graves writes about her
participation in William Souder’s October 19, 2020 interview in the article “Op-Ed:
Southwest’s Connection to John Steinbeck.” Graves writes, “I quickly entered the chat
room and identified myself as Glenn’s daughter and typed how proud I am that he was a
childhood friend of Steinbeck and that he is mentioned in this book.” The online
interview and meeting of October 19, 2020 regarding William Souder’s Mad at the World
has promoted the beauty and power of childhood friendships not only in the biography
but as legacy onto children as Elaine Flora Graves has shared.

7

Per the faculty directory of the Department of English and Comparative Literature, San Jose State
University, Nicholas Taylor is “Professor, English & Comparative Literature.” (Taylor, Nicholas). In addition,
Taylor is former Director of the Martha Heasley Cox Center for Steinbeck Studies (Heavilin and Donohue
IX).
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John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath and The Red Pony can be compared and
contrasted regarding the topic of child labor, especially since child labor is a major theme
in The Red Pony. Steinbeck includes a child laborer at length in the novella The Red
Pony. Jody Tiflin is a child character who is the main character and protagonist of The
Red Pony. Jody’s constant presence in the novella is a noticeable contrast to Steinbeck’s
The Grapes of Wrath in which child laborers do not consume the novel. The most striking
contrast between the two texts is that Jody does not experience imminent danger
regarding his survival like Ruthie Joad and Winfield Joad. Jody lives a secure
socioeconomic life. Immediately at the beginning of the novella, Steinbeck includes a
passage of Jody Tiflin’s breakfast: “The fried eggs lay in rows on their platter. Jody took
three eggs on his plate and followed with three thick slices of crisp bacon” (Red 2). As
similarity between The Red Pony and The Grapes of Wrath, Jody Tiflin and Ruthie Joad
experience the positivity of exploration. For example, while Ruthie experiences the joy of
finding the geranium (Steinbeck, Grapes 452), Jody joyfully explores his new life when
acquiring and caring for his pony Gabilan (Steinbeck, Red 9-20). Another noticeable
contrast between the two works is Steinbeck’s Grapes, a lengthy novel, has many
characters whereas the novella The Red Pony has few characters; specifically, only seven
people have dialogue in the novella, and they are, according to their presentation in the
novella, Billy Buck, Jody Tiflin, Carl Tiflin, Ruth Tiflin, Gitano, Jess Taylor, and
Grandfather. Interestingly, in The Red Pony, Steinbeck provides names for two dogs,
Doubletree Mutt and Smasher, and six horses, Gabilan, Easter, Nellie, Sundog, Pete, and
Demon. The Red Pony provides a distinct juxtaposition with The Grapes of Wrath when
focusing strictly on child characters and their responsibility as child laborers.
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In The Red Pony, Steinbeck gives to the child character Jody the responsibility of
contact and cordiality with those who are not permanent residents of the Tiflin ranch.
Steinbeck gives Jody the novella’s labor to enact humanity with members of their
community. Whereas Carl Tiflin, Jody’s father, exudes immaturity, irresponsibility,
sarcasm, and even disrespect toward Gitano and Grandfather, Jody maintains a
compassionate and welcoming attitude with individuals, thus effectively asserting his
responsible conduct. In the article “Thematic Rhythm in The Red Pony,” Arnold L.
Goldsmith writes the following about the fourth section of the novella, “IV. The Leader
of the People”: “the optimism implied in the title as well as Jody’s kindness to the old
man are adequate evidence of the kind of adjustments Jody will make in life” (392).
Goldsmith is therefore assessing Jody’s future conduct. Goldsmith’s analysis indicates
that The Red Pony is a bildungsroman. Steinbeck concludes The Red Pony with Jody
Tiflin still in childhood, but Goldsmith thinks of Jody beyond youth. Goldsmith’s
statement then places importance on Jody’s childhood experiences and conduct as
influential and indicative of his adult behavior. Goldsmith keenly uses the word
adjustments to describe Jody. Jody indeed makes compassionate adjustments throughout
The Red Pony whereas his father Carl Tiflin refrains from compassionate adjustments in
various scenes in The Red Pony, especially in his conduct toward Gitano and his fatherin-law.
Steinbeck creates Carl Tiflin as a realistic, fallible but also honorable individual in
The Red Pony. Carl indeed has admirable qualities in the novella also. For example, Carl
encourages his son Jody’s education toward responsibility in the workplace. In the third
section of the novella, “III. The Promise,” Steinbeck presents the following paragraph
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about the mare Nellie: “Carl Tiflin came to the barn with Jody one day. He looked
admiringly at the groomed bay coat, and he felt the firm flesh over ribs and shoulders.
‘You’ve done a good job,’ he said to Jody. And this was the greatest praise he knew how
to give. Jody was tight with pride for hours afterward” (Red 74). Carl compliments his
son for his dedicated labor in caring for Nellie. Steinbeck’s paragraph reveals that Carl
visually and tactilely checks Nellie’s health in Jody’s presence. Jody, therefore, is a
laborer under review for fulfilling his work responsibilities. In this brief work assessment,
Jody has fairly earned praise for his work which serves as invigoration for this child
laborer. This scene between parent as supervisor and child as laborer asserts an ideal,
beneficial, and productive working environment.
Steinbeck conveys Jody’s maturity and respect when interacting with adults, but
Steinbeck also reinforces that Jody is young and immature in some aspects. For example,
in the novella’s third section “III. The Promise,” Steinbeck writes about the Tiflin family
paying five dollars so that their mare Nellie can be impregnated by Jess Taylor’s stallion
in which Jody has the job to walk Nellie to Jess Taylor’s property (60-64). Steinbeck
states, “The next morning after breakfast Carl Tiflin folded a five-dollar bill in a piece of
newspaper and pinned the package in the bib pocket of Jody’s overalls. Billy Buck
haltered the mare Nellie and led her out of the pasture” (Red 62). Jody’s father has
physically secured the five-dollar bill to Jody’s clothing, therefore greatly eliminating a
chance that the money could inadvertently be dropped or misplaced along the way to the
Taylor ranch. For Jody to enact his job with money pinned into his pocket strongly
indicates that Carl Tiflin understands his son is young and not fully responsible regarding
a money transfer. Jody does not give any kind of negative reaction or revolt to his father
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regarding the pinned money. Because Steinbeck does not provide any reaction from Jody,
this may indicate Jody’s easy acquiescence to having the money pinned to his clothing.
Steinbeck writes again of the money after Nellie’s meeting with the stallion (Red 64).
Steinbeck writes, “It was only after he had unpinned and handed over the five dollars,
and after he had eaten two pieces of pie, that Jody started for home again” (Red 64). This
sentence subtly stresses Jody’s youth. Jody heartily eats dessert and unfastens the secured
money. Neither Jess Taylor nor anyone else comments upon the fastened money. The
money pinned to Jody is a reasonable and pertinent act regarding the child laborer.
In the following paragraph, Steinbeck bluntly informs readers of Jody’s new
reality. Steinbeck writes, “The five dollars his father had advanced reduced Jody to
peonage for the whole late spring and summer” (Red 64). Yet Jody’s newfound labor is
not enforced upon him without his consent. Steinbeck presents Jody’s willingness to
accept his new work through a verbal contract with his father. Before Nellie’s meeting
with the stallion, Carl Tiflin respectfully and professionally talks with his son. Steinbeck
writes the following:
Then Carl Tiflin came gradually to the point. “If you could have another
horse would you work for it?”
Jody shivered. “Yes, sir.”
“Well, look here, then. Billy says the best way for you to be a good hand
with horses is to raise a colt.”
“It’s the only good way,” Billy interrupted.
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“Now, look here, Jody,” continued Carl. “Jess Taylor, up to the ridge
ranch, has a fair stallion, but it’ll cost five dollars. I’ll put up the money, but
you’ll have to work it out all summer. Will you do that?”
Jody felt that his insides were shriveling. “Yes, sir,” he said softly.
“And no complaining? And no forgetting when you’re told to do
something?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Well, all right, then. Tomorrow morning you take Nellie up to the ridge
ranch and get her bred. You’ll have to take care of her, too, till she throws the
colt.”
“Yes, sir.” (Red 60)
This scene among Jody, his father, and Billy Buck is a professional and honest meeting.
Carl Tiflin is upfront with Jody regarding the stipulations of the business deal. Carl Tiflin
and Billy Buck regard Jody as a colleague rather than a subordinate. Steinbeck’s scene,
cited here, is an ideal example of a labor transaction - void of corruption or exploitation.
Jody considers the business proposition from his father and is asked if he accepts. This
scene is Carl Tiflin’s epitome of love, professionalism, and maturity in The Red Pony.
Here an adult is teaching his son about socioeconomic labor while enacting ethics as a
socioeconomic laborer toward a child laborer. Carl Tiflin enacts humanitarianism as a
laborer toward a child laborer, effectively teaching humanity and compassion involved in
morally successful socioeconomic labor.
In The Red Pony, Steinbeck presents numerous scenes in which Jody enacts
socioeconomic labor and learns about socioeconomic labor. In the first section entitled “I.
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The Gift,” Jody receives Gabilan, a red pony, as a gift from his father Carl Tiflin
(Steinbeck, Red 1-37). Jody first sees the pony and then receives instructions from his
father to care for the pony before he learns that the pony is his (Steinbeck, Red 9).
Steinbeck writes, “‘He needs a good currying,’ his father said, ‘and if I hear of you not
feeding him or leaving his stall dirty, I’ll sell him off in a minute’” (Red 9). Jody
therefore must clean and care to pay for the cost of Gabilan. Jody’s gift of Gabilan in The
Red Pony relates to The Grapes of Wrath because in both stories a child participates in
labor which includes a patient and heeded meeting between a parent and child. This scene
between Carl Tiflin and Jody Tiflin asserts Carl as dignified and sternly compassionate
toward his child Jody.
Furthermore, John Steinbeck’s The Harvest Gypsies and The Grapes of Wrath are
texts in which the author not only explicates child labor and also the inhumanity of child
labor, but Steinbeck compassionately asserts child laborers who act with dignity and
compassion. Steinbeck does not present child laborers as victims but as aspiring, seeking
individuals. Steinbeck’s written works are comparable to Lewis Hine’s visual work, i.e.
Hine’s photographs of child laborers. Hine, like Steinbeck, explicates the atrocities of
child labor via visual documentation, and Hine, like Steinbeck, shows the dignity and
humanity of child laborers. Steinbeck’s writerly tone matches keenly with Hine’s visual
photographic tone. In Mad at the World, Souder writes that “the San Francisco News had
used [Dorothea] Lange’s photos of migrants to illustrate Steinbeck's series, ‘The Harvest
Gypsies’” (192). Specifically, the 1988 publication of The Harvest Gypsies, published by
Heydey Books, contains sixteen photographs attributed to Dorothea Lange, and eight of
these photographs include children; in addition, other photographs are included in The
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Harvest Gypsies, including three with children, in which the photographer is unknown.
Souder explains that Lange’s photographs “illustrate Steinbeck’s series” (192). Yet
Hine’s photographs could also illustrate Steinbeck’s written texts. Hine’s photographs
can easily be aligned with Steinbeck’s texts The Harvest Gypsies and The Grapes of
Wrath in which Hine visually explains child laborers in various occupations who labor in
various parts of the United States. As an added note, on the cover of John A. Fliter’s
Child Labor in America: The Epic Legal Struggle to Protect Children is a photograph of
a child by Lewis Hine.
Lewis Hine’s photograph Bicycle Messenger, South Carolina (c. 1910) is part of
the collections in the Cleveland Museum of Art (Hine, Bicycle). Hine’s photograph
conveys dual meaning. Hine’s title clearly informs readers that the child in the
photograph is a child laborer because the child laborer’s work title is Bicycle Messenger.
Yet an immediate reaction upon viewing the photograph may be of a child at play in
pleasant weather. So often a bike is immediately associated with play when a child is
upon it. Because viewers are informed that the child laborer is at work or is on the job,
another concern is the safety of the child laborer because the Bicycle Messenger works
without shoes. The height of the bicycle allows the child to use the raised sidewalk for
foot placement when stopped. Without the sidewalk, the child most assuredly would need
to tilt the bike to reach the pavement or to hop off the bike. Therefore, Hine’s child
laborer/Bicycle Messenger has impediments while using the bike as transportation in
performing work. Yet the Bicycle Messenger appears at ease and joyful, hence the
viewer’s immediate reaction that the child could be at play - if the viewer does not know
the title of the photograph. In Hine’s photograph, the child exemplifies a child laborer
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who contributes work with direction and calm in spite of hindrances and even dangers on
the job, especially due to a lack of shoes while driving a big bicycle. The child laborer is
indeed required to drive the bike rather than just simply to ride the bike since the child is
performing work. Hine’s photograph Bicycle Messenger, South Carolina is an example
of a child laborer as humanitarian who works with purpose while bypassing or
suppressing in thought the risks associated with one’s labor contributions. Hine’s visual
document, while seemingly serene and joyful, also conveys poignancy and concern.
In the biography Lewis Hine: Photographer and American Progressive, Timothy
J. Duerden critiques Lewis Hine’s photographic tone: “It was he who discovered that the
factory floor, the coal mine, the tenement dwelling and the fish cannery, although most
certainly harsh places to work, at the same time provided the photographer and artist with
marvelous opportunities to create emotive visual imagery26” (71-72, 197).8 Duerden’s
analysis can also be applied to the literary works of John Steinbeck, Herman Melville,
and Ann Petry. The three authors, while also expressing hardships and atrocities that
child laborers endure, they also express how child laborers respond to their environments
with dignified, altruistic, and commendable conduct. Like Hine, Steinbeck, Melville, and
Petry promote the beauty of child laborers in which they become humanitarians in their

8

In the Preface of Lewis Hine: Photographer and American Progressive (2018), Timothy J. Duerden writes
the following:
Certain articles and a few books have been written since the 1960s discussing, for example, his
work among immigrants at Ellis Island during the first decade of the 20th century; his evocative
and often haunting child labor images of the following decade; the series of photographs
glorifying the American worker during the 1920s; and his Depression-era pictures of the rural
poor. Nowadays, of course, numerous online resources of varying quality and veracity can be
included in the literature on Hine. However, no published work (traditional or otherwise), has so
far attempted to connect all these varied periods and aspects of his professional life, let alone
weave the public Hine in with the private family man. A main goal of this book, then, is to create
from these many strands of his professional and private world a more complete tapestry of his
life and works. (3)
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laborious experiences. Yet even though Hine’s photographs provoke emotion from
viewers, Hine’s photographs do not exude exploitation of emotion. Duerden explains
Hine’s edict: “Because he steadfastly refused to manipulate or retouch any of his childlabor images, refusing to exaggerate the poverty or hopelessness he witnessed, Hine’s
critics within the Progressive community often accused him of producing pictures that
were not shocking enough” (83). As contrast, Duerden states a changed opinion about
Hine’s work: “Florence Kelly of the National Consumers League, for one, had once
stated that photography had no place in social work” (70). Duerden then cites Kelly’s
opinion of Hine’s work: “‘The camera is convincing. Where records fail and parents
foreswear themselves, the measuring rod and the camera carry conviction’20” (qtd. in
Duerden 71, 197). In conjunction with Duerden’s commentary above, Fliter writes the
following in Child Labor in America about Hine’s photographs of child laborers:
Although the NCLC [National Child Labor Committee] admitted that the pictures
may not have been representative of practices throughout the country, they were
an important visual record that the evils of child labor persisted even during the
Progressive Era. Hine’s photographs became an effective propaganda tool to stir
the public conscience in favor of national child labor reform. (74)
A discrepancy exists between Duerden’s information and Fliter’s information in that
Duerden states those who wanted more drama in Hine’s photographs while Fliter
expresses the NCLC’s view that child labor brutality was not everywhere. Furthermore, a
twenty-first century quandary exists regarding Lewis Hine’s work: Hine worked to end
the atrocities of child labor by providing evidence via photographic/visual
documentation, yet there remains the concern and question of permission from parents or
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guardians about photographing child laborers. In contemporary society, the idea of
photographing children with adult consent is a relevant, important issue.
Duerden’s biography Lewis Hine: Photographer and American Progressive
contains numerous pictures by Hine of child laborers. One of Hine’s photograph has the
following caption: “A trapper boy in a West Virginia coal mine, September 1908 (Library
of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee
Collection, reproduction number, LC-DIG-nclc-01076)” (Duerden 74). A solitary boy is
sitting on a bench nearby a door. The boy is wearing gloves and a coal miner hat. Written
in large capital print letters on the door is the following: “SHUT / THIS DOOR / THAT
MEANS YOU” (qtd. in Duerden 74). Also stated on the door in smaller capital print
letters is the following message: “PLEASE / DONTSCARE [sic] / THE BIRDS” (qtd. in
Duerden 74). Hine’s photograph shows seven birds which are artistically drawn on the
door, six in flight and one standing. Duerden informs readers with the following about
Hine: “Because of these unusually poor conditions and because of the courage displayed
on a daily basis by workers who ventured deep down the shafts, throughout his career
Hine was especially drawn to document the lives of colliery workers” (73). Duerden cites
Hine’s commentary about coalminers: “‘Other workers are just as human, but so much
less wonderful’33” (73, 198). Hine’s high respect for coalminers is evident in this
photograph because he has visually captured a moment of the life of a child laborer
whose demeanor conveys grace and authority.
Lewis Hine’s photograph of “A trapper boy in a West Virginia coal mine”
(Duerden 74) is a document of contrasts just like Hine’s photograph Bicycle Messenger,
South Carolina, c. 1910. The trapper boy sits with maturity and dignity in his work
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uniform, employed in the dangerous career of coalmining. An adamant command is
stated to keep a door shut. Yet juxtaposed is the beauty and serenity of birds along with
another compassionate command to regard the birds. Many inferences and questions
abound regarding Hine’s photograph of the trapper boy. As employees wait, artists may
have added the pictures of the birds to bide their time. With the skillful artwork of the
birds, it may be inferred that a child laborer may be denied a chance as an artist due to
work as a coalminer. Furthermore, how many child laborers are able to read the
commands on the door if child laborers are coalminers rather than academic laborers
reading literary works and academic textbooks while attending school? Hine includes in
the photograph of “A trapper boy in a West Virginia coal mine” (Duerden 74) and in the
photograph Bicycle Messenger, South Carolina, c. 1910 dichotomies which further affirm
the hardships and dangers endured by child laborers.
Timothy J. Duerden includes in the book Lewis Hine: Photographer and
American Progressive a picture of a child laborer which conveys hope and optimism. In
the book, the caption below the photograph of the child laborer states the following:
“‘George Cox, 13-year-old colored boy, has just joined the 4H club and is raising a pig.
West Virginia, October 10, 1921’ (Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division,
National Child Labor Committee Collection, reproduction number, LC-DIG-nclc04438)” (qtd. in Duerden 122). In the photograph, George Cox is squatting while feeding
a pig in a yard. Per the website of the Library of Congress regarding Hine’s photograph
of George Cox, further information is stated: “George Cox, 13 yr. old colored boy, has
just joined the 4 H Club and is raising a pig. His father is a ‘renter’ in this poor home near
the W. Va. Collegiate Institute (near Charleston) the state colored agricultural college.
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Mr. A.W. Curtis, Agri. Agent, is helping George. Location: Charleston [vicinity], West
Virginia / Photo by Lewis W. Hine” (“George Cox”). In addition, women and children
are on a porch in the background of the photograph, but their faces are not in the cropped
photograph. Their stance indicates that they are watching Cox work, indicating their
support and care toward him. Cox is dressed formally in a long shirt with vest and boots.
The pig is eating from a bowl, and in the yard are pails, buckets, and one basket. Cox
conveys responsibility. The caption of Hine’s photograph informs readers that Cox has
joined the 4-H club, which reinforces the serenity and peace of the young laborer learning
the labor of farming. Per the information from the Library of Congress website, Cox is
receiving mentoring from an authority, Mr. Curtis. George Cox is experiencing positive
academic labor. Per the homepage of the 4-H website, the following is stated: “Our
mission is to give ALL youth equal access to opportunity. 4-H provides kids with
community, mentors, and learning opportunities to develop the skills they need to create
positive change in their lives and communities.” Furthermore, the 4-H website states the
following historical information: “A.B. Graham started a youth program in Clark County,
Ohio, in 1902, which is considered the birth of 4-H in the United States” (“4-H
HISTORY”). Incidentally, the National Child Labor Committee was founded on April
25, 1904 in New York City (Duerden 78).9 Hence, the 4-H club, advocating for and
promoting children’s wellbeing was founded two years before the founding of the
National Child Labor Committee and twenty-two years before the Child Labor
Amendment was created whereas the National Child Labor Committee was in existence

9

Furthermore, in Lewis Hine: Photographer and American Progressive, Timothy J. Duerden writes the
following about the National Child Labor Committee: “Founding board members included such prominent
progressive reformers as Jane Addams, Florence Kelley, Edward T. Devine, Felix Adler, Homer Folks and
Lillian Wald” (78).
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twenty years before the Child Labor Amendment was created. Hine’s photograph of
George Cox is in utmost contrast to his many photographs of exploited child laborers. As
opposed to exploitation, Hine’s photograph of George Cox asserts hands-on, academic
labor leading to productive socioeconomic labor. But Duerden also states, “A deep and
abiding racism in the South precluded the possibility of hiring black industrial workers in
any large numbers until later in the 20th century” (76). Duerden includes in his text the
uplifting and elegant photograph by Hine of the child laborer George Cox, who is
enacting humanitarianism with his involvement in the 4-H club.
Lewis Hine has produced a visual document that conveys severe ambiguity.
Duerden presents in Lewis Hine: Photographer and American Progressive a poster that
Hine created for the National Child Labor Committee (103). The poster contains a
photographic collage of child laborers, some in an individual portrait and some in a group
picture. At the top of the poster are the following words: “MAKING HUMAN JUNK”
(qtd. in Duerden 103). Duerden provides the following caption for the poster: “Another
of Hine’s NCLC posters, this one claiming that child labor practices were turning
America’s children into ‘Human Junk,’ 1913 or 1914 (Library of Congress, Prints and
Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee Collection, reproduction
number, LC-DIG-nclc-05553)” (103). Hine has produced a shocking poster which
exclaims a message and Hine’s viewpoint. Duerden states, “Hine’s principle purpose for
his almost nonstop endeavors with the NCLC was to get the laws that governed children
in the workplace changed” (106). Therefore, Hine’s ethic promotes the wellbeing and
welfare of children presently and regarding their future. Yet viewers may question Hine’s
drastic tactic in producing this poster. Hine combines a disturbing phrase with pictures of
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children. Through Hine’s visual document, viewers are confronted with the cruelty of
child labor, yet viewers also observe photographs of actual child laborers. In this work,
Hine may have crossed a fine line in exposing child labor by setting up children with a
phrase that captures a reader’s attention.
Lewis Hine’s photographs document child labor in the early to mid-twentieth
century, and viewers have the opportunity to analyze and then assert their viewpoints
regarding the photographer’s captured moments of visual American history. Yet viewers
may refrain from a full-fledged ekphrastic assessment of Hine’s photographs since the
photographs are nonfiction works. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines
ekphrasis with the following: “Originally: an explanation or description of something,
esp. as a rhetorical device. Now: spec. a literary device in which a painting, sculpture or
other work of visual art is described in detail” (“ekphrasis”). Viewers may be unable to
analyze with disinterestedness Hine’s photographs as visual artwork because the content
– i.e. the subject matter – is sociological. In Kids at Work: Lewis Hine and the Crusade
against Child Labor, Russell Freedman states that Hine’s “photos publicized what many
had refused to believe. They stood as graphic evidence that industrial America was
exploiting its children” (71). Freedman also cites a newspaper reporter’s response to
Hine’s photographs at an exhibit in Birmingham, Alabama: “‘They speak far more
eloquently than any [written] [sic] work – and depict a state of affairs which is terrible in
its reality – terrible to encounter, terrible to admit that such things exist in civilized
communities’” (qtd. in Freedman 72). Similarly, readers of Steinbeck’s The Harvest
Gypsies may not immerse themselves in an ekphrastic assessment since the chapters of
this text are Steinbeck’s newspaper articles detailing individuals’ real-life, harsh living
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conditions. Because ekphrasis entails the word art, critics/viewers may reject equating
Hine’s photographs as art. In Britannica Academic’s online biography of Lewis Hine,
Hine is immediately described as an “American photographer who used his art to bring
social ills to public attention” (“Lewis Hine”). Britannica Academic, therefore, regards
Hine’s photography as artwork. Britannica Academic also states Hine’s “photo stories
documenting child labour” (“Lewis Hine”). In Lewis Hine: Photographer and American
Progressive, Timothy J. Duerden assesses Hine’s work as follows: “Certainly, his
published images are most often artistically appealing and visually arresting, showing
fine composition and usually a personal connection to his subject; but today they also
very much constitute incisive and emotive historic documents” (4). Duerden then regards
Hine’s work as artistry, history, and humanity. The preponderant issue is how a critic or
viewer uses the term art as applied to Lewis Hine’s work in which the photographer has
documented a child’s hardship, suffering, or exploitation.
Furthermore, similar to Lewis Hine’s sociological work produced through
photography, Dorothea Lange and Paul Schuster Taylor’s text of 1939 An American
Exodus; A Record of Human Erosion is a sociological work produced using text and
photography. Lange and Taylor provide the following explanation of their book in the
Foreword of American Exodus: “This is neither a book of photographs nor an illustrated
book, in the traditional sense. Its particular form is the result of our use of techniques in
proportions and relations designed to convey understanding easily, clearly, and vividly.
We use the camera as a tool of research” (5-6). Lange and Taylor delineate American
Exodus using the words understanding and research, veering away from any connotation
that their book is an artistic/ekphrastic text. Like Hine, Lange and Taylor document in
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American Exodus the labor struggles, exploitations, and aspirations of individuals in
American society. Lange and Taylor’s self-assessment in the Foreword of their text can
serve as assessment of Hine’s photographs of child laborers.
United States legislation implemented or passed and organizations created serve
as an important juxtaposition with literature created by John Steinbeck, Herman Melville,
and Ann Petry and with photographs by Lewis Hine. For example, the National Child
Labor Committee’s 1935 Handbook on the Federal Child Labor Amendment contains
comprehensive information about the Child Labor Amendment. The Handbook’s Table
of Contents page states the following six chapters: “I. Background of Child Labor in the
United States”; “II. History of the Federal Child Labor Amendment”; “III. The Need for a
Federal Child Labor Amendment”; “IV. Who Supports the Amendment?”; “V. Who
Opposes the Amendment?”; and “VI. Answering the Opposition Arguments” (National
Child Labor Committee). The National Child Labor Committee credits two individuals
with the following information: “The Amendment was introduced in the Senate by
Samuel M. Shortridge, of California and in the House by Israel M. Foster of Ohio. It was
passed by the House of Representatives on April 26, 1924 by a vote of 297 to 69 and in
the Senate on June 2, 1924 by a vote of 61 to 23. It had the endorsement of all political
parties” (16). In the Handbook, the National Child Labor Committee states organizations
which endorse the Amendment, including the following: American Federation of Labor,
American Federation of Teachers, American Legion, American Nurses’ Association,
Central Conference of American Rabbis, Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America, National Child Labor Committee, National Council of Jewish Women, National
Education Association, National Women’s Trade Union League, Northern Baptist
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Convention, and The Railroad Brotherhoods (32-33). Therefore, listed are labor
associations advocating for the Child Labor Amendment. The Handbook on the Federal
Child Labor Amendment states that many individuals and associations supported the
Child Labor Amendment which means they remembered and respected the work given by
child laborers.
Prior to the work of Samuel M. Shortridge and Israel M. Foster, recognition is
given to Albert Beveridge’s work and concern regarding child labor. The U.S. Capitol
Visitor Center website states the following on their webpage entitled “Is Child Labor
Law Constitutional?”: “It took Congress and the Supreme Court decades to agree that
federal regulation of child labor was constitutional. Senator Albert Beveridge of Indiana
introduced the first federal child-labor bill in 1906. That bill failed.” In addition, the
following is stated on the webpage: “Finally, in 1941, the Supreme Court reversed its
earlier opinions, recognizing Congress’s power to regulate child labor as stipulated in the
1938 Fair Labor Standards Act” (“Is Child Labor Law Constitutional?”). Along with the
commentary on this webpage, the U.S. Capitol Visitor Center presents Lewis Hine’s
photograph of 1910 entitled Twelve-year-old Girl in Vermont Cotton Mill (“Is Child
Labor Law Constitutional?”). Therefore, eighteen years before the Child Labor
Amendment, federal child labor legislation was considered.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s dedicated effort in promoting the wellbeing of
child laborers is evident by his remembrance and advocacy of the Child Labor
Amendment. In the Handbook on the Federal Child Labor Amendment, the National
Child Labor Committee cites President Roosevelt’s commentary, dated November 8,
1934, about child labor (17). Roosevelt states, “One of the accomplishments under the
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National Recovery Act which has given me the greatest gratification is the outlawing of
child labor” (National Child Labor Committee, Handbook 17). Roosevelt then states, “In
the child labor field the obvious method of maintaining the present gains is through
ratification of the Child Labor Amendment. I hope this may be achieved” (National Child
Labor Committee, Handbook 17). In Child Labor in America, Fliter explains and clarifies
the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA), signed by President Roosevelt on June 16,
1933, its temporary validity stipulated for two years, and its overturning by the Supreme
Court (160-73). Therefore, the National Recovery Industrial Act was a temporary
solution regarding the regulation of child labor, hence Roosevelt’s wish for the Child
Labor Amendment’s ratification. Furthermore, Fliter explains the following, citing the
National Industrial Recovery Act: “The law directed companies to write industry-wide
‘codes of fair competition’ that established standards on prices and wages, set production
quotas, and imposed restrictions on other business practices, including a sixteen-year
minimum age for employment12” (160, 274). Fliter also astutely writes the following,
citing Roosevelt’s “Annual Message to Congress”: “In his annual message to Congress
on January 3, 1934, President Roosevelt celebrated the progress made under the National
Industrial Recovery Act and, perhaps prematurely, reiterated his earlier claim that ‘child
labor is abolished’28” (164, 275). Fliter writes, citing from The New York Times of
August 13, 1933: “President Roosevelt stated that the abolition of child labor in the
textile code and other industry codes ‘made him personally happier than anything with
which he has been connected since he came to Washington’26” (164, 275). As
complement to President Roosevelt’s comments of 1933 and 1934, Steinbeck’s
nonfiction text The Harvest Gypsies and realistic fiction The Grapes of Wrath inform and
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educate readers about child labor hardship and child labor exploitation, two texts
published a few years after Roosevelt’s statements. Juxtaposing Roosevelt’s commentary
with Steinbeck’s writings asserts a President’s recognition of child laborers and concern
for their welfare which is exactly the same stance as Steinbeck who gives recognition and
concern to child laborers via his literature and journalism.
Steinbeck provides commentary in Working Days: The Journals of The Grapes of
Wrath which can serve as reasoning why specific child labor legislation is not explicated
in The Grapes of Wrath. Steinbeck states the following in his journal entry of October 13,
1938: “And so the stand must be made and I must keep out of politics” (Working 87).
After this declaration, Steinbeck writes the following commentary in the journal entry:
“Criticism of me is very strong and will grow bitter” (Working 87). And yet Steinbeck
does not sustain his declaration six years later. Robert DeMott presents the following
editorial note in Working Days: “During the 1944 presidential campaign Steinbeck
worked as a speech writer for Roosevelt” (175). Steinbeck thus publicly declared political
affiliation.
Stephen Paul Miller provides analysis of the U.S. Constitution in The New Deal
as a Triumph of Social Work: Frances Perkins and the Confluence of Early Twentieth
Century Social Work with Mid-Twentieth Century Politics and Government. Miller states,
“One reason that the original framers of the Constitution do not expound upon economic
rights is that rights are in large part viewed as the earlier Declaration describes them –
‘truths’ that are ‘self-evident.’ From a twenty-first century perspective this might appear
to draw upon naïve faith in a pre-existing human, theological, or natural order” (39).
Applying Miller’s analysis, John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry in their
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respective works The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The Street present situations
where their characters proceed with idealism, hope, and faith in their society. The
authors’ novels are inspirational and admirable because the characters believe their
ambition will evidently result in success.
Furthermore, in The New Deal as a Triumph of Social Work, Miller includes
information about legislation and programs affecting child laborers. In the chapter “The
Fifty-Four-Hour Bill and Social Work’s Alternative Professionalization” (18-31), Miller
writes the following about Frances Perkins:
While working for the League [National Consumers League] from 1910 to
1912, she is celebrated for her investigation of the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory
fire. However, her success in lobbying for the passage of a New York State
maximum-hour workweek law for women and children, the Fifty-Four-Hour Bill,
or the Jackson-McManus Bill, also advances social reform and earns headlines
and other notoriety for Perkins. (19)
According to Britannica Academic, Frances Perkins was “U.S. secretary of labor during
the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Besides being the first woman to be appointed
to a cabinet post, she also served one of the longest terms of any Roosevelt appointee
(1933-45)” (“Frances Perkins”). In The New Deal as a Triumph of Social Work, Miller
informs readers that 146 people died due to the 1911 Triangle Fire (120). In Child Labor:
An American History, Hugh D. Hindman writes about “the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory
fire of March 25, 1911, in which 146 people, mostly young first- and second-generation
immigrant women, perished when a fire broke out in the seventh- and eighth-floor factory
into which the women had been locked” (197). Hindman then states, “The Triangle
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Shirtwaist fire galvanized the nation and led to the passage of worker compensation laws
in every state. But it also led to a general upgrading of New York’s factory laws,
including its child labor laws.” (197). The tragedy which occurred at the Triangle
Shirtwaist Factory resulted in a humanitarian response in that, as Hindman informs, states
reacted by enacting compensation laws and New York enacting laws regarding child
labor. The Fifty-Four-Hour Bill is an example of successful legislation passed
specifically for the state of New York. The histories of the Triangle Fire and the FiftyFour-Hour Bill exemplify individual states working to ensure safer and humane working
conditions. Individual states of the United States, therefore, have been effective in
creating child labor laws, yet a unified law encompassing the whole United States and
stated in the Constitution, i.e. the Child Labor Amendment, would provide stricter
adherence for employers to protect their child laborers.
Like Ruthie Joad and Winfield Joad in Grapes, child laborers need the availability
of education and discovery which they can experience as academic laborers while
attending school. Rick Marshall states the following in the article “Steinbeck’s Cognitive
Landscapes in The Grapes of Wrath: The Highway as Commentary on 1930s
Industrialization”: “If the individual migrant families refuse to assimilate into the massive
group marching west or if they refuse to become part of the economic factory system
operating in California’s central valley, there will be dangerous consequences” (74).
Marshall’s analysis applies to child laborers who are forced to assimilate to exploitative
working conditions. Forced assimilation severely affects a child’s chance to be inventive
and inquire about new options, and forced assimilation often happens while working in
exploitative working conditions.
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Just as the Child Labor Amendment is in limbo, legislation H. CON. RES. 336,
which recognizes John Steinbeck’s literary and humanitarian contributions, is also in
limbo. The Library of Congress website states the following information about the 107th
Congress: “H.Con.Res.336 - Expressing the sense of Congress regarding the life and
works of John Steinbeck” (“H.Con.Res.336”). H. CON. RES. 336 has the status of
“House – 02/27/2002 Referred to the House Committee on Government Reform” with
Representative Sam Farr (CA) as “Sponsor” and 27 “Cosponsors” (“H.Con.Res.336)10.
Therefore, H. CON. RES. 336 has not achieved ratification since its introduction twenty
years ago. Per the source Acronyms, Initialisms & Abbreviations Dictionary, H. Con. Res
stands for “House of Representatives Concurrent Resolution (DLA)” (“H Con Res”). To
explicate further, “(DLA)” denotes Bieber’s Dictionary of Legal Abbreviations (“List of
Selected Sources”). Representative Farr and eighteen other Representatives of the U.S.
House of Representatives write the following information pertaining to H. CON. RES.
33611:
Whereas John Steinbeck brought honor to the United States as a distinguished
writer and endured criticism and suspicion in this country for his

10

The following Representatives with the states they represent are Co-Sponsors of H. CON. RES. 336: Joe
Baca (CA); John T. Doolittle (CA); Loretta Sanchez (CA); Barbara Lee (CA); Marcy Kaptur (OH); Rosa L.
DeLauro (CT); Martin Frost (TX); Michael M. Honda (CA); Diane E. Watson (CA); Susan A. Davis (CA); Gary
A. Condit (CA); Howard L. Berman (CA); Mike Thompson (CA); Lois Capps (CA); Fortney Pete Stark (CA);
Jane Harman (CA); Brad Sherman (CA); Anna G. Eshoo (CA); Tom Lantos (CA); Ed Pastor (AZ); Jesse L.
Jackson (IL); Nancy Pelosi (CA); Jerry Lewis (CA); Bob Filner (CA); George Miller (CA); and Zoe Lofgren (CA).
The following Delegate from Guam is a Co-Sponsor: Robert A. Underwood (“H.Con.Res.336”).
11
The following Representatives’ names are stated on the document H. CON. RES. 336 as having
“submitted” the “concurrent resolution”: Farr, Baca, Doolittle, Sanchez, Lee, Kaptur, DeLauro, Frost,
Honda, Watson, Davis, Condit, Berman, Thompson, Capps, Stark, Harman, Sherman, and Eshoo
(“H.Con.Res.336”).
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progressive ideas and for the progressive themes of his novels, short
stories, and screenplays;
Whereas the works of John Steinbeck reflect a deeply compassionate view of the
United States and its people;
Whereas through his writings John Steinbeck promoted a greater understanding of
the lives of people who experienced difficult economic times, war, the
fulfillment of scientific study, the value of hard labor, and the difficulties
and joys associated with the bonds within families and between friends;
(“H.Con.Res.336”)
Representative Farr and colleagues present a legal text that equates as literary analysis
and literary critique of Steinbeck’s literary works and writerly ethic. Representative Farr
and fellow Representatives give respect and recognition of Steinbeck’s humanitarianism.
Representative Farr and the coauthors include their astute, concise description of
Steinbeck’s writing about “the value of hard labor” (“H.Con.Res.336”). Furthermore,
Representative Farr and colleagues conclude the legislation, stating, “That Congress
expresses its profound respect for, and deep appreciation of, the life and works of John
Steinbeck and his contributions to the promotion of reading and literature”
(“H.Con.Res.336”). John Steinbeck’s works have traversed from the realm of literature
onto society and have affected change in society as evidenced by U.S. legislation
introduced and supported by Representative Farr and the twenty-seven Cosponsors.
Through legislation H. CON. RES. 336, Representative Farr and colleagues regard
Steinbeck’s ethical stamina and humanitarian gifts to American society.
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H. CON. RES. 336, which is legislation pertaining to John Steinbeck’s work as
inventive, humanistic author, finds alignment with information stated in the U.S.
Constitution. Specifically, Article. I., Section. 8. of the U.S. Constitution contains the
following paragraph, avowing a responsibility of Congress: “To promote the Progress of
Science and Useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the
exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries” (qtd. in Maddex 551). The
U.S. Constitution, therefore the United States Government, gives respect to authors,
artists, scientists, and inventors by acknowledging and safeguarding their work with this
Congressional duty and responsibility. Furthermore, Representative Farr and fellow
House of Representatives who are authors or Cosponsors of H. CON. RES. 336 have
shown their allegiance to the U.S. Constitution by their promotion of John Steinbeck’s
literary works.
In contrast to the posthumous commendation to John Steinbeck with legislation
H. CON. RES. 336, albeit in the introductory stage, Stephen K. George writes in the
Introduction of the anthology John Steinbeck: A Centennial Tribute the disparagement
Steinbeck received upon being awarded the Nobel Prize. George writes, “Particularly
shocking was Arthur Mizener’s condescending piece on the eve of the Nobel ceremony –
‘Does a Moral Vision of the Thirties Deserve a Nobel Prize?’ – which viciously mocked
Steinbeck’s many artistic accomplishments while simultaneously trotting out past charges
of sentimentality and relevance” (xix-xx). In conjunction with George’s writing, William
Souder states the following in Mad at the World: A Life of John Steinbeck: “Mizener, a
college professor and biographer of F. Scott Fitzgerald, autopsied many of Steinbeck’s
major works and decided that in most instances – and in some cases to an ‘intolerable’
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extent – Steinbeck insisted on finding a sentimental moral to every story” (360-61). Soon
after stating Mizener’s disparagement of Steinbeck’s work, Souder presents
commendation given to Steinbeck. Souder writes, “A decade after the Nobel backlash, a
scholar names James Gray offered a more judicious review of Steinbeck’s career” (362).
Souder then specifies with the following writing regarding James Gray’s criticism of
Steinbeck’s works:
Steinbeck, he wrote, was a powerful storyteller and a “quintessential dramatist.”
What the critics saw from book to book – but failed to detect as a linkage among
all of them – was Steinbeck’s anger. He was America’s most pissed-off writer.
“All his work,” Gray wrote, “steams with indignation at injustice, with contempt
for false piety, with scorn for the cunning and self-righteousness of an economic
system that encourages exploitation, greed, and brutality.” (363)
In The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck gives Ruthie Joad expressions of anger. By
applying Gray’s analysis and Souder’s analysis, John Steinbeck’s temperament aligns
with his child character Ruthie Joad’s temperament. Furthermore, John Steinbeck
responded to injustice via the creation of literary works in which he exposed brutality and
injustice toward individuals. U.S. Representative John Lewis stated, “‘Never, ever be
afraid to make some noise and get in good trouble, necessary trouble’” (qtd. in Bote).
John Steinbeck indeed caused “good trouble” by writing and giving to society The
Grapes of Wrath.
Sea of Cortez: A Leisurely Journal of Travel and Research, with a Scientific
Appendix Comprising Materials for a Source Book on the Marine Animals of the
Panamic Faunal Province by John Steinbeck and E.F. Ricketts and published in 1941
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includes detailed and compassionate commentary about child laborers. In this nonfiction
text, Steinbeck and Ricketts themselves are the real-life adult characters who interact
with and give respect to child laborers. The authors explain the purpose of the book, “We
have a book to write about the Gulf of California” (Steinbeck and Ricketts, The Log 1).
Steinbeck and Ricketts then explain the following:
One of the reasons we gave ourselves for this trip – and when we used this reason,
we called the trip an expedition – was to observe the distribution of invertebrates,
to see and to record their kinds and numbers, how they lived together, what they
ate, and how they reproduced. That plan was simple, straight-forward, and only a
part of the truth. But we did tell the truth to ourselves. We were curious. Our
curiosity was not limited. (The Log 1)
The 1941 edition of Sea of Cortez contains the following sections as stated on the
Contents page: “Introduction”; “Narrative”; “A Note on Preparing Specimens”;
“Appendix: Annotated Phyletic Catalogue”; “Glossary”; and “Index.” Within the
“Appendix: Annotated Phyletic Catalogue” are the following four subsections:
“Introduction and Summary”; “Table of References”; “List of Abbreviations”; and
“Phyletic Catalogue.” In comparison, the book The Log from the Sea of Cortez by
Steinbeck and Ricketts and published in 1951 includes what is entitled “Narrative” from
the 1941 text Sea of Cortez, and the 1951 edition also has “Appendix: ‘About Ed
Ricketts’” (225-74), written by Steinbeck. The Log from the Sea of Cortez also has a onepage section entitled “A Note on the Text” (Steinbeck and Ricketts xxvii). On this page,
information is shared about Steinbeck’s adamance that Edward F. Ricketts’s name be
justly stated as coauthor of the “Narrative” section of Sea of Cortez (xxvii). Specifically,
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“A Note on the Text” states that Sea of Cortez: A Leisurely Journal of Travel and
Research has “copyright in both authors’ names” (Steinbeck and Ricketts xxvii). In
chapter 11 “March 20” of The Log from the Sea of Cortez, Steinbeck and Ricketts relate
their experiences with child laborers in La Paz (91-96). When reading and reviewing Sea
of Cortez, readers are given the opportunity to witness the actual scientific research which
has been meticulously catalogued. Readers can witness the scope of the authors and their
colleagues’ research. Very importantly, by learning of the child laborers’ search for
specimens in the littoral12 of the Sea of Cortez/Gulf of California, which is documented
in the “Narrative” section, readers can study the catalogue, knowing the involvement and
contributions by child laborers in order to produce the scientific sections of Sea of Cortez.
Steinbeck’s adamance that Ricketts be credited as coauthor of the “Narrative” section of
Sea of Cortez proclaims to readers that two authors have given credence to the child
laborers of La Paz.
A major distinction exists between Steinbeck and Ricketts’s The Log from the Sea
of Cortez and Steinbeck’s two texts The Grapes of Wrath and The Harvest Gypsies. In
The Log, the child laborers of La Paz do not suffer the imminent danger of hunger like
the child laborers in Grapes and The Harvest Gypsies. The child laborers of La Paz
experience mental fulfillment by partaking in socioeconomic labor whereas in the other
two texts children work to survive onto the next day. In the article “Child Labor is
Beneficial,” Hannah Lapp argues that child labor gives “opportunity and discovery – two

12

From Sea of Cortez: A Leisurely Journal of Travel and Research, with a Scientific Appendix
Comprising Materials for a Source Book on the Marine Animals of the Panamic Faunal Province
(Viking Press, 1941), Steinbeck and Ricketts include in the Glossary (587-89) the definition of
littoral: “Littoral. Region of the shore bounded by its highest normal submergence at high tide
and most extreme emergence at low tide. Intertidal” (588).
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things children crave” (36). In contrast to The Grapes of Wrath and The Harvest Gypsies,
Steinbeck and Ricketts’s writing of child labor in The Log from the Sea of Cortez
provides the joy and benefit of labor in their lives. Like Lapp’s commentary, the child
laborers in The Log from the Sea of Cortez experience opportunity and discovery while
assisting the crew of the Western Flyer.
In the section entitled “Glossary of Terms Used in This Work” (587) of Sea of
Cortez: A Leisurely Journal of Travel and Research, with a Scientific Appendix
Comprising Materials for a Source Book on the Marine Animals of the Panamic Faunal
Province (1941), Steinbeck and Ricketts define sixty-five terms (587-89). Steinbeck and
Ricketts define etiology with the following: “Etiology. Dictionary definition: ‘1. The
science, doctrine, or demonstration of causes, especially the investigation of the causes of
any disease. 2. The assignment of a cause or reason; as, the etiology of a historical
custom’” (588). Steinbeck and Ricketts acknowledge that the definition is from a
dictionary, yet the authors do not reference the title of the dictionary in the Glossary.
Regarding the second definition, Steinbeck and Ricketts indeed provide etiological
writing in that they analyze the behavior of the child laborers during their exploration of
the Sea of Cortez/Gulf of California. Sea of Cortez is a nonfiction text, combining
scientific research and documentation with sociological analysis.
In the “Appendix: ‘About Ed Ricketts’” from The Log from the Sea of Cortez,
Steinbeck pays homage to his beautiful friendship with Edward Ricketts. Ricketts died in
1948 (Steinbeck, “Appendix” 225-27). In the “Appendix,” Steinbeck includes an
anecdote about child labor involving dishonesty that is similar to information in the
“Narrative” section of Sea of Cortez about dishonesty by children in pursuit of work. In
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the “Appendix,” Steinbeck writes about Ed Ricketts’s business collaboration with the
child laborers of Monterey, California, and Steinbeck relates Ed Ricketts’s scientific
work and business for his Pacific Biological Laboratories, Inc. of obtaining and then
embalming cats so that they could be sold for study in schools (237). Steinbeck explains,
“Ed would circulate the word among the small boys of the neighborhood that twenty-five
cents apiece would be paid for cats” (“Appendix” 237). Steinbeck writes the following
anecdote about child laborers’ duplicity: “Once two small boys who had obviously read
about the oldest cheat in the world worked it twice on Ed before he realized it. One of
them sold the cat and collected, the other came in crying and got the cat back”
(Steinbeck, “Appendix” 237). Steinbeck includes this anecdote in his recollections to
convey Ricketts’s constant good heartedness to all in the town of Monterey. Steinbeck
does not relate any indication of Ricketts as angered by being cheated. Instead, Steinbeck
writes, “If they had been clever and patient they would have made a fortune, but even Ed
recognized a bright yellow cat with a broken tail the third time he bought it” (Steinbeck,
“Appendix” 237). Furthermore, Steinbeck explains Ed Rickett’s philosophy in
responding to a swindle: “The various hustlers who lived by their wits and some work in
the canneries when they had time were an amazing crew. Ed never got over his
admiration for them” (“Appendix” 243). In the “Appendix,” Steinbeck’s anecdote about
the cat swindlers is an example of child laborers who enact corruption in their labor in
order to get payment and therefore have veered away from humanitarianism.
Also, in The Log from the Sea of Cortez, Steinbeck and Ricketts present a scene
of dishonesty by a child laborer of La Paz regarding pay. In chapter 12 “March 22,” the
authors state the following brief paragraph: “Once when a little boy practiced the most
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ancient trick in the list of boy skulduggery – that of removing a specimen and selling it
again – the soldier spoke to him shortly with contempt, and that boy lost his standing and
even his friends” (Steinbeck and Ricketts, The Log 102). Both scenarios - in Monterey
and La Paz - entail a double-dip work interaction. Whereas Steinbeck does not state any
repercussions for the boys’ behavior in Monterey, Steinbeck and Ricketts do relate the
repercussions for the boy in La Paz. Furthermore, chapter 12 “March 22” begins, “This
was Good Friday, and we scrubbed ourselves and put on our best clothes and went to
church, all of us” (Steinbeck and Ricketts, The Log 97). The soldier’s admonition to the
child aligns with the events of Good Friday. According to the Bible, specifically Mark
15.25-29 and Luke 23.32-43, one of the robbers takes responsibility for his sins while on
his cross nearby Jesus (The Old and the New Testaments, “The New Testament” 50, 8283). In The Log, the soldier enforces responsibility onto the child for his thievery.
In the article “‘It’s terrible and I’m not going to try to tell you it isn’t’:
Steinbeck’s Perspectives on Education,” Mary Adler argues the following about
Steinbeck, in which a portion has been cited previously:
If Steinbeck had designed an educational system, it would likely have
contained little of the apparatus of nineteenth- and twentieth-century schooling in
the United States. Rather, it might have reflected John Dewey’s progressive
philosophy: interdisciplinarity, driven by inquiry and curiosity, expanded by
independent reading and both physical and intellectual exploration. (60)
While Adler does cite Steinbeck and Ricketts’s Sea of Cortez in her article, Adler does
not specifically cite the scenes Steinbeck and Ricketts present of the child characters. Yet
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the child characters’ educational experiences in the Sea of Cortez/Gulf of California
exemplify Adler’s argument regarding Steinbeck’s pedagogy.
John Steinbeck and Ed Ricketts’s inclusion of child laborers in The Log from the
Sea of Cortez is brief. In the concluding pages of chapter 11 “March 20,” the authors
discuss the working rapport of the boys of La Paz with themselves and the other members
of the Western Flyer crew as they all search for specimens in the Sea of Cortez/Gulf of
California (91-96). This working scene of the Western Flyer crew with the child laborers
exemplifies that nature and scientific research do not solely pervade the authors’ text, but
social relations also pervade The Log from the Sea of Cortez. Furthermore, in chapter 26
“April 5” of The Log, Steinbeck and Ricketts analyze their own youth, writing, “It is easy
to remember how, when we were in the terrible complication of childhood, we longed for
easy and uncomplicated adulthood. Then we would have only to reach into our pockets
for money, then all problems would be ironed out” (202). Steinbeck and Ricketts’s
statement asserts empathy for the children they meet during their expedition. Steinbeck
and Ricketts especially present their realization, i.e. their new knowledge, about social
relations in their nonfiction work.
Steinbeck and Ricketts clearly acknowledge child laborers in The Log from the
Sea of Cortez, but the authors do not clearly acknowledge Carol Steinbeck’s presence in
The Log. Specifically, Steinbeck and Ricketts state the crew members’ names aboard the
Western Flyer in the first chapter of The Log from the Sea of Cortez (5-12). In addition to
Steinbeck and Ricketts, the crew members aboard the Western Flyer are Anthony Berry,
the owner of the Western Flyer; “Tex Travis, engineer, and Sparky Enea and Tiny
Colletto, seamen” (Steinbeck and Ricketts, Log 8). The crew members thus total six. Yet
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after stating the crew members’ names, Steinbeck and Ricketts write soon after in the
first chapter of The Log from the Sea of Cortez, “But the charter was signed and food
began to move into the Western Flyer. It is amazing how much food seven people need to
exist for six weeks” (9). In the article “Steinbeck and Ricketts: Escape or Commitment in
The Sea of Cortez?,” Richard Astro includes information about Steinbeck’s wife Carol
Steinbeck (118-19). Astro writes, “And together, Ricketts, Steinbeck, and a crew of five
(not four as Steinbeck notes in the Log – Carol Steinbeck made the entire trip, although
she is never mentioned in Steinbeck’s account) sailed from Monterey harbor on March
11, 1940, returning six weeks later on April 2020” (118-19). In the article, Astro includes,
“It should also be pointed out that another crew member, Horace (Sparky) Enea, kept a
diary of the trip, portions of which were published in the Monterey Peninsula Herald”
(117). In “‘Verbatim Transcription of Notes of Gulf of California Trip, March-April
1940,’” Ed Ricketts states Carol Steinbeck’s presence and participation aboard the
Western Flyer (Breaking 136). Regarding the list of crew members, Ricketts also
includes “Toby [Webster Street] to San Diego only” (Breaking 136). In The Log from the
Sea of Cortez, Carol Steinbeck’s presence is acknowledged - yet without her name stated
- via the total number of seven aboard the boat, yet Carol Steinbeck’s participation is
nowhere acknowledged in The Log. And yet in Working Days: The Journals of The
Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck acknowledges Carol Steinbeck’s efforts and work
regarding The Grapes of Wrath. Steinbeck writes the following in “Entry #63 September
3 [1938] – 11:00 [Saturday]”: “Carol is typing now and the book is beginning to seem
real to me. Also Carol got the title last night. ‘The Grapes of Wrath.’ I think that is a
wonderful title. Must query Elizabeth, but will use it any way until I am forbidden”
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(Working Days 65)13. Because of Carol Steinbeck’s beneficence in John Steinbeck’s life,
it is quite striking for Steinbeck and Ricketts to refrain from stating Carol Steinbeck’s
name in The Log from the Sea of Cortez. In addition, in the “‘Verbatim Transcription,’”
Ricketts lists in order the names of the Western Flyer crew as follows: Tony Berry, Tex
Travis, Sparky Enea, Tiny Colletto, John, Carol, Toby, and “myself [Ricketts]” (Breaking
136). Ricketts’s order of names subtly conveys Ricketts’s great respect toward colleagues
and his humility in stating himself last as a member aboard the Western Flyer.
The online website Steinbeck Center Photo Archive is part of the Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Library Digital Collections of San Jose State University (Steinbeck
Center). Included in the Archive is a photograph entitled Sea of Cortez (“Sea of Cortez”).
The online photograph includes the date of 1940 with information that the photographer
is unknown (“Sea of Cortez”). The following is also included on the webpage with the
photograph: “Travis ‘Tex’ Hall with several children and two unknown men. Sea of
Cortez expedition. Original is in the safe” (“Sea of Cortez”). The photograph crops seven
individuals’ faces and one person who is partially captured in the picture. Of the
photograph’s four children whose faces are evident, three children are smiling, and one
child has a serious expression. The overall tone of the photograph conveys dignity and
respect; children and adults are steadfastly together, looking at the camera. Sea of Cortez
is a symbolic photographic document which supremely complements Steinbeck and
13

Robert DeMott, editor, states the following in Working Days: The Journals of The Grapes of Wrath:
“Carol’s discovery of the title, in Julia Ward Howe’s ‘Battle Hymn of the Republic’ (1862), was cause for
rejoicing” (161).
In Mad at the World: A Life of John Steinbeck, William Souder writes, “Carol’s contribution to the book
was far greater than giving it a title. As she typed the manuscript from his crabbed handwriting, Carol
revised and corrected it as she went. Steinbeck said he was doing the first draft of the book, and Carol
was doing the second. The way things were going, they’d finish at just about the same time. He asked Otis
to keep all this a secret, but said that Carol’s draft was better than his in every way and would be the
version he would submit” (201).
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Ricketts’s The Log from the Sea of Cortez. The photograph symbolizes respect toward
the child laborers who assisted Steinbeck and Ricketts and their Western Flyer crew.
Although the photographic information stated online does not specify that the children in
the photograph are indeed the same children from The Log from the Sea of Cortez who
assisted the Western Flyer crew in their research, one may infer strongly and arguably
that the children in the photograph are the child laborers from The Log. The unknown
photographer took time to regard the contributions of the child laborers from the area of
the Sea of Cortez. The photographer made the decision to document and therefore
announce the work of child laborers. The photographer’s act indicates humanitarianism
due to acknowledgement of the young boys who unexpectedly assisted the Western Flyer
crew. The child laborers who entered the lives of the Western Flyer crew and then
Steinbeck and Ricketts’s nonfiction text Sea of Cortez are relatable to the improvisational
actors who contribute their art in unexpected and contributory ways to a movie or play of
fiction. The children and adults in the photograph are fully involved in their stance and
their gaze toward the camera, which announces their assuredness. The photograph Sea of
Cortez presents children and adults together in equity.
For further clarification, Travis ‘Tex’ Hall’s full name is stated in conjunction
with the online photograph Sea of Cortez. Yet in Steinbeck and Rickett’s The Log from
the Sea of Cortez and in Ricketts’s “‘Verbatim Transcription’” from the book Breaking
Through: Essays, Journals, and Travelogues of Edward F. Ricketts, “Tex Travis” is
strictly stated. (Log 8 and Breaking 136). The Steinbeck Center Photo Archive includes
the online photograph Travis ‘Tex’ Hall with the following information: “Travis ‘Tex’
Hall, engineer on the Western Flyer on the Sea of Cortez expedition” (“Travis”).
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Therefore, the Steinbeck Center Photo Archive gives full attribution to Travis ‘Tex’ Hall
as a crew member of the Western Flyer in the Sea of Cortez whereas Steinbeck and
Ricketts refrained from including Hall’s first name in their written works.
Steinbeck and Ricketts first present the young boys/child laborers in The Log from
the Sea of Cortez in a seemingly casual manner. The authors write, “And as always when
one is collecting, we were soon joined by a number of small boys” (Steinbeck and
Ricketts, The Log 91). Steinbeck and Ricketts’s first statement about the young boys
creates an immediate inclusion of the young boys into the crew’s work world as if the
young boys have required, natural presence with the crew. The young boys ask what the
crew has lost, but upon learning “‘Nothing,’” they ask, “‘Then what do you search for?’”
(Steinbeck and Ricketts, The Log 92). Steinbeck and Ricketts also write, “Then the little
boys help us to search. They are ragged and dark and each one carries a small iron
harpoon. It is the toy of La Paz, owned and treasured as tops or marbles are in America”
(The Log 92). Steinbeck and Ricketts analyze with astute description and explanation the
harpoon tool/weapon and assert the realization that the harpoon is not a commonly used
object among some readers.
In the chapter entitled “Education of Environmental Scientists: Should We Listen
to Steinbeck and Ricketts’s Comments?” from the book Steinbeck and the Environment:
Interdisciplinary Approaches, nuclear chemist Peter A. J. Englert (176)14 writes a
scientific and ethical analysis of Steinbeck and Ricketts’s The Log from the Sea of

14

The following biographical information is provided in Steinbeck and the Environment: Interdisciplinary
Approaches (1997): “Peter A. J. Englert holds a Ph.D. in nuclear chemistry from the University of Cologne,
Germany. His research is in the area of nuclear analytical chemistry” (Beegel, Shillinglaw, and Tiffney, Jr.
350). In addition, the following is also stated: “Throughout his career, Englert, has also taught and
conducted research on the role of science in the arts and humanities” (Beegel, Shillinglaw, and Tiffney, Jr.
350).
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Cortez. Englert states, “The goal of educating students in the best possible way to
understand the interrelation of all components, properties, and forms of matter in nature,
including a clear recognition of science, scientific procedures, and philosophical and
humanistic aspects of man’s interaction with this nature, is rarely found (191). Englert
bluntly assesses humans’ failures when working with and studying nature. But then
Englert states, “Steinbeck and Ricketts have demonstrated that by staying outside the
academic world, with its rules and requirements, one can cross boundaries of traditionally
separate subject areas with an ease that facilitates innovative discussion” (192). Englert
commends Steinbeck and Ricketts’s methodology and therefore pedagogy. Englert’s
viewpoint aligns with Adler’s viewpoint of Steinbeck’s pedagogy. In “Appendix: ‘About
Ed Ricketts,’” Steinbeck provides examples of Ricketts’s pedagogy which further
supports Englert’s argument about Steinbeck and Ricketts’s methodology in The Log
from the Sea of Cortez. In the “Appendix,” Steinbeck includes Ed Ricketts’s associations
with children regarding both their academic labor and their socioeconomic labor.
Regarding academic labor, Steinbeck states the following about Ricketts: “Children on
the beach he taught how to look for and find beautiful animals in worlds they had not
suspected were there at all. He taught everyone without seeming to” (“Appendix” 228).
Also, Steinbeck provides another sentence about Ricketts in the “Appendix” concerning
academic labor: “Ed’s gift for receiving made him a great teacher. Children brought
shells to him and gave him information about the shells. And they had to learn before
they could tell him” (273). Steinbeck’s two sentences explaining Ricketts’s educational
methodology align with Englert’s assessment of Steinbeck and Ricketts’s approach to
their research/scientific work in The Log from the Sea of Cortez. Englert’s goal of
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“innovative discussion” (192) is exemplified by Ricketts’s method of listening to children
explain their findings, accomplished via their hands-on learning.
Edward Ricketts presents heartfelt writing about child laborers in “‘Verbatim
Transcription of Notes of Gulf of California Trip, March-April 1940.’” Ricketts’s
detailed account enforces the importance and seriousness of the child laborers’
contributions to marine studies. “‘Verbatim Transcription’” includes Ricketts’s
commentary that is not present in his text with Steinbeck, The Log from the Sea of
Cortez. In the section entitled “Apr. 4, Thurs.:,” Ricketts documents, “Went shopping in
the market, where I was much moved at seeing little Indian girls, 4, 5, 6, or 7 years old,
sitting at stalls” (Breaking 172, 175). Whether or not the girls are actually working, their
presence of sitting at the stalls gives them association with work, being near those who
sell and those who shop. Ricketts then cites a passage of Robinson Jeffers’s poem “Boats
in a Fog,” and two lines from this cited passage are the following: “Of creatures going
about their business among the equally / Earnest elements of nature” (qtd. in Breaking
175). Ricketts also states, “It was the essential reality of these (inwardly, to me)
unbelievably beautiful children that affected me so deeply” (Breaking 175). In this scene,
Ricketts’s observation on this trip includes an examination of society and his humanity
with the children. Ricketts cites Jeffers’s words as alignment with his feelings. Ricketts’s
writing stresses the influence of his social relations as he proceeds in scientific study of
marine life. Immediately after his writing of the children at the stalls, Ricketts writes the
following:
The three or four deep things for me about this trip to date: the Good
Friday service at La Paz; the still-used wing of the mission at Loreto; the little
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Indian girls at the Guaymas market. Oh, yes, and the sad, fierce Indian boy who
attached himself to us last and frenziedly at La Paz. And going ashore on the
seaward peninsula at Concepcion, with the abundant straight cacti so green
against the barren hills, and the pigeons calling. (Breaking 176)
Ricketts’s list stresses the spiritual and societal aspect of his trip thus far. Ricketts does
not include in his list his own scientific labor of the littoral in the Sea of Cortez/Gulf of
California. In “‘Verbatim Transcription,’” Ricketts credits the work of child laborers
(Breaking 147, 150, 175-76, 199). Ricketts recognizes the contributions of child laborers
to the Western Flyer crew in “‘Verbatim Transcription.’” At the conclusion of the
“‘Verbatim Transcription,’” Ricketts provides the section “Statement of Collecting
Stations in the Spring 1940 / Steinbeck-Ricketts Gulf of California Trip / Hydrographic
Chart 1664” (Breaking 198-201). Included in this section, Ricketts documents, “At La
Paz a number of small boys helped us collect [on] Mch. 21st on the flats NE of town, and
[on] Mch, 22nd they brought stuff to the boat for sale, mostly from the Mch. 21 location,
but some of the animals (Pennatula at least) from under a cement wharf being built in the
harbor” (Breaking 199). Ricketts’s documentation of the child laborers’ work in La Paz is
catalogued in the “Statement” with professional respect. “‘Verbatim Transcription of
Notes of Gulf of California Trip, March-April 1940’” is published as a chapter in the
book Breaking Through: Essays, Journals, and Travelogues of Edward F. Ricketts from
page 134 to page 201. This chapter of sixty-eight pages includes a picture of Ricketts’s
log (Ricketts, Breaking 135). Ricketts’s “‘Verbatim Transcription’” is a condensed
version his and Steinbeck’s The Log from the Sea of Cortez. Ricketts has captured with
great detail child laborers and their dedicated work benefiting the Western Flyer crew and
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benefiting marine study. In “‘Verbatim Transcription,’” Ed Ricketts truly promotes child
laborers as humanitarians.
Edward Ricketts’s commentary in the section entitled “Apr. 4, Thurs.:” of
“‘Verbatim Transcription’” finds visual corollary with a photograph by Lewis Hine.
Specifically, Hine’s photograph with the caption “Sixth Street Market, Cincinnati, Ohio,
10:00 P.M., August 22, 1908” is published in the book Kids at Work: Lewis Hine and the
Crusade against Child Labor (Freedman 58). Ricketts documents girls “sitting at stalls”
(Breaking 172, 175). Hine’s photograph captures a young girl sitting at a stall near
baskets, alert and ready. Ricketts expresses emotion with the scene he witnessed
(Breaking 172, 175). As comparison, Hine’s photograph conveys a tone of a child’s
maturity at work with calmness.
Furthermore, Ricketts’s “‘Verbatim Transcription of Notes of Gulf of California
Trip, March-April 1940’” conveys harmony, inclusive of the harmony found in nature. In
“Natural Wisdom: Steinbeck’s Men of Nature as Prophets and Peacemakers” from the
book Steinbeck and the Environment: Interdisciplinary Approaches, Marilyn Chandler
states the following about Doc from Steinbeck’s Cannery Row: “Doc maintains his own
spiritual and mental health by means of frequent retreats into music, poetry, and nature”
(120). McEntyre writes about nature as redemptive and indirectly advocates for
individuals’ vital need to be with nature. Souder writes about Doc in Mad at the World,
explaining that the character Doc is Edward Ricketts (283-87). Souder writes the
following: “its [Cannery Row’s] protagonist was a literal version of his best friend, Ed
Ricketts” (284). McEntyre, therefore, is describing Ricketts. Ricketts’s concern for the
children during his and his crewmates’ exploration of the Sea of Cortez is evident as is
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his rapport with nature. Steinbeck cites Ricketts’s empathy for children in “Appendix:
‘About Ed Ricketts.’” Ricketts states, “‘Children must be very wise and secret to tolerate
adults at all’” (qtd. in Steinbeck, “Appendix” 258). McEntyre concludes her essay, stating
the following: “nature teaches us what we need to know – and that our best teachers are
those who have learned her lessons” (123). McEntyre believes in nature’s educational
power. Nature’s education then guides child laborers, giving wisdom and fulfillment.
The grandeur of labor and the fulfillment laborers can achieve pervade John
Steinbeck’s literary works. Steinbeck provides the following astute and concise wisdom
about labor in Working Days: The Journals of The Grapes of Wrath: “Work is the only
good thing” (39). Steinbeck’s moral edict is exemplified continuously in The Grapes of
Wrath in which the Joads want and aspire toward experiencing labor for survival, labor
for contribution to society, and labor for fulfillment in one’s life. Also in Working Days,
Robert DeMott cites a letter by Steinbeck of June 30, 1938 (151-52). Steinbeck avows the
following: “I am completely partisan. Every effort I can bring to bear is and has been at
the call of the common working people to the end that they may eat what they raise, wear
what they weave, use what they produce, and in every way and in completeness share in
the works of their hands and their heads” (152). Steinbeck writes about ideal of labor.
And Steinbeck’s explanation of his partisanship is his addendum, i.e. Steinbeck’s
stipulations, about achieving the ideals in labor.
John Steinbeck continually asserts the fulfillment and beauty of labor. The Grapes
of Wrath, The Harvest Gypsies, The Red Pony, and Sea of Cortez (with coauthor Edward
Ricketts) are four texts that include child laborers who admirably participate and
contribute their work. Steinbeck expresses the mandatory viewpoint and action of the
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child laborer. Regarding the nonfiction text The Harvest Gypsies, for Steinbeck to
document and then have published first the viewpoint of a child laborer before the
viewpoint of an adult laborer is subtle affirmation of the author’s and the publisher’s
respect for the dignity and devotion of the child laborer and the child laborer’s voice.
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Chapter Two: Herman Melville Denounces Stagnancy toward the Child Laborer’s
Insight
Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick or, The Whale, “Bartleby, The Scrivener: A Story
of Wall Street,” and “The Paradise of Bachelors and the Tartarus of Maids” are three
literary texts that are learning lessons for adults to not only listen but to ethically heed the
wise viewpoint of the child laborer. In each of these three works, Melville includes an
adult who consults a child laborer’s viewpoint about a workplace situation; Melville then
writes of the adult who does not respond promptly or ethically to alleviate a situation
relayed by the child laborer. Because the adult does not heed the viewpoint or insight of
the child laborer, Melville’s message to readers is a denunciation of stagnancy toward the
child laborer’s insight or beneficial viewpoint.
Melville not only includes in his works the vital impact of the child laborer in the
workplace, but Melville also presents a subtle writerly habit of including an adult
character who seeks information, the viewpoint, or the wisdom of the child laborer.
Melville’s writing concerns the working relationship and rapport between adults and
children, and then Melville presents adults who do not heed the viewpoints of child
laborers. Because Melville presents an adult who enacts stagnancy when consulting a
child laborer, Melville is denouncing the adult’s behavior toward the child laborer. The
concept of consultation and then stagnancy between a child laborer and an adult occurs
with the adult who relies greatly on the information the child laborer presents.
Specifically, in Moby-Dick, Melville writes about Captain Ahab’s reliance on Pip’s
viewpoint, but Ahab proceeds in action opposite Pip’s humanistic viewpoint. In
“Bartleby,” Melville presents the unnamed supervisor of the law office who seeks Ginger
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Nut’s viewpoint yet does not heed the child laborer’s viewpoint until too late. And in
“The Tartarus of Maids,” the unnamed visitor/narrator to the paper mill seeks information
and explanation from Cupid but does nothing to alleviate a situation he finds
heartbreaking. Yet in all three of these texts, Melville presents the adult/child relationship
that is respectful and friendly. Furthermore, Melville presents in Moby-Dick, “Bartleby,”
and “The Tartarus of Maids” a child and an adult in a workplace conversation in which
they are professional and equal because they voice their views without hindrance.
Melville’s Moby-Dick (1851) is seventy-three years older than the unratified U.S.
Child Labor Amendment (1924). In the novel, Melville does not assert any direct
commentary about child labor exploitation or any commentary about laws to protect child
laborers. Instead, in Moby-Dick, Melville presents accounts of children who work
earnestly and who also exude fortitude while performing their labor, specifically Pip and
Captain Gardiner’s son. Melville’s writing of these accounts of child labor is the author’s
commentary about the dual aspect of American child labor: commendable, earnest work
performed by children who are subjected to trials and perils in the workplace. In MobyDick, Melville remembers and acknowledges the child laborer Pip whose voice is
consulted yet unheeded during his life as a whaler. Melville gives heed, providing a
learning lesson in the novel for adults to give responsive and responsible action to the
child laborer’s wise voice.
Herman Melville gives Pip, the child character in Moby-Dick, the authority to
announce to readers the Pequod’s upcoming destruction. In Chapter 99 “The Doubloon,”
Melville presents five characters who state their viewpoints of the doubloon posted
aboard the Pequod: Captain Ahab, Starbuck, Stubb, Flask, and Pip (Moby 470-75). In
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addition, Melville presents Queequeg and Fedallah who react to the doubloon but do not
announce their views aloud (Melville, Moby 474-75). Flask states the following upon
Pip’s arrival near the doubloon: “‘I’ll quit Pip’s vicinity. I can stand the rest, for they
have plain wits; but he’s too crazy-witty for my sanity’” (Melville, Moby 475). Flask,
therefore, is incapable of ascertaining the height of Pip’s philosophical ponderings
regarding the doubloon. Flask’s removal from listening to Pip’s viewpoint indicates
Flask’s lack of courage and lack of wisdom that Pip has attained. Pip foresees the
Pequod’s sinking by stating, “‘And so they’ll say in the resurrection, when they come to
fish up this old mast, and find a doubloon lodged in it, with bedded oysters for the shaggy
bark. Oh the gold!’” (Melville, Moby 475). Whereas Melville gives the character Ishmael
the novel’s job as narrator to relay foreshadowing and hints regarding the Pequod crew’s
whaling experience, Melville gives the character Pip the dramatic and stunning dialogue
about the doubloon’s future - not earned by a member of the Pequod but rather found
intact to the mainmast underneath the sea. Melville, therefore, uses a child character, Pip,
to affect the mood of the novel just as Steinbeck uses Ruthie to affect the concluding
mood of The Grapes of Wrath when she finds the geranium.
Herman Melville subtly asserts in Moby-Dick the adults’ duty and responsibility
to consult and heed children’s viewpoints. Captain Ahab’s consultations with Pip can be
described as equitable and harmonious, hence Melville’s symbolic message in the novel
promoting equity and engagement in one’s community. Yet in the Introduction of the
book Herman Melville: The Complete Shorter Fiction, John Updike states, “On the great
issue of the time, black slavery, he [Herman Melville] issues no comforting wisdom or
prophecy” (xxv). Updike then concludes the Introduction with the following sentence:
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“Melville instinctively aspired to the grandest scale, and even in his shorter works offers
vast inklings and the resonance of cosmic concerns” (xxxiv). In Moby-Dick, Pip is a
young Black boy (Melville 450). Melville gives Pip the utmost of wisdom unmatched by
any other crew member of the Pequod. In Chapter 127 “The Deck” of Moby-Dick,
Captain Ahab states, “‘Now, then, Pip, we’ll talk this over; I do suck most wondrous
philosophies from thee!’” (Melville 575). Captain Ahab consults, relies upon, and trusts
Pip’s wisdom as exemplified in this passage from Moby-Dick. Melville’s writerly acts
toward Pip throughout Moby-Dick subtly asserts the author’s respect and concern to all
individuals. In response to Updike’s analysis, Melville does not address slavery directly
in Moby-Dick, but Melville does indeed give concern and voice to humanity, especially
regarding children as exemplified by Pip’s role in Moby-Dick. Pip’s presence in the novel
is not lengthy, yet his presence has impact; Pip enacts humanitarianism in every scene he
is included or referenced.
Similar to and also in contrast to Updike’s views about Herman Melville is
commentary by Paula Kopacz. In “Cultural Sweat: Melville, Labor, and Slavery,”
Kopacz writes,
Melville, too, uses the single measure of menial labor to focus his opposition to
slavery on even broader, humanitarian grounds, regardless of race, gender, class,
or family status. That he voices his protest against slavery by using the rhetoric of
slavery to condemn abusive work elsewhere does not diminish his protest, but
strengthens it with the force of fundamental human dignity. (87)
Like Updike’s commentary that Melville writes about “cosmic concerns” (xxxiv),
Kopacz’s also analyzes Melville’s concerns stated in his literary works. Yet whereas
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Updike argues that Melville’s work lacks his analysis about slavery, Kopacz believes
Melville confronts the concern of slavery through his commentary about menial labor.
Melville/Ishmael asserts Pip as a vital member of the Pequod who becomes an
inadvertent castaway; the other members of the Pequod did not purposely reject Pip after
his fall into the ocean. Ishmael even explains Stubb’s reasoning in pursuing a whale
instead of assisting Pip: “Because there were two boats in his wake, and he [Stubb]
supposed, no doubt, that they would of course come up to Pip very quickly, and pick him
up” (Melville, Moby 453). Stubb’s assumption does not equate with the events that
transpire in which Pip is left in the sea. Stubb indeed is responsible for the trauma that
Pip endures, yet the saving grace is that Stubb in good faith does not purposefully want to
inflict trauma upon Pip. Stubb’s severe act of neglect toward Pip is unpremeditated.
Stubb is guilty of negligent and reckless conduct toward his colleague Pip, but Stubb is
not guilty of evil intent. Ishmael further explains “that those boats, without seeing Pip,
suddenly spying whales close to them on one side, turned, and gave chase” (Melville,
Moby 453). Pip’s experience as an inadvertent castaway occurs in Chapter 93 of MobyDick, entitled “The Castaway” (450-54). Melville’s narrator Ishmael explains in the
chapter’s first paragraph “that a most significant event befell the most insignificant of the
Pequod’s crew” (Moby 450). In this chapter, Melville’s Ishmael explains that Pip is given
the position of after-oarsman in a whale boat and that Pip jumps overboard two times
(Moby 451-52). Melville uses the word “consternation” to explain Pip’s reasoning to bolt
out of the whale boat into the sea (Moby 451). Furthermore, Ishmael explains that Pip is
left behind in the sea after his second jump out of the whale boat (Melville, Moby 45254). Ishmael compassionately analyzes Pip’s predicament in the sea and empathetically
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aligns himself with Pip’s agony. Melville concludes Chapter 93 with foreshadowing by
stating Ishmael’s similar (future) experience. Ishmael relates the following: “it will then
be seen what like abandonment befell myself” (Melville, Moby 454). Ishmael regards
Pip’s mental state, applying the term insanity (Melville, Moby 454). In the next chapter,
Chapter 94 “A Squeeze of the Hand,” Ishmael also applies the term insanity to himself
while working with the whale oil stored in tubs (Melville, Moby 456). In this quick
instance of back-to-back chapters with Ishmael using the term insanity, Ishmael is again
aligning himself with Pip, subtly establishing a respectful and compassionate camaraderie
with Pip. As dichotomy to Melville’s usage of “castaway,” “insignificant,” and
“abandonment” in Chapter 93 of Moby-Dick, the author explains the circumstances how
the Pequod crew in good faith does not intentionally plan to leave Pip, hence asserting
Pip’s significance to the Pequod crew, especially Stubb.
In spite of Pip’s mental suffering, highly indicative of post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), Ishmael regards Pip’s newfound mentality with a positivity rather than
a succumbing to despair. Ishmael refers to Pip’s endurance as “Wisdom” (Melville, Moby
453). With the usage of a capital ‘W,’ Melville/Ishmael give credence to Pip’s survival
while cast away in the sea, albeit cast away inadvertently. Melville’s use of a capital ‘W’
to claim Pip’s newfound wisdom asserts Pip’s strength and his unmatched wisdom that
the other members of the Pequod crew have not attained or experienced. Similarly
regarding Pip’s experience alone in the sea, in the article “Pip’s Oceanic Voice: Speech
and the Sea in Moby-Dick,” Jimmy Packham asserts the following: “we might understand
Pip’s experience as more fully representative of the ocean as a medium than anyone
else’s aboard the Pequod” (570). Packham also states, “Pip’s experience of the ocean
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means it is ultimately an unshared and unshareable experience: there is nobody with
whom he can enter into a meaning-making discourse” (580). Yet Pip does not deny
himself community with his colleagues. Pip shares his viewpoint – his voice – with the
Pequod crew, and the crew responds to Pip with reverence. Packham regards “Pip’s
alienation aboard the Pequod” (572). Yet Melville provides scenes in Moby-Dick in
which Pequod crew members include and seek out Pip’s voice and wisdom, especially
Captain Ahab.
Furthermore, Melville’s simple and subtle use of “Wisdom,” capitalized, asserts
the author’s respect of Pip as a child laborer who is wisest among his colleagues. In
Chapter 93 “The Castaway,” Melville presents Pip’s new, temporary position of afteroarsman due to replacing an injured after-oarsman (Moby 451). Melville does not write
that Pip rejected his new job duty of working in a boat for a whale chase. Instead,
Melville writes, “The first time Stubb lowered with him, Pip evinced much nervousness;
but happily, for that time, escaped close contact with the whale” (Moby 451). As a child
laborer in a new role, Pip proceeds without objection or complaint. Pip contributes his
labor while withholding his feelings. Pip’s act of labor in Chapter 93 is an example of a
child laborer who enacts humanitarianism because Pip wants to contribute his labor and
attempts to contribute his labor even under duress. Melville presents the child character
Pip who represents the multitude of child laborers in American history who worked and
strove toward completing their job duties while experiencing physical or mental duress.
C. L. R. James analyzes Pip in his book Mariners, Renegades, and Castaways:
The Story of Herman Melville and the World We Live In. James asserts the following
about Pip: “With the loss of his reason he attains the ultimate wisdom” (56). James
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esteems Pip’s newfound stance due to his experience being alone in the sea. Furthermore,
in the chapter entitled “The Captain and the Crew” from Mariners, Renegades, and
Castaways, James explicates Chapters 26 and 27 of Moby-Dick, “Knights and Squires”
(17-19). James highly regards Melville’s Chapter 27 of Moby-Dick, writing the following
paragraph:
Then, astonishing conclusion to an astonishing chapter, Melville tells us
what he means by his over-hasty statement in the earlier chapter that the most
abased shall lift himself to the most exalted positions. The most abased of the
crew on board is Pip, a little Negro from Alabama, the lowest of the low in
America of 1851. It is Pip who in the end will be hailed as the greatest hero of all.
(19)
James gives supreme honor to Pip’s role aboard the Pequod and as Melville’s character in
Moby-Dick. In addition, James’s admiration for these two chapters from Moby-Dick is
indicated in James’s book title since the phrase “mariners, and renegades and castaways”
appears in Chapter 26 of Melville’s Moby-Dick (126). Melville concludes Chapter 27 of
Moby-Dick by introducing readers to Pip, writing “Black Little Pip” (Moby 132).
Melville’s concluding sentence of Chapter 27 is the following: “On the grim Pequod’s
forecastle, ye shall ere long see him, beating his tambourine; prelusive of the eternal time,
when sent for, to the great quarter-deck on high, he was bid strike in with angels, and beat
his tambourine in glory; called a coward here, hailed a hero there!” (Moby 132).
Melville/Ishmael regards Pip as a hero, and C. L. R. James uses the superlative “greatest
hero” (19). James regards Pip’s experiences and demeanor in comparison to all other
Pequod crew members and characters of Moby-Dick. Melville’s first announcement of
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Pip, occurring in Chapter 27 of Moby-Dick, conveys high regard and compassion toward
Pip.
Similar to C. L. R. James’s viewpoint of Pip, Andrew Delbanco regards Pip’s
admirable presentation in Moby-Dick. In the book Melville: His World and Work,
Delbanco writes, “Moby-Dick is a book filled with hate and ugliness, but it offers
glimpses as well of a beautiful alternative world in which Pip, having once been disposed
of as a nuisance, comes back to sing from his heart, and softens the roughest men with his
song” (161). Delbanco’s statement equates with the concept of Pip’s wisdom.
Delbanco argues that Pip was “disposed as a nuisance” (Melville 161). Delbanco’s
view is in contrast with James’s view about Pip’s predicament alone in the sea.
Melville/Ishmael uses the word abandonment at the conclusion of Chapter 93 “The
Castaway” to describe Pip (Moby 454). James, though, does not use the word
abandonment in his assessment of Pip’s predicament. Furthermore, another contrast
exists between James and Delbanco about Pip. Delbanco’s statement above, regarding “a
beautiful alternative world” (Melville 161) due to Pip, conveys Pip’s powerful effect,
presence, and influence upon the Pequod crew. But James argues the following about
Pip: “And his simple faith and good-fellowship nearly broke Ahab’s unbreakable will.
Pip plays no great part in the book, as the Pips play no great part in the world. But his
importance is in the mind of his creator” (58). James’s commentary here is poignant,
evoking the harsh realities in life. Yet James’s commentary is also dichotomous to his
previous view that Pip is “the greatest hero of all” (19). Pip’s presence in Melville’s
Moby-Dick is consequential. Without Pip’s presence, the life of a child laborer would be
void, except for Captain Gardiner’s voice about his lost twelve-year-old son. Pip’s voice
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is included which is vital to the tone of Moby-Dick because Pip is the sage aboard the
Pequod. As a child laborer, Pip has another duty which is to wisely supervise the
motivations of Captain Ahab and the Pequod crew.
Melville’s use of abandonment in Chapter 93 “The Castaway” of Moby-Dick is
highly evocative. Specifically, Ishmael assesses Pip’s experience in the sea alone with the
following paragraph that concludes the chapter: “For the rest, blame not Stubb too hardly.
The thing is common in that fishery; and in the sequel of the narrative, it will then be
seen what like abandonment befell myself” (Melville, Moby-Dick 454). Ishmael
recognizes that Stubb’s motivations and actions were not advertent in causing Pip trauma.
In this passage, Melville/Ishmael reaches out to readers, acknowledging how readers may
judge Stubb; Melville’s/Ishmael’s request encompasses forgiveness and understanding
toward Stubb’s predicament. According to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), the
following is one definition of abandonment: “The state or condition of being abandoned
by a person or people; an instance of this” (“abandonment, n.”). In the nineteenth century,
Melville/Ishmael provides this disclaimer regarding Stubb’s actions. Twenty-first century
readers may quickly argue that Stubb’s actions indeed entail a form of neglect or abuse,
especially against Pip, a child. Yet per the Oxford English Dictionary (OED),
abandonment is also defined with the following: “The surrender or devotion of oneself to
an influence, passion, emotion, etc.; self-abandonment; an instance of this”
(“abandonment, n.”). Readers of Moby-Dick may therefore argue that Pip surrenders to
his influential situation alone in the sea without blame toward Stubb. Pip’s experience
alone in the sea in and of itself is the abandonment. Similarly, Ishmael assesses his own
experience as abandonment. Like Pip, no one advertently abandons Ishmael; rather,
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Ishmael surrenders to his new predicament. Melville aligns Pip with Ishmael in that
Moby-Dick presents each character’s singular experience and survival due to a form of
abandonment. Even though Pip sinks aboard the Pequod at the conclusion of Moby-Dick,
Pip experiences and survives his abandonment on his first work day on the whale boat.
Herman Melville’s use of “Wisdom” as a proper noun in Chapter 93 of MobyDick is similar to his grandchild’s use of “Whalers” as a proper noun. In the article
“Herman Melville through a Child’s Eyes,” Mrs. Frances Thomas Osborne shares her
childhood experiences with her grandfather Herman Melville. Osborne writes of her visit
to Melville’s home that she had “great fear of some of his [Melville’s] possessions”
(659). Specifically, Osborne writes, “The oil paintings of the Whalers, hanging on the
stairway leading to my little room on the third floor, was also something to contend with”
(659). Osborne’s usage of “Whalers” with an uppercase ‘W’ signifies her respect for her
grandfather and his colleagues in the whaling profession. Osborne’s writerly act is
comparable to Melville’s writerly act, giving significance and respect to Pip by using
Wisdom capitalized. Even though Ishmael informs readers at the beginning of Chapter 93
“The Castaway” that Pip is “the most insignificant of the Pequod’s crew” (Melville,
Moby 450), Ishmael explains throughout the same chapter that Pip is highly significant,
having survived and having gained Wisdom.
Ishmael gives an analysis of wisdom in Chapter 96 “The Try-Works,” just three
chapters after Pip’s trauma in the sea. In the last paragraph of the chapter, Ishmael
asserts, “There is a wisdom that is woe; but there is a woe that is madness” (Melville,
Moby 465). Ishmael then applies his analysis to the height of a Catskill eagle in flight
compared to other birds (Melville, Moby 465). Ishmael’s viewpoint is subtly and
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symbolically applicable to Pip’s woe and wisdom earned when he survives being
inadvertently left in the sea. Ishmael’s admiration and respect for Pip and his elevated
wisdom is evident via his declaration of an eagle’s height in flight.
Melville presents Starbuck’s admiration and respect of Pip’s wisdom. In Chapter
110 “Queequeg in His Coffin,” Melville writes of Queequeg’s severe illness (519-24).
Melville presents the reverence of the Pequod crew who care for Queequeg. Melville
writes the following about Queequeg: “Not a man of the crew but gave him up” (Moby
520). This statement is applicable to all events the Pequod crew experiences, even to Pip
who is inadvertently left for a time in the sea. In this chapter, Melville relates Pip’s
wisdom given to Queequeg. Starbuck analyzes Pip’s wisdom and states, “‘So, to my fond
faith, poor Pip, in this strange sweetness of his lunacy, brings heavenly vouchers of all
our heavenly homes’” (Melville, Moby 523). Starbuck consults Pip’s wisdom and finds
solace and reliance upon Pip since Starbuck uses the word faith to describe Pip’s words
to Queequeg. Melville presents Pip in the role – laborious role – of consultant to
understand Queequeg’s illness. In this scene, Melville uses Pip as leader and sage aboard
the Pequod. Pip’s wisdom is acknowledged by Starbuck as pertinent and necessary
consolation. Pip indeed is given the role of a child laborer as humanitarian regarding
Queequeg’s severe illness. In addition, Melville’s statement – “Not a man of the crew but
gave him up” (Moby 520) – exemplifies admirable conduct of the Pequod crew to regard
every laborer, every soul, aboard the ship. Later in the novel, Captain Ahab and the
Pequod crew meet the crew of the ship Bachelor in the Pacific Ocean (Melville, Moby
536-38). Captain Ahab asks the other ship’s captain, “‘Hast lost any men?’” (Melville,
Moby 538). The captain of the Bachelor responds, “‘Not enough to speak of – two
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islanders, that’s all’” (Melville, Moby 538). Here the Bachelor’s captain thoughtlessly
and disrespectfully refers to two lost laborers. Melville then writes the following: “‘How
wondrous familiar is a fool!’ muttered Ahab” (Moby 538). In spite of Captain Ahab’s
vendetta against Moby Dick, Ahab adheres to regarding all laborers/crew of the Pequod.
Captain Ahab enacts aggression, condescension, even bullying toward the Pequod
crew, but Ahab never acts this way toward Pip. In Chapter 125 “The Log and Line,”
Ahab respects Pip’s wisdom by admonishing the Manxman’s commentary to Pip.
Melville writes, “‘Peace, thou crazy loon,’ cried the Manxman, seizing him [Pip] by the
arm” (Moby 567). In spite of using derogatory language to Pip, the Manxman seeks Pip’s
wellbeing and safety by using the word peace. Ahab responds, “‘Hands off from that
holiness!’” (Melville, Moby 567). Ahab’s usage of the appositive holiness to signify Pip
clearly conveys Ahab’s regard for Pip’s words of wisdom. Up to Chapter 125 of MobyDick, Captain Ahab’s one saving grace and consistent attribute is his love and care for
Pip; up to this point in Melville’s novel, Captain Ahab has compassion solely for Pip.
The Pequod crew’s reaction to Captain Ahab’s demeanor in Chapter 123 and Chapter
124 is in stunning contrast to Pip’s reaction to Ahab’s demeanor in Chapter 125.
On the concluding page of Moby-Dick, entitled “Epilogue” (625), Melville
presents a subtle dichotomy. Pip exhibits symptoms of post-traumatic stress after his
experience alone in the ocean which is indicated by his mystifying dialogue. In contrast,
after Ishmael’s experience alone in the Pacific Ocean, Ishmael’s narration exudes
straightforward calm. Ishmael observes the Pacific Ocean around him: “I floated on a soft
and dirge-like main. The unharming sharks, they glided by as if with padlocks on their
mouths; the savage sea-hawks sailed with sheathed beaks” (Melville, Moby 625). Ishmael
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realizes that the usual enemies of the sea have withheld their vengeance toward him and
rather act as calm allies. Ishmael also regards his life-buoy as “a soft and dirge-like main”
(Melville, Moby 625). Again, Ishmael’s description is calm and indicative of
gratefulness. Furthermore, Melville/Ishmael uses alliteration, creating a cadence with
“savage sea-hawks sailed” (Melville, Moby 625). Ishmael regards his duration on the lifebuoy with a solemn remembrance of his vanished Pequod crew because Ishmael includes
the word dirge. Upon the life-buoy, Ishmael has experienced the funeral of his coworkers. Ishmael realizes he is experiencing salvation upon the sea, alone on the lifebuoy compared to his co-workers who became entrapped underneath the sea. Ishmael
realizes his predicament is infinitely better than the trauma and death of his colleagues. In
contrast, when Pip is alone in the sea, he realizes his predicament is not better than his
co-workers because his co-workers have a boat or ship for salvation. Even though
Ishmael relates his experience to Pip’s experience using the phrase “what like
abandonment” (Melville, Moby 454), Ishmael’s abandonment never reaches the level of
abandonment Pip endures. Ishmael has a vehicle - life-buoy - to uphold his life. Packham
asserts the following about Ishmael’s experience atop Queequeg’s renovated coffin as
life-buoy on the sea: “Ishmael does not experience the depths as Pip does, nor does he
relinquish his hold on the language that remains intrinsically tied to surfaces (the ocean’s
surface and the surface of Queequeg’s body)” (584). As synopsis of the article “Pip’s
Oceanic Voice: Speech and the Sea in Moby-Dick,” Jimmy Packham’s
argument/invention about Pip’s altered speech/dialogue in Moby-Dick is due to Pip’s
unique event of living and experiencing the depths of the ocean while overboard.
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Tashtego’s entrapment in the Sperm whale’s spout is comparable to Pip’s
entrapment in the sea, yet Tashtego is quickly saved by a colleague whereas Pip is not
immediately saved. In Chapter 78 “Cistern and Buckets,” Melville presents Queequeg’s
second act of jumping overboard to save someone who falls into the sea. In this second
rescue, Queequeg uses his harpoon to cut open the Sperm whale’s head in order to rescue
Tashtego who is trapped inside as the deceased Sperm whale sinks (Melville, Moby 37377). Ishmael explains Queequeg’s immediate efforts to save Tashtego, “The next, a loud
splash announced that my brave Queequeg had dived to the rescue” (Melville, Moby
375). Ishmael regards his friend Queequeg’s act as “this noble rescue” (Melville, Moby
376). As comparison, at the beginning of Moby-Dick, Melville presents Queequeg’s first
rescue of a passenger. In Chapter 13 “Wheelbarrow,” Melville relates Ishmael and
Queequeg’s journey from New Bedford to Nantucket aboard a packet schooner (64-68).
Queequeg’s high ethics and moral conduct are evident in this chapter in that Queequeg
saves a passenger who had been disrespectful to him. Melville writes, “The poor
bumpkin was restored. All hands voted Queequeg a noble trump” (Moby 68). In Chapter
78, Melville writes the following regarding Tashtego’s dilemma: “‘Man overboard!’
cried Daggoo” (Moby 374). Daggoo’s commentary in Chapter 78 about Tashtego is
exactly applicable to the passenger in Chapter 13 aboard the packet schooner to
Nantucket. As opposed to direct contact with the water, Melville presents a variation of
“man overboard” regarding Tashtego in that he is overboard, trapped within a Sperm
whale’s head which blocks him from the needed freedom of the sea.
Melville gives Queequeg a third rescue of a person overboard. Once again
Daggoo’s commentary in Chapter 78 “Cistern and Buckets” of a man overboard can be
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applied to Ishmael in the final page of the novel, “Epilogue.” Even though Queequeg
loses his own life, in death he still saves Ishmael via his wooden coffin used as a lifebuoy. In Chapter 126 “The Life-Buoy,” Melville writes how Queequeg’s coffin was
converted into a replacement life-buoy by the carpenter (Moby 569-72). Because
Starbuck supervised the conversion of the coffin into a life-buoy and the carpenter
enacted this renovation, both Starbuck and the carpenter are included with Queequeg in
saving a passenger overboard. Queequeg, Starbuck, and the carpenter thus assist a “man
overboard” in the near future when Ishmael is alone in the sea. Melville presents the
carpenter, though, as undergoing a dilemma while converting the coffin into a life-buoy
(Moby 571-72). Ironically, the carpenter’s inner dilemma and pang of his job duty will be
spiritually rewarded. The carpenter does not realize his own spiritual gift. Yet the
carpenter reasons how someone may have the opportunity to use the new life-buoy
(Melville, Moby 572). Melville writes in the “Epilogue” the following: “the coffin lifebuoy shot lengthwise from the sea, fell over, and floated by my side. Buoyed up by that
coffin, for almost one whole day and night, I floated on a soft and dirge-like main” (Moby
625). In Moby-Dick, Queequeg’s three rescues are all variations of man overboard.
Because Melville presents Queequeg’s three rescues as courageous and altruistic,
asserting Queequeg’s nobility of character, readers can easily infer that he would have
quickly saved Pip if he had known Pip was jolted overboard the whale boat.
In the book Melville: His World and Work, Andrew Delbanco analyzes Pip’s
background. Delbanco writes, “In one of those anomalies that Melville left unrevised in
his manuscript, he describes Pip as both an ‘Alabama boy’ and a native of Connecticut,
as if South and North had collaborated in creating him” (Melville 159). When Melville
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first introduces readers to Pip at the conclusion of Chapter 27 “Knights and Squires,” Pip
is referred to as “Poor Alabama boy!” (Moby 132). Then in Chapter 93 “The Castaway,”
Melville describes Pip “in his native Tolland County in Connecticut” (Moby 451).
Arguably, Pip indeed could have lived in Alabama and then in Connecticut. In Mariners,
Renegades, and Castaways: The Story of Herman Melville and the World We Live In, C.
L. R. James analyzes Melville’s presentation of Pequod crew members in Chapters 26
and 27, “Knights and Squires” of Moby-Dick. James writes, “The crew gives the final
proof that Melville is constructing a strictly logical pattern” (18). Delbanco writes that
Melville has created an anomaly (Melville 159). Yet Melville is giving readers a chance
to ascertain that Pip’s background in Alabama and Connecticut can be logical. MobyDick’s publication in 1851 occurred in American society in which enslaved individuals
lived in the South, inclusive of the state of Alabama. Melville gave his novel Moby-Dick
to American readers who were cognizant of slavery and inhumanity and the division of
North and South in the United States. Therefore, U.S. readers in the mid-nineteenth
century would recognize Melville’s seemingly dichotomous writing regarding Pip’s
background of Alabama and Connecticut. Arguably, Pip could have escaped his life as an
enslaved individual in Alabama and found his home in Tolland County, Connecticut. For
Melville to refer to Pip’s life in Connecticut as native further emphasizes Pip’s
connection to his Connecticut life as his home whereas Pip did not and could not regard
his life in Alabama as any kind of joyful home life. Delbanco cites from Chapter 93 “The
Castaway” of Moby-Dick regarding Stubb’s advisement to Pip to remain in the whale
boat: “‘We can’t afford to lose whales by the likes of you; a whale would sell for thirty
times what you would, Pip, in Alabama’” (Melville, qtd. in Delbanco, Melville 160).
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Delbanco also cites from Chapter 125 “The Log and Line” (567) of Moby-Dick regarding
Pip’s oration: “‘Pip! Pip! Pip! Reward for Pip!’” (Melville, qtd. in Delbanco, Melville
161). Delbanco’s response to Pip’s dialogue is the following: “Pip can only parrot the
language of an advertisement for the return of a fugitive slave” (Melville 161). Delbanco
writes about these two passages from Moby-Dick which indicate that Pip may have lived
in enslavement and then escaped. Therefore, Delbanco refutes that Alabama and
Connecticut have collaborated in creating Pip (Melville 159). Yet Delbanco gives
evidence from Moby-Dick that Alabama and Connecticut could have indeed collaborated
in creating Pip. Melville has given meticulous care in creating a lengthy and detailed
novel with nonfiction sections to produce Moby-Dick. Regarding just the “Extracts”
section of Moby-Dick, Melville has meticulously provided seventy-nine citations.
Melville could not have blatantly erred in presenting Pip with a dichotomous background;
rather Pip’s background in two geographic areas of the United States is plausible and
logical.
Melville directly informs readers in Chapter 93 “The Castaway” of Moby-Dick
that Pip endures being left alone in the ocean. Melville indirectly informs readers that Pip
could have endured slavery. In consideration or recognition that Pip’s life encompasses
the traumas of slavery and being alone in the sea, both related to the forceful drive of
labor, Pip’s earned wisdom is indeed unmatched by any colleague aboard the Pequod.
Furthermore, Pip’s capacity for compassion toward colleagues while enduring, arguably,
two traumas is a startling realization. Pip’s mentality and composure are comparable to
Aimé Césaire’s aspiration of mentality and composure in the poem Notebook of a Return
to the Native Land. Césaire writes, “make me into a man of meditation / but also make
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me into a man of germination” (37); then Césaire writes, “But in doing so, my heart,
preserve me from all hatred / do not make me into that man of hatred for whom I feel
only / hatred” (37-38). Pip meditates and shares his wisdom aboard the Pequod void of
any kind of hate for what he has traumatically endured. Pip proceeds admirably as a child
laborer in Moby-Dick. Therefore, Pip is a child laborer who is a humanitarian in his
workplace whaling world.
Melville endows Pip with a fragile mental state and by doing so, the author is
indirectly giving allegiance to his child character. John Updike states in the Introduction
of Herman Melville: Complete Shorter Fiction, that Herman Melville “at the age of
twelve had seen his father die in a raving delirium and whose own nervous state was a
topic of concern and gossip throughout his extended family” (xiii). Melville witnesses at
the age of twelve his father’s mental anguish and then gives his own child character Pip
the experience of mental anguish. Melville’s own life story regarding his father and
himself becomes enmeshed in his child character Pip.
Melville’s Chapter 128 “The Pequod meets the Rachel” of Moby-Dick affirms
deep fatherly love for one’s child. In this chapter, Melville writes the following about
Captain Gardiner in search of his son: “a little lad, but twelve years old, whose father
with the earnest but unmisgiving hardihood of a Nantucketer’s paternal love, had thus
early sought to initiate him in the perils and wonders of a vocation almost immemorially
the destiny of all his race” (Moby 578). Melville includes in Moby-Dick a father’s agony
and love in having lost his son in the ocean and his search for his child. Additionally,
Melville presents Captain Ahab’s chance at redemption by changing course: relinquish a
search for Moby Dick so that he can aid Captain Gardiner in his search for his son, a
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child laborer last seen in a whale boat. In the article “The Sentimental Subtext of MobyDick: Melville’s Response to the ‘World of Woe,’” Elizabeth Schultz assesses Captain
Ahab’s opportunity which he rejects in helping Captain Gardiner, writing, “He neglects
the potential for joy through sympathy and care by perpetuating his own grief” (41).
Schultz also states that Captain Ahab “quits his friend Captain Gardiner at a time of great
grief” (37). In the “Epilogue,” Melville announces that the Rachel saves Ishmael alone at
sea (Moby 625). By simply stating Rachel, readers infer Captain Gardiner’s presence, and
thus, readers ascertain that Captain Gardiner has saved an individual even though he was
previously denied assistance in searching for his son.
Captain Gardiner’s reasoning to include and therefore initiate his twelve-year-old
son in the occupation of whaling serves as an explanation to Jimmy Packham’s analysis
in the article “Pip’s Oceanic Voice: Speech and the Sea in Moby-Dick.” Packham states
that Pip “is not a highly skilled maritime labourer (for a good sailor would not have
responded to the whale hunt as Pip does)” (569). Immediately after this commentary,
Packham cites Donald Pease’s argument that Pip is regarded as “‘unwanted as a laborer
and inconsumable as meat’” (qtd. in Packham 569). Pip’s labor as a Pequod crew
member is not highly skilled because Pip is young. Pip’s lack of skill is not a downfall as
an employee because he is learning at a very young age to be a whaler. Like Captain
Gardiner’s reasoning for his son (Melville, Moby 578), Pip too is initiated in the
workplace world of a whaling ship and a whaling boat. In response to Pease’s argument,
Melville gives numerous examples of the Pequod crew valuing Pip’s presence and labor.
Pip truly is a wanted and regarded colleague of the Pequod.
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In article “Melville, Mathematics, and Platonic Idealism,” Zachary Turpin keenly
discovers and explicates Melville’s references to mathematics in Moby-Dick (18-34).
Turpin’s article also contains biographical information about Melville’s own childhood as
an academic laborer and his initial employment as a teacher at the age of eighteen (2022). As comparison to Melville’s usage of mathematical concepts in Moby-Dick, Judge
Edward F. Waite uses mathematical concepts to enhance description and assert the
importance of protecting children regarding child labor exploitation. Waite’s text/article
is published as the booklet The Child Labor Amendment with the following notation on
the cover of the booklet: “Reprinted from The Minnesota Law Review of February,
1925.” The cover of the booklet also states Edward F. Waite as “Judge of the District
Court Hennepin County, Minnesota.” Waite’s second-last paragraph of the article is the
following:
I do not know how many children are today in harmful industry, and I do
not need to know. There are thousands and more will take their places. I learned
long ago that 12 inches make 1 foot; 3 feet make 1 yard; 5½ yards make 1 rod;
but I have never learned just how many stunted and ruined lives of children make
a case for a constitutional amendment. I am inclined to think it is a variable
number, according to one’s estimates of social values. (210)
Waite uses of mathematical equivalencies as comparison to the unknown population of
children enduring exploitative working conditions. Waite’s paragraph is compassionately
empowered with the use of mathematics just as Melville’s Moby-Dick is empowered with
the use of mathematical concepts. Melville and Waite have carefully used mathematical
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concepts to assert their viewpoint and thus are allies in their reliance on mathematics as
supportive commentary.
Waite’s commentary is seventy-four years after Melville’s 1851 publication of
Moby-Dick. Also, Waite’s commentary is fourteen years before Steinbeck’s The Grapes
of Wrath and twenty-one years before Petry’s The Street. Therefore, many more children
have endured exploitation after Waite’s commentary/plea to honor children with the
Child Labor Amendment. In the article/booklet The Child Labor Amendment, Edward F.
Waite not only cites/states the complete text of the Child Labor Amendment, Waite also
states the exact classification of the United States Child Labor Amendment as “H. R.
Report No. 395, 68th Congress, 1st Sess.” (180).
In the book Herman Melville: The Complete Shorter Fiction, the publisher Alfred
A. Knopf include a “Chronology” section in which biographical information about
Melville’s life is stated in relation to literary and historical events happening concurrently
with the author’s life; the information is presented under the headers “Date,” “Author’s
Life,” “Literary Context,” and “Historical Events” (xxxvi-xli). For example, regarding
the year 1851, Moby-Dick was published, and The New York Times was founded
(Melville, Herman xxxix). Interestingly, the publisher Alfred A. Knopf provides the
following historical note for the year 1888: “Department of Labor established” (Melville,
Herman xli). Alfred A. Knopf’s inclusion of this historical fact of 1888 gives readers of
Melville’s biographical chronology a symbolic and serious juxtaposition of the author’s
life in relation to the governmental entity the Department of Labor. Melville’s MobyDick, the exemplary novel of labor, was created thirty-seven years before the
establishment of a department which regards and regulates labor in the United States.
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Melville provides a startling dichotomy when transitioning from Chapter 128
“The Pequod meets the Rachel” to Chapter 129 “The Cabin.” In Chapter 129, Captain
Ahab asserts his fatherly love and protection toward Pip which he lacks in the previous
chapter regarding Captain Gardiner’s search for his son. In Chapter 128, Ahab denies
helping as a searcher for a young boy, and then in the beginning of Chapter 129, Ahab’s
immediate concern and love for Pip is acknowledged. Captain Ahab acknowledges Pip’s
effect upon his conscience. Ahab states the following to Pip: “‘There is that in thee, poor
lad, which I feel too curing to my malady’” (Melville, Moby 580). In the article “The Boy
and the Shadow: the Role of Pip and Fedallah in Moby-Dick,” William A. Evans asserts,
“With the boy [Pip] goes Ahab’s last vestiges of humanity and of sanity” (80). In the
same article, Evans also cites Tyrus Hillway who argues “that Pip is at the opposite pole
of Ahab’s axis, stirring in Ahab the most disturbing feelings of kinship with humanity2”
(77). In The New York Times the article “Triangulating Math, Mozart and Moby-Dick,’”
Siobhan Roberts writes about Dr. Sarah Hart who analyzes mathematics in relation to
artistic works, including Herman Melville’s mathematical writings in Moby-Dick. In the
article, Roberts states the following about Moby-Dick: “At the end, Captain Ahab praises
the loyal cabin boy, Pip, with geometry: ‘True art thou, lad, as the circumference to its
center.’” Roberts’s citation from Moby-Dick occurs in Chapter 129 “The Cabin”
(Melville 581), the same chapter in which Captain Ahab acknowledges to Pip his ability
as “too curing to my malady” (Melville, Moby 580). Roberts uses the admirable adjective
loyal to describe Pip’s conduct toward Captain Ahab and the Pequod crew. All three,
Tillway, Evans, and Roberts, assess Pip’s noble conduct which affects Captain Ahab’s
life, with Tillway and Evans expressing Pip’s humanity and Roberts expressing Pip’s
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loyalty. The word loyalty immediately equates with humanity. Pip therefore serves
multiple job duties aboard the Pequod. By conveying and asserting his humanity as a
child laborer, Pip is a child laborer enacting humanitarianism.
Similar to Zachary Turpin’s analysis and Sarah Hart’s analysis of Herman
Melville’s use of mathematics in Moby-Dick, John Steinbeck himself explains his
reliance on mathematics. In Steinbeck’s nonfiction book Working Days: The Journals of
The Grapes of Wrath, editor Robert DeMott cites Steinbeck in the Commentary section
of the book with the following: “In writing The Grapes, he said, ‘I have worked in a
musical technique . . . and have tried to use the forms and the mathematics of music
rather than those of prose. . . . In composition, in movement, in tone and in scope it is
symphonic’” (13). Turpin and Hart regard Melville’s inclusion of mathematics in the
actual plot/storyline of Moby-Dick, and Steinbeck regards mathematics in creation and
movement of the plot in The Grapes of Wrath.
Captain Gardiner’s fatherly decision to include his twelve-year-old son in the
whaling profession relates to a Massachusetts child labor law. In the book The Story of
Child Labor Laws, R. Conrad Stein writes, “As early as 1836, Massachusetts passed a
law prohibiting the employment of children under the age of fifteen unless those children
had at least some schooling the previous year” (21). Melville’s 1851 Moby-Dick is fifteen
years passed this child labor law which therefore enforces the realistic reasoning of
Nantucket’s Captain Gardiner. The captain’s decision to initiate his son in the whaling
profession is reasonable and plausible when compared to Massachusetts law which
explains the acceptability and legality of such a decision. In Moby-Dick, though, Melville
never provides Pip’s initiation in the whaling profession, revealing strictly to readers
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Pip’s geographic connection to Alabama (Moby 132) and “his native Tolland County in
Connecticut” (Moby 451).
In the concluding chapters of Moby-Dick, Herman Melville provides an
abundance of commentary about child labor. After presenting Captain Ahab’s final
conversation with Pip in Chapter 129 “The Cabin,” Melville includes Ahab’s intimate
and melancholy conversation with Starbuck that occurs in Chapter 132 “The Symphony.”
Ahab shares with Starbuck his initiation as a whaler and his forty years’ experience as a
whaler (Melville, Moby 590). Ahab states, “‘Oh, Starbuck! it is a mild, mild wind, and a
mild looking sky. On such a day – very much such a sweetness as this – I struck my first
whale – a boy-harpooneer of eighteen! Forty - forty - forty years ago! – ago!’” (Melville,
Moby 590). Captain Ahab recalls himself as a child laborer with the self-descriptive “a
boy-harpooneer of eighteen” (Melville, Moby 590). Here readers learn of Captain Ahab’s
experience as a harpooner. This fact then easily aligns Ahab with Queequeg, Daggoo, and
Tashtego; it can be inferred that Ahab refrained from vehemence toward the harpooners
since he himself was a harpooner. While Ahab shares his factual history as a whaler,
Ahab never shares why he entered the business of whaling; he also never shares his initial
goals, dreams, and ambitions regarding whaling. Readers only know Captain Ahab’s
consuming obsession with catching Moby Dick. Also, in Chapter 132, Ahab uses the
concept of child labor when analyzing the sun’s purpose – or its job. Ahab believes,
“‘But if the great sun move not of himself; but is as an errand-boy in heaven’” (Melville,
Moby 592). Ahab’s simile here stresses Ahab’s regard for nature’s workings and beauty.
Ahab makes the sun into a child laborer. By equating the power of the sun with the work
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of a child, Ahab indirectly informs Starbuck of the worth and the powerful effects of
child labor.
Both Carl F. Hovde and Andrew Delbanco regard Pip’s and Starbuck’s influence
in Captain Ahab’s life. In the Introduction of Moby-Dick (Barnes & Noble Classics
edition), Hovde writes, “Starbuck and Pip are the only ones who try to dissuade Ahab,
one the second in command, the other at the bottom of the ship’s roster” (xxix). In the
Introduction of Moby-Dick or, The Whale, Delbanco includes Captain Gardiner with Pip
and Starbuck who influence Captain Ahab. Delbanco writes, “Ahab cannot be deterred
from conquest and possession and revenge – not by Pip or Starbuck or even by the pleas
of the captain of the Rachel, who begs for help in searching for his son lost at sea” (xix).
Hovde and Delbanco analyze that Pip and Starbuck challenge Captain Ahab’s attitude
and authority. Pip and Starbuck, therefore, provide moral challenge and courage to
confront Ahab. Melville includes a child character to confront Ahab’s conscience.
Melville enacts Pip as a humanitarian along with Starbuck to challenge Captain Ahab’s
destructive thinking. Furthermore, Hovde writes that “Starbuck is a good man” (xxix) and
that Pip provides “more serious threat to Ahab’s aim” (xxx). Hovde believes Pip as more
influential to Captain Ahab than Starbuck. Yet Hovde writes that Pip’s “identity has been
emptied out by his brush with death and divinity” (xxx). As response to Hovde’s view,
Pip’s identity is not only intact but fulfilled in that Pip’s identity has transformed due to
his temporary yet traumatic loss at sea. Pip’s new identity is supreme wisdom beyond his
Pequod colleagues’ understanding.
Regarding the term exploitation, Cameron Sg Jefferies uses the term
overexploitation in the ecocritical article “International Whale Conservation in a
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Changing Climate: The Ecosystem Approach, Marine Protected Areas, and the
International Whaling Commission” (239-80). Overexploitation is a term astutely
applicable to the overexploitation of child laborers. Therefore, Jefferies’s article has
applicability to the child labor in fiction and nonfiction works which include instances of
overexploitation. As resolution, thorough, patient, and highly investigative research is
required to expose and resolve child labor abuses. Any form of child labor abuse is not
just exploitation, but once again to use Jefferies’s term, the overexploitation of children.
Jefferies’ use of the term overexploitation is a critical term applicable to child labor.
In Melville’s Moby-Dick, Captain Ahab does not directly aim to abuse the Pequod
crew; rather, Ahab directly aims to destroy Moby Dick but indirectly destroys all but one
Pequod crew member. Delbanco includes in the Introduction of Moby-Dick or, The
Whale analysis by C. L. R. James. Delbanco writes the following:
Trinidadian writer C. L. R. James suggested long ago, Melville’s political vision
of the mirrored fanaticism of ruler and ruled was to be most fully realized in
Europe and only fitfully approached in the United States. Moby-Dick is a book of
universal reach about the neediness of men when they are denied the props of
rank and custom; a book about what can happen to men in conditions of radical
exposure. (Introduction xxiii)
C. L. R. James’s commentary and Andrew Delbanco’s analysis describe mob mentality.
Yet Pip is immune from any form of mob mentality. Pip does not enact fanaticism. Pip
and his Pequod colleagues are indeed shockingly and radically exposed to Captain
Ahab’s true intentions for the purpose of the Pequod’s voyage. Melville provides detailed
writing of the characters’ titles, roles, and responsibilities aboard the Pequod. Therefore,
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the Pequod crew has workplace structure. Yet the Pequod crew, excluding Pip, does
experience what James describes as “mirrored fanaticism” (qtd. in Delbanco, Introduction
xxiii) and what Delbanco describes as “radical exposure” (Introduction xxxiii). For
example, in Chapter 18 “His Mark,” Queequeg proves his skill and qualifications as a
harpooner in Captain Peleg’s presence and Captain Bildad’s presence (Melville, Moby
97-98). Captain Peleg then offers Queequeg employment and pay for the Pequod’s
whaling voyage in “the ninetieth lay” (Melville, Moby 98). In Chapter 16 “The Ship,”
Melville writes of Captain Peleg and Captain Bildad’s dispute regarding Ishmael’s
employment and pay for the Pequod’s whaling voyage (Moby 85-87). Captain Peleg’s
demand of higher pay for Ishmael wins – “the three hundredth lay” (Melville, Moby 87).
These two chapters exemplify the custom Queequeg and Ishmael undergo regarding their
skills, experience, and future employment aboard the Pequod. Chapters 16 and 18 of
Moby-Dick assert fairness in pay; Captain Peleg and Captain Bildad negotiate and debate
pay and rank.
Herman Melville’s last three chapters of Moby-Dick are Chapter 133 “The Chase
– First Day” (594-603); Chapter 134 “The Chase – Second Day” (604-12); and Chapter
135 “The Chase – Third Day” (613-24). But then Melville provides an “Epilogue” (Moby
625). Since Ishmael no longer has any future work goal with the Pequod and since he no
longer has any present work relationship with the Pequod, Melville’s “Epilogue”
delineates Ishmael’s physical disassociation with the ship. The “Epilogue” therefore
cannot count as a chapter attached in succession with the heretofore other 135 chapters of
the novel because Ishmael no longer can be a whaler hoping for work aboard the Pequod.
Melville’s last page of the novel, “Epilogue,” is hopeful reassurance to readers since the
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crew of the Rachel with humanity works to save Ishmael. Melville’s last sentence of
Moby-Dick is the following: “It was the devious-cruising Rachel, that in her retracing
search after her missing children, only found another orphan” (625). Melville informs
readers that Ishmael is an orphan of the sea. Melville signifies Ishmael’s life without any
member of the Pequod crew as someone without family; Melville, therefore, subtly
asserts Ishmael’s work life as a Pequod employee as with a family. For Melville to
conclude the novel with commentary about an orphan, Melville is equating a whaler
without one’s crew as an orphan. The novel’s concluding sentence ends with a word
which connotes childhood. Melville is astutely promoting his regard for children. In the
article “The Sentimental Subtext of Moby-Dick: Melville’s Response to the ‘World of
Woe,’” Elizabeth Schultz states, “By identifying Ishmael in his final words as ‘another
orphan,’ Melville associates him with other literary orphans, including those in David
Copperfield,22 and accordingly assigns him the sympathy culturally guaranteed the child
bereft of parents” (44). In addition, Melville’s two-paragraph concluding “Epilogue”
contains ‘I’ usage in the second paragraph, signifying Ishmael is still the narrator of the
story. For Ishmael to conclude the novel proclaiming himself as an orphan, this act is
analogous to the beginning of the novel in which the narrator immediately informs
readers of his name, specifically in Chapter 1 “Loomings”: “Call me Ishmael” (Melville,
Moby 3). Since Ishmael refers to himself as an orphan in this last sentence of the novel,
Melville’s last sentence can be symbolically converted into “Call me an orphan.”
Melville’s decision to introduce readers of Moby-Dick to the
narrator’s/protagonist’s name – Ishmael - stands as another of the author’s consistent
writerly habits which is honoring individuals by recognizing their names. Specifically,
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Melville provides further clarification of Pip’s name. In Chapter 93 “The Castaway,”
Melville writes, “Pippin by nickname, Pip by abbreviation” (Moby 450)15. Pip in MobyDick receives a kind of name explanation. Melville also states the proper names of all
eight ships the Pequod crew encounters in its voyage: Albatross, Jeroboam, Virgin, Rose
Bud, Samuel Enderby, Bachelor, Rachel, and Delight. In mysterious contrast, Melville
never provides a proper name for the carpenter aboard the Pequod. Ishmael shares the
carpenter’s various work duties and skills along with his strong opinions about the
carpenter, but Melville/Ishmael never states the carpenter’s actual name. Melville,
though, uses carpenter as a proper noun. For example in Chapter 127 “The Deck,”
Captain Ahab states the following: “‘Will ye never have done, Carpenter, with that
accursed sound?’” (Melville, Moby 575). In Chapter 107 “The Carpenter,” Ishmael gives
a full, detailed description of the carpenter, explaining the carpenter’s many expertise
abilities, along with providing disparaging views of the carpenter (Melville, Moby 50810). Ishmael gives a tone of irritability toward the carpenter but not toward any other
character in Moby-Dick. Perhaps Ishmael refrains from sharing the carpenter’s name due
to his dislike of him and thus will not honor him by stating his name. While a brief
passage, Melville’s detail about Pip’s name conveys a necessity to inform readers about
Pip’s identity. Melville’s writerly act conveys a form of humanitarianism in that the
author wants readers to know Pip’s life and presence aboard the Pequod ship. Name
recognition translates to recognition and respect of a person’s life within a community.

15

The Oxford English Dictionary states definitions of pippin, including the following:
“A person. Originally derogatory: a young, foolish, or naïve person. In later use chiefly as a term
of endearment: a dear; a darling; a pet. Now rare.” “1665-1916” (“pippin”)
“colloquial (originally U.S.). An excellent, pleasing, or beautiful person or thing.” “1897-1993”
(“pippin”)
“in perfect health or condition. Now rare.” “1843-1975” (“pippin”)
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In the last chapter of Moby-Dick, Chapter 135 “The Chase – Third Day,” Captain
Ahab returns to thoughts of his childhood immediately before his death. Ahab
remembers, “‘But let me have one more good round look aloft here at the sea; there’s
time for that. An old, old sight, and yet somehow so young; aye, and not changed a wink
since I first saw it, a boy, from the sand-hills of Nantucket!’” (Melville, Moby 615).
Captain Ahab returns his thoughts upon his youth when his death is approaching. Ahab
compares his observation of the sea presently with his observation of the sea during his
youth. Ahab is indirectly assessing his career beginnings because of how he assessed the
sea as a boy as comparison and contrast near the end of his career. Captain Ahab places
high value on his childhood assessment because in his maturity he realizes his assessment
has not altered. Therefore, Captain Ahab realizes his work as a child laborer has been
sustained right to the conclusion of his career.
Also, in Chapter 135, Starbuck’s final words in the novel are in response to the
imminent work and peril in fighting Moby Dick (Melville, Moby 617). Yet immediately
before Starbuck’s recognition of imminent doom, Starbuck’s dialogue concerns his son.
Starbuck states, “‘See ye my boy’s hand on the hill?’” (Melville, Moby-Dick 617).
Starbuck is yearning for his family in his final speech, and his final words concern his
vision of his child. Melville captures the power of parental love because Starbuck thinks
of his child right before his death. Starbuck’s vision of his child is poetic. Starbuck’s
vision of his child’s hand occurs as Starbuck is working with his own hands in the
whaling boat to capture Moby Dick. Starbuck’s hands fail to save his life, but Starbuck
sees his son’s hand carrying on/proceeding.
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Ishmael compares his life experience to Pip’s life experience at the conclusion of
Chapter 93 “The Castaway,” but never does Melville include anywhere in Moby-Dick
interactions or conversations between Ishmael and Pip. In the book The One vs. the
Many, author Alex Woloch states,
Similarly, in the bildungsroman - the genre most essential to the development of
the novelistic protagonist - the hero’s progress is facilitated through a series of
interactions with delimited minor characters. Each encounter has a particular
psychological function within the interior development of the young protagonist,
as minor characters stand for particular states of mind, or psychological modes,
that the protagonist interacts with and transcends. (29)
Melville introduces readers immediately to the protagonist of Moby-Dick with the first
sentence in Chapter 1 “Loomings”: “Call me Ishmael” (3). The one-page “Epilogue” to
conclude the novel returns Ishmael to the center of the novel’s action. In the last sentence
of the novel, Ishmael informs readers he is “another orphan” (Melville, Moby-Dick 625).
Yet Ishmael’s active participation with other characters diminishes from the beginning of
the novel toward the end.
Melville gives Ishmael the role as Moby-Dick’s protagonist and then the role as
narrator, predominantly analyzing others as the novel progresses, in which others’ actions
and interactions are described. In the Introduction of Moby-Dick (Barnes & Noble
Classics edition), Carl F. Hovde argues the following about Ishmael:
[H]e wanders in and out of the novel’s narrative voice as it moves along. In the
early chapters he is fully present as a character as he leads us toward the Pequod,
but once on board he soon melds into the crew as his storytelling duties are taken
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over by the much more knowledgeable narrator whose arrival is not announced,
but whose presence is clear as early as chapter XXIX when we overhear an
exchange between Ahab and Stubb, the second mate. (xxiii)
Similar to Hovde’s viewpoint, Andrew Delbanco states the following in the Introduction
of Moby-Dick or, The Whale: “If it [Moby-Dick] begins as a young man’s adventures, by
the thirtieth chapter Ishmael has all but vanished, and the narrative voice is no longer
subject to laws governing conventional narration” (xvii). As the novel progresses,
Melville maintains a seeming confidentiality regarding Ishmael’s own daily actions and
dialogue because the author does not reveal them to readers when compared to the
novel’s beginning chapters. Other characters’ dilemmas and conflicts take precedence,
such as Captain Ahab’s goal of vengeance upon Moby Dick. Melville seems to place on
pause Ishmael’s role as the novel’s undoubtedly acknowledged protagonist so that he
temporarily is a minor character regarding the events occurring as the Pequod sails.
Ishmael is not consistently the blatant protagonist of Moby-Dick. Melville’s
movement of Ishmael through the novel is comparable to a megaphone’s shape. On the
megaphone’s larger end, Ishmael begins Moby-Dick with grand ambition, energy, and
gusto, but then Melville’s writing of Ishmael’s action and dialogue lessens just as the
megaphone’s shape depletes toward the smaller section, the side the speaker uses.
Ishmael metaphorically emerges from the smaller end of a megaphone with his voice and
action in the “Epilogue,” and therefore he vigorously resumes the protagonist role of
Moby-Dick. But Melville depletes Ishmael’s dialogue/conversation with other members
of the Pequod crew through a substantial portion of Moby-Dick. Melville presents
Ishmael as the sole survivor of the Pequod crew’s battle with Moby Dick, but because
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Melville does not consistently keep Ishmael at the forefront of the novel’s action,
Ishmael’s emergence as the survivor is not hubris. Melville’s decision to diminish
knowledge about Ishmael’s activity in Moby-Dick creates a sense of Ishmael’s humility
as he is saved from the whirlpool which captures his whaling colleagues and the Pequod.
Whereas Melville frequently uses the word megalomania in conjunction with Captain
Ahab, Ishmael is far removed from enacting megalomania.
At the beginning of Moby-Dick, Melville devotes writing regarding Ishmael’s
meeting and developing friendship with Queequeg. Their conversations encompass the
beginning of Moby-Dick. Even Ishmael’s job interview with the owners of the Pequod,
Captain Peleg and Captain Bildad, includes Melville’s devoted writing with Ishmael’s
dialogue. When aboard the Pequod, Melville provides the detail of Ishmael being kicked
in the rear by Captain Bildad to start working (Moby 112-13). Of the novel’s 135 chapters
plus the “Epilogue,” the first twenty-four chapters clearly present Ishmael as the
protagonist: his actions, interactions, and his conversations with others. Yet when the
Pequod crew reacts to Pip’s behavior and speech after his encounter alone at sea,
Melville withholds Ishmael’s dialogue with the crew about Pip. Melville even resigns
interactions and conversations between Queequeg and Ishmael. Ishmael is relegated
mostly to observing and analyzing others as they interact. Ishmael’s active participation
and conversations with other crew members diminish so that Ishmael temporarily
becomes a minor character although Melville spurts in scenes and commentary to enforce
that Ishmael still is the lingering protagonist. For example, Melville begins Chapter 41
“Moby Dick” with the following: “I, Ishmael, was one of that crew” (Moby 194). And
then near the conclusion of Chapter 41, Melville writes the following: “all this to explain,
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would be to dive deeper than Ishmael can go” (Melville, Moby 203). Ishmael refers to
himself in the third person whereas in the beginning of the chapter he uses first person. In
the article “From Moby-Dick to Contemporary Documentary: Experiencing the Oceanic,”
Robin Miskolcze states, “Melville, in positioning Ishmael’s narrative voice as
knowledgeable of what goes on in the minds of other seafarers and underneath the
surface of the ocean, destabilizes the inherently singular perspective typically found in a
first-person narrative” (32). As Miskolcze describes a destabilization regarding Ishmael’s
role as narrator, Melville’s writerly strength is that he assuredly and effortlessly creates
credibility regarding Ishmael’s role as narrator.
Also in “From Moby-Dick to Contemporary Documentary: Experiencing the
Oceanic,” Miskolcze analyzes the “Extracts” section of Moby-Dick. Before Chapter 1 of
Moby-Dick, Melville begins the book with the brief section entitled “Etymology” (xxxviixxxviii) and then the “Extracts” section (xxxix-li). Miskolcze states the following:
Close readers of Melville’s novel cannot help but notice that the novel is
narrated by an Ishmael whose perspective never stops moving. For instance, how
does Ishmael know this sub-sub-librarian who prefaces his novel with his curious
‘Extracts,’ or is Ishmael the librarian himself, cataloging definitions before he
asks us to call him Ishmael? How does he get in Ahab’s head as he contemplates
the whale’s location from within the captain’s closed quarters?17 Or, how can
Ishmael narrate Pip’s spiritual experience when Pip is abandoned in the sea by the
whale boats and sees the “strange shapes of the unwarped primal world . . . [and]
the multitudinous, God-omnipresent, coral insects, that out of the firmament of
waters heaved the colossal orbs” (Melville 414)? (32, 40-41)
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Miskolcze considers the “Extracts” section of Moby-Dick as flowing into Ishmael’s life
and therefore this section flowing as a part of the novel’s plot into Chapter 1. Just as
Melville concludes the book with an “Epilogue,” and not a numbered chapter,
Miskolcze’s consideration regarding the “Extracts” section as relating to Ishmael is a
convincing argument.
In relation to Miskolcze’s argument, Andrew Delbanco writes the following in the
Introduction of Moby-Dick or, The Whale: “It is a book that begins by refusing to begin,
deferring its own story by requiring the reader to force a passage through the ‘extracts,’
which are the debris of other stories” (xxvii). Delbanco’s argument somewhat aligns with
and yet contrasts Miskolcze’s argument in that Delbanco wants to recognize Melville’s
novel as beginning with the “Extracts”; Delbanco, like Miskolcze, regards the “Extracts”
as a necessary part of Melville’s storyline for Moby-Dick. In contrast to Miskolcze’s and
Delbanco’s arguments about the “Extracts” section, Carl F. Hovde in the Introduction of
Moby-Dick (Barnes & Noble Classics edition) states the following: “The ‘Etymology’
and ‘Extracts’ preceding the narrative are both amusing and serious: On the one hand
they are extravagant and arbitrary, and on the other they show humanity’s awe at the
colossal scale of the whale’s presence” (xix). Hovde recognizes Melville’s citations as
promoting and complimenting whales, but Hovde does not recognize the “Etymology”
and “Extracts” sections as necessary parts of Melville’s novel since Hovde describes
these two sections as arbitrary. But Miskolcze and Delbanco provide their analyses which
promote Melville’s reasoning for these two sections in Moby-Dick.
In addition, Melville begins the section “Etymology” with a sentence fragment
that includes the ending punctuation mark of a period: “(Supplied by a Late Consumptive
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Usher to a Grammar School.)” (Moby xxxvii). A definition of usher is “An assistant to a
schoolmaster or head-master; an under-master, assistant master. Now rare” (“usher, n.”).
After describing the Usher, Melville then cites a sentence by Hackluyt, in which the
following is an excerpt: “‘While you take in hand to school others, and to teach them by
what name a whale-fish is to be called in our tongue’” (Moby xxxvii). Hence, on the first
page of the novel, Melville uses the word school twice. Melville, interestingly, begins
Moby-Dick with ideas about academia and academic labor. In Chapters 1 to 135 and then
the “Epilogue,” the Pequod crew work and are educated about whales strictly via their
work experience, i.e. their hands-on learning, and yet immediately before the plot of
Moby-Dick, Melville acknowledges in the “Etymology” section how students will be
taught in school about whales. Melville regards formal instruction to initiate readers to
Moby-Dick, and then the novel’s plot does not contain any scenes about formal
instruction. Whaling ships’ crews have gained work experience, scientific experience,
and life experience, and they have shared and contributed their findings to humankind in
which their hard-gained knowledge has made it possible for students to learn about
whales in a formal school setting. Melville’s Moby-Dick is not only a novel, but within
the book are scientific chapters, in which the author provides nonfiction/scientific
information about whales. The first nonfiction chapter of Moby-Dick is Chapter 32
“Cetology” (145-57). In this chapter, Melville/Ishmael categorizes whale species and
their relatives, and in the beginning of the chapter, the author/narrator cites Captain
Scoresby (Moby 145). At the conclusion of “Cetology,” Melville’s/Ishmael’s
commentary harkens back to the “Etymology” section to begin Moby-Dick. Melville
writes, “For small erections may be finished by their first architects; grand ones, true
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ones, ever leave the copestone to posterity. God keep me from ever completing anything.
This whole book is but a draught – nay, but the draught of a draught. Oh, Time, Strength,
Cash, and Patience!” (Moby 157). In response to Moby-Dick, in January 1852, New York
United States Magazine and Democratic Review states, “The truth is, Mr. Melville has
survived his reputation. If he had been contented with writing one or two books, he might
have been famous, but his vanity has destroyed all his chances for immortality, or even of
a good name with his own generation. For, in sober truth, Mr. Melville’s vanity is
immeasurable” (qtd. in Melville, Moby-Dick [Barnes & Noble Classics edition] 698,
699). Yet to conclude the “Cetology” chapter of Moby-Dick, Melville acknowledges
himself as author with this sentence, and he reaches out from the novel to speak and
explain himself to readers, i.e. to provide a disclaimer. Melville’s sentence veers him
away from megalomania and vanity. Realizing the length of Moby-Dick, the detailed
work and patience required to complete it, and then the author’s self-critique that his
work is a draft/incomplete and therefore not comprehensive, Melville’s sentence is truly a
sentence of immense humility.
As Hovde, Delbanco, and Miskolcze give focus to Melville’s “Extracts” in MobyDick, visual artist Jean-Michel Basquiat gives focus to Melville’s “Etymology,”
“Extracts,” and “Contents” sections and the first sentence of Chapter 1 “Loomings” of
Moby-Dick in the artwork entitled Melville. In 2017, the Cleveland Museum of Art held
the exhibit Basquiat: The Unknown Notebooks, which included Basquiat’s artwork
Melville (Basquiat: The Unknown Notebooks). Melville is also reproduced and
documented in the book with the same title, Basquiat: The Unknown Notebooks
(Basquiat 204-5). Melville, 1987 consists of Basquiat’s handwriting in print style on
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paper of Melville’s chapters from Moby-Dick, specifically “Oilstick on paper; nine
drawings” (Basquiat, Basquiat 204-5). Basquiat’s Melville also includes the text
“Etymology,” “Extracts,” “Hackluyt,” and “Call Me IshmaelTM” (Basquiat, Basquiat
205). The following statement appears in the book Basquiat: The Unknown Notebooks
regarding Basquiat’s Melville:
Whether Basquiat chose Moby-Dick as his subject because he revered Melville’s
epic American classic, or whether he was simply drawn to the rich variety of
language and range of allusions in the chapter headings, his choice to recast and
condense this monumental novel to such a small scale is both an homage and an
inspired gesture of reinterpretation, inverting the epic to the miniature. (qtd. in
Basquiat 204)
Yet by using a minimum amount of text from Moby-Dick, this minimum portion becomes
enhanced and grand on its own whereas within the novel the “Contents,” “Etymology,”
and “Extracts” sections and the first sentence of Chapter 1 are a small percentage of the
overall volume of Melville’s novel. Therefore, Basquiat’s recognition of Melville’s
chapters and sections of the novel creates a grand, lengthy listing.
Basquiat’s focus on chapter titles and sections gives viewers an opportunity to
patiently consider and assess Melville’s style in creating Moby-Dick’s chapters. In
Melville, Basquiat strictly consults the very beginning of Moby-Dick: “Etymology,”
“Extracts,” and “Contents” sections and the first sentence of “Chapter 1 Loomings,”
which is “Call me Ishmael” (Melville 3). Hence, Basquiat conveys a form of consultation
by focusing on certain sections of Moby-Dick. In Melville, Basquiat states one of the
concluding chapters as “Cabin” (Basquiat, Basquiat 205). Yet in the Penguin Books
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edition of Moby-Dick, the “Contents” section contains “Chapter 129 The Cabin · Ahab
and Pip” (Melville viii). In the actual chapter of the Penguin Books edition, “The Cabin”
is strictly stated at the start of the chapter; then two sections are indicated within the
chapter by parenthetical information (Melville, Moby 580-81). In the Barnes & Noble
Classics edition of Moby-Dick, the “Contents” section contains “CXXIX. The Cabin”
(Melville 8). Basquiat’s Melville provokes readers to editorially analyze textual
presentation not only within Basquiat’s work but within various book editions of MobyDick. For example, Melville gives Pip his own chapter title by using an appositive in
“Chapter 93 The Castaway” (Moby vii). Queequeg’s name is stated in a chapter title,
“Chapter 110 Queequeg in his Coffin” (Melville, Moby viii), and with an appositive,
“Chapter 10 A Bosom Friend” (Melville, Moby v). Melville does not entitle a chapter
with Ishmael’s name, yet Stubb’s name appears as part of a chapter title in four instances:
Chapters 29, 61, 64, and 73 (Melville, Moby vi-vii). Ahab’s name receives the most
recognition in a chapter title with nine: Chapters 28, 29, 36, 50, 106, 108, 109, 127, and
129 (Melville, Moby vi-viii). Melville gives Moby Dick one chapter title: Chapter 41
“Moby Dick” (Moby vi). Interestingly, in the “Contents” section, Melville creates
repetition with chapter titles each time the Pequod crew encounters another ship, such as
“The Pequod meets the Albatross” (vi) and “The Pequod meets the Rachel” (viii).
Melville’s “Contents” section of the novel Moby-Dick finds physical separation from the
novel via Basquiat’s artwork Melville. Basquiat’s visual artistry alters Moby-Dick from
complete book form into an excerpt; viewers temporarily receive access only to
Melville’s writing as a list. Basquiat’s Melville is an excerpt, separated from the rest of
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Melville’s lengthy text, which allows viewers to analyze and understand strictly what
Basquiat presents from Melville’s book.16
Pip performs the role of musician aboard the Pequod in addition to his whaling
work. When Pip is first introduced in Chapter 40 “Midnight, Forecastle” of Moby-Dick,
Melville writes about Pequod crew members who seek Pip’s tambourine performance so
that they may dance (187-93). Carl F. Hovde keenly observes the following about
Melville’s use of performance in Moby-Dick:
There is much in the book that Ishmael the crew member could not see or
overhear: conversations between the ship’s officers, Ahab’s behavior at dinner
with his officers, to say nothing of Ahab’s private thoughts in a dramatic
monologue complete with stage directions. In “Sunset” (chap. XXXVII), the
scene is “The cabin; by the stern windows; Ahab sitting alone, and gazing out” (p.
207). As in the preceding chapter, “The Quarter Deck” (chap. XXXVI), we have
suddenly changed literary genres – we are for a short time in a play, not a novel.
(Barnes & Noble Classics edition xxiii)
Melville presents Chapter 40 in a unique stylistic manner, contrasting all other chapters
and the “Epilogue” of Moby-Dick, in that the entire chapter is similar to a theater play or
screenplay with multiple characters and their dialogue. In Chapter 40, Melville presents
diversity in the workplace with international members of the Pequod speaking with each
other. In Chapter 32 “Cetology” (145-57), Melville states a descriptive phrase applicable
to Chapter 40. In Chapter 32, Ishmael states, “I do by no means exclude from the
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Regarding children, Jean-Michel Basquiat states the following: “I want to make paintings that look as if
they were made by a child” (Basquiat-isms 6). Basquiat also states, “I like kids’ work more than work by
real artists any day” (Basquiat-isms 7).
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leviathanic brotherhood any sea creature hitherto identified with the whale by the best
informed Nantucketers” (Melville, Moby 148). Like Ishmael’s assessment of whales and
other marine animals, the Pequod crew works and lives together as a “leviathanic
brotherhood.” Prior to Chapter 40, Melville presents Chapters 37, 38, and 39 as
soliloquies. In Chapter 37 “Sunset” (Melville, Moby-Dick 182-83), Ahab’s sole dialogue
or soliloquy encompasses the chapter. Then in Chapter 38 “Dusk” (Melville, Moby 18485), Starbuck’s dialogue/soliloquy is stated. And finally, in Chapter 39 “First NightWatch” (Melville, Moby 186), Stubb’s dialogue/soliloquy is presented. In these three
soliloquized chapters, Melville includes stage direction. Melville states a character’s
name with dialogue that does not include quotation marks which is standard usage in a
novel. Melville also includes stage or set direction by including italicized information
within parentheses. After Azores Sailor announces Pip’s found tambourine, Melville
provides the following information: “(The half of them dance to the tambourine; some go
below; some sleep or lie among the coils of rigging. Oaths a-plenty.)” (Moby 189).
Miskolcze states, as cited previously, that Moby-Dick “is narrated by an Ishmael whose
perspective never stops moving” (32). Melville’s inclusion of the three soliloquized
chapters leading into Chapter 40, with multiple characters conversing with each other,
exemplify Miskolcze’s argument of movement. These four chapters set up action and
anticipation for the novel’s coming events.
Pip’s musicianship and the Pequod crew’s dancing in Chapter 40 of Moby-Dick
relate to Chapter 115 “The Pequod meets the Bachelor” (536-38). In Chapter 40, Melville
presents the Pequod crew at the beginning of their whaling work (Moby 187-93) whereas
in Chapter 115 Melville presents the Bachelor crew at the end of their whaling work
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which has been economically successful because the Bachelor crew has achieved an
abundance of whale oil (Moby 536-38). Yet the Bachelor loses two crew members in
which the commander states, as cited previously, “‘Not enough to speak of – two
islanders, that’s all’” (Melville, Moby 538). The Bachelor is successful economically, but
the Bachelor does not have a successful community in that the commander views with
disrespect and flippancy the lives of two crew members. The Pequod crew never conveys
a flippant tone regarding each other’s lives.
Pip’s labor as a musician helps his colleagues aboard the Pequod enjoy life, which
promotes Pip as a child laborer who enacts humanitarianism. In the article, “Styling
Melville,” Rasmus R. Simonsen states, “Melville cared about objects, and he cared about
how they might affect and transport us beyond the confines of both history and
geography” (21). Pip’s tambourine, Queequeg’s harpoon, and Captain Ahab’s harpoon,
are vital, symbolic objects identified with their owners. Just as Melville presents Pip
briefly in Moby-Dick, Pip’s association with his tambourine only occurs in Chapter 40
“Midnight, Forecastle” (187-93). In Melville’s first presentation of Pip, Pip has the
dilemma of having lost his tambourine which is found by Azores Sailor (Moby 189). Pip
can then resume his role as musician so that dancing and socializing can continue aboard
the Pequod. Applying Simonsen’s argument then, the Pequod crew may be confined
aboard a ship and away from land and a populated area, but the Pequod crew can still
enjoy the same experiences that occur on land, such as dancing, and thus enjoying a
respite from feelings of confinement. Next, in Chapter 78 “Cistern and Buckets,”
Melville writes that Queequeg loses his harpoon in the ocean when saving Tashtego’s life
(Moby 375-76). Melville writes the following regarding the head of the Sperm whale:
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“Queequeg with his keen sword had made side lunges near its bottom, so as to scuttle a
large hole there; then dropping his sword, had thrust his long arm far inwards and
upwards, and so hauled out our poor Tash by the head” (Moby 376). Queequeg’s harpoon
becomes a relic lost in the ocean ready for another maritime discoverer. Simonsen’s
argument applies to Pip’s lost tambourine and Queequeg’s lost harpoon because the
tambourine and harpoon carry significance not only for their owners but for others who
find these objects. In Chapter 45 “The Affidavit,” of Moby-Dick, Ishmael provides
anecdotes about hunted whales that escape and meet again at a later time with the same
whalers (Melville 221-29). Ishmael explains, “First: I have personally known three
instances where a whale, after receiving a harpoon, has effected a complete escape; and,
after an interval (in one instance of three years), has been again struck by the same hand,
and slain; when the two irons, both marked by the same private cypher, have been taken
from the body” (Melville, Moby-Dick 221). Melville’s detail of a cypher to distinctly
identify a harpooner’s weapon gives whalers the ability to make inferences about whales’
past experiences. Melville’s presentation of a cypher connotes the high regard harpooners
have toward their weapons and hence their labor since harpooners artistically/poetically
signify their weapons. Finally, another object originally belonging to Queequeg has
significance for another, and that is Queequeg’s coffin which becomes Ishmael’s lifebuoy. The coffin, created for death, becomes a life-buoy, created to sustain life.
Ralph Ellison writes about his own experience at sea as cogent comparison to
Melville’s writing about sea colleagues. In The Selected Letters of Ralph Ellison, Ellison
writes a letter to John Callahan, dated August 12, 1983 (795-98). Ellison includes in the
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letter his time in the Merchant Marine (797).17 Ellison states, “During the war I wanted to
do my bit” (797). Ellison writes the following:
In the merchant marine I was a civilian, and even when our ship entered the war
zones there was a certain protection from the union, of which I was a member.
Incidentally, there’s nothing like being shipbound on an ocean with German
submarines aiming at its butt to make white Americans forget some of their racial
prejudice. For who knows, when a torpedo strikes, the guy in the position to give
you a helping hand might well be a Negro. Of course the reverse is also true:
some rabid racist might well forget his hate and save a black man’s life. Melville
knew what he was doing when he isolated American democracy on a whaling
ship . . . (797-98)
In the above cited passage, the last sentence is published on page 798 of The Selected
Letters of Ralph Ellison. Editors John F. Callahan and Marc C. Conner state in the Index
of Selected Letters the entry “Moby-Dick (Melville)” and include page 798 (1039).
Ellison’s comparison is his inventive argument about Melville’s Moby-Dick. As
Melville/Ishmael uses the phrase “leviathanic brotherhood” in Moby-Dick (148), so too
does Ellison assert a “leviathanic brotherhood” with his sea colleagues. Ellison’s analysis
asserts the humanity and respect among seafarers whose work involves severe physical
danger and risk. Ellison, therefore, views Moby-Dick’s Pequod crew as compassionate
and employed in an equitable workplace.
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In the “Chronology” section of The Selected Letters of Ralph Ellison, the editors John F. Callahan and
Marc C. Conner state that Ellison joined the Merchant Marine in September 1944, “certified as a second
cook and baker,” departing “out of New York Harbor as part of the crew of the Liberty ship SS Sun-YatSen” (994).
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Herman Melville enacts contradiction abundantly in Moby-Dick. As narrator,
Ishmael often presents his opinion, viewpoint, or wisdom about a situation and then
offers contradictory behavior, action, or analysis. This act happens often with Queequeg.
Ishmael often uses condescending and derogatory vocabulary about Queequeg. But then
Ishmael uses vocabulary to proclaim his love, admiration, and respect of Queequeg. If
Ishmael or other characters assert discriminatory speech, Melville, as author, includes
their conduct which contrasts their heretofore brutal speech. Melville as author acts as
saving grace when characters speak disrespectfully. Melville provides their actions which
circumvent their language. When commentary or dialogue is oppressive by Ishmael or
other characters, Melville then inserts a scene of action to correct the brutal, subjugating
language. In the article “Pip’s Oceanic Voice: Speech and the Sea in Moby-Dick,”
Packham observes the following about Melville’s Moby-Dick: “Indeed, to enter into the
world of maritime labour is to immerse yourself in the peculiar linguistic community
specific to the manning and maintaining of a sailing vessel, whose nuances it is essential
to comprehend” (576). In the article Packham focuses specifically on Pip’s speech, yet
Packham includes in the article cogent analysis of language in the maritime workplace.
Captain Ahab, though, consistently speaks and acts with respect toward Pip. Ahab never
enacts dichotomy between his words and actions regarding Pip.
In relation to the novel Moby-Dick, Melville’s novella “Bartleby, The Scrivener:
A Story of Wall Street” asserts the vital impact of the child laborer in the workplace
whose viewpoint is consulted yet not fully heeded. Specifically, in “Bartleby,” Melville
presents the child character Ginger Nut. Similar to Melville’s minimal writing of Pip,
whose has powerful presence in Moby-Dick, Melville does not present Ginger Nut at
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length in “Bartleby,” but his role is encompassing. Melville presents the child laborer
Ginger Nut who contributes positively and productively to the work flow of a New York
City law office. Melville presents Ginger Nut as a needed member of the law office – not
an extraneous employee. Melville presents in the novella/short story five employees who
work together in a New York City law office (“Bartleby” 18-51). The narrator, who is the
supervisor, is unnamed throughout the story, and the other four employees are Bartleby,
Turkey, Nippers, and Ginger Nut. Melville gives voice to the narrator who acknowledges
Ginger Nut with “a promising lad as an office-boy” (“Bartleby” 19). Bartleby astutely
refuses to complete work tasks, stating, “‘I would prefer not to’” (Melville, “Bartleby”
25, 26, 30, 35).18 Ginger Nut, though, has the work responsibility to complete errands for
Bartleby (Melville, “Bartleby” 28). With his knowledge of Bartleby’s refusal to complete
work tasks, Ginger Nut still completes his duties for Bartleby. Ginger Nut does not reply
to Bartleby’s requests with Bartleby’s own polite and repetitive statement, “I would
prefer not to.” Melville, therefore, presents a child laborer who proceeds as a loyal team
player in the workplace whereas the adult laborer Bartleby rejects contributing to the
cohesion of workplace progression. Remarkably respectful of a child laborer’s point of
view, Melville includes a scene where the supervisor asks Ginger Nut in the presence of
Turkey, Nippers, and Bartleby his opinion of Bartleby’s refusal to work (“Bartleby” 27).
Melville writes the following:
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In Reclaiming John Steinbeck: Writing for the Future of Humanity, Gavin Jones compares Melville’s
“Bartleby” with Steinbeck’s The Red Pony, stating the following: “In his repeated refrain, ‘I am Gitano, and
I have come back,’ Gitano is much like Herman Melville’s Bartleby the Scrivener” (83). Jones further
states, “Bartleby’s famous refrain in Melville’s ‘Bartleby, the Scrivener’ (1853) is, of course, ‘I would prefer
not to’” (Jones, Gavin 215).
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“Ginger Nut,” said I, willing to enlist the smallest suffrage in my behalf,
“what do you think of it?”
“I think, sir, he’s a little luny,” replied Ginger Nut, with a grin.
“You hear what they say,” said I, turning towards the screen, “come forth
and do your duty.” (“Bartleby” 27)
Melville’s writerly act of presenting a supervisor’s request or consultation of a child
laborer’s voice, i.e., point of view, asserts the author’s acknowledgement and respect
toward the contributions of child laborers. Melville presents Ginger Nut as dichotomous
to Bartleby in that Ginger Nut does not emulate Bartleby’s behavior by refusing work
tasks. In this scene of arguably an admirable, just, mandatory, and meticulous work duty
– proofreading – Ginger Nut enacts his responsibility. After Ginger Nut’s disrespectful
answer to the supervisor about Bartleby, interestingly, Melville presents a scene where
Ginger Nut receives ginger-nuts as a tip from Bartleby for having completed an errand
for him (“Bartleby” 28). Bartleby pays Ginger Nut for his labor; Bartleby does not enact
punishment against Ginger Nut for his commentary. Bartleby rather proceeds justly, not
committing any kind of exploitation against Ginger Nut. In “Bartleby” Melville gives
value to a child’s viewpoint when the supervisor/narrator asks Ginger Nut his viewpoint.
The narrator in “Bartleby, The Scrivener,” though, does not completely follow
through in heeding Ginger Nut’s commentary about Bartleby. After Ginger Nut’s answer
to the narrator’s question about Bartleby’s refusal to work, the narrator’s only action is to
inform Bartleby to “come forth and do your duty” (Melville, “Bartleby” 27). The narrator
could have ascertained Ginger Nut’s word choice of “luny”; while the term is blunt and
disrespectful, the narrator could have considered that Bartleby is indeed experiencing
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mental distress. The narrator then could have intervened before Bartleby’s total mental
collapse. In this scene, Bartleby is still a productive employee. The narrator explains,
“Bartleby concluded four lengthy documents, being quadruplicates of a week’s testimony
taken before me in my High Court of Chancery. It became necessary to examine them. It
was an important suit, and great accuracy was imperative” (Melville, “Bartleby” 26). The
narrator then explains he wanted all employees to complete this job duty, stating, “I
called to Bartleby to join this interesting group” (Melville, “Bartleby” 26). The narrator
conveys fulfillment as a laborer by stating “interesting group.” Yet this scene is striking
in that a major disconnect occurs because Bartleby completes a major job duty yet will
not join a meeting to collaborate in proofreading duties. The concern is why Bartleby
rejects this meeting, i.e. a collaborative association, with colleagues. After this scene,
Melville writes, “Some days passed, the scrivener being employed upon another lengthy
work” (“Bartleby” 28). Melville amplifies this disconnect since Bartleby returns to
productive work even though only a few days prior he declined the meeting. Later in the
story, the narrator approaches Bartleby in friendship, stating, “‘I am not going to ask you
to do any thing you would prefer not to do – I simply wish to speak to you’” (Melville,
“Bartleby” 35). Yet the narrator does not realize Bartleby’s mental angst and therefore
does not directly confront Bartleby per Ginger Nut’s commentary. Only at the conclusion
of “Bartleby, The Scrivener” does the narrator realize Bartleby’s mental state. The
narrator visits Bartleby at the Halls of Justice, also called Tombs, and meets Mr. Cutlets,
giving him money to pay for Bartleby’s nourishment (Melville, “Bartleby” 48-49). The
narrator informs Mr. Cutlets that Bartleby is his friend and also states the following about
Bartleby: “‘I think he is a little deranged’” (Melville, “Bartleby” 49). The narrator gives
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compassion to Bartleby at the end of the story, but the narrator now is too late in
responding to Bartleby’s dilemma. Arguably, Bartleby had a chance at rehabilitation had
the narrator compassionately responded to Ginger Nut’s viewpoint. The narrator consults
Ginger Nut’s view but does not consider the repercussions of the child laborer’s
commentary.
Whereas in Moby-Dick and “Bartleby, The Scrivener” in which Melville presents
an adult’s stagnancy of response when consulting a child laborer’s voice, Melville also
presents in both texts a father’s action regarding his child’s future career/livelihood.
Melville’s “Bartleby, The Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street” duplicates a similar scenario
that occurs in Moby-Dick: a father’s motivation and ambition for his child to learn a
profession. In “Bartleby,” the narrator explains Ginger Nut’s employment: “Ginger Nut,
the third on my list, was a lad some twelve years old. His father was a carman, ambitious
of seeing his son on the bench instead of a cart, before he died. So he sent him to my
office as student at law, errand boy, and cleaner and sweeper, at the rate of one dollar a
week” (Melville 23). Ginger Nut is abiding by his father’s plans for him and succeeding
in the workplace. Melville’s passage also indicates academic labor and economic labor.
In Melville’s Chapter 128 “The Pequod meets the Rachel” of Moby-Dick, Melville
explains Captain Gardiner’s parental reasoning why his child has partaken in the world of
child labor. As cited previously, Melville writes the following about Captain Gardiner’s
decision: “A little lad, but twelve years old, whose father with the earnest but
unmisgiving hardihood of a Nantucketer’s paternal love, had thus early sought to initiate
him in the perils and wonders of a vocation almost immemorially the destiny of all his
race” (Moby 578). Additionally, Melville gives dialogue to Captain Gardiner in his plea
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for assistance while searching the sea for his son: “‘Do to me as you would have me do to
you in the like case. For you too have a boy, Captain Ahab – though but a child, and
nestling safely at home now’” (Moby 578-79). Both fathers are presented in Melville’s
texts as caring and concerned parents with good intent for their child. Both fathers’ intent
is as respect for their child. Lewis Hine states the following about the types of child
labor: “‘There is work that profits children, and there is work that brings profit only to
employers. The object of employing children is not to train them, but to get high profits
from their work’” (qtd. in Duerden 197). In contrast to Hine’s viewpoint, Melville gives
two examples where profit is not prioritized over wellbeing of a child. Melville’s two
literary fathers esteem their child’s lives. Nowhere in Melville’s two texts is there
information about greed in monetary gain from a child’s labor. Melville’s two fathers
regard how employment will bring profit to their child via a good, solid career.
Melville’s presentation of Ginger Nut’s employment in “Bartleby, The Scrivener”
and Captain Gardiner’s parental reasoning regarding his child’s employment in MobyDick are relatable to Jacob A. Riis’s commentary in the chapter “The Problem of the
Children” in his nonfiction text How the Other Half Lives: Studies Among the Tenements
of New York, published in 1890. Riis writes, “The old question, what to do with the boy,
assumes a new and serious phase in the tenements” (136). Riis then writes the following
about trade schools: “the short-sighted despotism of the trades unions has practically
closed that avenue to him. Trade-schools, however excellent, cannot supply the
opportunity thus denied him, and at the outset the boy stands condemned by his own to
low and ill-paid drudgery, held down by the hand that of all should labor to raise him”
(136). Riis’s passage serves as critical complement to Melville’s two passages. In
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Melville’s works, a father is acting in good faith to rear his child for a good future as a
socioeconomic laborer. Riis’s analysis juxtaposed with Melville’s passages enforces the
fathers’ justification regarding their children as child laborers and ultimately their love
for their children. Oscar Wilde states the following in “From The Decay of Lying: An
Observation”: “the self-conscious aim of Life is to find expression, and that Art offers it
certain beautiful forms through which it may realize that energy. It is a theory that has
never been put forward before, but is extremely fruitful, and throws an entirely new light
upon the history of Art” (769-70). Applying Wilde’s argument, Melville’s Moby-Dick
and “Bartleby” are two examples of a beautiful form, i.e. the written text, used by the
artist Melville to express in fiction the realistic situation of a father’s concern for his
child’s future wellbeing. Melville’s fiction texts Moby-Dick, 1851, and “Bartleby,” 1853
(Updike xvi), were published thirty-nine years and thirty-seven years, respectively,
before Riis’s nonfiction text of 1890. Exemplifying Wilde’s Life/Art relationship,
Melville’s realistic fiction passages about child laborers find equivalency in Riis’s
nonfiction sociological text because Riis writes with concern for the future wellbeing of
child laborers. Furthermore, Melville’s realistic works Moby-Dick and “Bartleby” can be
attributed as sociological fiction texts.
In his literary works, Herman Melville does not exhibit a tone of haughtiness
when explicating various jobs. Instead, Melville focuses on and presents laborers in
Moby-Dick and “Bartleby, The Scrivener” who give dedication and honor to their jobs,
thereby conveying fulfillment while at work. Also in these two works, Melville’s laborers
respect each other’s role as laborer. Queequeg exemplifies a loyal, devoted laborer who
finds fulfillment in his work. Pip too conveys commendable dedication to his job.
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Bartleby suffers a mental/spiritual crisis, and his work withers, yet for a time Bartleby is
highly productive at work. Bartleby’s colleagues - the narrator, Turkey, Nippers, and
Ginger Nut - continually work earnestly, alluding to their fulfillment as laborers. In the
article “Bowling with Melville,” Christopher Benfey states that Melville “became our
most eloquent poet of the dead-end job.” Benfey then includes the Pequod crew and
Bartleby as examples of those with dead-end jobs. Yes, employees do lose their lives in
Moby-Dick, and Bartleby loses his life at the conclusion of the short story. Yet
mentally/spiritually, Melville’s characters exude an honor and respect toward the
workplace. The term dead-end job that Benfey uses conveys a hierarchical thinking about
the value of jobs. The jobs aboard the Pequod are all valuable and commendable, and
Melville consistently asserts this in Moby-Dick. No employee of the Pequod ever
disparages another colleague’s job title, and no employee is ever sluggish or indifferent
toward other colleagues’ work. Melville even includes in the novel Chapter 82 “The
Honor and Glory of Whaling” (Moby 395-98). Melville’s chapter title and the chapter
itself are compliments to the profession of whaling. In this chapter Ishmael believes that
the dragon St. George fought was a whale, and Ishmael proclaims that “by good rights,
we harpooneers of Nantucket should be enrolled in the most noble order of St. George”
(Melville, Moby 396-97). Ishmael’s phrase “harpooneers of Nantucket” refers to the
harpooneers Queequeg, Tashtego, and Daggoo, and even Ishmael’s future self as
harpooneer, all four employees whose employment as a Pequod crew member
commenced in Nantucket. Ishmael, therefore, asserts great pride in being in the company
of whalers aboard the Pequod. In Chapter 24 “The Advocate,” Melville/Ishmael also
acknowledges and responds to those who do not respect the profession of whaling (Moby
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122). Ishmael avows, “No dignity in whaling? The dignity of our calling the very heavens
attest” (Melville, Moby 122). In Melville’s Moby-Dick and “Bartleby,” having work and
doing work are consistently conveyed as serious duties whereas in contemporary society
it has become a habit to rate certain jobs as dead-end jobs. In these two nineteenthcentury texts, Herman Melville does not casually rate jobs, and Melville does not easily
dismiss job duties. Melville/Ishmael certainly respects Pip’s attempt to work on a whale
boat. In these two works, Melville maintains an attitude of honor toward laborer’s
dedication, especially toward a child laborer’s dedication.
Lewis Hine’s respect for the child laborer’s voice is evident in Christopher
Benfey’s article “Bowling with Melville.” Included in Benfey’s article are three
photographs of child laborers, two of which are by Hine. The following is stated in the
article regarding Hine’s photograph of Joseph Philip: “Joseph Philip, a pinboy at Les
Miserables Bowling Alley who claimed to Lewis Hine that he was eleven years old and
said he worked until midnight every night, Lowell, Massachusetts, 1911” (Benfey). The
biographical information about Joseph Philip indicates Hine’s consultation with a child
laborer and Hine’s documentation to honor a child laborer’s information. Hine did not
strictly photograph Joseph Philip but took the time to converse with a child to learn about
his life situation. Hine can be noted not only as a visual documenter but as a visual
nonfiction author and as a visual biographer. Hine does not enact stagnancy when
listening to a child laborer’s voice because he has given photographic evidence of child
labor and its hardships. In addition, Hine respects Joseph Philip’s information since he
proceeded to document the child laborer’s commentary.
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Captain Ahab’s unheeded response to Pip’s wise counsel results in disaster, yet
also in Herman Melville’s “The Tartarus of Maids,” adversity ensues because the narrator
will not contribute any kind of resolution when learning about a workplace environment
from a child laborer. Melville writes about child labor and young adult labor in a paper
mill in the two-part short story “The Paradise of Bachelors and the Tartarus of Maids”
(313-32). Once again, Melville includes an adult character who respectfully seeks and
gains information from a child character. “The Tartarus of Maids” contrasts Melville’s
Moby-Dick and “Bartleby” and also Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath and Ann Petry’s
The Street in that child labor is not briefly presented in the story; rather child labor/young
adult labor is the focus of the short story. Like “Bartleby,” though, the narrator of “The
Tartarus of Maids” is unnamed while the child character’s name is revealed by Melville.
Melville presents Cupid, the child laborer/tour guide of the paper mill. Immediately, the
narrator regards Cupid as “this lively lad, with the air of boyishly-brisk importance”
(Melville, “Paradise” 326). In the paper mill, the narrator observes girls and young
women as they work, and the narrator analyzes the workplace machinery by renaming it
with the appositive “iron animals” (Melville, “Paradise” 325). The narrator’s positive
description of Cupid is not the same about the women and girls of the paper mill.
Melville writes the following:
Not a syllable was breathed. Nothing was heard but the low, steady,
overruling hum of the iron animals. The human voice was banished from the spot.
Machinery – that vaunted slave of humanity – here stood menially served by
human beings, who served mutely and cringingly as the slave serves the Sultan.
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The girls did not so much seem accessory wheels to the general machinery as
mere cogs to the wheels. (“Paradise” 325-26)
The narrator asserts compassion toward the women and girls by explaining their
deprivation of voice in the workplace due to the machinery’s sound; the narrator uses the
adverb cringingly to assert his discomfort with the workplace scene.
Melville then presents the narrator’s observation of another severe danger the
women and girls endure in the paper mill; the narrator observes the sharp scythes used by
the women and girls to shred cloth needed to manufacture paper (“Paradise” 327-28).
Melville, therefore, conveys his concern and respect for the women and girl laborers of
the paper mill. At the conclusion of the story, the narrator asks the principal proprietor, an
adult and also and unnamed character, about the terminology used to reference the
women and girl laborers. Melville writes the following: “‘The girls,’ echoed I, glancing
round at their silent forms. “‘Why is it, Sir, that in most factories, female operatives, of
whatever age, are indiscriminately called girls, never women?’” (“Paradise” 332). The
proprietor responds, “‘Oh! as to that – why, I suppose, the fact of their being generally
unmarried – that’s the reason’” (Melville, “Paradise” 332). The proprietor, though,
provides a lengthy response in that he explains the women and girls’ work hours and
work life (Melville, “Paradise” 332). The narrator’s responsive feeling to the proprietor’s
information is “pained homage” (332). This cogently asserts the narrator’s/Melville’s
regard for women and girl laborers. In the article “Cultural Sweat: Melville, Labor, and
Slavery,” Paula Kopacz states the following about Melville: “he rails against the loss of
workers’ humanity and personal dignity in occupations of the North because they are the
same concerns as Southern slaves” (84). Melville’s phrase “pained homage” in the
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conclusion of “II The Tartarus of Maids” exemplifies Kopacz’s argument of personal
dignity in that the narrator questions why women workers in a nineteenth-century New
England paper mill are acknowledged with the title girls.
The following statement by Melville, as cited previously, has corollary and
dichotomy with a statement by Tom Collins, John Steinbeck’s colleague: “The girls did
not so much seem accessory wheels to the general machinery as mere cogs to the wheels”
(“Paradise” 326). Specifically, in the Introduction to The Harvest Gypsies: On the Road
to the Grapes of Wrath, Charles Wollenberg explains that Tom Collins “joined the
Resettlement Administration in 1935, managing the agency’s first migrant camp at
Marysville” (vii). Wollenberg also states that Steinbeck and Collins travelled together in
California “gathering material for a projected ‘big novel’” (xiv). Wollenberg cites
Collins’s commentary about his and Steinbeck’s work together: “‘We couldn’t speak to
one another because we were too tired,’ Collins remembered, ‘yet we worked together as
cogs in an intricate piece of machinery’” (qtd. in Wollenberg xiv). Collins’s statement is
like Melville’ statement in that teamwork and routine are needed for a work endeavor to
proceed and succeed. Melville’s statement, though, stresses the negative aspect of
working in the mill as a laborer since the author uses the word mere. Yet Collins’s
commentary stresses the positive aspect of his collaborative work with Steinbeck in that
Collins uses the term intricate. Collins analyzes the meaningful work as a cog whereas
Melville’s commentary does not esteem being a cog as a laborer.
The narrator of “The Tartarus of Maids” exhibits stagnancy because he does not
initiate any kind of helpful plan for the laborers after consulting Cupid. At the conclusion
of the story, the narrator approaches action by voicing concern for the young women of
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the paper mill when conversing with and questioning the proprietor. Voicing his concern
to the proprietor regarding the women’s title of girls is empathetic and respectful, yet the
narrator exhibits stagnancy because he does not initiate any kind of idea or resolution to
change what he observes as wrong and even heartbreaking in the paper mill. Melville’s
concluding sentence of the story is the narrator’s exclamation as he leaves the mill with
his horse Black: “I exclaimed – Oh! Paradise of Bachelors! and oh! Tartarus of Maids!”
(“Paradise” 332). Oxford English Dictionary defines Tartarus with the following: “The
infernal regions of ancient Greek and Roman mythology, or the lowest parts of them;
hence sometimes used for hell” (“Tartarus, n.”). The narrator exclaims the paper mill as a
place of agony, sharing his honest view with Black, but the narrator’s departure from the
mill is void of any productive action toward the laborers’ lives. The sole act of informing
the proprietor that the women should not be referred to as girls could have been the
narrator’s courageous and respectful act which could even minutely alleviate the
laborers’ lives.
In “The Paradise of Bachelors and the Tartarus of Maids,” Melville includes a
scene of respectful humor between the narrator and Cupid. The humor resulting from
miscommunication causes the narrator and Cupid to form a bond of friendship and trust.
In this solemn second section of the story, “II The Tartarus of Maids,” the narrator asks
Cupid about the rags shredded which create the paper products. Melville presents the
following interaction:
“‘Tis not unlikely, then,” murmured I, “that among these heaps of rags
there may be some old shirts, gathered from the dormitories of the Paradise of
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Bachelors. But the buttons are all dropped off. Pray, my lad, do you ever find any
bachelor’s buttons hereabouts?”
“None grow in this part of the country. The Devil’s Dungeon is no place
for flowers.”
“Oh! you mean the flowers so called – the Bachelor’s Buttons?”
“And was not that what you asked about? Or did you mean the goldbosom-buttons of our boss, Old Bach, as our whispering girls all call him?”
(“Paradise” 327)
In this exchange between the narrator and Cupid, Melville presents miscommunication
that becomes politely and respectfully clarified between the two. This clarification also
moves the relationship between the narrator and Cupid toward friendship and
confidentiality. First, Melville clarifies a dilemma for readers regarding the juxtaposition
of the second part of the story “II The Tartarus of Maids” with the first part of the story “I
The Paradise of Bachelors.” Readers immediately can contrast the socioeconomic
settings when transitioning from section I to section II of Melville’s two-part story.
Halfway through “The Tartarus of Maids,” Melville reveals the narrator’s inference that
the rags may be from the Paradise of Bachelors, hereby juxtaposing the narrator’s
relationship with both sections of the story and his experiences regarding the shirts, first
used as clothing and then as recycled material turned into paper products. The narrator’s
question about a manufactured product – bachelor’s buttons – is immediately ascertained
by Cupid as nature’s product. Interestingly, Melville’s Cupid regards nature before
manufacturing for the signification of bachelor’s buttons/Bachelor’s Buttons even though
he is engulfed physically and mentally in the world of manufacturing, i.e. of a paper mill,
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when conversing with the narrator. Cupid and the narrator’s conversation here serves as
unique exchange by Melville. In Moby-Dick and “Bartleby, The Scrivener,” Melville
does not include miscommunication between an adult and a child. Instead, conversations
between adults and children proceed in a straightforward manner. Melville does not
present a roadblock in their conversations where a halt to the dialogue happens which
needs clarification between adult and child. In “The Tartarus of Maids,” Melville
provides a serene roadblock that leads Cupid to reveal that the girls secretly have named
the proprietor Old Bach since Cupid informs the narrator that the girls whisper. Here,
Cupid allows the narrator to know secret information about the paper mill. Cupid
therefore has placed trust upon and acceptance toward the narrator. Cupid’s openness is
similar to Ginger Nut’s openness in “Bartleby” when the narrator asks Ginger Nut’s
opinion of Bartleby. This brief topic of discussion between Cupid and the narrator exudes
a joyful break in the story since the narrator observes and learns of the serious,
dangerous, and poignant working conditions the women and girls endure.
Furthermore, a two-fold clarification occurs in this conversation about bachelor’s
buttons/Bachelor’s Buttons. While the narrator clarifies his question about bachelor’s
buttons, Cupid indirectly clarifies an observation held by the narrator. Heretofore in the
second part of the story, the narrator believes the women and girls conduct themselves in
silence. Yet for Cupid to share the women and girls’ name of Old Bach for the proprietor,
Cupid is indirectly clarifying and thus showing that the women and girl laborers have
vigor and vocal response to their working environment. The narrator views their work “as
mere cogs to the wheels” (Melville, “Paradise” 326). But Cupid is unknowingly
providing crucial information to the narrator which proves otherwise. The women and
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girl laborers are asserting their voices in their workplace. The women and girl laborers
never converse directly with the narrator in “II The Tartarus of Maids,” but Cupid as
intermediary educates the narrator that their voices are in full authority. Cupid is a child
laborer who enacts humanitarianism because he patiently educates the narrator about the
paper mill, not only the workplace procedures to produce paper but also the workplace
tone among the women and girl laborers, a tone not evident to the narrator.
As Melville uses flowers as communication and community between an adult and
a child in “The Tartarus of Maids,” Jacob Riis also provides commentary about
community strengthened via a child’s presentation of flowers. In the chapter “The
Problem of the Children” in his book How the Other Half Lives: Studies Among the
Tenements of New York. Riis presents the following analysis:
The result is the rough young savage, familiar from the street. Rough as he is, if
any one doubt that this child of common clay have in him the instinct of beauty,
of love for the ideal of which his life has no embodiment, let him put the matter to
the test. Let him take into a tenement block a handful of flowers from the fields
and watch the brightened faces, the sudden abandonment of play and fight that go
ever hand in hand where there is no elbow-room, the wild entreaty for “posies,”
the eager love with which the little messengers of peace are shielded, once
possessed; then let him change his mind. (136-37)
In the same passage, Riis relates the anecdote of children seeking flowers to give to a
lady and then later Riis learning the flowers were for the lady’s coffin (137). Riis uses
nature as salvation in children’s lives. Riis informs readers that children regard nature
with respect and seek peace and community among each other, therefore, seeking the
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ideal as Riis affirms. Riis’s passage exemplifies that children proceed in life aspiring for
the ideal, wanting to contribute positively and respectfully to their societies. In spite of
their hardships and agonies, children have vast mental strength and spirit. Therefore,
society must respond to children’s ethics and edicts and promote their wellbeing and
future aspirations. Riis eloquently and humanistically esteems the value of every child’s
life. Riis uses the term savage and then proceeds to honor, regard, and promote those
whom he signifies with this term. In the chapter “The Problem of the Children,” Riis
writes about children who are forgotten by their society (135-40). Yet Riis does not
forget children. His text is affirmation of his remembrance, the need for society’s
remembrance, and the need for society to understand that children want to contribute to
their society. In this brief passage from “The Problem of the Child,” Riis writes about
nature in child laborers’ lives, and Riis promotes children as humanitarians.
Therefore, child labor and socioeconomic conditions cannot possibly be analyzed
without reference to the power and influence of nature on children’s lives and their
working conditions. Both Herman Melville and John Steinbeck include abundant writing
about nature in Moby-Dick and The Grapes of Wrath respectively. In Moby-Dick,
Melville presents cogent writing of the workplace environment for the whalers aboard the
Pequod ship. In Steinbeck and Ricketts’s Sea of Cortez, the crew of the Western Flyer
performs their labor along the intertidal area of the Sea of Cortez/Gulf of California. In
the three aforementioned texts, the authors include child laborers, even though briefly in
their texts, who perform their work in nature settings. Nature, therefore, is a vital
participant in labor relations since child laborers create acts of labor while in nature or as
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a response to nature. Therefore, Melville, Steinbeck, and Ricketts convey how the natural
environment affects a child laborer.
Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick compares with John Steinbeck and Edward
Ricketts’s The Log from the Sea of Cortez because both texts respectfully acknowledge
the child laborer's voice, but the two books veer from each other regarding how an adult
responds to a child laborer’s voice. Other comparisons, though, exist between Steinbeck
and Ricketts’ The Log from the Sea of Cortez and Melville’s Moby-Dick. For example,
Steinbeck and Ricketts’s commentary about the harpoon in The Log from the Sea of
Cortez is comparable to Herman Melville’s commentary about the harpoon tool/weapon
in Moby-Dick. In Melville’s novel, the harpoon is also elevated in status. As cited
previously, Steinbeck and Ricketts explain that the harpoon is “owned and treasured” in
La Paz (The Log 92). Melville too writes about the harpoon in Moby-Dick as a cherished,
vital object. In Moby-Dick, Melville presents the harpoon as reverential among the crew.
For example, in Chapter 4 “The Counterpane,” the chapter’s concluding sentence
concerns Ishmael’s observation of Queequeg “sporting his harpoon like a marshal’s
baton” (Melville, Moby 32). Melville asserts Queequeg’s grandiose demeanor when
holding his harpoon. Next, in Chapter 113 “The Forge,” Melville relays Captain Ahab’s
detailed plans to create his own harpoon, utilizing the blacksmith Perth’s labor. Ahab
explains, “‘Look ye, blacksmith, these are the gathered nail-stubbs of the steel shoes of
racing horses’” (Melville, Moby 531). Then Melville informs readers of the meticulous
and detailed process of creating the harpoon. The harpoon is forged from twelve pieces or
rods, hence the chapter’s title, along with iron and rope (Moby 530-33). Both Perth’s
labor and Ahab’s labor are involved in creating the harpoon. Melville’s detailed writing
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in this chapter esteems the harpoon as not only a dangerous and effectively engineered
weapon but also as a beautifully constructed art piece. Melville gives Pip the final
viewpoint about the harpoon. Melville concludes the chapter with the following: “Oh,
Pip! thy wretched laugh, thy idle but unresting eye; all thy strange mummeries not
unmeaningly blended with the black tragedy of the melancholy ship, and mocked it!”
(Moby 533). This cited passage seemingly is the voice and tone of Captain Ahab, yet
Melville does not include quotation marks, which could then verify that this passage is
indeed Captain Ahab’s dialogue. Without quotation marks, the narration may be from the
first person narrator Ishmael. Pip’s reaction to Captain Ahab’s created harpoon includes
his wise foreshadowing of the Pequod. Pip’s response to Captain Ahab’s newly recycled
harpoon is analogous to a supervisor who critiques a product completed in the workplace.
Therefore, Pip takes an authoritative role when assessing Captain Ahab’s labor and
Perth’s labor.
In addition, Steinbeck and Ricketts’ The Log from the Sea of Cortez compares
with Melville’s Moby-Dick and Jacob A. Riis’s chapter “The Problem of the Children” in
How the Other Half Lives regarding the use of the word savage and its ambivalent
connotations. Specifically, Steinbeck and Ricketts present an anecdote about child labor
and pay involving the boys of La Paz in chapter 11, “March 20” of The Log from the Sea
of Cortez. Steinbeck and Ricketts write the following about the boys from La Paz who
labor:
The little boys ran to and fro with full hands, and our buckets and tubes
were soon filled. The ten-centavo pieces had long run out, and ten little boys often
had to join a club whose center and interest was a silver peso, to be changed and
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divided later. They seemed to trust one another for the division. And certainly
they felt there was no chance of their being robbed. Perhaps they are not civilized
and do not know how valuable money is. The poor little savages seem not to have
learned the great principle of cheating one another. (93)
Strikingly, Steinbeck and Ricketts are giving respect and admiration to the boys of La
Paz for their honesty and work ethic as they divide the pay, yet the authors use words that
demean and disrespect the boys with description as “not civilized” and “savages.” As
comparison, Herman Melville also uses the term savage in Moby-Dick. As examples,
Ishmael refers to Queequeg as savage in Chapter 10 “A Bosom Friend” (Melville, Moby
55) and in Chapter 110 “Queequeg in his Coffin” (Melville, Moby 520). Then in Chapter
10 of Moby-Dick, Ishmael regards Queequeg as “my fellow man” (Melville 58). And in
Chapter 110, Ishmael describes Queequeg as “a wondrous work in one volume”
(Melville, Moby 524). The word savage is immediately recognized as a term of derision,
yet Steinbeck, Ricketts, Melville, and Riis use this word while in contrast uplifting and
honoring individuals’ noble conduct in spite of signifying them with this term. Steinbeck
and Ricketts, being experienced in the world of money transfer, understand the tendency
and capacity for corruption and dishonesty regarding money matters. Hence, the boys
from La Paz have extremely high ethics. Yet between the lines, the authors’ commentary
can be interpreted as astonishment and compassion for the boys’ capacity to calmly and
effortlessly be honest, to have risen above easy cheating. Furthermore, in Moby-Dick,
Melville’s Ishmael reasons with the following moral edict: “For be a man’s intellectual
superiority what it will, it can never assume the practical, available supremacy over other
men, without the aid of some sort of external arts and entrenchments, always, in
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themselves, more or less paltry and base” (160). Therefore, Melville’s character Ishmael
uses the term savage, which immediately connotes Ishmael as subjugating another, but
then Melville includes Ishmael’s ethos of conduct and treatment toward others in which
Ishmael refutes supremacy.
Furthermore, Mary Adler’s analysis regarding John Steinbeck’s pedagogy in the
article “‘It’s terrible and I’m not going to try to tell you it isn’t’: Steinbeck’s Perspectives
on Education” can also be applied to Herman Melville’s writing in Moby-Dick. Melville
provides Ishmael’s anatomical research of whales which does not solely occur during his
time as a whaler aboard the Pequod. In Moby-Dick, Melville presents two chapters of
Ishmael’s latter visit to Arsacides to spend time with “my late royal friend Tranquo, king
of Tranque” (488-95). In Chapters 102 “A Bower in the Arsacides” (488-92) and Chapter
103 “Measurement of the Whale’s Skeleton” (493-95), Melville, via Ishmael, proves
himself the devoted cetacean scholar. Melville writes, “Thus we see how that spine of
even the hugest of living things tapers off at last into simple child’s play” (Moby 495).
Ishmael relates his chance to measure a Sperm whale’s skeleton on land. Melville writes
of the vegetation that has grown and overflowed into the skeleton: “Now, amid the green,
life-restless loom of that Arsacidean wood, the great, white, worshipped skeleton lay
lounging – a gigantic idler!” (Moby 490). Ishmael explains the vegetation growing into
the Sperm whale’s skeleton with the following: “The weaver-god, he weaves; and by that
weaving is he deafened” (Melville, Moby 490). Ishmael then compares this weaving work
in nature to human labor, “For even so it is in all material factories” (Melville, Moby
490). Melville’s nature and factory analogy/juxtaposition is similar to Carey
McWilliams’s book title Factories in the Field; The Story of Migratory Farm Labor in
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California. In the concluding paragraph of Chapter 103, Ishmael includes commentary
about children while he researches and measures the Sperm whale’s vertebrae (Melville,
Moby 495). Ishmael explains that the priest’s children stole pieces of the Sperm whale’s
spine to be used as marbles (Melville, Moby 495). By including children’s effect on his
skeletal research, Melville is acknowledging the influence and benefits of the whale/child
relationship. Adler analyzes Steinbeck in relation to John Dewey’s thoughts about
interdisciplinarity and exploration (60). Adler’s analysis relates to Moby-Dick’s children
of Arsacides who have indeed explored the Sperm whale’s skeleton.
Like Herman Melville, John Steinbeck, and Edward Ricketts who recognize and
write about child laborers and their work in nature, Rachel Carson also gives recognition
to child laborers and their contributions as ecologists in her text Silent Spring, published
in 1962. Carson dedicates a preponderance of scientific facts regarding the effects of
pesticides, insecticides, and herbicides on the Earth and Earth’s inhabitants in Silent
Spring. Carson’s Silent Spring compares to Steinbeck and Ricketts’s The Log from the
Sea of Cortez in that both texts contain an abundance of scientific data with brief
commentary about child labor. Carson’s text is 355 pages per the 2002 edition published
by Mariner Books, Houghton Mifflin. In this lengthy book, Carson includes one brief
passage of child laborers conducting ecological work (294). Carson’s commentary about
child laborers occurs in the concluding pages of Silent Spring. In two paragraphs, Carson
explicates conservation work in Mölln, Germany regarding ant colonies (294). Carson
writes, “Much of the work of caring for the ant colonies (and the birds’ nesting boxes as
well) is assumed by a youth corps from the local school, children 10 to 14 years old. The
costs are exceedingly low; the benefits amount to permanent protection of the forests”
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(294). Carson’s explication of school children’s contributions is comparable to the young
boys of La Paz in Steinbeck and Ricketts’s The Log from the Sea of Cortez and their
contributory work as researchers in nature. Carson’s brief explication of child laborers is
also comparable to the boys of Monterey, California in Steinbeck’s “Appendix: ‘About
Ed Ricketts.’” Adler’s and Englert’s commentary about interdisciplinary study can be
applied to Carson’s brief passage about hands-on work by the students in Mölln,
Germany. Carson’s passage from Silent Spring is indicative of child laborers who enact
humanitarianism.
Herman Melville’s texts align with John Steinbeck’s texts in that an adult regards
and respects the child laborer’s viewpoint. Yet Melville’s texts veer from Steinbeck’s
texts in that Steinbeck presents a child laborer whose voice and action receive heed and
encouragement to proceed whereas Melville presents a child laborer whose viewpoint is
blocked or nullified by an adult. Melville astutely includes the voices of child laborers
who wisely advise, inform, and educate adults not only about workplace situations but
regarding responding to daily life situations. Melville also includes adult characters who
do not follow through with constructive action as response to the information given to
them by child laborers. Melville directly presents the child laborer’s voice in Moby-Dick
or, The Whale, “Bartleby, The Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street,” and “The Tartarus of
Maids,” and Melville indirectly informs readers of the detriment to the workplace when
the child laborer’s voice is unheeded.
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Chapter Three: Ann Petry Prioritizes Advancement of the Child Laborer’s
Aspirations
Ann Petry writes about individuals’ aspirations in The Street. Lutie Johnson’s
aspirations pervade the novel. While Petry presents characters’ various aspirations, goals,
or wishes, Petry also eloquently informs of the adult’s responsibility and priority to
advance the aspirations of the child laborer, especially the child laborer as academic
laborer. In the novel, Petry asserts a subtle mandate that Bub Johnson’s aspirations as an
academic laborer and as a socioeconomic laborer to be morally encouraged and
promoted.
Ann Petry promotes the loyalty and determination of the child laborer Bub
Johnson as he encounters dilemmas with his family and as he encounters suppression in
society. In the The Street, Petry writes of Bub’s experiences as an academic laborer and
as a socioeconomic laborer, especially Bub’s working relationships with Miss Rinner and
Supe Jones. Bub enacts determination when he encounters suppression as an academic
laborer because Miss Rinner, an unethical teacher, does not fairly educate Bub and his
classmates. Like Steinbeck, Petry does not write about the Child Labor Amendment in
The Street, but like Steinbeck, Petry presents a form of regulation, literary regulation,
about child labor. Petry writes about adults who suppress Bub’s voice, hindering his
education and his freedom to explore life. In The Street, Petry prioritizes an adult’s
responsibility to encourage a child laborer’s voice, and in the novel, Petry exposes those
who do not. Lutie Johnson indeed loyally prioritizes her son Bub’s voice but makes
mistakes in trying to honor her son’s life journey. Petry presents Miss Rinner and Supe
Jones who purposely hinder Bub’s advancement in his life journey. Lacked or missing
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conversations pervade The Street, including missing conversations that hinder Bub’s
voice. Petry believes in the strength of children because she writes in The Street of Bub
Johnson and his classmates who revolt against the failing behavior of adults. Petry also
explicates in The Street Lutie Johnson’s, Jim Johnson’s, and Bub Johnson’s urgency for
work.
Readers may quickly claim that Lutie Johnson is the central character of The
Street, but Petry’s presentation of Bub Johnson promotes him as the central character. As
support, Ann Petry shares the creation of her character Bub in her 1948 essay entitled
“The Great Secret” (761-65). Petry writes,
Despite all my reading and study I still did not know how to begin writing
a novel. It seemed far more complicated than beginning a short story. And all I
had to start with was an idea, an idea that came from a newspaper clipping. I think
I still have the clipping somewhere. It was a brief item about a janitor in a Harlem
tenement who had been arrested for teaching an eight-year-old boy to steal. (“The
Great” 763-64)
Then Petry writes the following regarding her writing procedure: “In the process the little
boy became Bub of The Street and the janitor became Jones” (“The Great” 764). Petry
explains that Bub’s relationship with Jones is the founding idea for The Street. Therefore,
Lutie is not the germination of The Street. Petry then was affected and influenced by a
real-life situation in which a child endured duplicity and utmost disrespect. Readers of
The Street may argue that the most dramatic and tragic moment of the novel is when
Lutie kills Boots, yet upon learning that Petry commenced the novel due to the tragedy of
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Bub’s relationship with Jones, Bub’s legal entrapment may indeed be argued as the most
dramatic and traumatic event of The Street.
Bub Johnson’s academic labor is a major theme in Ann Petry’s The Street. Like
Steinbeck and Melville, Petry’s texts present examples of the necessity for academic
labor in children’s lives. In chapter 14 of The Street, Petry presents the inhumanity
toward Bub as an academic laborer, specifically from Bub’s teacher Miss Rinner (32735). Petry’s presentation of Miss Rinner’s conduct of deprivation enforces that a child’s
work as an academic laborer (in school) must positively benefit a child’s life as a future
socioeconomic laborer.
Ann Petry writes of Bub Johnson’s denied education while attending school. Petry
relates Miss Rinner’s method of consuming and completing the school day for the
students and herself which lacks beneficial pedagogy. Petry writes the following about
Miss Rinner: “She regarded teaching them anything as a hopeless task, so she devoted
most of the day to maintaining order and devising ingenious ways of keeping them
occupied. She sent them on errands. They brought back supplies: paper, pencils, chalk,
rulers; they trotted back and forth with notes to the nurse, to the principal, to other
teachers” (Street 330). Then Petry writes of Miss Rinner, “Because the school was in
Harlem she knew she wasn’t expected to do any more than this” (Street 330).
Petry does not use the verb “teach” as Miss Rinner’s skill at school; rather Petry uses the
verb “occupied” regarding Miss Rinner’s method as teacher. Bub and his classmates do
not experience pedagogical inspiration; instead they are given tasks to keep occupied.
Miss Rinner does not fulfill her responsibilities as an educator which is understood by
Bub and his classmates. The students do indeed respond to Miss Rinner’s irresponsible
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conduct as a teacher, and they respond to their teacher’s racist and bitter conduct toward
them. Outside of school, the students announce their dismay at her conduct with the
following: “Ol’ Miss Rinner / Is a Awful Sinner” (Petry, Street 333). In the article “Ann
Petry and the American Dream,” Vernon E. Lattin states the following about Lutie
Johnson: “rejecting easy answers, she refuses to resign herself to her existence” (70).
Lattin’s description of Lutie’s determination can be applied to Bub. Bub’s existence in
his classroom environment is not academically productive because Miss Rinner has
decided to withhold her pedagogical duties. But Bub and his classmates do not acquiesce
to this situation, or using Lattin’s phrase about Lutie: “refuses to resign” (70); instead, the
class asserts their justified response. Petry’s presentation of Miss Rinner only occurs in
chapter 14 of The Street. Petry does not provide readers a resolution regarding Miss
Rinner’s future just as The Street concludes without a denouement.
Ann Petry’s presentation of Bub and his classmates’ response to Miss Rinner’s
conduct can be compared and contrasted to a beginning scene in John Steinbeck The Red
Pony. In “1 The Gift” of the novella, Steinbeck writes, “School had just opened two
weeks before. There was still a spirit of revolt among the pupils” (Red 5). Both Petry and
Steinbeck regard the camaraderie among students, their teamwork response to their
academic environments. Whereas Petry writes of the students who revolt due to a
teacher’s disrespectful, hateful conduct and lack of teaching, Steinbeck writes a poetic
passage about revolt with just two sentences. Steinbeck’s child characters revolt against
their academic labor due to summer break having just ended versus any mistreatment
they have received.
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Furthermore, Bub and his classmates compare to Grapes’s Ruthie Joad and
Winfield Joad. The Joad children are denied a fair education. They align with Bub
Johnson and his classmates who are denied a fair education even though they physically
attend school.
Bub’s work during the school day, signified as “occupied” (Petry, Street 330),
harkens back to Bub’s initial presentation in The Street. Petry writes the following in
chapter 1 concerning Lutie’s deliberation about moving into an apartment compared to
her and her son’s present home, living with Lutie’s father and Lil: “And what was far
more terrifying giving Bub a drink on the sly; getting Bub to light her cigarettes for her
[Lil]. Bub at eight with smoke curling out of his mouth” (Street 10). Petry presents the
introductory information about Bub with two sentences, and Petry’s two introductory
sentences about Bub are their own paragraph. Lil is the girlfriend of Bub’s grandfather
Pop (Petry, Street 10). Here Bub is occupied in assisting Lil. In the next paragraph, Petry
explains that Bub’s mother slaps him (Street 10). Lutie, therefore, catches how Bub’s
time is used or occupied, and she expresses her vehemence. Yet Miss Rinner’s conduct is
despicable toward her son, yet Lutie does not learn about Bub’s true life in school.
Miss Rinner subverts and disrespects academia by altering an academic
institution’s noble purpose of teaching students. Miss Rinner sabotages Bub Johnson’s
and his classmates’ academic labor with labor that is antithetical to academia. Bub’s
denied education remains unknown to his mother. Petry does not include in The Street a
conversation between Bub and his mother regarding his time spent in school. The omitted
yet beneficial conversation is a trope in The Street. In the novel, Petry presents many
examples where needed information or a conversation of salvation does not occur
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between characters which could result in a beneficial change. For example, Boots denies
Lutie immediate information about a singing job which does not pay (Petry, Street 15051, 274, 303-4). Near the end of the novel, the lawyer denies crucial information to Lutie
about Bub’s predicament just so that he can receive a fee of two hundred dollars (Petry,
Street 391-92). Specifically, near the conclusion of chapter 16, Petry writes the following
about the lawyer: “And then, as the case unfolded, he began to wonder why she didn’t
know that she didn’t need a lawyer for a case like this one” (Street 391). Importantly,
Bub does not inform his mother about Miss Rinner’s class policy. Bub does not share
with his mother vital information about his academic life, i.e. how he does not experience
respectful and entitled academic labor while in school. Petry’s The Street is a literary text
exemplifying Pierre Macherey’s literary argument in “For a Theory of Literary
Production.” Macherey states, “The recognition of the area of shadow in or around the
work is the initial moment of criticism” (703). Macherey also writes, “Speech eventually
has nothing more to tell us: we investigate the silence, for it is the silence that is doing the
speaking” (705). The lack of a necessary conversation, which is a form of silence in The
Street, exemplifies Macherey’s literary argument. Duplicity pervades The Street, and
requisite conversations between characters could alter the movement toward tragedy to
movement toward salvation for characters. At the end of The Street, Petry poignantly
presents Lutie’s realization of unfulfilled conversations with Bub. Petry writes the
following: “There were so many things she [Lutie] hadn’t said to him [Bub]” (Street
410). Characters being denied crucial information pervades Petry’s The Street.
The Street’s most tragic lacked conversation concerns Bub not informing his
mother of his work for Supe Jones. In chapter 14, Bub reasons, “Three whole dollars all
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at one time, and Mom ought to be pleased by that. When he had a lot more, he’d tell her
about it, and they would laugh and joke and have a good time together the way they used
to before she changed so” (Petry, Street 341). Had Bub informed his mother sooner of his
work, Lutie could have saved her son from Jones’s duplicity and exploitation, the abuse
of her son’s innocence, and, therefore, Bub’s indictment for criminal activity. Again,
Petry provides Bub’s work for Supe Jones which harkens back to Bub’s previous work
shining shoes. In chapter 3 of The Street, Lutie vehemently ends her son Bub’s
employment of shining shoes, and Bub abides by his mother’s decision (Petry 66-67).
Regarding Bub’s employment shining shoes, Petry presents the following about Lutie’s
concern for her son: “And you’re afraid that this street will keep him from finishing high
school” (Street 67). Lutie reveres Bub’s academic labor. Lutie only learns of Bub’s
employment shining shoes while Bub is working, confronting his mother as she walks by
him (Petry, Street 66). When Petry writes about Bub’s second work experience/job,
working for Supe Jones, once again Bub does not inform his mother of his work
beforehand. Furthermore, like John Steinbeck and Herman Melville, Petry’s passage
about Bub’s employment shining shoes presents a confrontation between a child’s
economic labor and academic labor. In all the aforementioned examples, Steinbeck,
Melville, and Petry present child laborers who respect their parents’ decisions for them as
laborers.
Hilary Holladay keenly realizes a conversation not held between Lutie Johnson
and Miss Rinner in The Street. In “Fractured Friendships in The Street” of the book Ann
Petry, Holladay aligns Miss Rinner with Lutie Johnson (60). Holladay writes the
following:
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The world is closing in on Miss Rinner just as quickly and cruelly as it is on
Lutie. Both are being confined, hardened, and irrevocably alienated by the
pervasive influence of racism. Ironically, these rather similar women, though
linked by Bub, will never even cross paths. Miss Rinner would never think of
visiting a student’s home and establishing a rapport with his mother, and Bub is
caught stealing long before Lutie can take a day off and visit his classroom. (60)
Holladay, therefore, analyzes a denied conversation between Lutie Johnson and Miss
Rinner that could have proven highly informative for parent and teacher and therefore
highly beneficial for Bub. Holladay’s passage places the responsibility on both Miss
Rinner and Lutie Johnson to initiate a meeting with each other. In the passage, Holladay
bluntly refers to Bub’s experience as stealing, yet Bub acts/works in good faith, not
realizing his actions are indeed illegal. As Holladay observes that a conversation could
have been held between Miss Rinner and Lutie Johnson, then also a conversation could
have been held between Bub Johnson and Miss Rinner. Had Miss Rinner been ethically
working as a teacher which includes listening to her students’ concerns, questions, and
life stories, perhaps Bub could have shared with his teacher his work for Supe Jones.
Because Bub is proud to earn money so that he can buy a gift for his mother, perhaps Bub
could have shared his seemingly proud achievement with his teacher who then could
have ascertained the duplicity by Supe Jones toward Bub and then truly guided him
safely.
Ann Petry includes Bub’s experiences as both an academic laborer and as a
socioeconomic laborer in chapter 14 of The Street. The first part of the chapter is devoted
to Bub’s school day (Petry, Street 327-35), and the last part of the chapter is devoted to
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Bub as a socioeconomic laborer (Petry, Street 337-50) with the middle section of the
chapter devoted to Bub’s purchase of a gift for his mother (Petry, Street 335-37). In the
mid-section of the chapter, Petry writes about Bub’s responsibility with his earned
money. In the last part of the chapter, Petry writes about Bub’s work for Supe Jones in
which he obtains mail from mailboxes in apartment buildings. The concluding page of
chapter 14 is devoted to Bub’s conversation with Supe Jones about his decision to
continue his work that day. Petry’s concluding sentence of chapter 14 is Jones’s response
to Bub: “‘That’s good,’ Jones said. ‘The more you work, the sooner the cops’ll catch the
crooks’” (Petry, Street 350). On the last page of the chapter, Bub also questions Jones
about the ethical procedure of his job (Petry, Street 350). In this chapter, Petry shows Bub
swindled out of his education and swindled into doing illegal work which Bub is affirmed
by Supe Jones as ethical, legal. In chapter 14, Bub’s innocence is manipulated by Miss
Rinner at the beginning of the chapter and then by Supe Jones at the end of the chapter.
In chapter 14 of The Street, Ann Petry presents a break or a reprieve regarding
Bub’s exploitation. Between Bub’s exploitation as an academic laborer by Miss Rinner
and then Bub’s exploitation as a socioeconomic laborer by Supe Jones, Bub commits a
loving act, toppling any kind of exploitation. Bub uses his pay to buy his mother a gift.
Petry writes, “Last week he had earned three dollars working for Supe – three whole
dollar bills that he had put under the radio on the living-room table. Before he left for
school in the morning, he put one of them in his pants pocket because he was going to
buy Mom a present – today” (Street 335-36). Bub decides on a gift of earrings in a store
but then learns that his wealth is noticed (Petry, Street 336). Gray Cap states, “‘Hey, look,
that kid’s got money’” (Petry, Street 336). In chapter 14, Bub receives a bombardment of
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ill intent: from Miss Rinner, from Gray Cap who wants to steal Bub’s wealth, and from
Jones. In spite of Bub’s reckoning with deceivers, Petry presents a subtle moment of joy
for Bub with another individual. While in the store, Petry relates how Bub “wasn’t going
to be hurried” by the store employee (Street 336). When Bub pays for the earrings, Petry
writes the following about Bub and the store employee: “They were fifty-nine cents. She
counted the change into his hand, put the earrings in a small paper bag. The change made
a pleasant clinking” (Street 336). Petry presents this moment as happiness for Bub. Bub
realizes his earned money has given him the opportunity to buy a gift for his mother. Bub
is able to be supportive to his mother. In addition, Petry’s description of the store
employee counting Bub’s change into his hand conveys honesty; the store employee is
affirming Bub’s righteously returned change. As opposed to being deprived of his
education and the true knowledge of his socioeconomic work, Bub, in the store,
experiences fairness when he receives his due change. Petry’s chapter 14 of The Street is
consumed with setbacks, deprivations, duplicities, and covetousness that Bub Johnson
endures with equanimity, endurance, and responsible concern. Bub Johnson is a child
labor who enacts humanitarianism in Ann Petry’s The Street.
Bub’s last dialogue with Supe Jones occurs in chapter 16 of The Street (382).
Petry describes Bub after school: “Then Bub came running through the crowded street.
His school books were swinging from a strap” (Street 382). Supe Jones sets up Bub to be
caught taking mail (Petry, Street 383). In the novel, Jones’s last dialogue to Bub is the
following: “‘You oughtta start work right now’” (Petry, Street 383). Then Petry writes,
“‘Okay, Captain.’ Bub lifted his hand in salute” (Street 383). In this scene, Petry presents
the juxtaposition of Bub’s academic labor which has concluded with his socioeconomic
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labor commencing. Bub transitions from school, where he realizes his teacher’s
viciousness, to his labor for Supe Jones in which Bub does not realize Jones’s
viciousness. Bub’s dialogue in this chapter, signifying Jones with the title Captain, and
his salute further accentuate Bub’s loyalty to his supervisor and to his job. Petry writes
the following about Jones’s retaliation against Lutie by punishing Bub: “He’d fixed her
good. He’d fixed her plenty good” (Street 384). Jones exploits Bub’s naiveté and sets him
up for an easy downfall. Petry’s presentation of the abuse and punishment Bub
experiences enforces how children loyally contribute and act in good faith as child
laborers. Bub Johnson’s work as an academic laborer asserts his dignity, and his work as
a socioeconomic laborer asserts his noble and ethical intentions. Ann Petry’s character
Bub Johnson is a child laborer who enacts humanitarianism while enduring
discrimination, deception, and vengeance.
At the conclusion of The Street, Lutie Johnson reminisces about her schooling.
Petry writes, “She remembered that when she was in grammar school the children were
taught to get the proper slant to their writing, to get the feel of a pen in their hands, by
making the same circles” (Street 435). Lutie’s recollection of her school is immediately at
odds with Bub’s experience. Petry uses the verb taught pertaining to Lutie’s time in
school whereas Petry uses the verb occupied regarding Bub’s time spent in school. Then
Petry aligns Lutie’s experience with Bub’s experience when Petry writes of Lutie’s
teacher who used derogatory language while teaching (Street 435). The jolting language
by Lutie’s teacher is especially a shock because Petry conveys Lutie’s solace in using her
finger to write on the train’s window. As refutation of the teacher’s racism, Lutie reflects
upon her life as an academic laborer, subverting the hindrances stated by her teacher.
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Petry, therefore, esteems academic labor at the conclusion of The Street because in Lutie
Johnson’s extreme distress and trauma, she serenely reflects upon her learning.
Bub Johnson’s denied education in The Street enforces how ethical academic
institutions are salvation. In his article “The Nurture of African American Youth in the
Fiction of Ann Petry, Alice Childress, and Gloria Naylor,” Alfonso W. Hawkins states
the following: “An interesting note regarding Ann Petry’s entry into self-discovery
facilitated by her English teacher exemplifies how the nurturing process may be enacted
by the extended community-at-large, in this case the educational system” (474). Hawkins
then cites Hilary Holladay who explains a writing assignment that Ann Petry produced in
which her teacher read aloud during class and also complimented her (474). Holladay’s
anecdote about Petry is evidence of respectful education as salvation in a child’s life.
Furthermore, Hawkins asserts, “The characters in the novels of Petry, Childress, and
Naylor reveal that for America’s posterity, the most precious asset is its youth” (473).
Hawkins’s commentary affirms not only the vital contributions of children pertaining to
their future but also their present day lives. Hawkins’s commentary is recognition,
acknowledgement, and respect of children as child laborers today.
In the “Coda” of the book At Home Inside: A Daughter’s Tribute to Ann Petry,
Elisabeth Petry analyzes her mother’s writing. Elisabeth Petry writes, “Beyond wanting
to tell compelling stories, my mother wanted to right the injustices that the world visited
on people because of their race, or their gender, or their poverty. She became everyone
she wrote about” (189). Elisabeth Petry then writes, “In the end I was left with this: She
was a woman of remarkable determination who overcame her limitations to leave the
world a better place than she found it. And she did much by the force of her own will”
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(190). Elisabeth Petry’s description of her mother can also be applied as description of
Lutie Johnson in The Street, hence supporting Elisabeth Petry’s assessment that her
mother became her literary characters. Ann Petry presents Lutie Johnson who endures the
limitations that people try to place in her way. Lutie experiences a bombardment of
obstacles she must overcome. Furthermore, in the novel, Lutie consistently conveys her
powerful will to achieve and succeed. Ann Petry also gives to Bub Johnson a noble will
to achieve and succeed.
Also in the “Coda” of At Home Inside: A Daughter’s Tribute to Ann Petry,
Elisabeth Petry analyzes her mother’s parenting. Elisabeth Petry writes, “I also felt
constrained by her admonition, learned from her mother, that one should never say
anything critical about another person in public” (190). Ann Petry’s parental edict is
present in The Street. In the novel, circumstances and situations could have been clarified
and rectified if made public, including the many missing conversations among characters.
For example, in chapter 16, Petry writes of Lutie Johnson’s meeting with a duplicitous
lawyer regarding her son’s predicament. Petry writes the following concerning the
lawyer’s thoughts: “Now why in hell doesn’t she know she doesn’t need a lawyer? He
shrugged his shoulders. It was like picking two hundred bucks up in the street” (Street
392). Had Lutie consulted a friend, an associate, or a coworker about her meeting with
the lawyer, perhaps someone could have rightfully and morally informed Lutie of the
truth. By keeping her family matter private, Lutie endures a snowball effect toward pain
and torture. Lutie Johnson, like Ann Petry, believes in respecting and honoring another’s
life and privacy. Yet Lutie is unknowingly connived. Hence, a catch-22 exists. Lutie
esteems conducting herself with truth, privacy, and professionalism, all noble attributes,
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yet Lutie endures deceit. Therefore, a fine line exists when determining what constitutes
when a matter should indeed be made public.
In the essay “The Home and the Street: The Dialectics of Racial Privacy in Ann
Petry’s Early Career,” John Charles argues that Ann Petry esteems privacy as salvation.
Charles states the following about Petry’s short stories “The Bones of Louella Brown”
and “In Darkness and Confusion”:
I will argue that each of these works attempts to achieve a kind of provisional
racial privacy by symbolically resolving African Americans’ over-determined and
exploitative relationship with publicity. Each text in its own way reclaims the
public – scene and source of denigration and de-legitimation – as a way of
projecting a space of private dignity. (98)
Applying Charles’s analysis to The Street, Petry presents Lutie Johnson who continually
maintains a private dignity about her life. Lutie does not expose – make public – many
experiences she endures. Lutie proceeds in protecting her life by keeping her life private
and quiet to the public. And yet Lutie’s method fails her when she does not seek further
consultation regarding her son Bub’s detainment in the Children’s Shelter.
Lutie Johnson’s serenity of finger writing on the train window at the conclusion
of The Street can lead readers to infer, i.e. to believe, hope, and know, that Lutie can
maintain contact with her son Bub via letter writing. In her essay “The Novel as Social
Criticism” (1950), Ann Petry acknowledges authors and their texts of social criticism; in
the essay, Petry also acknowledges specific characters (776-83). Petry writes,
“Characterization can be the greatest glory of the sociological novel” (Petry, “The Novel”
780). Petry states the following: “Ma Joad, holding the fam’ly together in that long
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westward journey, somehow in her person epitomizing an earlier generation of women
who traveled westward in search of a promised land” (“The Novel” 780). Petry’s
character Lutie Johnson is also a mother who travels westward to save the life of her
family, her son Bub Johnson. In Working Days: The Journals of The Grapes of Wrath,
Steinbeck deems the following regarding his writerly plans about Ma Joad: “And I want
to build her up as much as possible. Her possibility as a member of an organized society”
(70). Whereas Petry gives subtle yet grand symbolism regarding the benefits and peace in
writing, through Lutie’s finger writing at the conclusion of The Street, Steinbeck
symbolically obliterates letters and the act of writing near the introduction of The Grapes
of Wrath. In Chapter 10, before the Joad family leaves their home to begin their journey
to California, Steinbeck relates Ma Joad’s solitary act of contemplating her “stationery
box” which includes “letters, clippings, photographs, a pair of earrings” (Grapes 108).
Steinbeck writes, “She touched the letters with her fingers, touched them lightly, and she
smoothed a newspaper clipping on which there was an account of Tom’s trial. For a long
time she held the box, looking over it, and her fingers disturbed the letters and then lined
them up again. She bit her lower lip, thinking, remembering. And at last, she made up her
mind” (Grapes 108). Steinbeck then writes that Ma Joad burns letters, photographs, and
newspaper clippings in the stove (Grapes 108). Steinbeck’s scene in the novel is brief yet
perplexing. Ma Joad deletes historical documentation that could educate her children.
Whereas Steinbeck invents this scene for his fiction work/novel, in reality the writer
Steinbeck proceeded contrary to Ma Joad’s actions; Steinbeck documented and saved
historical information to educate readers with The Grapes of Wrath and the nonfiction
work published as The Harvest Gypsies. Because Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath and
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The Harvest Gypsies and Steinbeck and Ricketts’s Sea of Cortez required meticulous
documentation of society/life, for Steinbeck to decide and then create a scene in which a
character destroys documentation that could be beneficial to one’s progeny is an
extraordinary literary moment in The Grapes of Wrath. Ma Joad’s action of deleting
documentation as proof, reference, and consultation may be due to leaving the past
behind to find a better future; Ma Joad’s reasoning could be to obliterate the past to begin
anew. Also, Ma Joad’s act of burning the items is Steinbeck’s symbolic maneuver of
explaining one’s need to survive the here and now. Applying Petry’s analysis of “Ma
Joad, holding the fam’ly together” (“The Novel” 780), Ma Joad’s decision to destroy the
items is necessity to keep the family intact in their upcoming journey. Since the letters
and photographs would not take much space or weight in the Joad family’s vehicle, Ma
Joad’s destruction of them is mightily shocking and poignant.
Furthermore, in the second paragraph of the essay “The Novel as Social
Criticism” (1950), Petry regards Steinbeck’s influential work. Petry writes,
Right now the latest style, in literary circles, is to say that the sociological
novel reached its peak and its greatest glory in The Grapes of Wrath, and having
served its purpose it now lies stone-cold in the market place. Perhaps it does. But
the corpse is quick with life. Week after week it sits up and moves close to the top
of the best-seller list. (“The Novel” 776)
Petry believes in the endurance, longevity, and influence of sociological novels of the
past and those in-process of being contributed to society. Steinbeck’s sociological novel
relates to Ann Petry’s sociological novel of 1946, The Street. Herman Melville’s 1851
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novel Moby-Dick can indeed be classified as a sociological novel in that Melville writes
consistently about societal relations of the community aboard the Pequod.19
Ann Petry’s presentation of Bub’s denied education while in school is an example
from The Street which aligns with Clare Virginia Eby’s view and Don Dingledine’s view.
In the article “Beyond Protest: The Street as Humanitarian Narrative,” Clare Virginia Eby
asserts, “My point is not to deny the importance of protest in The Street, but to show that
what the novel stands for – sympathetic affirmation of the humanity of every person – is
as important as what it stands against” (35). Also, in the essay “‘It Could Have Been Any
Street’: Ann Petry, Stephen Crane and the Fate of Naturalism,” Don Dingledine states
“Petry’s empathetic, humane naturalism” (38). Eby and Dingledine assert that Petry’s
The Street promotes humanity toward individuals. Bub exemplifies the critics’ views
because Bub is not receiving his requisite and proper education; Miss Rinner does not
prioritize Bub’s voice as academic laborer. Yet Bub strives to express his voice. Eby’s
and Dingledine’s commentaries, while about The Street and Ann Petry, can also be
applied to the authors John Steinbeck and Herman Melville and their works, for
Steinbeck’s and Melville’s texts regard the humanity and dignity of individuals.
As Lutie Johnson from Petry’s The Street is comparable to Ma Joad from
Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, Bub Johnson and Pip are comparable in that they
convey similar leadership roles in their respective novels. In Melville’s Moby-Dick, Pip is
19
A direct relationship - an authorial link - occurs between Ann Petry and John Steinbeck via Petry’s
commentary in the essay “The Novel as Social Criticism” about The Grapes of Wrath. Similarly, in The True
Adventures of John Steinbeck, Writer: A Biography, Jackson J. Benson provides an authorial link between
John Steinbeck and Herman Melville. Benson writes about the influence of Moby-Dick when Steinbeck
was creating East of Eden (667). Benson writes, “For this he [Steinbeck] turned to one of his favorite
novels, Moby Dick“ (667). Furthermore, Benson writes, “We cannot know which came first, thoughts of
Melville or the name of the central character in East of Eden; nevertheless, his main character, who
becomes as obsessed by the monster Cathy as Ahab does by the whale, was named after a family friend,
Captain Trask, who was said to have been at one time the master of a whaling ship” (667).
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acknowledged by the Pequod crew, especially Captain Ahab, regarding his wise
commentary. In Petry’s The Street, Bub protects his mother by seeking work and by
keeping Super Jones away from his mother. In chapter 4 of The Street, Super Jones visits
Bub in his apartment while Lutie is at the Junto Bar and Grill (Petry 101-10). Petry writes
the following about Jones, who sees Lutie’s lipstick, and then Bub’s reaction:
Jones glared at the boy. He had been so wrapped up in his own thoughts
he had forgotten he was there. And he had been holding the lipstick so loosely
that the boy took it away from him without any effort. He hadn’t even seen him
reach out for it. And he thought again of Bub’s father and that the boy had known
there was something wrong about his lifting the lipstick toward his mouth. (Street
105-6)
Bub’s easy retrieval of his mother’s lipstick is a symbolic gesture in that Bub severs
Jones’s attachment to his mother. Bub with calmness keeps Jones from invading his
mother’s space. Here Petry conveys Bub’s strength in ending Jones’s invasion into his
mother’s property. Bub does not use words to halt what he rejects. Instead, Bub’s actions
stop Jones’s actions. The Pequod crew reacts to Pip’s unique wisdom and demeanor
throughout Moby-Dick. As contrast, in The Street, specifically in chapter 18, the novel’s
last chapter, Petry writes, “She tried to see the street with his eyes” (Street 415). Lutie
truly considers Bub’s viewpoint and conduct toward the end of The Street. Bub and Pip
are also similar in that Petry and Melville portray their aloneness, specifically their
individuality. By presenting their solitary actions, Petry and Melville give their child
characters a seemingly adult persona because they carry on throughout their daily lives
with self-direction. Pip does not have another child friend aboard the Pequod. Pip and
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Captain Ahab interact as best friends. Petry also gives Bub his strongest friendship with
an adult. Bub’s friendship, though, with Jones is not like Pip’s friendship with Ahab
because Jones’s seeming friendship entails his duplicity and ill intent toward Bub.
Hilary Holladay devotes a section of “Fractured Friendships in The Street” to
Miss Rinner, which is entitled “Miss Rinner the Tormented Sinner” (58-60). Holladay
gives understanding, compassion, and even some exemption regarding Miss Rinner’s
conduct. Holladay writes, “Miss Rinner is not a simplistically drawn tyrant, however. She
is also a victim of racism, since her students’ poverty and limited future impede her
ability to teach them effectively. She cannot erase their hunger, their ragged clothes, or
their disregard for white teachers. The hopelessness of her task fills her with bottomless
fear” (59). Poverty, though, cannot be a quick excuse for a teacher to use as an inability
to teach. Bub and his classmates attend school and are therefore present, wanting to learn.
Miss Rinner is obligated to create a lesson plan for her students according to the
curriculum. Children are eager to be academic laborers. Children of all socioeconomic
situations want to learn. Adults who function by thinking of status or by thinking with
greed, hate, or racism are the individuals who create impediments regarding children’s
academic labor. Miss Rinner could have created and implemented effective lesson plans
if she truly aspired toward ethical pedagogy. Petry writes that Miss Rinner “devoted most
of the day to maintaining order and devising ingenious ways of keeping them occupied”
(Street 330). Then Petry writes, “Ten years had gone by and she was still here, and the
fear in her had now reached the point where even the walk to the subway from the school
was a terrifying ordeal” (Street 331). Petry’s description of Miss Rinner’s “ingenious
ways” (Street 330) indicates effort; Miss Rinner then has given great effort to deny her
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students an education. Because Miss Rinner has been employed for ten years at the same
school, Miss Rinner has accumulated lengthy employment, indicating that after ten years
of employment her pedagogical efforts have culminated in occupying students’ time
rather than educating students. Miss Rinner is solely collecting a check on the job. Petry
writes of Miss Rinner’s fear (Street 331). Yet Miss Rinner’s fear is self-inducing. Ten
years of hateful conduct toward her students has accumulated in fear – fear of herself and
what she has become. Miss Rinner’s fear has resulted due to her own hate and racism
because Harlem has been good to her, employing her for ten years. Also, if Bub and his
classmates were not affected by Miss Rinner, they would not have created the poem “Ol’
Miss Rinner / Is a Awful Sinner” (Petry, Street 333). If Bub and his classmates dismissed
Miss Rinner’s conduct, they would not have waited after school for Miss Rinner to get
her attention; Bub and his classmates regard Miss Rinner by responding to her failure as a
teacher and their need for an education.
In the book The Radical Fiction of Ann Petry, Keith Clark presents analysis that
can be applied to Miss Rinner. Clark asserts the following about Ann Petry’s works: “it is
as much the individual choices her protagonists make and their own moral vacuity that
engender their emotional implosions” (121). While Miss Rinner appears briefly in The
Street and is not the protagonist of the novel, Clark’s analysis can also describe Miss
Rinner. As Clark observes “moral vacuity” (121), Miss Rinner indeed is morally absent
as a teacher. Clark also states, “Petry goes beyond race in exploring how isolation,
abandonment, and sequestration debilitate the psyches of black and white people alike,
with grave consequences” (23). Readers do not learn how Miss Rinner’s life progresses;
instead, Petry gives readers Miss Rinner’s past and Miss Rinner’s present life with one
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solitary day at school. Because Clark assesses the results of “emotional implosions” (121)
and “grave consequences” due to “isolation” (23), applying Clark’s viewpoint, Miss
Rinner arguably will confront a harsh, debilitating awakening. Miss Rinner places
impediments between herself and her students, creating isolation. In contrast, by making
an effort to create a rapport with her students via respectful pedagogical practice, Miss
Rinner could achieve self-assurance, self-harmony. Petry informs readers in The Street of
tragedies that Lutie Johnson experiences, specifically her son’s trouble with the law,
Boots’s death, the dissolution of her marriage, and the harsh, unjust impediments she
endures as a laborer, and by applying Clark’s keen analysis, inferences can be made
about the other individuals in The Street regarding their future stability and stance.
Similar to Keith Clark’s analysis is analysis by Tayari Jones. In the article “Tayari
Jones: In Praise of Ann Petry,” Jones analyzes The Street with the following: “Although
‘The Street’ is praised as a ‘protest novel’ and sometimes criticized for the same, ‘The
Street’ is a novel about people and their problems, not problems and their people.” Miss
Rinner is indicative of Jones’s assessment. Miss Rinner has definitely created a problem
for her students and for herself. Miss Rinner is responsible for her difficult day at school.
The problem does not find Miss Rinner; rather she creates the problem of an unethical
school day.
In “Fractured Friendships in The Street,” Hilary Holladay analyzes Lutie’s
relationships. Holladay argues, “Flight, as usual, is her solution to the problem of
unwanted contact” (62). Holladay also states, “Although her pattern of running away
from relationships contributes to Lutie’s downfall, it is important to remember that
nobody black or white in Harlem, male or female, offers Lutie unconditional support”
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(62). Holladay keenly views Lutie as distancing herself from others, thus creating a wall
between herself and others. Yet regarding Holladay’s claim that Lutie lacks
“unconditional support” (62), her son Bub indeed gives commendable support to his
mother which she has not recognized or has not been informed. Petry continually presents
Bub Johnson’s loyalty toward his mother. Furthermore, Lutie does not flee labor
intentionally. Lutie’s career world involves tenacious dedication and consideration. When
Lutie flees New York City at the conclusion of The Street, Lutie also flees her
employment without a formal notice of resignation. Therefore, Lutie abandons her
employment but inadvertently. Hilary Holladay compares Miss Rinner with Lutie
Johnson in Ann Petry (60), and yet poignant irony concludes The Street in that Lutie
Johnson, an admirably dedicated professional at work, loses her employment while Miss
Rinner, a reprehensible employee at work, maintains employment.
Ann Petry provides lengthy narrative in The Street of Lutie Johnson’s career
evolution as a jazz singer and her business dealings with Boots. Petry devotes brief
narrative writing in The Street of Lutie’s career evolution as a civil service administrator.
Petry’s abundant concentration on Lutie’s experience as a jazz singer can seemingly
divert or obstruct readers from assessing Lutie’s persistent and consistent dedication
regarding her achievement in a civil service career. In The Street, Petry shows Lutie’s
brief career as a jazz singer in comparison to her time devoted in earning a civil service
position. Petry writes in chapter 2 of The Street about Lutie’s time given toward learning
to type and passing civil service examinations (Street 55-56). Petry then writes, “Four
years of the steam laundry and then she got an appointment as a file clerk” (Street 56).
The tragic conclusion of The Street concerns Lutie Johnson leaving her son Bub, yet the
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tragic conclusion also involves Lutie leaving her civil service position which could have
sustained her life and Bub’s life had she not pursued a jazz singing career also. Petry
includes in chapter 3 of The Street Lutie’s deliberations of earning more money by
“taking another civil service examination, for more pay depended on a higher rating, and
it might be two years, ten years, even twenty years before it came through” (82). By
seeking additional labor - as a jazz singer - Lutie has one more area of responsible
attention. Previous to her employment as a jazz singer, Petry writes the following of Lutie
and Bub’s conversation regarding Bub’s work shining shoes: “So she turned toward him
and instead of hugging him listened to him gravely, trying to tell him by her manner that
whatever he had to say was important and she would give it all her attention” (Street 69).
After Lutie commences her labor as a jazz singer, crucial conversations between Lutie
and her son Bub do not happen. Lutie Johnson’s solitary career as a civil service
administrator keeps her intact, i.e. in the know, regarding her son’s life. Petry thereby
subtly stresses the positivity of Lutie’s career route in the civil service. Therefore, Petry
presents an immense duality between Lutie Johnson’s admirable labor as a civil service
administrator and Miss Rinner’s disregard for her pedagogical responsibilities as teacher.
In the book The Radical Fiction of Ann Petry, Keith Clark disapprovingly writes
about some of Lutie Johnson’s labor tactics in The Street. Specifically, Clark analyzes
Lutie’s business dealings with Boots and her role as a foster parent (104-6). In the Index
of The Radical Fiction of Ann Petry, “The Street” is stated as an entry with many topic
sections, one of which is “objectification of children by Lutie in” (255). Clark argues the
following about Lutie: “Regrettably, she mimics the outlaw behavior of the very systems
which otherize her, most dramatically in the scheme she hatches to take advantage of
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economically deprived and displaced black orphans” (105). In chapter 7 of The Street,
Petry presents Lutie and Jim Johnson’s role as foster parents, the idea initiated by Lutie’s
father Pop (170-79). Petry writes, “So the State people didn’t know that the children were
their only source of income. It made her uneasy, for it didn’t seem quite right that two
grown people and another child should be living on the money that was supposed to be
used exclusively for the State children” (170). Clark then writes, “Lutie’s willful
commodifying – her own seizing – of black bodies is still a deplorable scheme that stems
from some predatory part of her nature” (106). Clark, therefore, condemns Lutie’s action.
Petry, though, redeems Lutie’s action in that Lutie gives dedication and respect in caring
for the children. After stating Lutie’s uneasiness in earning income by caring for foster
children (Street 170), Petry immediately presents two paragraphs esteeming Lutie’s
character. In the first paragraph, Petry writes of Lutie’s efforts in cooking good and new
meals (Street 170-71). Petry’s second paragraph is the following: “It had been nothing
but work, work, work – morning, noon, and night – making bread, washing clothes and
ironing them, looking after the children, and cleaning the house. The investigator used to
compliment her, ‘Mrs. Johnson, you do a wonderful job. This house and the children
fairly shine’” (Street 171). To counteract her guilt, Lutie devotes commendable labor to
provide commendable nourishment and housing for the children. Lutie gives dedication
in her labor to earn the income.
Lutie Johnson does not receive immediate pay for her labor as a singer which is
reminiscent of the Joad family in The Grapes of Wrath not receiving immediate pay for
their labor of peach picking. Ma Joad asks the clerk, “‘Do we get paid right off?’”
(Steinbeck, Grapes 370). The clerk immediately responds to the Joads that they will not
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but that they can use store credit (Steinbeck, Grapes 370). Whereas the Joads know
immediately of their withheld pay, Lutie endures her denied knowledge of pay for a
lengthy portion of The Street. In chapter 6, Boots offers Lutie a singing position at the
Casino (Petry, Street 150-51). In chapter 9, Petry writes about Lutie’s singing
performance and her concerns about getting paid (Street 220-27). Petry writes, “Perhaps
he would tell her how much the salary was that went with the job” (Street 226). In
chapter 11, Junto informs Boots, “Give her presents from time to time” (Petry, Street
274). Therefore, readers learn before Lutie that she will not be paid anytime soon. In
chapter 13 of The Street, Lutie learns she will be paid after “months” of work (Petry 304).
Petry writes, “This was worse than being back where she started because she hadn’t been
able to prevent the growth of a bright optimism that had pictured a shining future” (Street
305). Lutie Johnson endures a saga in wondering about and then realizing her withheld
pay as a singer. Petry enforces the agonizing feeling onto readers of Lutie’s prolonged
wait. Readers wait from page 150 of The Street until page 304 when Lutie is finally
informed. Readers read over 150 pages of the novel before Lutie realizes the truth about
her labor as a singer. Lutie endures a desolate feeling, and Petry transfers a desolate tone
onto readers with the prolonged wait.
Paula Kopacz’s article “Cultural Sweat: Melville, Labor, and Slavery” has
applicability to Ann Petry’s novel The Street. Kopacz describes “Melville’s passionate
concern for the individual man and the individual woman whose labor defeats, demeans,
and devalues human dignity” (75). Kopacz’s commentary about Melville relates to Petry.
In The Street, Petry compassionately writes about Lutie Johnson’s various work
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experiences where she maintains dignity in the midst of demeaning work encounters; also
Petry writes about Bub’s dignity as response to his teacher’s racist speech and conduct.
Ann Petry exposes an urgent matter in The Street which is an individual who is
denied the opportunity to be a laborer. Bub is denied his rightful education by Miss
Rinner. As Bub is stopped from the experience of working in a fair academic
environment even though he attends school, his father Jim Johnson is also denied an
equitable opportunity of socioeconomic work. The following passage from The Street
concerns Lutie Johnson’s recollection of her husband Jim seeking work: “Walking from
one employment agency to another; spending long hours in the musty agency waitingrooms, reading old newspapers. Waiting, waiting, waiting to be called up for a job. He
would come home shivering from the cold, saying, ‘God damn white people anyway. I
don’t want favors. All I want is a job. Just a job’” (Petry 30). At the beginning of The
Street, specifically in chapter 2, Petry writes about Jim’s urgency for work, i.e. Jim’s
desire to be a laborer. Like his son Bub who attends school, Jim Johnson asserts
endurance by visiting employment agencies in order to gain employment. The desire to
be a laborer pervades The Street. Lutie Johnson, Jim Johnson, and Bub Johnson aspire
with urgent hope toward labor. Like Ann Petry, John Steinbeck and Herman Melville
also write with an urgency about the ideals of labor and the ideal aspirations of those who
want to labor. Petry, Steinbeck, and Melville write about the fulfillment involved in labor
in their respective works The Street, The Grapes of Wrath, and Moby-Dick.
Jim Johnson’s reasoning regarding his urgent goal for work in Ann Petry’s The
Street finds answer in Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick and in John Steinbeck’s The Grapes
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of Wrath. In Chapter 26 “Knights and Squires,” of Moby-Dick, Melville writes of the
beauty laborers feel when enacting labor. Melville writes,
But this august dignity that I treat of, is not the dignity of kings and robes, but that
abounding dignity which has no robed investiture. Thou shalt see it shining in the
arm that wields a pick or drives a spike; that democratic dignity which, on all
hands, radiates without end from God; Himself! The great God absolute! The
centre and circumference of all democracy! His omnipresence, our divine
equality! (126)
In this passage, Melville writes about laborers who attain fulfillment and dignity while
working, yet Melville never uses the words labor or work in this passage. Instead,
Melville gives two examples of types of work via the use of a pick and a spike. Melville
describes the act of labor as a holy experience. Jim Johnson from Petry’s The Street is
seeking equitable, democratic employment that Melville proclaims in Moby-Dick as the
ideal of labor. Jim Johnson is reacting to the discrimination he endures, and his dialogue
is a refutation against the disrespect he experiences in seeking employment.
Similar to Petry’s passage and Melville’s passage about the vitality immersed in
work aspirations, Steinbeck provides analysis of the urgency of work in one’s life in The
Grapes of Wrath. In the first paragraph of Chapter 14, Steinbeck writes about landowners
in Western states who sense a change happening yet do not understand the change
(Grapes 150). Steinbeck then writes,
The causes lie deep and simply – the causes are a hunger in a stomach, multiplied
a million times; a hunger in a single soul, hunger for joy and some security,
multiplied a million times; muscles and mind aching to grow, to work, to create,
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multiplied a million times. The last clear definite function of man – muscles
aching to work, minds aching to create beyond the single need – this is man. To
build a wall, to build a house, a dam, and in the wall and house and dam to put
something of Manself, and to Manself take back something of the wall, the house,
the dam; to take hard muscles from the lifting, to take the clear lines and form
from conceiving. For man, unlike any other thing organic or inorganic in the
universe, grows beyond his work, walks up the stairs of his concepts, emerges
ahead of his accomplishments. (Grapes 150)
Steinbeck’s passage is the yearning for work comparable to Jim Johnson’s yearning for
work. Steinbeck uses the term hunger which is applicable to Jim Johnson’s hunger for
work. Steinbeck’s passage also conveys the holiness and divinity of work that Melville
proclaims in his passage. Steinbeck writes of the fulfillment and multitude of benefits
when one labors. In the passage above, Steinbeck writes the phrase “multiplied a million
times” (Grapes 150) three times with poetic urgency to stress the vital repercussions
associated with enacting labor. Steinbeck’s passage equates to a work ethic, which is
work as salvation.
Petry, Melville, and Steinbeck give their philosophies regarding labor in their
respective passages, and their philosophies are applicable to their child characters who
labor. Regarding Petry’s The Street, as Jim Johnson endures duplicity in seeking
employment, his son Bub also endures duplicity as he labors. Jim Johnson responds to the
waiting game in the employment agency just as Bub responds to the waiting game he
endures in seeking from Miss Rinner a fair and rightful education. Regarding the passage
from Moby-Dick, Melville asserts the holiness of labor with the following in Chapter 26
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“Knights and Squires”: “The centre and circumference of all democracy! His
omnipresence, our divine equality!” (126). Comparable to these two exclamatory
sentences, in Chapter 129 “The Cabin,” of Moby-Dick, Captain Ahab states the following
to Pip: “‘True art thou, lad, as the circumference to its centre’” (Melville 581). Melville’s
repeated terms of centre and circumference to describe Pip promotes Pip as stable,
assured, democratic, and righteous. Finally, pertaining to Steinbeck’s passage above,
Ruthie Joad qualifies for Steinbeck’s idealistic description of a laborer who “grows
beyond his work, walks up the stairs of his concepts, emerges ahead of his
accomplishments” (Grapes 150). In the concluding chapter of The Grapes of Wrath,
Ruthie transcends her predicament of hardship when she labors in picking the red
geranium, asserting her hope and joy that cannot be subsumed even in severe flood
waters.
Ann Petry’s The Street veers from John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath and
Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick in that Petry presents an adult character who manipulates
and exploits a child character as evil vendetta. In Petry’s novel, Supe Jones seeks revenge
against Lutie Johnson’s romantic rejection by framing her son for the crime of stealing
letters (Street 283, 291, 298-301, 308-9, 326). Children endure atrocities in the three
authors’ literary works, but Petry specifically devotes writing about purposeful evil intent
toward a child. Petry’s Jones specifically wants Lutie to suffer via her son’s suffering.
Petry’s Miss Rinner vehemently disallows her students from their rightful education due
to her hate and racism. Steinbeck writes about discrimination against migrant farmers in
The Grapes of Wrath, but Steinbeck refrains from writing about vengeful acts against the
child characters Ruthie Joad and Winfield Joad. Captain Ahab wants to protect Pip in
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Moby-Dick. In Chapter 129 “The Cabin,” Captain Ahab informs Pip to remain in his
cabin before the battle with Moby Dick begins (Melville, Moby 580-81). In Steinbeck’s
The Grapes of Wrath and Melville’s Moby-Dick, the authors do not present a scene where
an adult seeks calculated vengeance against a child. Yet in Steinbeck’s novel In Dubious
Battle, the author relates the story of Jim Nolan’s childhood when his sister went missing
and never returned (11-14). Steinbeck writes of Jim’s explanation to his coworker Harry:
“‘She just disappeared one day, just dropped out of sight. The same thing happened to
Bertha Riley two years later – just dropped out’” (Dubious 13). Steinbeck’s writing
alludes to tragedy, especially since two girls disappeared.
Erin Royston Battat uses a thought-provoking term when describing Lutie
Johnson. In Ain’t Got No Home: America’s Great Migrations and the Making of an
Interracial Left, Battat states that The Street “centers on a single mother, Lutie Johnson,
who struggles to protect her son against the toxic ghetto environment” (108). In this year
2022, great care and consideration must be accorded when using the term ghetto. The
Oxford English Dictionary (OED) includes the following definition of ghetto: “2.
transferred or figurative. A quarter in a city, esp., a thickly populated slum area,
inhabited by a minority group or groups, usually as a result of economic or social
pressures; an area, etc., occupied by an isolated group; an isolated or segregated group,
community, or area” (“ghetto, n.”). In response to Battat’s commentary, Petry presents in
The Street how Miss Rinner creates a toxic academic environment. Miss Rinner’s toxicity
drastically affects Bub after his time in school in that Miss Rinner does not provide
homework/academic labor outside school time; with invigorating homework, Bub could
have chosen to devote his time toward academic labor rather than associating himself
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with Supe Jones’s labor. In the second-last paragraph of The Street, Petry writes the
following about Lutie Johnson: “All she could think was, It was that street” (436). In the
last paragraph of the novel, Petry writes, “And it could have been any street in the city,
for the snow laid a delicate film over the sidewalk, over the brick of the tired, old
buildings; gently obscuring the grime and the garbage and the ugliness” (Street 436). In
this sentence, Petry affirms nature’s equitable presence throughout New York City, in
which nature symbolically informs that streets can be altered not only by nature’s actions
but by individuals’ actions as well. Lutie Johnson blames the street, and yet Petry
presents in the novel how Lutie Johnson constructively utilizes the streets of New York to
think, to analyze life, and to make decisions as she walks.
Ann Petry discusses the aspiration for work, for a career, in The Street. Petry
gives readers the inspiring loyalty of the child laborer Bub Johnson. Bub Johnson
approaches life with full gusto like Ruthie Joad in The Grapes of Wrath. But Bub endures
roadblocks and machinations by adults who purposely plan to suppress his advancement.
Bub’s concluding dialogue in The Street occurs in his conversation with his mother and
his expressed goal to go home from the Children’s Shelter (Petry 408-10). Bub’s
aspiration to go home conveys his positivity toward the future, to proceed again with
gusto in life’s adventures. Even though Bub has been deceived by Supe Jones and Miss
Rinner, he does not express defeat. Petry concludes Bub Johnson’s presentation in The
Street with Bub voicing his determination.
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Coda of Chapter Three: The Adults’ Obligation to Promote Children’s Academic
Labor
Children’s academic labor is salvation in their lives, and academic institutions
need to be edens in children’s lives. Therefore, adults are responsible for ensuring that
children’s academic labor is fair and invigorating. Ann Petry’s The Street exemplifies
why children’s academic labor must be salvation and inspiration in their lives since the
academic laborer Bub Johnson is denied his rightful education.
A powerful relationship exists between a child’s academic labor with a child’s
socioeconomic labor. A child’s socioeconomic labor cannot be explicated without its
effect upon a child’s academic labor that has been denied. The U.S. Labor Department
states the following in their Twitter account of October 1, 2020: “Children should be
educated, not exploited” (@USDOL). Children’s academic labor is an area of salvation
for children. Schools are places that are esteemed entities that promote children’s
wellbeing and are constructed to care for children’s wellbeing. Teacher certification for
public schools teachers indicates society’s belief in protecting and equitably educating
students. Teacher certification enforces accountability of teachers toward students.
According to the New York State Department of Education’s website, in order to earn an
Initial Certificate as an English teacher, grades 7-12, regarding assessment via “Pathway:
Individual Evaluation,” an individual has to complete various requirements including the
following: “Workshop: Child Abuse Identification”; “Workshop: School Violence
Intervention and Prevention”; and “Workshop: Dignity for All Students” (“Search”). In
Petry’s The Street, Miss Rinner’s conduct of denying Bub and his classmates their
rightful education constitutes cause for Miss Rinner to be reprimanded or terminated as
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teacher per twenty-first century New York State certification requirements. Miss Rinner’s
conduct exemplifies iniquities in education.
Therefore, academic child labor exploitation severely hinders a child’s chance to
seek and experience creativity and invention. When children experience life as academic
laborers in encouraging and respectful school settings, they have the opportunity to
experiment with invention and have the opportunity and time devoted to learn a variety of
subjects. Louis Armstrong’s autobiographical writing and John Steinbeck’s
autobiographical writing about education relate the beauty and fulfillment found in their
academic experiences whereas Zitkala-Ša’s writing asserts her determination as an
academic laborer while enduing suppression and disrespect. James E. Sidel’s text Pick for
Your Supper: A Study of Child Labor Among Migrants on the Pacific Coast is a
sociological text in that the author provides detailed documentation of the academic labor
of migrant children.
In contrast to Ann Petry’s writing about Bub Johnson’s school environment in
The Street, Louis Armstrong’s autobiography Swing That Music contains cogent and
inspiring commentary about academic labor. Armstrong presents the humanity involved
in his academic labor while learning to play the trumpet, specifically from his teacher Mr.
Peter Davis (7-9). Armstrong writes the following about learning to play the trumpet: “I
did so well with the bugle that Mr. Davis promoted me to learn the trumpet! And right
there my future stretched out shining clear ahead of me, though, of course, I didn’t see it
then” (9). Armstrong’s commentary stresses the beneficial, life-changing education he
received as an academic laborer to guide his life toward his socioeconomic labor.
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Like Louis Armstrong, John Steinbeck presents commendation of teachers in the
essay “. . . like captured fireflies,” dated 1955 (American and Americans 142-43). In the
essay, Steinbeck shares that his son questioned him if he found a teacher (America and
Americans 142). Steinbeck responds, “‘I found three’” (America and Americans 142).
Steinbeck writes, “My first was a science and math teacher in high school, my second a
professor of creative writing at Stanford and my third was my friend and partner, Ed
Ricketts” (America and Americans 142). In this essay, Steinbeck only states the name of
one teacher out of the three. But Mary Adler provides clarification in the article “‘It’s
terrible and I’m not going to try to tell you it isn’t’: Steinbeck’s Perspectives on
Education.” Adler cites Steinbeck’s essay “. . . like captured fireflies” and states “Miss
Hawkins” as Steinbeck’s noted first teacher (60-61). Steinbeck provides the following
analysis in “. . . like captured fireflies”: “I have come to believe that a great teacher is a
great artist and that there are as few as there are any other great artists. It might even be
the greatest of the arts since the medium is the human mind and spirit” (America and
Americans 142). Steinbeck, therefore, ascertains that an ethical teacher’s responsibility
involves promoting a child’s academic labor. Juxtaposing Steinbeck’s analysis with
Petry’s The Street, Miss Rinner does not fulfill in her position as an ethical teacher since
she does not promote and encourage her students.
Zitkala-Ša writes about academic exploitation similar to Ann Petry’s writing
about academic exploitation; both writers expose academic subjugation that children
endure. Zitkala-Ša writes of the inhumanity of educators in her autobiographical texts
which are comparable to Bub Johnson’s experiences in Petry’s The Street. In “The
School Days of an Indian Girl,” Zitkala-Ša writes of her education in the East having left
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her homeland in the “Dakota plains” (87-103).20 Zitkala-Ša writes the following about
enduring and refuting educators who tried to subjugate her Indian heritage: “Within a
week I was again actively testing the chains which tightly bound my individuality like a
mummy for burial” (97). In the very next paragraph of the story, Zitkala-Ša then writes,
“These sad memories rise above those of smoothly grinding school days” (97). Regarding
the two aforementioned citations, the first citation is Zitkala-Ša’s explanation of her
childhood behavior and reaction to the suppression she endures as a student in the East.
In the second citation, Zitkala-Ša reflects as an adult upon her time as an academic child
laborer. Here Zitkala-Ša’s commentary about her youth is not analogous to Steinbeck’s
The Grapes of Wrath or Petry’s The Street because the two authors conclude their work
before their child characters attain adulthood to experience adult reflection.
Zitkala-Ša’s mother aligns with The Street’s Lutie Johnson regarding decisions
their children have made. Lutie expresses dismay regarding Bub’s socioeconomic work
shining shoes. And in the Introduction of Zitkala-Ša’s American Indian Stories, Legends,
and Other Writings, Cathy N. Davidson and Ada Norris write,
Zitkala-Ša attended White Man’s Manual Labor Institute, a Quaker
boarding school for Indians in Wabash, Indiana, until 1887 when she returned to
the reservation and lived with her mother for a difficult year and a half. For the
first time she felt alienated from life at the reservation and especially from her

20

In the Introduction to Zitkala-Ša’s American Indian Stories, Legends, and Other Writings, Cathy N.
Davidson and Ada Norris write that Zitkala-Ša was born “at South Dakota’s Yankton Reservation in 1876”
(xv) and “married Raymond T. Bonnin, a childhood friend from the Yankton Reservation” (xix).
Furthermore, Davidson and Norris write, “Because of Raymond Bonnin’s service as a captain with the U.S.
Army, she was buried in Arlington National Cemetery, with a headstone that reads ‘Gertrude Simmons
Bonnin – “Zitkala-Ša’ of the Sioux Indians – 1876-1938’” (xxviii).
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own mother, who had been against her traveling east for school in the first place.
(xvi)
Bub and his mother, for all the hardships they endure whether together or individually,
are never alienated from each other mentally or spiritually; they only become alienated
from each other physically, which is not their choice.
Zitkala-Ša’s writing of agonizing assimilation in “The School Days of an Indian
Girl” is correlative to Rick Marshall’s commentary in the article “Steinbeck’s Cognitive
Landscapes in The Grapes of Wrath: The Highway as Commentary on 1930s
Industrialization” in which Marshall states, as cited previously, “If the individual migrant
families refuse to assimilate into the massive group marching west or if they refuse to
become part of the economic factory system operating in California’s central valley, there
will be dangerous consequences” (74). Zitkala-Ša provides examples in the short story of
suppression and assimilation as a student in the Eastern school. Zitkala-Ša writes the
following:
I cried aloud, shaking my head all the while until I felt the cold blades of
the scissors against my neck, and heard them gnaw off one of my thick braids.
Then I lost my spirit. Since the day I was taken from my mother I had suffered
extreme indignities. People stared at me. I had been tossed about in the air like a
wooden puppet. And now my long hair was shingled like a coward’s! In my
anguish I moaned for my mother, but no one came to comfort me. Not a soul
reasoned quietly with me, as my own mother used to do; for now I was only one
of many little animals driven by a herder. (91)
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Zitkala-Ša relates her agonizing experience of forced assimilation. Zitkala-Ša keenly
relates her childhood yearning for reasoning. As a young student in the East, Zitkala-Ša
shares with readers the trauma of not living with reasoning, reasoning which indeed is a
form of respect. John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry write in their works
about adult characters who reason with child characters, and Zitkala-Ša esteems
adult/child relationships that have reasoning.
Zitkala-Ša does not provide the name of the school in the story “The School Days
of an Indian Girl.” Instead, Zitkala-Ša provides a geographic location, “school in the
East” (99). Zitkala-Ša uses geographic locations as proper nouns in her story, such as
“Red Apple Country” (87) and “Dakota plains” (87). By stating geographic locations and
refraining from naming an academic institution where abusers have resided, Zitkala-Ša
gives regard and recognition to the land, i.e. the location, which has not tried to subjugate
her as a child as opposed to the school where brutalities occurred. Similarly, Ann Petry
does not name Bub Johnson’s school in The Street. Instead, Petry informs readers that
Bub attends school in Harlem (Street 330). In chapter 14 of The Street, the only chapter
about Bub's life in school as an academic laborer, Petry also includes Miss Rinner’s
dishonesty when discussing the school. Petry writes, “She [Miss Rinner] refused to tell
even her closest friends that she worked in a school in Harlem, for she regarded it as a
stigma; when she referred to the school, she said vaguely that it was uptown near the
Bronx” (Street 332-33). Miss Rinner rejects a location that has given her a place of
employment for socioeconomic survival. Furthermore, Miss Rinner rejects a location –
Harlem – that welcomes her each day so that she may make the decision to perform her
ethical obligations as a teacher. The land/the location of Harlem is not abusive to Bub,
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but an academic institution within Harlem contains an individual who enacts subjugation
toward child academic laborers. The omission of a school’s name in Zitkala-Ša’s text and
Ann Petry’s text symbolizes a refutation of academic institutions that are void of
humanity. These schools become nameless because they try to suppress the identities of
their students.
Zitkala-Ša assesses her own childhood education and also critiques adults’
behavior toward students in the autobiographical short story “An Indian Teacher Among
Indians.” As Rick Marshall states that those who “refuse to assimilate” (74) will endure
“dangerous consequences” (74), Zitkala-Ša experiences a consequence because she has
endured assimilation in the Eastern school. Specifically in section “IV Retrospection,”
Zitkala-Ša realizes, “In the process of my education I had lost all consciousness of the
nature world about me. Thus, when a hidden rage took me to the small white-walled
prison which I then called my room, I unknowingly turned away from my one salvation”
(111-12). Zitkala-Ša learns in in her young adulthood the spiritual cost of her education
in the Eastern school. As an educator, Zitkala-Ša empathizes with and cares for students
via her refutation of a teacher’s reprehensible conduct. In the section “IV Retrospection,”
Zitkala-Ša writes the following sentence which is its own paragraph: “I find it hard to
count that white man a teacher who tortured an ambitious Indian youth by frequently
reminding the brave changeling that he was nothing but a ‘government pauper’” (111).
Zitkala-Ša’s sentence is concise, comprehensive, and powerful; Zitkala-Ša provides
astute detail of an individual’s commentary to a student and her pedagogical assessment
that the individual is unworthy of the title of teacher. Zitkala-Ša does not elaborate on her
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vehemence or the student’s reaction, but by using the word tortured readers can quickly
infer the perpetual agony the student endured by the adult.
In the article “Lost Lives, Lost Culture: The Forgotten History of Indigenous
Boarding Schools,” dated July 19, 2021, Rukmini Callimachi writes about exposing the
inhumane treatment Native American children endured in boarding schools in the United
States while Callimachi also writes honoring Native people’s culture. Callimachi writes,
“The idea of assimilating Native Americans through education dates back to the earliest
history of the colonies.” In the article, Callimachi states the 215 unmarked graves in
British Columbia and 750 unmarked graves in Saskatchewan, specifically located “at
government-run schools for Indigenous children.” Next Callimachi writes about
Secretary Deb Haaland’s21 announcement of the United States’s plan to search for
children’s remains. Callimachi writes, “That many children in the schools on this side of
the border is not in question. Just last week, nine Lakota children who perished at the
federal boarding school in Carlisle, Pa., were disinterred and buried in buffalo robes in a
ceremony on a tribal reservation in South Dakota.” In the article, Callimachi states
atrocities and disrespect that Native children endured, but Callimachi also includes
immense hope and survival in the article. Callimachi begins and concludes the article
about Dzabahe who also uses the name Bessie Smith. Callimachi writes about
Dzabahe/Bessie Smith who spoke Navajo with a couple at the hospital “where she
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The U.S. Department of the Interior states biographical information about Deb Haaland on their
website, specifically the webpage “U.S. Secretary of the Interior Secretary Deb Haaland.” Included is the
following: “Secretary Deb Haaland made history when she became the first Native American to serve as a
cabinet secretary. She is a member of the Pueblo of Laguna and a 35th generation New Mexican” (“U.S.
Secretary of the Interior”). Also included is the following: “Secretary Haaland grew up in a military family;
her father was a 30-year combat Marine who was awarded the Silver Star Medal for saving six lives in
Vietnam, and her mother is a Navy veteran who served as a federal employee for 25 years at the Bureau
of Indian Affairs” (“U.S. Secretary of the Interior”).
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worked as director of patient admissions.” Callimachi writes the following about
Dzabahe/Bessie Smith: “It marked a turn for her. She realized that the vocabulary she
thought had been beaten out of her was still there. As she looked back, she recognized the
small but meaningful ways in which she had resisted.” Callimachi concludes the article
asserting Dzabahe’s Navajo culture which has survived and reemerged with compassion
toward others in spite of the forced assimilation she experienced in a boarding school.
In the nonfiction text Pick for Your Supper: A Study of Child Labor Among
Migrants on the Pacific Coast, published in 1939 by the National Child Labor
Committee, James E. Sidel includes devoted writing about migrant children and their
schooling. In the section entitled “Schools for Migrants in California,” Sidel writes about
children who do not receive their necessary education while attending migrant schools
(37). Sidel includes the following parent’s concern for her children’s education:
One migrant mother, herself a former teacher and anxious to educate her children,
observed: “We always head at school time for the larger cities or towns where we
have learned that our children get into regular schools without being ostracized.
We avoid half-time camp schools since we found the children did not seem to get
enough out of them to keep up in their grades.” (37)
Sidel’s writing asserts the high regard the mother places on her children’s education and
the steps taken to find equitable education. The mother comments upon ostracism to be
avoided which Bub and Zitkala-Ša endure. The mother, cited by Sidel in Pick for Your
Supper, gives analysis of the equity found in schools located in bigger cities, yet the
mother’s analysis does not align with Petry’s The Street which shows how a school
classroom in New York does provide equitable treatment to students.
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In Pick for Your Supper, Sidel also includes educators’ responses to migrant
children and their schooling. Sidel writes the following paragraph:
Many teachers had a feeling of futility in trying to teach children for a
month or two, only to see them leave, missing school while moving, and being
squeezed successively into already over-crowded schools. Their feeling is easily
reflected in the teacher’s attitude toward the child. This attitude is not universal,
however, and some principals and teachers show a sincere effort to secure enough
schools, longer sessions and a curriculum adjusted to the needs of migrant
children. (37)
Sidel’s passage is informative, and yet this passage leads to many concerns and
questions. Sidel does not include an educator’s exact commentary like the author includes
of a parent’s commentary about her children’s education, cited in the previous paragraph.
Sidel rather vaguely describes an attitude by describing the contrast to this attitude.
Because Sidel states that some educators “show a sincere effort” (37), readers are left
wondering what other kind of effort or attitude is given toward migrant academic laborers
by educators. Sidel, therefore, leaves his paragraph without cogent description of
educators’ negative behavior toward migrant children. As contrast, for example, in the
nonfiction article “Starvation Under the Orange Trees,” Steinbeck cogently states a girl’s
attempt to attend school, writing, as cited previously, “I heard a man explain very shyly
that his little girl couldn’t go to school because she was too weak to walk to school and
besides the school lunches of the other children made her unhappy” (America and
Americans 86). Steinbeck clearly states the agony a girl endured regarding her schooling,
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yet James Sidel’s paragraph omits a clear and full description of educators’ ineffectual
pedagogical labor toward migrant children.
Adults, therefore, must guarantee that children have the opportunity to experience
academic labor as salvation and invigoration in their lives. A child’s socioeconomic labor
must be assessed with a child’s academic labor. Laudable schools are entities where
salvation, hope, and aspiration reside for academic laborers. In the conclusion of An
American Exodus; A Record of Human Erosion, Dorothea Lange and Paul Schuster
Taylor include schools as obligatory in promoting humanity and respect (155). Lange and
Taylor’s analysis here, while in response to migrant laborers, has applicability to ZitkalaŠa’s “The School Days of an Indian Girl” and Ann Petry’s fourteenth chapter of The
Street in which Bub experiences his school day. Lange and Taylor write,
One of the most serious and tragic aspects of the life of those who are
loosened from the land is their ostracism from the communities in which they live
and work. Nothing but good can result from the breakdown of the social barriers
which are erected against them. The means of doing this are simple, and very
human. We leave their details to the initiative and common humanity of the
growers, to the members of small churches, to members of baseball teams, to
teachers in the schools, and others who live in the communities where migrant
people work. (155)
Lange and Taylor’s passage has relevance to Zitkala-Ša’s and Petry’s writing about
childhood academic labor because ostracism occurs in the schools of “The School Days
of an Indian Girl” and The Street. Zitkala-Ša endures forced assimilation and endures the
inhumanity of educators who ostracize her Native culture. Petry’s Bub Johnson endures
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ostracism in that Miss Rinner excludes Bub and his classmates from their necessary and
obligatory education. Dorothea Lange, Paul Schuster Taylor, Ann Petry, and Zitkala-Ša
include and avow in their works the immeasurable value of schools in creating an
equitable and humane society.
The National Child Labor Committee (NCLC) juxtaposes the issues of children’s
education and children’s labor in the Handbook on the Federal Child Labor Amendment.
Specifically, the National Child Labor Committee documents eleven Objections to the
Child Labor Amendment (Handbook 45-59). The NCLC authors write, “7. Objection:
Under the terms of the Amendment Congress could control education” (Handbook 53).
The NCLC authors provide a rebuttal stated in 1935 by “Hon. George Z. Medalie, former
United States District Attorney for New York” (Handbook 53-54). Medalie states, “‘No
case can be found where Labor has been held to have any relation whatever to education.
Education is not mentioned in the Constitution of the United States and the control of
education rests exclusively with the States and cannot be taken over by the Federal
Government’” (qtd. in National Child Labor Committee, Handbook 54). The NCLC
authors also provide a rebuttal by “Professor Joseph P. Chamberlain, Professor of Public
Law, Columbia University” (Handbook 54). Chamberlain states, “‘Labor and education
are separate subjects of legislation and no one would suppose that a power to regulate
labor would include a power to regulate education’” (qtd. in National Child Labor
Committee, Handbook 54). Chamberlain also states, “‘. . . The Amendment, however,
limits the power of Congress to promote the welfare of children through the regulation of
labor, not through the regulation of education and not through the regulation of the
home’” (qtd. in National Child Labor Committee, Handbook 54-55). In the Handbook on
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the Federal Child Labor Amendment of 1935, the National Child Labor Committee
references the legal distinctions and analyses of child education and child labor.
In addition, regarding the Child Labor Amendment, the following are two more
Objections of the eleven which are stated in the Handbook on the Federal Child Labor
Amendment. The first Objection is the following: “5. Objection: Congress might pass a
law forbidding all employment for persons under 18 years” (National Child Labor
Committee, Handbook 50). The National Child Labor Committee authors’ response
includes, “No one wants to prohibit all work for children under 18 years” (Handbook 50).
The second Objection is the following: “6. Objection: Under the power to regulate
‘labor,’ Congress might pass a law preventing children from helping their parents at
home or on the home farm” (National Child Labor Committee, Handbook 51). The
NCLC authors’ response includes the following statements: “No statute could be passed
that would so outrun the bounds of common sense as to interfere with the farm chores or
household duties in which children engage. Everyone recognizes not only the need, but
the desirability, of having children do their share of work at home” (Handbook 51).
Regarding the fifth and sixth Objections stated in the Handbook (1935), the National
Child Labor Committee authors are blunt, cogent, and even conversational in their
responses.
Ann Petry, Louis Armstrong, John Steinbeck, Zitkala-Ša, and James E. Sidel
write about the effects of academic labor experiences, and the authors convey that respect
is requisite toward the child laborer as academic laborer. The authors stress the profound
experience of a child’s academic labor. Furthermore, the five authors’ texts assert the
adults’ moral obligation to promote children’s academic labor as equitable.
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Conclusion: Doing What Can Be Done - Voicing Equitable Regulation for Child
Laborers
John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry dedicate in their literary works
the child laborer’s participation in American and worldwide society and their
accomplishments in the workplace. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry relay the child
laborer’s mandatory viewpoint, and the authors convey belief in honoring and responding
to the child laborer’s voice, action, and insight.
John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry regulate their respective novels
The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick or, The Whale, and The Street by arguing for the
dignity of child laborers and their viewpoints. As explicated in the previous chapters,
each author conveys a unique experience for how the child laborer’s voice receives
response from an adult. Once again, the following is “Section 1” of the Child Labor
Amendment: “The Congress shall have power to limit, regulate, and prohibit the labor of
persons under eighteen years of age” (qtd. in Abbott 223). Applying the Child Labor
Amendment to the three novels, the authors, therefore regulate their texts by asserting
that child laborers’ viewpoints are vital in American society in response to their work
experiences, especially regarding exploitative working conditions. John Steinbeck’s,
Herman Melville’s, and Ann Petry’s decision to include child laborers in their works
conveys utmost respect of children’s ideas and actions in their communities. In addition,
American legislation which regards the welfare of child laborers in their socioeconomic
and academic lives is not only equitable regulation but compassionate regulation.
An imminent form of physical regulation is nourishment. In addition to the
concept of a child’s voice, Herman Melville, John Steinbeck, and Ann Petry present in
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their writing the concept of food as nourishment and as necessity juxtaposed with child
labor. The three authors have written symbolically about food, nourishment, and child
labor. First, Melville states the following sentence in Moby-Dick: “Top-heavy was the
ship as a dinnerless student with all Aristotle in his head” (519). Melville provides this
simile to describe the Pequod ship that has become top-heavy due to the crew removing
casks and other items from storage at the bottom of the ship to the deck of the ship in
order to ascertain a leakage below (Moby 519). Melville’s sentence relates the dangerous
predicament of the Pequod without the stability of weight below deck. Melville equates
the Pequod’s instability with the instability of an academic laborer without food.
Melville’s sentence also can be applied to child laborers of the past and present who are
in a dangerous predicament: academic poverty; socioeconomic poverty; and physical
poverty affecting their health. Melville’s simile to describe the Pequod’s temporary
predicament is analogous to the hunger experienced by Flask in Moby-Dick. In Chapter
34 “The Cabin-Table,” Melville writes about Captain Ahab, Starbuck, Stubb, and Flask
eating together (161-64). Ishmael explains, “Ahab and his three mates formed what may
be called the first table in the Pequod’s cabin” (Melville, Moby 164). In this group, Flask
is last in line to eat (Melville, Moby 161-64). Melville writes, “Flask was the last person
down at the dinner, and Flask is the first man up!” (Moby 163). Melville writes the
following about Flask’s predicament: “Therefore it was that Flask once admitted in
private, that ever since he had risen to the dignity of an officer, from that moment he had
never known what is was to be otherwise than hungry” (Moby 163). Melville
meticulously explicates the dining policy and protocol aboard the Pequod. In addition,
Melville’s statement about the “dinnerless student” (Moby 519) can be applied to the
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hungers experienced by characters in John Steinbeck’s and Ann Petry’s literary works.
Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry present characters, especially child characters, whose
minds are encompassed with powerful ideas, emotions, and experiences in which they try
to ascertain while often living physically and humanistically deprived of necessary
respect and nourishment, both dietary and mental.
Comparable to Melville’s concise statement, John Steinbeck provides the
following jolting second paragraph in his article of 1938 “Starvation Under the Orange
Trees”:
There has been no war in California, no plague, no bombing of open
towns and roads, no shelling of cities. It is a beautiful year. And thousands of
families are starving in California. In the county seats the coroners are filling in
“malnutrition” in the spaces left for “causes of death.” For some reason, a coroner
shrinks from writing “starvation” when a thin child is dead in a tent. (America and
Americans 83)
Steinbeck informs readers of a perplexing dichotomy happening in 1930s American
society. Steinbeck’s poignant juxtaposition of beauty with deprivation asserts that the
deprivation should not have reason to be happening. Readers may infer the child is a
child laborer due to Steinbeck’s information that the child passed away in a tent.
Steinbeck’s commentary can be applied as description to The Grapes of Wrath;
Steinbeck’s paragraph from “Starvation Under the Orange Trees” serves as synopsis of
the novel. Steinbeck’s matter-of-fact writing in this paragraph informs readers of word
choice by the coroner, opting for discretion with stating malnutrition rather than direct
confrontation concerning children in the United States who die of starvation. While
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Steinbeck conveys dismal realities in the article, the author does not conclude the novel
The Grapes of Wrath with defeat but rather hope.
Ann Petry includes a scene about food in The Street as hopeful and aspirational.
Petry writes the following about Lutie Johnson’s ambitions and goals in chapter 3:
[S]he thought immediately of Ben Franklin and his loaf of bread. And grinned
thinking, You and Ben Franklin. You ought to take one out and start eating it as
you walk along 116th Street. Only you ought to remember while you eat that
you’re in Harlem and he was in Philadelphia a pretty long number of years ago.
Yet she couldn’t get rid of the feeling of self-confidence and she went on thinking
that if Ben Franklin could live on a little bit of money and could prosper, then so
could she. (Street 63-64)
Lutie’s ruminations occur right before learning of her son Bub’s employment as a shoe
shiner (Petry, Street 65-66). Lutie deliberates upon the action of eating bread while
walking, and her ruminations cause her not to realize her son is a child laborer, working
as a shoe shiner. Thinking about eating bread while walking hinders Lutie from her
immediate reality and realizing her son is working. Eating while walking signifies a
luxurious act. Lutie even assesses the act of eating while walking as “self-confidence”
(Petry, Street 64). Usually, people who are hungry or who ration food remain stationary
in the act of eating. Deliberate and acknowledged eating involves being focused on the
necessity of eating. To eat while walking often conveys the luxury to multitask. Eating
while walking can be observed as an activity. Eating or dining while in movement can
also mean that someone is in a hurry and needs nourishment, but in Lutie’s predicament,
she is calmly pondering whether to partake in the act. Petry’s brief passage symbolizes
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Lutie’s faith in her future and her belief in prosperity since she feels inclined by the idea
of eating while walking. Lutie’s aspires toward her future, and then Lutie’s present life
requires her to confront her child’s life as a child laborer. In the three aforementioned
examples, Melville, Steinbeck, and Petry make subtle yet cogent and wise declarations
regarding nourishment’s relationship with child labor.
Lutie Johnson’s analysis of Benjamin Franklin’s will to survive and succeed in
Philadelphia with lack of wealth inspires her. John Lowney states the following in the
article “‘Do You Sing for a Living?’: Ann Petry, The Street, and the Gender Politics of
World War II Jazz”: “Lutie resorts to the individualist work ethic as her model for
‘getting somewhere’” (98). Yet Lutie does not duplicate Franklin’s act of walking while
eating. Lutie realizes Franklin’s anecdote about bread differs from her present situation.
Lowney analyzes, “Throughout the novel there is a dramatic tension between her
understanding of herself as an African American woman and her belief in self-reliance as
the primary means for upward mobility” (99-100). Throughout The Street, Petry presents
Lutie as self-reliant and stoic in each of her encounters. Furthermore, even though both
Lutie Johnson and Ben Franklin have the shared experience of taking a risk to move to a
new place and to be successful, Lutie Johnson knows Ben Franklin’s moment consisted
of severe hunger; he had to eat while walking to get necessary nourishment. If Lutie had
been severely hungry, her utmost thought would be to eat rather than to carefully
decipher Ben Franklin’s life.
Ann Petry’s reference about Benjamin Franklin in The Street can segue into John
Steinbeck’s The Grape of Wrath. Specifically, a scene about sharing food with strangers
from Benjamin Franklin’s autobiography aligns with a scene in Steinbeck’s The Grapes
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of Wrath. In Benjamin Franklin’s Autobiography: An Authoritative Text, Contexts,
Criticism, Franklin writes about his first experience/arrival in Philadelphia in which he
was hungry and tired (28-29). Franklin writes the following about purchasing bread from
a baker: “I bad him give me three pennyworth of any sort. He gave me accordingly three
great Puffy Rolls. I was surpris’d at the Quantity, but took it, and having no Room in my
Pockets, walk’d off, with a Roll under each Arm, and eating the other” (28-29). Then
Franklin shares, “I went for a Draught of the River Water, and being fill’d with one of my
Rolls, gave the other two to a Woman and her Child” (29). Similarly, in Chapter 20 of
The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck presents Ma Joad’s decision to share the family’s food
with other children in a California camp (252-58). Tom Joad will not share, stating to the
children, “‘There ain’t enough for you’” (Steinbeck, Grapes 257). But Ma Joad rebukes
Tom, stating, “‘I can’t send ’em away’” (Steinbeck, Grapes 257). Ma Joad proceeds to
tell the children to get “flat sticks” so that they may eat from the “kettle” (Steinbeck,
Grapes 257-58). Steinbeck provides the poignant detail that the children ate with “a quiet
intentness in all of them, a wooden fierceness” (Grapes 258). Ma Joad’s act is decisive
and obligatory just as Benjamin Franklin shares his bread without hesitation.
Furthermore, Franklin’s act of sharing with others while himself being poor aligns with
Steinbeck and Ricketts’s wisdom from The Log from the Sea of Cortez: “For it is through
struggle and sorrow that people are able to participate in one another” (Log 98). Franklin
is satiated and rather than partake of greed or gluttony, he effortlessly gives to a mother
and her child. While Ma Joad and her family do not have the option for physical gluttony,
Ma Joad’s conscience compels her to share food with the children.
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John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry discuss in their respective works
The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick or, The Whale, and The Street ideas of access to
food/nourishment and housing in addition to dilemmas associated with access to
food/nourishment and housing. In contrast to these three texts is John Steinbeck’s novella
The Red Pony. Never in the novella does Steinbeck discuss access to food/nourishment
and housing or dilemmas associated with access to food/nourishment or housing. Instead,
Steinbeck matter-of-factly provides visual details of the food and housing concerning the
Tiflin household. In the novella, readers can easily infer that the meals, which are hearty
and abundant, and the household, which is a ranch with numerous farms animals and an
expanse of property (Steinbeck, Red 1-7), is wealthy. Therefore, readers of The Red Pony
ascertain that the Tiflin household does not endure socioeconomic hardship but rather
socioeconomic stability and even socioeconomic success. For example, as cited
previously, Steinbeck writes the following regarding the first meal scene in The Red
Pony: “The fried eggs lay in rows on their platter. Jody took three eggs on his plate and
followed with three thick slices of crisp bacon” (2). Steinbeck does not include in The
Red Pony how the food was obtained, i.e. if a hardship was involved. Steinbeck
consistently presents in The Red Pony wealthy food scenes, indicating socioeconomic
wealth.
Regarding plot structure, the authors regulate the following texts with child
laborers who remain child laborers throughout the specific story: John Steinbeck’s The
Grapes of Wrath, The Harvest Gypsies, The Log from the Sea of Cortez (coauthored with
Edward Ricketts), and The Red Pony; Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick or, The Whale,
“Bartleby, The Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street,” and “The Paradise of Bachelors and
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the Tartarus of Maids”; and Ann Petry’s The Street. In each of these eight works, the
storyline’s timeline/duration is not lengthy. In each of these eight works, the children do
not age into adulthood in which Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry can then provide
commentary of adults reviewing their childhood lives with retrospection. Of these eight
texts, The Grapes of Wrath and The Red Pony can be designated as a bildungsroman.
Steinbeck concludes The Grapes of Wrath with Ruthie Joad transitioning from childhood
into independent adulthood. At the conclusion of The Grapes of Wrath, Ruthie Joad
observes the humanitarianism people enact toward others. In contrast, the child laborer
Pip in Moby-Dick can no longer age toward adulthood, and in the conclusion of The
Street, Petry does not provide readers with Bub Johnson’s response and wisdom earned at
the conclusion of the novel.
Of the fiction works, The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick, “Bartleby,” “The Tartarus
of Maids,” and The Street, Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry do not present in their
respective works child characters at length whereas in The Red Pony the main character
Jody Tiflin consumes the text. As complement to Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and Petry’s
aforementioned work, where children do not age into adulthood, are Zitkala-Ša’s
autobiographical short stories “The School Days of an Indian Girl” (87-103) and “An
Indian Teacher Among Indians” (104-13) where the author in adulthood reviews her
childhood and young adult life as an academic laborer and socioeconomic laborer in the
world of academia.
In addition to John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry, many individuals
have given dedication toward promoting the wellbeing of child laborers in the United
States. For example, James E. Sidel’s 1939 Pick for Your Supper: A Study of Child Labor
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Among Migrants on the Pacific Coast is republished in the book Children in the Fields,
edited by Dan C. McCurry, publication date of 1975. This text of 1975 is an anthology of
eleven sociological works. The Contents pages of Children in the Fields, synonymous to
a Works Cited page, state the publication dates of these eleven texts, which were
previously published in the early to mid-twentieth century by the National Child Labor
Committee Publication, The Child Labor Bulletin, or The American Child. One source,
dated “[1916]” is entitled Child Labor in the Sugar-Beet Fields of Colorado by Edward
N. Clopper and Lewis W. Hine. Another source is entitled Photographs from New York
State Canneries: Summer 1912 which credits photographs by Lewis W. Hine. Dan C.
McCurry provides a brief Introduction to Children in the Fields, specifically six
paragraphs. In this Introduction of 1975, entitled “Children in the Fields Introductory
Essay,” McCurry writes, “After 30 years work, the National Committee on Child Labor
was finally able to see federal legislation limiting the use of child labor. But this
legislation has not been sufficient to stop some employers from abusing the children in
their work force.” McCurry’s commentary acknowledges achievements at the federal
level to protect child laborers, but McCurry’s commentary indirectly advocates for
stronger federal legislation. The strongest federal legislation, therefore, can be achieved
with recognition in the U.S. Constitution via ratification of the Child Labor Amendment.
The U.S. Constitution serves as the recognized and lauded foundation of the United
States Government. By annexing the Child Labor Amendment to the U.S. Constitution,
employers who still exploit child laborers would confront quick renunciation from the
federal government. The United States’s passage of the Child Labor Amendment would
permeate to other levels of government and organizations serving to protect children,
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such as law enforcement and academic institutions, all working to combat employers who
exploit child laborers.
Zitkala-Ša also advocates for children. In her 1921 article “Americanize the First
American,” Zitkala-Ša’s respectful commentary about children can serve as promotion
for the ratification of the Child Labor Amendment. Zitkala-Ša writes the following:
Appreciation of the spiritual reality of the child places the Indian abreast with the
most advanced thought of the age – our age, in which one of the notable signs of
progress is the coordination of humanitarian and educational organizations for
child welfare. It is a wonderful work to inculcate in the world’s children today the
truths accrued from the ages, that in the near future, when they are grown-up men
and women, the world shall reap an ideal harvest. Children are to play, on the
world stage, their rôle in solving the riddle of human redemption. (243)
Zitkala-Ša’s viewpoint is her ethical stance regarding children, i.e. her humanitarian
edict. Zitkala-Ša wrote her article three years before the creation of the Child Labor
Amendment. The author acknowledges with utmost respect the contributions of children,
and the author promotes adult responsibility for their wellbeing. Zitkala-Ša’s analysis can
also be applied to the literary works created by John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and
Ann Petry and the photography of Lewis Hine because the authors and photographer
regard the efforts and humanitarian contributions of child laborers. Zitkala-Ša believes in
children’s role in helping society and therefore, Zitkala-Ša’s commentary promotes child
laborers as humanitarians. In the 1921 article “Bureaucracy Versus Democracy,” ZitkalaŠa advocates the following: “The gospel of humanitarianism, like charity, must begin at
home, among home people, and from thence spread out into all the world” (246). Zitkala-
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Ša’s advocacy can be applied to John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, Ann Petry, and Lewis
Hine who created works in which the authors and photographer recognize the invaluable
contributions by child laborers in the United States. Zitkala-Ša’s statements show her
admiration and respect toward children, and Zitkala-Ša’s commentary reveals her
admirable conduct toward children’s wellbeing and children’s contributions to society.
The ratification of the Child Labor Amendment would be affirmation and
acknowledgement by the Government of the United States of America regarding
children’s invaluable contributions to American society.
Zitkala-Ša writes with great hope for the future of American Indian children in the
article “Americanize the First American.” Zitkala-Ša writes, “Loving the wee folks as I
do and concerned for the salvation of my race, I am watching eagerly for the appearance
of the Indian child in the world drama” (244). Zitkala-Ša, therefore, regards and respects
the vital contributions by children onto society. Zitakala-Ša esteems children’s humanity
onto the world.
Recent United States legislation has passed to protect and respect Native children.
Specifically, Public Law No: 117-41 (09/24/2021) “Became Law” (“S.325”). The
Summary of the law is the following:
The bill extends the deadline, from three years to five years, for the Alyce Spotted
Bear and Walter Soboleff Commission on Native Children to submit its report to
the President and Congress. The commission was established to conduct a
comprehensive study of federal, state, local, and tribal programs that serve Native
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children and to develop plans for federal policy related to Native children.
(“S.325”)22
The following is stated on the website of the Alyce Spotted Bear and Walter Soboleff
Commission on Native Children: “Alyce Spotted Bear and Walter Soboleff Commission
on Native Children, created by bipartisan legislation, has been tasked with studying
federal funding and programs that support Native American youth and making
recommendations aimed at improving those efforts and helping Native children thrive”
(Alyce Spotted Bear).23 Therefore, the United States has passed legislation which regards
the welfare and wellbeing of Native children.
Also, Senator Lisa Murkowski acknowledges the dignity of academic laborers.
Specifically, on January 20, 2022, Senator Lisa Murkowski of Alaska introduced a
Concurrent Resolution to Congress (“S.Con.Res.28”). The Resolution is the following:
S.Con.Res.28 – A concurrent resolution expressing the sense of Congress that
September 30 should be observed as a national day of remembrance for the
Native American children who died while attending a United States Indian
boarding school and recognizing, honoring, and supporting the survivors of Indian
boarding schools, their families, and their communities. 117th Congress (20212022). (“S.Con.Res.28”)

22
Regarding S.325 – 117th Congress (2021-2022), Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) is stated as Sponsor, and
Sen. Brian Schatz (D-HI), Sen. Dan Sullivan (R-AK), and Sen. Jon Tester (D-MT) are stated as Cosponsors.
23
The following is stated on the website for the Alyce Spotted Bear and Walter Soboleff Commission on
Native Children:
The Commission is named in honor of two tribal leaders: Alyce Spotted Bear and Walter Soboleff.
Ms. Spotted Bear is a former tribal chairwoman of the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara Nation in
North Dakota, a passionate advocate for Native children, and a recognized leader in education.
Mr. Soboleff, a Tlingit from Alaska, is a noted educator, cultural and traditional historian,
religious leader for Alaska Native people, and the first Alaska Native Chairman of the Alaska State
Board of Education. (“About Us”)
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The status of S.Con.Res.28, 117th Congress (2021-2022) is “Agreed to in Senate”
(“S.Con.Res.28”). Senator Murkowski’s work conveys her dedication that a formal
declaration can be enacted by the United States Government as a form of respect to
Native American children and adults. Thus, legislators and states can once again work
together on a decision regarding ratification of the Child Labor Amendment.
In “The Problem of the Children,” Jacob A. Riis poignantly writes of those who
dismiss and disrespect children and their homes. Riis’s analysis of the late-nineteenth
century gives emphasis even today in the twenty-first century of those, especially
children, who have been ignored or carelessly disrespected. During the televised
“Presidential Address to Congress” of April 28, 2021, President Joe Biden stated plans to
cut child poverty by half (“Biden ‘On Track’”). Specifically, in the address, President
Biden states, “And maybe, most importantly, thanks to the American Rescue Plan, we’re
on track to cut child poverty in America in half this year” (“Biden ‘On Track’”).
Therefore, as child poverty was a concern written about by Jacob A. Riis in latenineteenth century United States, child poverty is still a major concern currently since
President Biden prioritized the issue via acknowledgement in a “Presidential Address to
Congress.” In The New York Times article “Taking on Child Poverty,” dated March 13,
2021, David Leonhardt states the following about the United States: “Over all, legislation
will reduce the child poverty rate this year to about 6 percent from about 14 percent,
according to projections by the Center on Poverty and Social Policy at Columbia. The
biggest declines will be for Black and Hispanic children.” The statistic enforces that child
poverty is indeed a major issue in U.S. society. In The Harvest Gypsies and The Grapes
of Wrath, John Steinbeck addresses how childhood poverty severely affects children as
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academic laborers in that children are unable to go to school. In Steinbeck’s Nobel Prize
speech of December 10, 1962, the author states, “I think it would be well to consider the
high duties and the responsibilities of the makers of literature” (qtd. in McPheron 59-60).
Steinbeck responsibly and ethically acknowledges and regards children in his literary
works, just as Herman Melville and Ann Petry do in their literary works. Richard Astro
also states the following about Steinbeck in “Steinbeck and Ricketts: Escape or
Commitment In The Sea of Cortez?,” “Nearly all of the critics of John Steinbeck’s fiction
agree that the novelist’s best writing contains a strong commitment to the struggle for
human rights and a compelling argument for the dignity of the individual” (109). Today,
children who live in poverty attend school, but their lives may be deprived of necessities
which affect their lives as academic laborers. Therefore, Steinbeck’s concerns of 1939 for
migrant farm children regarding their lives as academic laborers are relevant eighty-three
years later in the United States.
In consideration and discussion of the Child Labor Amendment, American
legislators and the American public can consult nonfiction childhood texts since
reminiscences about childhood have a powerful grip onto adulthood. Louis Armstrong’s
Swing That Music and Zitkala-Ša’s essay “The School Days of an Indian Girl” are two
autobiographical examples. Familial and friendly relationships about John Steinbeck,
Herman Melville, Ann Petry, and Edward Ricketts have been shared by Elaine Flora
Graves, Frances Thomas Osborne, Elisabeth Petry, Nancy Ricketts, Ed Ricketts Jr., and
Thom Steinbeck regarding their youth. In addition, their documentation provides further
detail - biographical detail - of the authors’ lives outside their literary works regarding
their relationships with children.
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Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry subtly declare the dignity of child laborers, and the
authors write of child laborers’ fulfillment achieved due to their dedicated work and
contributions to their family and society. In Mariners, Renegades, and Castaways: The
Story of Herman Melville and the World We Live In, C. L. R. James states the following,
comparing Flask and Daggoo in Melville’s Moby-Dick: “There is tension, the tension of
strenuous labor, but there is skill and grace and beauty” (23). James’s sentence can be
applied to child laborers in Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and Petry’s literature in that the three
authors indeed announce the hardships child laborers endure, yet the authors also
announce child laborers’ commendable work.
Similar to C. L. R. James’s analysis, in his Christmas homily of 2021, Pope
Francis states the following: “God tonight comes to fill with dignity the austerity of
labour. He reminds us of the importance of granting dignity to men and women through
labour itself, since man is its master and not its slave. On the day of Life, let us repeat: no
more deaths in the workplace! And let us commit ourselves to ensuring this.” Pope
Francis, like C. L. R. James, views the fulfillment experienced as a laborer by using the
word dignity. Whereas James’s commentary acknowledges “tension” (23) involved in
labor, Pope Francis conveys the exploitation and brutality involved in labor that need to
be eliminated. James and Pope Francis express the dichotomy which encompasses the
world of labor. In his Christmas homily, Pope Francis communicates both the concept of
the excellence of labor and the ongoing struggle of laborers. Pope Francis’s message
designates everyone worldwide. Because Pope Francis acknowledges the current issue of
labor, Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, Melville’s Moby-Dick, and Petry’s The Street
have enduring relevance today in society.
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In The True Adventures of John Steinbeck, Writer: A Biography, Jackson J.
Benson provides an anecdote which asserts the relevance of Steinbeck’s The Grapes of
Wrath on American society. Benson writes, “Organizers for Cesar Chavez went into the
white middle-class community in an effort to drum up support for the Delano grape
strike. They mentioned The Grapes of Wrath, as historical evidence, trying to revive old
passions for a new battle” (423). Here, Oscar Wilde’s commentary can be applied to this
historical anecdote: “Life imitates Art far more than Art imitates Life” (769). As further
information about the Delano grape strike, Andrew Jacobs writes the following in the
article “Friends and Foes: Religious Publications and the Delano Grape Strike and
Boycott (1965-1970):
In 1965, however, the men, women, and children who worked the large
plantations in and around Delano, California (located some 30 miles north of
Bakersfield), the grape pickers, as they were called, took a gamble. They struck.
These farm workers, mostly Filipino and Mexican Americans, sought the justice
and fairness that for decades had eluded them.5 Their movement, La Causa, was
born. (24)
In this passage, Jacobs acknowledges child laborers. In addition, the second sentence of
Jacobs’s article is the following: “Chávez loved as hard as he fought, and in the end he
did change the world for the farm workers – men, women and children – who worked the
sun drenched fields of California picking grapes for miniscule wages in abysmal working
conditions” (23).24 Jacobs’s article of 2013 is analogous to Jacob A. Riis’s chapter “The
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Britannica Academic states biographical information about Cesar Estrada Chávez (March 31, 1927 –
April 23, 1993) (“Cesar Chavez”). Chávez was “organizer of migrant American farmworkers and a
cofounder with Delores Huerta of the National Farm Workers Association (NFWA) in 1962” (“Cesar
Chavez”). The following is also stated: “In 1966 the NFWA merged with an American Federation of Labor-
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Problem of the Children” in his 1890 nonfiction text How the Other Half Lives: Studies
Among the Tenements of New York and to James E. Sidel’s 1939 nonfiction text Pick for
Your Supper: A Study of Child Labor Among Migrants on the Pacific Coast in that the
three authors assert the role of child laborers in their analytical writing. Furthermore,
Cesar Chávez may be called the Tom Collins of the latter twentieth century.
John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry are authors who discuss
humanitarianism, especially humanitarianism enacted by child laborers; their texts
promote humanitarianism whether subtly or directly. Furthermore, the chance to be a
humanitarian is always available as a choice to an individual. In moments seemingly
simple to grand, i.e. all important events, the opportunity to help humanity is constant.
Apathy can be eliminated when individuals realize the constant opportunities given to
them to create humanistic gifts of innumerable forms. Steinbeck’s, Melville’s, and
Petry’s texts are their humanistic gifts to the reading world. The choice to enact humanity
or inhumanity is a constant part of everyone’s life. In the article “Steinbeck’s Ethical
Dimensions,” the author Luchen Li writes, “According to Steinbeck, humanity is
entrusted with the dreadful burden of choice, a dangerous but glorious responsibility that
can finally test our perfectability as individuals and as a species” (66). Therefore, to be a
humanitarian - which oftentimes includes difficulty - always entails responsibility and
ownership of one’s actions and deeds. To add to Luchen Li’s commentary, individuals’
lives have the perpetual availability - or chance - to act with respect toward others in any
and every instance.

Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) group to form the United Farm Workers Organizing
Committee. In 1971 this organization became the United Farm Workers (UFW)” (“Cesar Chavez”).
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Ruthie Joad and Winfield Joad of Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, Pip of
Melville’s Moby-Dick, and Bub Johnson of Petry’s The Street have minimum textual
presence in their respective novels, yet their symbolic, intellectual, and emotional
presence is grand and encompassing. If Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry omitted child
characters from their novels, the novels would be altered severely. Child characters are
truly needed characters who add meaning and effect to the authors’ novels. Without their
child characters who enact labor with humanitarianism, The Grapes of Wrath, MobyDick, and The Street would convey drastically altered meanings. So even though
Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry minimally use their child characters in these novels, their
inclusion creates power to the authors’ works.
John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, Ann Petry, and also Lewis Hine include in
their works children who are vital labor contributors in their families and society. The
three literary authors present their child characters with assertive and wise voices while
also explaining their lives as child laborers. In their realistic literary texts, Steinbeck,
Melville, and Petry give respect to child laborers, their contributions, their voices, and
their viewpoints. Similarly, Lewis Hine gives respect to child laborers in his
photographs/visual documents. Steinbeck, Melville, Petry, and Hine present their child
laborers as humanitarians, especially since laws to protect children were void. Steinbeck,
Melville, Petry, and Hine promote the dignity of the child laborer. The four authors,
including Hine signified as author, published their works and therefore contributed their
works to society when laws to protect children were not available or were denied,
specifically the Child Labor Amendment of 1924. A dynamic relationship exists between
the four authors’ works about child labor and legislation about child labor. Steinbeck,
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Melville, Petry, and Hine include in their works how child laborers find time for the joys
of childhood. But as response to the authors’ presentation of the hardships, atrocities, and
exploitation of child labor, children especially need their righteous opportunities to
create, invent, and express their viewpoints, especially as academic laborers.
The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The Street share similar conclusions in that
the authors regulate their novels with duality. All three novels conclude with a character
involved in a traumatic, poignant event, and yet the character still strives with hopeful
vitality. Steinbeck’s Rose of Sharon gives birth to a stillborn baby but altruistically saves
the life of a starving individual. Melville’s Ishmael lives with the knowledge that his
Pequod colleagues have lost their lives, yet Ishmael is given the chance of more time on
Earth. Petry’s Lutie Johnson kills Boots who wants to use her body as socioeconomic
payment (Street 424-34), and then Lutie flees New York City in hope of preserving her
son’s future. Their characters experience the nadir of agony, but the three authors find
glimmers of hope in their characters’ agonizing situations, and then the authors express
those glimmers of hope to readers. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry do not conclude their
respective novels with defeat. Their characters do not succumb to the trials they endure.
In Working Days: The Journals of The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck even writes a seeming
mantra in his entries about The Grapes of Wrath. For example, on June 30, 1938,
Steinbeck writes, “I hope all of them alive because they must live” (Working 37). On
August 29, 1938, Steinbeck writes, “This family must live” (Working 62). And on
October 14, 1938, Steinbeck writes the following about The Grapes of Wrath’s
conclusion: “The last general must be a summing of the whole thing. Group survival”
(Working 88). Therefore, Steinbeck even directly informs readers of his intentions and
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beliefs about his characters and of individuals overall in society. John Steinbeck, Herman
Melville, and Ann Petry convey subtle and powerful idealism at the conclusion of these
three aforementioned works. The three authors are not quixotic in that they wisely state
the realism of their characters’ predicaments.
Also, regarding conclusions, The Grapes of Wrath, Moby-Dick, and The Street do
not have a denouement. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry display the same code of conduct
when presenting their novels to readers: the authors do not provide in writing at the
conclusion of their respective novels a sermon stating what should have been done, what
could have been done, or what needs to change. Steinbeck and Melville do not play
Monday-morning quarterback at the conclusion of their novels, yet Ann Petry does
slightly. Lutie Johnson ruminates in the second-last paragraph of The Street, blaming the
street (Petry 436). And prior to this, Lutie realizes all that she has not expressed to her
son Bub (Petry, Street 410). Without a denouement, though, but through the three
authors’ presentations of the events the characters experience, the authors propagate
change. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry give to readers their texts, giving the
responsibility to readers to perpetuate the topics at hand. In Reclaiming John Steinbeck:
Writing for the Future of Humanity, Gavin Jones cites a letter by John Steinbeck to
Pascal Covici (144-45) who comments on the conclusion of Grapes: “‘I know that books
lead to a strong deep climax. This one doesn’t except by implication and the reader must
bring the implication to it’” (qtd. in Jones, Gavin 145). Jones then analyzes, “An aspect
of incompleteness lies at the heart of Grapes, one that Steinbeck describes as ‘scaled’
according to how it is received by readers. We must supply what the book lacks, and
‘participate in the actuality’ by being captured in an ongoing process of interpretation”
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(145-46). Jones’s analysis aligns with Pierre Macherey’s analysis. Once again, Macherey
writes, “Speech eventually has nothing more to tell us: we investigate the silence, for it is
the silence that is doing the speaking” (705). Jones and Macherey assert the reader’s role
when deciphering an author’s text.
Yet without a denouement, the authors, though, directly expose hardships that
child laborers endure, and the authors have given dedication in presenting these hardships
to readers. In Mariners, Renegades, and Castaways: The Story of Herman Melville and
the World We Live In, C. L. R. James states the following when analyzing “Bartleby, the
Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street”: “Bartleby is a monstrous denial of what is human in
human beings. But Melville does not believe that anything can be done to alter such
fundamental relations of a modern society” (108). Yet in response to James, had Melville
truly believed this way, Melville would not have written and then given to American
society and worldwide society his literary works as documentation of remembrance and
hope for change. By Melville’s act of writing about brutal hardships and atrocity,
Melville indeed is constructively responding to society and wanting change. And the
same can be assessed about Steinbeck and Petry. All three authors wrote for
remembrance and wrote for change – hoping for the better and seeking justice.
Also then, the ratification of the Child Labor Amendment would entail a symbolic
gesture of remembrance and justice, and the ratification of the amendment would be a
patriotic rite. Humanistic rites and rituals are enacted in countries or communities so that
their cultures may endure. Remembrance of individuals in one’s community is key. As an
example, Melville provides succinct commentary about the remembrance of individuals
in Chapter 7 of Moby-Dick or, The Whale. First though, on the last page of Moby-Dick,
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Ishmael survives and is rescued by the crew of the Rachel (Melville 625). Ishmael,
therefore, still lives while at sea on the concluding page of Moby-Dick. Melville does not
provide full details about Ishmael’s life after his time as an employee of the Pequod
although inklings are presented in the novel. At the conclusion of the novel, Chapter 7
“The Chapel,” harkens back. In this chapter, Melville writes of Ishmael’s analysis of the
plaques in the Whaleman’s Chapel as remembrance of seafarers who did not survive at
sea, and Melville also writes of Queequeg’s visit/presence in the chapel (Moby 39-42).
Ishmael gives homage “to the beings who have placelessly perished without a grave”
(Melville, Moby 41). Then Ishmael reasons with the following:
Yes, Ishmael, the same fate may be thine. But somehow I grew merry again.
Delightful inducements to embark, fine chance for promotion, it seems – aye, a
stove boat will make me an immortal by brevet. Yes, there is death in this
business of whaling – a speechlessly quick chaotic bundling of a man into
Eternity. (Melville, Moby 42)
In Chapter 7, Ishmael gives a tone of flippancy and naiveté. But in the “Epilogue,”
considering now the loss of lives he had known, Ishmael has an obligation to give
remembrance to his Pequod colleagues. Ishmael even ponders in Chapter 7, “I knew not;
but so many are the unrecorded accidents in the fishery” (Melville, Moby 41). Due to
Ishmael’s visit to the Whaleman’s Chapel and also seeing Queequeg in the chapel,
readers of Melville’s Moby-Dick may arguably infer Ishmael’s duty in erecting a plaque
as homage to his friend Queequeg, Pip, and all laborers of the Pequod so that they are
remembered. To not do so would be unjust and even fraudulent. Therefore, applying
Melville’s Chapter 7 and the “Epilogue” of Moby-Dick to a consideration regarding
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ratification of the Child Labor Amendment, the text of the amendment if included in the
Constitution would signify a recorded stronghold and unity among everyone living in the
United States and also homage to past child laborers.
The Child Labor Amendment is text that should be included in the Constitution
giving recognition and remembrance to the efforts of child laborers of the past, present,
and future. Article V of the Constitution concerns the proposal of Amendments to the
Constitution (The Constitution 38-39). Included in Article V is explanation that the
Amendments are “Part of this Constitution” (The Constitution 38). This phrase declares
the dignity of the Amendments and their righteous inclusion in the Constitution. The
ratification of the Child Labor Amendment would be a dignified proclamation giving the
apex of acknowledgement to child laborers.
The Constitution can be the written voice asserting its view regarding child
laborers through the ratification of the Child Labor Amendment. The Constitution, a
supreme formal text asserting justice and democracy, can officially include this
proclamation, i.e. amendment, which recognizes the history, currency, and future of child
labor in the United States. Applying the world of literary theory to the Constitution gives
the Child Labor Amendment no conclusion; the amendment’s journey is incomplete. As
stated in the previous paragraph, the Constitution includes Article V, allowing for a
future written revision of the Constitution via an amendment (The Constitution 38-39),
and the Constitution’s opening paragraph includes the key goals to “form a more Perfect
Union” and to “establish Justice” (The Constitution 17). In the Introduction of the book
The Constitution of the United States of America, The Declaration of Independence, the
editors write about “Delegates who convened at the Federal Convention in Philadelphia
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on May 25, 1787” (VIII), the Delegates’ creation of the Constitution in “the next four
months” (VIII), and about James Madison who wrote the Constitution’s Bill of Rights
(X-XI). In the Introduction, the editors also state the following about the Bill of Rights:
“These amendments (which were ratified in 1791) and those that have followed have
enabled the Constitution to adapt to changing conditions in American society all while
keeping the founders’ basic outline of national government intact” (The Constitution XI).
Therefore, the authors/Delegates who created Article V of the Constitution proclaim the
United States’s responsibility to revise so that the opening paragraph of the Constitution
is fulfilled, especially to “form a more Perfect Union” and to “establish Justice.” Due to
Article V, the authors/Delegates of the Constitution also indirectly proclaim their
unacknowledged errors and injustices of the 1787 text which will need correction and
justice.
Many may reason that ratifying the amendment would be frivolous and
unnecessary. While the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 is necessary and admirable
American legislation to protect and honor child laborers, more can and should be done.
Greed, therefore, is not involved in hoping for the passage of the Child Labor
Amendment, but rather respect and even more protection are involved so that the
Constitution can formally declare and include in its text all that child laborers have done
and do for the United States. John Steinbeck, Herman Mellville, and Ann Petry are three
American authors who voiced the wise voices of child laborers – children who
experienced heartbreak but also immense fulfillment as laborers, commendably helping
American society and therefore conveying their humanitarianism.
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John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and Ann Petry regard the dignity of child
laborers, and the authors express concern for the wellbeing of child laborers. In their
literary works, the authors write about child laborers who enact humanitarianism. The
authors diverge in their presentations of the child laborer’s voice onto society and how
society responds. Steinbeck, Melville, and Petry have given laudable time and dedication
in writing about child labor in their literary works. John Steinbeck, Herman Melville, and
Ann Petry respect child laborers and their work, viewpoints, and actions which have
benefited American society abundantly.
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